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ONLYONE DIALTO TUNE

RETA1L PRICE

Wonderful offer direct from the factory! The world's greatest
*15*
radio! A perfect working, single dial control, 7 tube receiver! And
Completely Assemblcd
just to prove our daims, we will ship it to your home for 30 days' free trial. Test
it iniclrr ail conditions. Test it for distance, volume and tonal quaiity—and if you are not conBig Discounts to
Agents and Dealers
vinced lhat it is the best single dial set you ever heard, return it to the factory. We don't want
your money unless you are completely satisfied.
Three Year Guarantee
B1G PROFITS
TO AGENTS AND DEALERS
Metrodyne Super-Seven Radio
Our Agents and Dealers make big money
M-lling Metrodyne Sets. You can work ail
A single dial control, 7 tube, tiined Easiest set to operate. Only one small
or part time. Demonstrate the superiority
radio frequency sct.Tesled and approved knob tunes in ail stations. The dial is electricof Ntclrodynes right in your home. Metroby Popular Science Institute of Standards, ally lighted so that you can log stations in the
dvne Radios havc no compétition. Lowest
Popular Radio Laboratory, Radio News Labora* dark. The volume control régulâtes the réceptory and by America's leading Radio Enginecrs. tion from a faint whisper to thunderous volume,
wholesale prices. Demonstrating set on 30
Dcsigncd and built by radio experts. Only the 1,000 to 3,000 miles on loud speaker! The Metdays' free trial. Greatest money-making
highest qnaliîy low lo-s parts are used. Xlas- rodyne Super-Seven is a beautiful and efficient
opportunity. Send coupon, a lettcr or a
nificent, two-tone walnut cabinet with beautiful, receiver, and we are so sure that you will be
postal for our agent's proposition.
gilt métal trimmings. Very newest 1928 mode), delighted with it, that we make this libéral
embodying ail the latest refinements.
30days'free trial offer. You to be the judge.

30 Days1 Free Trial—3 Year Guarantee
Metrodyne Super-Six
Another triumph in radio. Here's the new 1928 model Metrodyne 6 tube, two dial, long distance tuncd radio frequency receivIng set. Approved by leading radio engineers of America. Highest
grade low loss parts, completely assemblcd in a beautiful walnut
cabinet. Easy to operale. Dials easily logged. Tune in your favorite station on same dial readings every time — no guessing.
Mr. Howard, of Chicago, said: "While five Chicago broadcasting statious were «m the air I tnnod in seventeon out-of-!own Rtntinns. inrludin:
New York and San Francisco, on my loud speaker horn, very loud and
clear, as Ihoui.h they were ail in Chicago."
We arc one of the pioneers of radio. The success of Metrodyne sets
is duc to our libéral 30 days' free trial offer. which jçives you the
opportunity of tryinE before buvin?. Thousands of Metrodynes
bave bcen bought on our libéral free trial basis.

6
Tube Set
'4859
RETAIL PH1CE
Completely

MAIL COUPON BELOW
Let us send
you proofof Metrodyne quallty—our
30 days9 free triai offer and 3 year guarantee
Mrs. Wm. LefflnQwell, Westfleld, N. J. writes: "The Metrodyne Kadio I hought < f you ia a wow!f This is as good as
any $225 machine 1 lia\e eter seeu."
N. M. Greono, Maywood, III., writes: "My time is up
and the Metrodyne works Hue. I gct llavana. Cuba. Oakland. Calif.. Denver. Colo.. Toronto, Canada, ail on the
loud speaker."
J. W. Woods. Lcadvllle, Colo., writes: "Received the 7tube Metrodyne in Hue condition. Ilad il up aud working
same day received. Was soon listening to Los Angeles. San
Diego, Oakland aud other California points; also St. Louis.
Kansas City and olher east. and south stations—ail coming
in line. Ain more than pleased. Sure enjoying it."
We will send you hundreds of similar letters from
owners who acclaim the Metrodyne as the greatest
radio set in the world. A postal. letter or the coupon
brings complété information, testimonials,
wholesale
prices, and our libéral 30 days1 free trial offer.
METRO ELECTRIC COMPANY
2161-71 N. California Avc.v Dept. 276
Chicago, Illinois
Gentlemen :
Send me full particulars about Metrodyne 6 tube
and 7 tube sets and your 30 days'free trial offer.
Name
Address

MAIL THIS
COUPON __
or sond a postal or letter. Getour
proposition before buylng a radio.
Deal direct with manufacturer —
SAVE MONEY —WRITE NOWl

METRO ELECTRIC COMPANY
Dept. 276 * Chicago, Illinois
2161-71 N. California Ave.

■

If you arc iuterestcd in AGENT'S prop- r~~i
osition, place an "X" in the square -► U
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Amazingly Easy Way

togetinto

ELECTRICITY

Don't spend your life waiting for $5 raises in a dull, hopeless job. Now
. . . and forever . . . say good-bye to 25 and 35 dollars a week. Let
me show you how to qualify for jobs leading to salaries of $50, $60
and up, a week, in Electricity—NOT by correspondence, but by an
amazing way to teach, that makes you an electrical expert in 90 days !
Getting into Electricity is far easier than you imagine!

Cearn

Without £essons
90
real actual work ... build- exceeds the supply. Our employment
of experience—âge,
ing real batteries ... wind- bureau gives you lifetime service. Two
m / ■ advanced éducation
ing real armatures,operating weeks after graduation, Clyde F. Hart got
bais no one. I don't care
real motors, dynan~ag and a position as electrician with the Great
if you don't know an armagenerators, wiring bouses, Western Railroad at over $100 a week.
ture from an air brake—I
etc., etc. That's a glimpse That's not unusual. We can point to Coyne
don't expect you to! I don't
of how we make you a m as- men making up to $600 a month. $60 a
care i you're 16 years old or
ter practical electrician in week is only the beginning of your oppor48—ii, makes no différence!
90 days, teaching you far tunity. You can go into radio, battery or
- a't let lack of money stop
more than the average automotive electrical business for yourself
yo.'. Most of the men at
ordinary electrician ever and make up to $15,000 a year.
Coynr have no more money
knows and fitting you to
th-Vi you have.
step into jobs leading to
Get the Facts
big pay immediately after
Railroad Fare
Coyne
îs
your
one great chance to get into elecPréparé For Jobs
graduation. Here, m this tricity. Every obstacle
ia removed. This school is 28
Uke These
Allowed
world-famous Parent school yeara old—Coyne training ia U'sU-d—proven beyond
Ilere nre a few of hundreds
ail
doubt—endoreed
by
large electrical con—and nowhere else in the cerna. You can find out many
of positions open to Coyne111 allow your railroad
everythinR absolutcly free.
trained
.fned men. Oup free emworld—can you get such Simply mail the coupon and
fpr" to Chicago, and if you
let
me
send you the big,
filoyment bureau glves you
training!
free Coyne book of 150 photographe . . . facts . . .
Ifetlme employuent service.
.'lu need part-time work
jobs
.
.
.
salaries
.
.
.
opportunitiea.
Tells you how
' '!'■ asr-ist you to it. Then, in Armature Expert$100 a Week
many earn expensea while training and how we assist
Jobs,
Pay,
Future
our graduâtes in the field. This does not obligate you.
Substation Operator
I- i'rief weeks, in the great
$65 a Week
Don't worry about a job, So act at once. Just mail coupon.
roaring shops of Coyne, I
Auto Electrlclan $110 a Week
Coyne training settles the
Inventer - - Unlhplted
train you as you never
Maintenance Englneer
job question for life. Dedreamed you could be trained
$150 a Week
Service Station Owner
mand for Coyne men often Get this
... on the greatest outlay of
$200 a Week
Radio Expert - $100 a Week
UcUrlcal apparatus ever assembled... costing hundreds
of thousands of dollars . . .
real dynamos, engines, power plants, Now In Our
New Home
autos, switchboards, transmitting
i
Book
is oorbomo
new,wherein
fircproof.ia
stations . . . everything from door- This
modem
installed
thuuaancla
of
dolbells to farm power and lighting ... lara. worlit of tho neweat
moat
modem Elecful)-sized ... in full opération every and
trical
Equipment
oftbo
ail
Mr. H. C. Lewia, Pre«.
kindn.
Wo
now have
(«nreat
nmount
of
floor
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dapt 77-02
apace
devotcd
to
tho
exÇOO s. Paulina St., Chicago, III.
teaehlnir ofinpracNo Books—No Printed clusive
tical
electricity
tho
Dcar Mr. Lewis:
world.
Every
r.>mforl
and
convenience
basyou
been
arWithout obligation send mo your big free catalog and ail
Lessons
ranired to make
happy
détails of Railroad Fare to Chicago, Free Employment
Service.
Radio
and Automotive
Couraca,
1 can
No books, no baffling charts ... ail andcontented
ttWBBC • during: your
"earn whlle
Icarnlng."
I understand
I wlll and
not behow
hotherad
by any aalesman.
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL i Namc,
H. C. LEWIS, Président, Dept. 77-0» | Addresa
COYNE
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago
Eatabiuhed 1899
City
State.
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Our Cover
this month depicts a scene from Ray Cummings' "Around
the Universe" in which the Professer of Knowledge and
a Soientist and Tubby, the other occupant of the Space
Flycr, see another Space Flyer, somewhat différent in shape
from theirs, hovering almost directly above them, showing
like a dark spot in the Firmament.

In Our Next Issue:
TREASURES OF TANTALUS (Conclusion) by
Garrct Smith. Though Professer Fleckner's telephonoscope bids fair to act for the public good,
because of its ability to penetrate the thickest walls
and look into the most submerged hiding places and so
unearth a gigantic criminal trust, avariciousness, with
the help of newer and cunning devices, throws the
world into panic and a véritable rcign of terror. This
well-known author makes the most out of the various
developments of the plot and intricacies and gives us
a tremendously interesting conclusion to an unusually
good scientifiction story.
HICKS' INVENTIONS WITH A KICK (The
Hicks Electro-Hydraulic Bank Protector) by Henry
Hugh Simmons. Being a true inventive genius, Mr.
Hicks, despite his luckless démonstrations, bobs up
once more with a more marvelous invention than ever.
This time it is a contrivance for the absolute protection of banks against any and ail robbers. High
water pressure plays an effective part here—too effective in this démonstration, in fact.
THE ASTOUNDING DISCOVERIES OF DOCTOR MENTIROSO, by A. Hyatt Verrill. This, no
doubt, is the story of the year. Our well-known
author is delving into the realm of time in this most
absorbing story, and before you get through reading
it your head will bc in a whirl. What is the past?
What is the présent? Can we step into the future?
Can you witness something now that happened yesterday, and can you actually see something that is going
to take place tomorrow? Dr. Mentiroso shows you
how it is donc, backing it up by the best of reasons
and scientific facts that you will not be able to réfuté.
Don't fail to read this story.
A STORY OF THE STONE AGE.by H.G.Wells.
Our famous author has gone back to the stone âge
and develops a picture before your eyes that is most
astounding to our present-day experience. Yet there
is no question that the things that Mr. Wells speaks of
must have existed in the far gone âge when man was
still young and not much more than an animal. If
you ever wanted to know what your great great
ancestors were doing in their day, you positively must
read this story.

HOW TO SlIBSOTUBE FOR "AMAZING STORIES." Send your name, tloncd at spécial reduced club rates. Send postal for club rate card.
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New York City. Checks and money ordera should be mado payable to Ex- ON
numbor to you. and notlfy you by mail. Then. unless we reçoive your
périmenter l'ubllshing Co., Inc. Mention the name of the magazine you last
and remitlance for a renewal. delivery of the magazine 1s stopped,
are ordering inaamueh as we also publlsh RADIO NEWS, SCIENCE At order
OF ADDKBS8. Notlfy us as far In advnnce as possible, givINVENTION. RADIO USTKNERS' GUIDE AND CALL BOOK. CHANGE
your old address as well as the new ono to whlch future magazines are
SPARE-TIME MONEY MAKINO and FRENCH HUMOR. Subscrlp- Ing
tlona tnay bo made in eomblnatlon wlth the other publications just mon- to go. It takos several weeks to make an address change In our records.
AMAZING STORIES Monthly. Bntered as second class matter Match 10.
AMAZING STORIES 1s published on the 5lh of each precedlng month.
There are 12 numbers per year. Subscrlptlon prlco U $2.50 a year In
1926, by the Post OfBce at New York. N. Y., under the act of March 3.
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Many times in the old days,
while / trudged home after work
to save carfare, 1 used to gase
cmnously at the shirting cars
gliding by me, the prospérons
men and zvomen within. Little
did I think that inside of a year,
1, too, should have my otvn car,
a deccnt bank account, the good
things of life that make it worth
living.
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Thought

Success

Believe It Or Not,

Was

For

Others

Just Twelve Months Ago

I Was Next Thing To "Down-and-Out"
Ul)AY l'm sole owner of the fastest
growing Radio store in town. And l'm
good terms with my banker, too—not like
old days only a year ago, when often I
n"t have one dollar to knock against anrr in my pocket. My wife and I live in
^""Juggest little home you ever saw, right
olie of the best neighborhoods. And to
ik that a year ago I used to dodge the
dlady when she came to collect the relit
the little bedroom I called "home" I
t ail seems like a dream now, as I look
k over the past twelve short months, and
ik how discouraged I was then, at the
1 of a blind alley." I thought I never
l had a good chance in my life, and I
ughf I never would have one. But it was
king up that I needed, and here's the story
kow 1 got it.
IVAS a clerk, working at the usual misérable salary such jobs pay. Somehow l'd
'er found any way to get into a line where
auld make good money.
)ther fellows seemed to find opportunities.
t—much as I wanted the good things that
with success and a decent income—ail the
lly well-paid vacancies I ever heard of
med to be out of my line—to call for some
d of knowledge I didn't have.
Uid I wanted to get married. A fine situai, wasn't it? Mary would have agreed to
it—but it wouldn't have bcen fair to her.
dary had told me, "You can't get ahead
ere you are. Why don't you get into aner line of work, somewhere that you can
tance?"
That's fine, Mary," I replied, "but luhal
î ? l've always got my eyes open for a betjob, but I never seem to hear of a really
>d job that I can handle." Mary didn't
m to be satisfied with the answer, but I
In't know what else to tell her.
7 ivas on the nvay home that night that I
pped off in the neighborhood drug store,
\ere I overheard a scrap of conversation
out myself. A feiu burning viords that
re the cause of the turning point in my
iVith a hot flush of shame I turned and left
store, and walked rapidly home. So that
s what my neighbors—the people who
sw me best—really thought of mel

"Bargain counter sheik—look how that suit
fits," one fellow had said in a low voice.
"Bet he hasn't got a dollar in those pockets."
"Oh, it's just 'Useless' Anderson," said another. "He's got a wish-bone where his backbone ought to be."
As I thought over the words in deep humiliation, a sudden thought made me catch
my breath. Why had Mary been so dissatisfied with my answer that "I hadn't had a
chance?" Did Mary secrelly think that toof
And after ail, wasn't it true that I had a
"wish-bone" where my back-bone ought to
be ? Wasn't that why I never had a "chance"
to get ahead ? It was true, only too true—
and it had taken this cruel blow to my^jIJesteera to make me see it.
With a new détermination I thumbed the
pages of a magazine on the table, searching
for an advertisement that l'd seen many
times but passed up without thinking, au advertisement telling of big opportunities for
trained men to succeed in the great new
Radio field. With the advertisement was a
coupon offering a big free book full of information. I sent the coupon in, and in a few
days received a handsome 64-page book,
printed in two colors, telling al) about the
opportunities in the radio field and how a
man can préparé quickly and easily at home
to take advantage of these opportunities. I
read the book carefully, and when I finished
it 1 made my décision.
WHAT'S happened in the twelve months
since that day, as l've already told you,
seems almost like a dream to me now. For
ten of those twelve months, l've had a Radio
business of my ovin! At first, of course, I
started it as a little proposition on the side,
under the guidance of the National Radio Institute, the outfit that gave me my Radio
training. It wasn't long before I was getting
so much to do in the Radio line that I quit
my measly little clérical job, and devoted my
full time to my Radio business.
Since that time l've gone right on up, always under the watchful guidance of ray
friends at the National Radio Institute. They
would have given me just as much help, too,
if I had wanted to follow some other line of
Radio besides building my own retail business—such as broadeasting, manufacturing,
experimenting, sea operadng, or any one of

the score of lines they préparé you for. And
to think that until that day I sent for their
eye-opening book, l'd been wailing "I never
had a chance I"
NOW l'm making real money. I drive a
good-looking car of my own. Mary and
I don't own the house in full yet, but l've
made a substantial down payment, and l'm
not straining myself any to raeet the installments.
Here's a real fip. You may not be as bad
off as I was. But, think it over—are you satisfied ? Are you making enough money, at
work that you like? Would you sign a contract to stay where you are now for the next
ten years, making the same money? If not,
you'd better be doing somelhing about it instead of drifting.
This new Radio game is a live-wire field of
golden rewards. The work, in any of the 20
différent lines of Radio, is fascinatinç, absorbing, well paid. The National Radio Institute—oldest and largest Radio horae-study
school in the world—will train you inexpensively in your own home to know Radio
from A to Z and to increase your earnings
in the Radio field.
Take another tip—No matter what your
plans are, no matter how much or how little
you know about Radio—clip the coupon below and look their free book over. It is filled
with interesting facts, figures, and photos,
and the information it will give you is worth
a few minutes of anybody's time. You will
place yourself under no obligation—the book
is free, and is gladly sent to anyone who
wants to know about Radio. Just address
J. E. Smith, Président, National Radio Institute, Dept. M-S, Washington, D. C.
' J. E. SMITH, Président,
' National Radio Institute,
J Dept. M-5, Washington, D. C.
I Dear Mr. Smith:
■ Please send me your 64-page free book. printed In
I two colors, glvlng ail Information about the opportun| lllcs In Radio and how I can learn qulckly and easily
I at home to take adrantage of them. 1 understand this
. reauesl places me under no obligation, and that no
I salesmen will call on me.
J Name
I| Address
■ Town
sut.

I
I
|
|
■
.
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|
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^Uhe Terfed cWriting Instrument

1150

Recelved my Inkofiraph. Am
aurprised to knov.- how well I can
write with it. The Inkograph is
a wonderful Utile writer, ifs my
friond
soodthir
penmanship, Inow
am for
writing
lettcr
with it; can you tell the différence between Inkograp i and
pen lettera? I C;m is my answer.
C. R. Fuller, l'attersou, Mo.
T rcceived my Inkograph wlli
which
am writingatthis
I haveI purchased
leastIcttcr.
ona,
nozen
to Ix? Ink
the penrils.
only oneYours
that seenu
givre
IH^rfoct
satisfaction.
bel levé
you have
sol ved the I prohlem
of the perfect writing instrument. Dr. Richard T.
McLaury, Dunklrk, Ind.
The Inkogranh Is truly the
best
1 everno
nadprice
the pleasure
to usePfmbarring
or make
of jH-n. after I take Into codsinemtion the high price I
usually paid for a ï'arker, or a
Waterman
I cannot
how such a pen,
low priced
pen see
at
Ihe Inkograph can be nut on the
market an<I give euch unusual
service. Harvey L. Winston.
Brentwood, Calii.
. In maklng
out local
requWtions,
it is necessary
to make
an
original and two carbon copiet
on very heavy pnt»er. and the
Inkograph does tnls twice at
well as the hardest indelible
pencil, and is much neater and
the original is much more
legible. Wm. L. Eortncy,
l'iacerville. la.
Your Inkograph Is everythlnf
you
statc.meIttwo
is just
wondcrfuL
So BA-nd
more.
Arthu»
Oilcott, Tuckcr, La.
Gave pen thorough tryout
EnclosAKi lind saniple of work I
have to perform. Have l>een
using pencil. Never got entire
sfa
satisfaction.
Hard pencil makea
original too pale and soft pendl
makes poor copy. I am highly
pleased^ R. M._ Cooi»er. Inquiry Division, P. O.. South
Bend.Ind.
I found the Inkogmnh ail yoa
ropresent
it towith
1k* and
verya
well
aatisfied
It. I Iwas
made
Srcat
mis
take
when
11>ought
the
nkograph, as I did not take ont
Ixiss or Theft Insurance on j
pen, for the pen is gone.
writing
this toInkograph
ask that you
me another
byI retum mail, charges C.O.D. 1
can recommend the inkograph
very highly to nnyone who needs
a iH'n which will stand up under
very hard usage. George B.
Moorc, Columbia, Fia.
It sure lias Improvcd my hand
writing—I never took home any
mcdals for pcnmansiiip but I can
almostI rend
my pen.
own wriâUui
sincc
got this
M. F.
Johnson, Medina. Wia. ^
I want to thank you for thç
return of my Inkograpn pen,
which you repaired for me. I
fccl rather lost without thû
pen in my jiocket. I prefer it to
any pen I ever carrieo piincipally becauBc of the ease with which
one can write with it. not having
to be careful whether you alidê
the pen to the Nortn, East.
South or Wcat, it flows freely in
ail directions. Wm. B. Brown,
New York. N. Y.
Recel ved my Inkograph and
same is filling a loug-felt want.
Kindly send two more of the
same style by parcel r»o»t collect
as soon as itossible. Théodore
Prtcatley, Akron, Ohio.
I bonght one of your pens a
S car ago. You sure bufid the
est pen on the market to my
notion. Frank R. Ellaworta.
Fargo. N. D.
I wouldn't take $5.00 for the
pen I am writing this lelter with.
1 have a good fountain i>eii but
don't write any more with It. I
am proud of the Inkograph and
that I can say this to you and
mcan evety word of il. R. H.
Wilson, Beckley. W. Va.

GREATEST VALUE EVER OPFERED
NEVER before bas any manufacturer bf a standard wn?»
ing instrument which is guaranteed to give pcrfect sat-,
isfaction, offered you so great a value. Remember, the/
$1000 REWARD
to anybody who can prove Inkograph answers the purpose of both pen and pencil comlhat these testimonials were bined. Its point is 'shaped like a fine lead pencil point and i
writes with ink free and easy without a miss, skip or blurv
solicited by us.
Draws
The steady uniform flow of ink actually improves your^
Inlcograph bas proven so sntls- handwriting. JVon't blot, scratch, leak pr soil hands,
Lines to
factor>'
and
haselicitcKl
considérable favorable comment am
a Ruier
cnclosiny moncy order, pieuse
You who already possess a standard fountairi péri
With ou t
send nie thr;*e more. T. J.
Trow, Travtling Claim Agent. will find_ the Inkograph a most valuable addition to
smeanng ,
Joplin, Mo.
smudging or
The Ink<»Kraph fnlly justifies your writing équipaient, for it will do everything
blurring
tho
ail claims von mnke. I own a any fountain pen can do and many very important
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AMAZÏNG YOUTH
By HUGO GERNSBACK
HIS is a talk on Youth, because the further would think that youngsters from twelve ycars downwards
progrcss of the world npw lies in the hands would not be able to rcad and digest the stories in this
of our youngsters. In progress, in originality magazine, because most of them require rcal thought to
and invention in gênerai, it is Youth most be understood. Ncvertheless, our circlc of young friends
often that Icads. Youth, unhampered by expe- is constantly growing, and the thousands of letters reaching
rience, vvhich often proves destructive and a
us show that the youngsters read the stories, not only with
big handicap, goes right aliead and solves problcms which the interest, but with intelligent understandiug. Very often,
oldcr man approaches vvith trépidation and misgivings or they arc the unes that makc the most worthwhile criticisms,
does not tackle at ail, simply because lie bas either too inuch and if the authors make some minor mistakes, as they are apt
to do once in a while, it is usually the youngsters who find
knovvledge or his mind is in a rut.
Indeed it has been found that most of the great inventions the mistake even when the slip gets by the editors.
have been made by younger peuple. Edison, for
This is gratifying, for if
instance, did his best work when hc was a comwc can make the youngsters
paratively young man. Bell invented the téléphone
think, we fecl that we are acwhen ephte a young man. In radio, DeForcst and
complishing our mission, and
Armstrong made their great inventions when still
that the future of the magacomparativcly young. As a matter of fact, most
zine, and, to a degree, the
of the great inventions have been made
future of progress through the
by inventors before they were much
younger génération, is in exover twenty-fivc ycars old. When it
cellent hands. Once upon a
cornes to original thinking, the young
time the youngsters rcad Inman, as a rule, lias it ail over the
dian stories, which were not at
oldcr une. His outlook is usually
ail educatinnal ; nowadays it is
fresh. Hc is unhampered by set ideas
scientifiction, which is an édand can, therefore, more easily atucation in itself. Ail we can
tain an cntirely différent viewpoint
say therefore is "More power
on ail things. For that reason, also,
to the young men, and let's
Youth takes much more quickly to inhave more of them."
novations than the older perAnd while wc arc on the
son; age-old habits prevent
subject, wc have rcccivcd hunhim from adopting the new
dreds of letters from supand untried, and often rcvoluposedly the "youngest reader"
tionary devclopments. The
of Amazing Stories. We
oldcr person much prefers to
challenge the youngsters by
stand by and watch the new
pnhlishing a picture of Master
thing dcvclop, whereas Youth
Robert Smith, of New York,
quickly acccpts the possihility
seven years old, who not only
and is willing to takc a chance,
knows how to rcad Amazing
even if possible danger is inStories, but is wcll-verscd in
volvcd. This makes for progscientifiction generally. At our
ress and is indeed ncccssary
office rccently, this cxceptional
for évolution.
youngsler astonisbed the editors when hc frecly dcvclopcd
One of the outstanding
lus views upon scientifiction.
facts about Amazinc Storif.s
Hc sccmcd to know a good
is the percentagc of youthful
many of the better known scireaders who find food for
entifiction writers, such as H. G. Wells, Jules
thought and a great stimulus
Master Robert Smith, age T.ywr
Verne, Garrett P. Scrviss, etc., and talked
throughout the pages of the
possibly the youngest reader of
intelligently about them. Neithcr has hc missed a
magazine. While our office
"Amazing Stories."
single copy of Amazing Stories since its inccpstatistics show that 90 per cent
tion. Asked what particqlar style of scientifiction
of the copies of Amazing Stories are bought by adults, the
fact remains that the younger génération makes a dash for story lie favored, lie unhesitatingly stated that he preferred
each copy, even before father gets a chance to rcad it. One stories of spacc and of intcrplanctarian travel.
Mr. Huf/o Gernsback speaks every Tuesday at 9.30 P. M. from Jl'RNY on varions scientific and radio subject s.
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The Oreat MoguI of Tupiter was a towerlng giant aome fifteen £eet tall. The audience with His Hlghnea» was held in front of the Space
Flyer as the travelera found it difficult to walk on Jupiter, gwing to the greal gravitational pull which increased their weight considerably.
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Tubby smiled genially. "l'm talkin" about the
moon. I read a book by a guy named Wells. Now
In Which Tubby Becomes Aware of His Wonhe says
"
derful Gift, and Accompanied by Sir Isaac
"Hc ain't no Astronomer," the first man objected.
Swift DeFoe Wells-Verne, Starts for Venus
"What's he know about it ?"
The third man continued the attack.
HAT ain't so," Tubby spoke up sud"Stick to what you were sayin', Tubby. You said
denly from the seclusion of his seat there would be somethin' at the edge of' Space—not
across the room. He glanced at the just more Space."
three men who sat around the little table
"1 didn't say nothin' about it," Tubby repeated.
under the circle of light, their poker "But I will say .... There is an edge to Space begame temporarily suspended, the cards and chips cause when you gct there you wouldn't find more
pushed to one side. "That ain't so nohow. Don't Space, you'd find
"
you tell me it is I"
"What?" demanded the first man aggressively
"He ain't tellin' you." responded one of the men when Tubby hesitated.
caustically.
"Why—why more Land—that's what you'd find."
"I ain't sayin' what I think," the first man de- Tubby glared through the blue haze of the tobacco
fended. "l'm tellin' you what he said. The Stars smoke that hung like a pall about the unventilated
goes right on past the Sun—right to the edge of room. "More Land," he repeated triumphantly.
Space—only there ain't no edge of Space. That's "Ain't that argument enough? Don't that show
what he said."
Space can't go on forever?"
"You're right, Jake," agreed the second man.
The third man was gathering up the cards and
"That's what he said."
chips. "Let's go ahead with the game," he sugTubby glared belligerently, and brought his pudgy gested. "This here argument ain't got no sense.
fist down upon the (limsy arm of the camp chair into You shut up, Tubby—you ain't in this."
which he was wedgcd. "That ain't so. There must
"Right," said Tubby. with the magnanimous air
be an edge to Space," he snorted. "How can Space
of a victor. He shiftcd his fect more comfortably
go on forever? That ain't got no sense to it."
on the second camp chair and leaned back contentThe first man continued patiently :
edly. "You don't want me talkin'. I can shoot your
"Hc said if you could imagine the edge of Space argument full o' holes in no time."
with nothin' on bcyond, that would just be more
The first man insisted on proceeding with his asSpace, wouldn't it ?"
tronomical narration, while Tubby listened idly. It
This question addressed directly to Tubby, con- was then—as he sat there vaguely sorting ont in his
fused him momentarily. The place where Space mind the miscellaneous statements regarding stars,
stopped with nothing on beyond ! Sure that would planets and cornets which his friend was making—
just be more Space. Then, quite suddenly, the flaw that his great gift was revealed to him. The révélain the argument struck him.
tion came unobtrusively—so unobtrusively in fact,
. "You got the wrong idea," he declared condescend- that at first Tubby did not grasp its real significance.
ingly. "I ain't never said there was nothin' on be"1 ivish they'd quit that talkin' an' go on with the
yond the edge of Space."
game," he murmured to himself with annoyance.
"He's right, Jake," the second man put in. "He
It seemed quite logical that at that instant Jake
ain't never said that."
should décidé he wanted to résumé the poker game.
The first man stared.
At ail events, in another
"You're assumin' somemoment the chips were
thin' you ain't got no right
TJTERE is one of the tnosl inleresling intcrplanetarian clicking on the board table
to assume," Tubby went
-*■
-*■ a"d interstellar stories cver printed. If you are at- —science was forgotten
on mercilessly.
tracled by aslronomy, and like to takc your lestons in for the more absorbing inThe first man collected sugar-coatcd pills, here is a story that you will not soon tricacies of poker.
his scattered wits. "Wcll, forget. The narration, incidenlally, is written in a lighter
Tubby, even then not
what did you say ?" he de- Vein, with Mr. Cumtnings' indescribable good humor. For realizing his marvelous
its
breadlh
and
completeness.
this
story
easily
eommands
manded.
one of the first rank positions in ail interstellar space gift, was left alone with
"I didn't say nothin'," travel stories thaï hâve appeared in récent years. Mr. his thoughts. Enormously
Tubby responded. Then to Cumtnings knows his science, and knows how to spin a large numbers whirled in
change the subject he most excellent yarn. You simply can not afford to pass his head—strange words—
this story by.
added abruptly:
orbits, suns, planets, com"Who was he—said ail ——
• cts, stars .... Stars! He
this ?"
seized upon that, as one
"A Perfessor—an—an Astronomer," replied the word at least, that was really familiar. It was a
first man. "Us heard him give a lecture last week." beautiful night out, hc rcmembered; and as he gazed
"Did he say the moon had people on it?" Tubby upward to the dim, smoky rafters of the room he
persisted.
was sorry he was not outdoors.
The first man, confused by the sudden introduction of this new topic, answered sullenly :
Tubby Discovers His "Wisbing Power"
"No, he didn't say nothing about no people in the (C IWISH I could see them stars now," he murmoon."
mured.
"What you gcttin' at, Tubby?" the third man put
And quite naturally, there were the stars, brilliant
in. "Wc're talkin' about Space, not no men in the and glittering, spread out above him like millions of
moon."
diamonds on a huge blue-velvet cloth. The moor
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hung over a clump of trees, above Bill Hawkins'
apple orchard.
There are some very surprising things that occur
so naturally they do not cause surprise. The révélation of Tubby's marvclous gift was one of them.
He was not surprised to see the stars, only pleased.
"1 zvish I knew somethin' really true about them
stars," he muttered thoughtfully. And then with
sudden vehemence:
"I zcish I knew ail about them stars. I zvish I
knew ail about Astronomy—I zvish I could see it ail
for myself."
He felt fingcrs plucking at his sleeve, and turning,
faced the dim figure of a man who was standing by
his side.
"I came," said the man softly, "because you sent
for me." He stepped forward a little, out of the
shadow to a place where the moonlight fell on his
face. Tubby thought he had never seen so sad a
face before. It was long and very thin. It needed
a shave, Tubby thought; and its eyes were unnaturally bright. A thin wisp of scraggly brownwhite hair was above the face ; and below, just above
the collar of a soft white shirt, protruded a perfectly
enormous Adam's apple.
Tubby's gaze swept the man's thin, but somehow
muscular-looking figure—bareheaded, coatless, the
white négligée shirt with loose, soft collar and a flowîng black bow tie ; and very baggy tweed trousers that
flapped on bony legs.
"î'm here because you wanted me," the man repeated. His voice was deep and throaty, and inexpressively sad.
Tubby felt immediately sympathetic. "I'm sorry
you're so sorry about somethin'," he said consolingly.
"1 didn't mean to send for you. I
"
The man smiled gently, pathetically. Tubby stared
at his Adam's apple, fascinated, for it was bobbing
up and down as though its owner were swallowing
rapidly.
"Oh, I don't mind," the man said patiently. "You
couldn't help it. You wished you knew ail there
was to know about Astronomy
" He paused, his
voice trailing away.
"Right," said Tubby encouragingly. He felt somehow tremendously sad, but determined not to show
it. "That's what I wished. And so you
"
"So. of course, because you have the power to
make ail your wishes corne true, I had to hurry here
to tell you evcrything you—wanted to know."
His voice broke; and Tubby saw, even in the dim
moonlight, that his eyes were filling with tears.
"TU tell you oll about Astronomy," the man went
on in his dull monotone. "But you won't believe
me."
His utterly hopeless dépression was contagious.
Tubby swallowçd the lump in his throat. He put
out his hand and touchcd the man's elbow—a round,
bony knob underneath the thin sleeve of his shirt.
"Yes, I will believe you," he said kindly. "1
wouldn't never think you was a Har."
The man brightened perceptibly.
"Let's get acquainted," Tubby added. "Then you
can tell me why you're so sad."
Professer Wells-Verne Introduces Himself
"1VT Y name is Isaac Wells-Verne," said the man.
"Sir Isaac Swift DeFoe Wells-Verne, but
my friends call me Professer."

"Mine's Tubby—pleased to meet you, perfessor."
They shook hands.
"What are you perfessor of ?" Tubby asked, after
an awkward silence.
Sir Isaac's expression, which had cheered somewhat at the introduction, clouded over again.
"Professor of Knowledge," he said sadly. "It is
my business to know everything and to tell people
about it—in writing."
"Oh," said Tubby.
"1 do tell them—" Sir Isaac sighed heavily, and a
tear slipped from one of his eyes and rolled down
his lined face—lines of care, and of emaciation rather
than âge, for the man was not really old. "1 do tell
them—but nobody ever believes me. Life and people on the moon, for instance—" He sighed again:
and shrugged resignedly. "Pve told them ail about
that and they don't take me seriously. They think
because Pve never been there, that I'm making it up.
Sometimes they won't even buy what Pve written.
They—"
Tubby's fat little arm went around Sir Isaac's thin
waist.
"Don't you care, perfessor. l'il believe you. I
won't never think you're makin' nothin' up." A sudden thought occurred to him. "You're hungry, a'm't
you, perfessor? You look hungry. Did you eat
today ?"
"I—no, I didn't," Sir Isaac admitted reluctantly.
"But I don't care about eating. I want people to
appreciate my genius. I—"
"You must eat," declared Tubby. He expanded
his stomach. "Look at me—I ain't never missed a
meal in ten years."
The further thought struck him that possibly Sir
Isaac had no money with which to buy food. McGuirk's lunch-wagon was less than a mile away—
Tubby himself would pay for the meal. And then,
as a climax to this mental activity, Tubby remembered his own newly discovered power.
"1 wish we had a abso-hi/c-ly perfect dinner served
right now, here on the ground," he declaimed
abruptly.
And, even before Tubby himself realized his wish
had corne true, Sir Isaac was squatting cross-Iegged
on the ground eating the food with avidity. Tubby
had eaten only an hour before, and with difficulty he
crammed down barely a third of the lavish meal. But
Sir Isaac was equal to his task ; and, for ten minutes,
Tubby completely satiated, sat in silence watching
his new friend empty the huge silver platters. Tuhby
noticed now that from the pockets of Sir Isaac's
shirt the stubs of three or four grubby lead pencils
and a fountain pen protruded ; and that the third
finger of his right hand had a corn on it, near the end
joint; and ail his fingers were ink-stained. Also
from each of his hip pockets, as he sat hunched forward on the ground, Tubby could see a huge bundle
of folded manuscript, sticking out.
When everything edible was completely eaten, Sir
Isaac sighed contentedly.
"1 wish we each had a good cigar," said Tubby
promptly ; and striking a match deftly with his thumb
nail, he courteously lighted the huge black perfecto
which Sir Isaac had in his mouth.
With his own cigar lighted, Tubby leaned back
luxuriously and smiled at his companion.
"This ain't so bad," he declared cheerfully. "Now.
perfessor, tell me ail about everything. You can bc-
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gin with—" He deliberated. "—begin with the
edge of Space. These here guys—"
Tubby broke off, for a stupendous idea had just
occurred to him. Sir Isaac knew ail about everything—but he had not actually seen it. The Moon,
for instance. He had never been there—that's why
people wouldn't believe what he wrote about it. Now
with his (Tubby's) ability to wish for anything, why
not go there—go everywhere—and see cwrything?
It ought to be possible ....
"Listen, perfessor," he said, excitedly. "You
don't need to tell me nothin'. Let's go see things
for ourselves." He explained his idea vehemently.
Sir Isaac looked almost dazed for an instant. "If
I only could," he said musingly, his deep voice fdled
with awe. "1 know just what we would find—on the
Moon, Venus, Mercury, Mars—everywhere, everything—I know it ail. If only I could verify it—
could see it ail for myself—"
Tubby was standing up impatiently. "Come on,
perfessor. Let's go."
Sir Isaac climbed to his feet mechanically, a look
of exaltation on his face.
"If only I could—" he murmured; but Tubby interrupted him sharply.
"Come on. Don't be no goop."
"But where? How?" asked Sir Isaac almost
stupidly, for the anticipatory joy in his heart had
dulled momentarily even his gigantic intellect.
"I udsli we could go anywhere in the Universe.
I zvish we were ail ready to go now. I wish we had
a—a abso-h^c-ly perfect automobile an' house to go
in," Tubby intoned rapidly.
The Interplanetary Space Plier Appears
TI-îEY both saw it the same instant, shining in the
moonlight in a field not fifty feet away—a pale,
grey-white, square metallic object, as large as the
little building that housed O'Conner's Grocery.
"There it is," said Tubby. "What is it? Come
on—let's go see."
Sir Isaac's eyes shone as he looked at it.
"My Inter-planetary vehicle," he murmured, pride
and awe mingling in his tone. Without another
word he gripped Tubby by the hand, jerking him forward at a run.
Tubby's breath was almost gone when they arrived. He stood leaning against the side of the vehicle, panting. The thing was indeed as big as a
very small cottage. It was made of a metallic substance—«imilar to aluminum only différent, Sir Isaac
said. In shape it was like a huge cube with a little
dome set on top. It had several tiny windows of
heavy plate glass set in each side, with a small métal
door in front, which door now stood invitingly open.
Tubby, his breath recovered, walked around the
vehicle, inspecting it curiously ; while Sir Isaac stood
regarding it as a proud mother might regard her precocious offspring.
After a complété circuit outside, Tubby peered
through the doorway into a dim interior.
"Come on in, perfessor. It's ail ready, waitin' for
us."
They went inside together ; and Sir Isaac, as
though he had lived in the place ail his life, immediately switched on a light.
Inside, the vehicle was divided into several tiny
rooms on two floors—just like a toy cottage. Tubby
thought—and seemed fully furnished and equipped
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ready for occupancy. There was a store-room of
food—a little kitchen, like the kitchen of a Pullman
dining car—a main room, iilled with a mass of
scientific instruments—and two very small bed rooms
upstairs. Tubby sat down on one of the beds tentatively. Its mattress was soft ; its springs yielding
but strong, and its coverings luxurious.
Tubby sighed with relief. "I ain't no kicker, perfessor, but I do like to sleep comfortable."
They went back into the instrument room, where
Sir Isaac quietly inspected a little keyboard like that
of a typewriter.
"What"s that ?" Tubby asked. "Do you know how
to run this thing, perfessor?"
Sir Isaac straightened. His manner had completely changed. Ile was now forceful, commanding, dominant. Tubby was impressed by his look,
even before he spoke.
"This is m y Inter-planetary vehicle," he said
sternly. "I invented it—/ designed it—I have
operated it, in my mind, many times. It is one of
the most important of my contributions to science.
I know ail about it. of course."
"Oh," said Tubby. "That's fine. Then we're
ail ready to start, ain't we?"
Sir Isaac bowed gravely.
Tubby at the moment was standing beside one of
the little windows. The moon was still over Bill
Hawkins' apple orchard ; and at the sight two ideas
came to Tubby simultaneously.
v "Just a minute, perfessor." Sir Isaac was about
to close the heavy front door. "I ain't goin' 'til I
wish them apples of Bill Hawkins' is lyin' rotten on
the ground. He's a mean guy, he is—wouldn't let
me pick none cvcr."
Tubby's eyes were sparkling with vindictive joy at
the thought of this simple and efficacious revenge.
"Come on, perfessor. Let's go see how ail them
apples look when they're rotten."
Sir Isaac's glance was scornful.
"That is childish," he said shortly ; and banged the
door sJiut.
Tubby, subdued but still wishing fervently and
audibly that this catastrophe would befall the luckless Bill Hawkins, stood by the window while Sir
Isaac went to the keyboard and unhesitatingly pressed
one of its keys.
There was a faint but perceptible trembling of the
room. Tubby's feet pressed hard against the floor
ind his stomach seemed falling. It was like an elevator that suddenly takes you up much too fast.
The Professer and Tubby Leave the Earth
SIR ISAAC switched off the light. plunging the
room in darkness. Through the window Tubby
saw a moonlight landscape silently dropping away
beneath them.
He turned from the window after an instant,
slightly sick and very frightened; but at once he felt
better. The purring had ceased. The room, in fact,
was apparently motionless and quite silent. Tubby
felt no further desire to look out of the window ; he
sat down in a chair, mopping the perspiration from
his forehead with his shirtsleeve.
Sir Isaac, his tall thin figure barely visible in the
moonlit room, was still standing rigid by the keyboard, his fingers pressed dclicately but firmly on its
keys as a surgeon's assistant holds the patient's puise
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during an opération. Tubby stared at him a moment, then ventured:
"Where—where we goin', perfessor?"
Sir Isaac moved, and as bis fingers left the keyboard to itself, Tubby's heart leaped. Would the
thing fall if you didn't watch it? Evidently not, for
Sir Isaac went over to the window quite calmly.
"We will not bother with the moon just now," he
said thoughtfully, more to himself than to Tubby.
"No. we can stop there coming home. ... I think
we should go toward the sun first, and then. after
Venus and Mercury, skip back to Mars and so on
out. . . . Yes, that will be best."
He turned away from the window toward Tubby.
"Our first stop will be Venus." he added authoritatively.
"Venus!" exclaimed Tubby. "That's fine. Then
—then where do we go ?"
"After that," said Sir Isaac slowly and impressively—"after that we will inspect the entire Universe !"
CHAPTER II
Tubby and Sir Isaac Pass the Moon, and are
Fairly on Their Way to Venus
(C y^lOME over here, Tubby," said Sir Isaac a
I
few moments later. He had gone back to
the keyboard, pressed another of ils keys
after making a rapid mathematical calculation with
one of his pencil stubs on a little paper tablet, and
now was standing quietly by the window again.
"Corne here. Tubby, and look out."
Tubby shook his head emphatically. "You look
out. I ain't interested."
He was considerably more frightened now than
a few moments before, for a very disconcerting
thing had happened. He had secretly been reassured
as they started, by the knowledge that in the event
of any dire disaster, he could easily wish himself
safely back at home. It had been getting extremely
warm in the room, and he had wished it would be
cooler. But, so far as he could tell, it was getting
warmer, rather than cooler. Alarmed, he had wished
vehemently that they were back on Earth looking at
Bill Hawkins' apples. But nothing had happened.
Sir Isaac was then making his mathematical computations at the keyboard ; finally he had pressed another key carefully, and quite in défiance of Tubby's
frantic mental wishes, walked quietly to the window.
Tubby considérée! the situation, and now decided
to consult his companion about it.
Sir Isaac laughed softly.
"That was merely your Earthly power," he said
condescendingly. "I suppose I am glad you possessed it. since you were enabled to bring into material being this inter-planetary vehicle of mine." He
raised his hand deprecatingly. "Of course, I could
easily have constructed it myself. In fact, I was intending to—as soon as I had the necessary money."
Tubby was aggrieved at this ingratitude. "An'
then I—I ain't able to wish for nothin' no more?"
"No," said Sir Isaac. "Naturally not—since you
haye left the Earth. You are now in the realms of
Science—subject only to rational scientific laws.
That magical wishing ability you had was childish.
I could never be concerned in an affair like that."

He seemed to shudder at the thought, and added
emphatically :
"I am a man of Science. Everything I have ever
conceived has been strictly scientific. I am ashamed
of you—and of course, now that you are in my realm,
naturally ail such foolishness has been left behind."
Tubby pondered this, sitting hunched up in his
chair and sweltering in the heat. He was somewhat
sullen; but presently, when Sir Isaac patted him
kindly on the shoulder and assured him they were in
no great danger, he cheered up a little.
"It's too hot in here, perfessor," he declared.
"Can't we open the window an' get a little air in?"
Sir Isaac smiled at the idea. "There is no air outside," he said quietly. "We have already traversed
the few hundred miles of atmospheric envelope and
passed beyond even the most rarefied strata of the
Earth's atmosphère. We are now in space."
"Oh," said Tubby. "Well, just as you say. But
it's awful hot."
Sir Isaac was bending down to squint upward
through the window, which from where Tubby was
sitting was merely a black rectangle.
"It will cool off presently," he said casually.
"There's the thermometer by'you. See what it says."
The room was now dimly lighted by one small
electric bulb—which was lucky, Tubby thought, for
there was not even moonlight coming in through the
window. He found the thermometer. It stood a
little over a hundred degrees.
An alarming idea came to Tubby; it would be terrible to smother and be so hot ail at the same time.
"Say, perfessor, how are we goin' to breathe when
we use up ail the air we got in here?"
Sir Isaac reluctantly turned from his inspection
of whatever it was showed through the window, and
pointed to one of the instruments on a table over
against the wall.
"In breathing," he explained, "we alter the air
only in so far as we use up its oxygen and add to it
an excess of carbonic acid gas. Now over there on
that table is Reiset and Regnault's apparatus—which
I still consider the best of its kind. It produces
oxygen from chlorate of potassium and releases it
into the air as fast as we use it."
Sir Isaac smiled to himself with satisfaction. "I
have thought of and provided for every contingency.
The carbonic acid gas that we exhale is absorbed."
He indicated sevcral containers under the table.
"Those hold caustic potash, which absorbs the carbonic acid gas. ... I have explained ail this in my
books, but I suppose you have not read them."
"Yes—no," said Tubby. "Not ail of them, I
guess." He felt a little htimiliated. "I ain't so very
scientific. perfessor. You'll have to tell me things
as we go along."
"1 will," agreed Sir Isaac magnanimously. He
pulled out his handkerchief and mopped his forehead. "It is hot. That's because of our friction in
going through the Earth's atmosphère so fast. We're
far beyond the atmosphère now—exposed to the intense cold of inter-planetary space. We'll be freezing in a little while—you need not worry about the
heat."
Tubby glanced apprehensively toward his discarded
coat, and tried to recall how many blankets there
were on the bed upstairs.
Sir Isaac added :
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"Corne over here and look ont the window. Don't
be afraid."
Through the window Tubby saw the stars,
brighter, more brilliant than they had ever been
before. Freed now from the distortion of the Earth's
atmosphère, they glittered like huge, sparkling diamonds, surrounded, not by the familiar blue of the
sky as seen from the Earth, but by a profound inky
darkness.
It was a marvelous—indeed a stupendous—sight.
The whole extent of the heavens swarmed with stars
and constellations of pristine purity. Here and there
hung huge, spiral nebulous masses, fleecy white, and
glittering with tiny blazing points of white flre.
Some of the larger stars were blue-white, others
silver, still others a dull glowing red ; and across the
firmament stretched that immense ring formed by
an impalpable dust of stars, the "Milky Way," in the
midst of which our own sun ranks only as a star
of the fourth magnitude.
"Ain't ail that pretty?" Tubby marveled. His fear
had entirely gone. "Where's the moon ?"
"The moon is on the other side of us," answered
Sir Isaac. "It is shining into the room next to this."
The instrument room, in which they were, only extended half the width of the vehicle. "Looking out
this window we cannot see the moonlight, for there
is no atmosphère to diffuse its rays. . . . Stoop down
and look upwards, Tubby."
Tubby squinted up through the window from
beneath and saw a very large, thin silver crescent—■
an enormous arch extending nearly a third of the
way across the sky. It glowed with a blue, almost
phosphorescent light, and its outlines were blurred
and wavy. Some parts of it were brighter than
othefs, and there were matty dark, almost black
spots.
The Earth Seen From Space
"AV/'HAT'S that?" he asked, amazed. "1 ain't
^ VV never seen nothin' like that in the sky
béfore. Is that where we're goin' to? We must be
almost there. What is it? Venus?"
"That's the Earth," said Sir Isaac calmly. "We
have turned over, you see, because our base is
heavier. We are falling diagonally away from the
Earth. partly toward the moon and partly toward the
sun. I shall head directly for the sun later tonight."
It was very hard for Tubby to realize that they
were going the other way, having turned almost
completely over; but finally he managed it. He Was
beginning to feel comparatively little surprise at
anything any more.
"Whv don't we see ail of the Earth?" he demanded. "Why is it so thin—like a new moon?"
"Because the Earth is 'new'," Sir Isaac explained.
"From the position we now occupy that is ail that is
illuminated by the sun's rays, though if you look
closely you can distinguish the dim outline of the unilluminated portion of the sphere. You see the Earth
is in its first phase. It
" He seemed contemplating the use of some profound scientific language ;
then, meeting Tubby's puzzled glance, he shrugged
and gave it up.
"It is just like a new moon," he added. "Only
it's a new Earth."
They inspected the moon itself a few moments
later. through the window of the adjoining room. It
hung apparently motionless just below the level of
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the window. Ail around it in the blackness, the stars
shone as brightly as though it were not there—which,
as Sir Isaac reminded, was merely because there was
no intervening atmosphère to diffuse its rays and
thus obscure the stars.
The moon was somewhat larger than when seen
from the Earth, and considerably brighter. Its rays
bathed the store^room with a brilliant, blue-white
light. Tubby was opening a box of crackers as he
stood regarding it.
"Ain't that romantic," he murmured a moment
later, with his mouth full of biscuit. "That's absolute-Xy pretty moonlight. Corne oh, perfessor—eat
somethin'. This travelin' so fast makes me hungry."
They made a very comfortable little midnight
supper of sardines—which Tubby found in a wellfilled ice box—and the crackers. Sir Isaac's appetite
revived with eating, and he devoured such a prodigious quantity of the food that Tubby became
alarmed over an ultimate shortage.
"It's quite ail right, you know," Sir Isaac assured
him. "We are supplied for over a year. Eve never
started on a journey like this—even a mental journey—withoUt an entirely adéquate food supply. Besides, we can replenish along the way. You will find
the Mercurian cuisine particularly good."
It had been growing steadily colder; and Tubby,
discovering that the tiny kitchen which adjoined the
store-room held a very decent little gas stove, made
them each a steaming hot cup of coffee.
"How Cold is it liable to get, perfessor?" he asked,
as they sat at an immaculately clean board table and
drank the coffee. "Ain't this house got any heatin'
apparatus ? A nice little furnace now
"
"It can be heated," Sir Isaac answered. "But we
shall not need it. It will be warm enough presently."
Certainly the weather in space was exceedingly ,
changeable; but that was to be expected when one
was traveling from place to place with such rapidity.
"But how cold would it get if we stayed where we
are?" Tubby persisted. He was beginning to be
theoretical also, which, as Sir Isaac had remarked, is
the first pretequisife of a scientific mind.
"I think I once estimatèd the température of space
to be about 250 degrees Fahrenheit below zéro,"
remarked Sir Isaac. "Pass me the cream, will you?
And the coffee pot? You make pretty good coffee."
"Thanks," said Tubby. "1 ain't so terrible good
at cookin'
" He paused deprecating, his amazement at Sir Isaac's estimation at how cold it could
get forgotten in the compliment to his culinary skill.
"Minus two hundred and fifty degrees," Sir Isaac
repeated thoughtfully. "I wish I cpuld verify it
now. But we won't suffer from the cold. Soon we
shall be
"
As though in answer to his unspoken words,
sunlight burst in through a window in the floor
directly under Tubby's feet. He had not known this
window was there, and leaped aside in terror. The
vehicle at that moment had emerged from the conical
shadow cast by the Earth, and the diagonal rays of
the sun struck its lower surface. Bathed in its golden
fire, which mingled with the moonlight from the
side window, the room in a moment became warm
and pleasant.
"This is nice," said Tubby, with rapidly recovered
equanimity. He discarded his coat again, and pushed
the hot coffee from him. "We sure do have speedy
changes of weather, don't we, perfessor?"
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Sir Isaac hacl donnée! a pair of smoked spectacles
and was on his knees peering down through the
window. He callcd Tubby and offered him a second
pair of the glasses.
Tubby sat down on the floor. The sun, through
the smoked glass, appeared a glowing red bail, with
enormous longues of flame rising from it. The globe
itself was no larger than usual. They were doser to
it, Sir Isaac remarked, but its distance still was so
comparatively great that its visual increase of diameter was undiscernable. Also, on Earth, the atmospheric refraction enlarged it.
The sun was not directly beneath them, but off
considerably to one side—on the side away from the
moon. And although Sir Isaac had already explained the phenomenon in the case of the moon,
Tubby was greatly amazed to see the stars shining
quite imperturbably ail around the sun.
"That's the first time I ever seen stars shinin* in
the daytime," he murmured.
Sir Isaac climbed to his feet. "Fil be back in a
moment. I watjt to change our course and put
on more speed."
He left Tubby sitting there and went into the
instrument room, where, after a few more algebraic
calculations, and careful référencé to a huge book
that lay at hand, he depressed another of the keys
slightly—and, after an instant's hésitation, two
others on another rank of the keyboard.
Tubby, squatting on the floor in the other room,
saw the sun and ail the stars swing slowly over to
one side—the whole firmament shifting silently
under him. The sun was directly underneath when the
movement ceased. Looking over to the side window
he saw that the moon had risen considerably. It
was now so high he could only see it because- he was
down on the floor.
Sir Isaac returned.
"We'll make good speed now." he said. "We're
headed directly toward the sun. with eleven and a
half times our former velocity." He sat down beside
Tubby on the floor.
It was amazing to stare down through that window
at the sun and stars—into the immensity of space
directly under them—and to realize that they were
falling into it. Yet Tubby was not alarmed, possibly
because the vehicle felt so stable, so vibrationless, so
absolutely silent and motionless. There had not been
the slightest perceptible movement since that first
instant when they started. In changing their course
it was the stars and sun that appeared to move, not
the vehicle.
Tubby pondered ail this. "Why don't we feel like
wc was movin', perfessor?" he demandée! some minutes later. "If we're goin' so fast
"
"My dear fellow," Sir Isaac answered, "you must
realize that ail motion is relative. There is no such
thing as absolute motion—it ail dépends upon your
immédiate surroundings. Einstein might tell you
that as something very new—yet / have always
known it."
"I don't get you." said Tubby, puzzled.
"The Earth." said Sir Isaac, "is flying through
space at the rate of some 66.000 miles an hour. You
never felt that motion, did you? But when you are
in a train going 60 miles an hour—that motion you
do perceive. That is because, relative to your immédiate surroundings, you are moving that fast. Do
you understand now?"

"No—yes," said Tubby. "I guess so. Show me
Venus. When do we get there?"
Venus, which fortunately was approaching inferior conjunction—that point in its orbit when it
is between the Earth and the sun—was discernible
slightly to one side of the sun at a visual distance of
about twice the sun's diameter. Tubby saw it as a
very large, bright, blue-white star.
"A telescope would show it as a crescent in its last
phase," said Sir Isaac.
Tubby, with their first stop in such plain view
directly beneath them. was intensely interested. "Tell
me ail about Venus," he demanded. "An' tell me
how you run this—this inter-planetary house we're
in, so you can make it go where you want to."
Sir Isaac glanced at his watch. "Twelve fourteen.
You must get some sleep soon. I will explain the
opération of my vehicle tomorrow."
Tubby realized he was a little sleepy. "How long
we been travelin'?" he asked.
"Two hours and twenty-seven minutes." Sir Isaac
pulled ont a lead pencil and a little slip of paper and
began a rapid calculation.
"We are now about 947,000 miles from the
Earth," he announced.
"In two hours an' a half ! That's some travelin'."
Sir Isaac smiled. "1 should not say that—however, it is quite satisfactory. I started very cautiously.
We went through the Earth's atmosphère considerably less than one one-hundredth that fast. I increased our velocity soon after that—and just now,
when I altered our course, I increased it again eleven
and a half times."
Some Facts About Venus
on," said Tubby. "Tell me more. Tell me
Vj about Venus."
"Venus," began Sir Isaac, "is a globe very little
smaller and of very slightly less density than our
Earth. Its mass, hence, is only a little less—gravity
on its surface being .88 that of the gravity on the
Earth. ... Do you follow me? Fm only talking in
round numl)ers, of course."
"Of course," Tubby agreed. "Go on."
,
"It revolves on its axis once in 23 hours, 4 minutes
and 19)4 seconds. Those are my figures, you understand—they are quite exact. Therefore. its day is
very similar in length to our own. Its orbit lies about
67 million miles from the sun—some parts of it
further, some nearer. The Earth, you know, revolves
at a mean distance of about 93 million miles from
the sun. Venus makes one complété révolution
around the sun in a little more than 224 days—hence
its year is that long—about a third shorter than ours.
Venus lias seasons just as we have—only less
marked. Its atmosphère is a little denser than ours,
but altogether Venus is more like the Earth than any
other of the planets."
"Good," said Tubby. "Go on."
"It has no satellite," Sir Isaac added as an afterthought.
"What's a satellite?"
"A satellite is a smaller body revolving about a
planet, just as a planct revolves around the sun.
The moon is the Earth's satellite. It revolves around
the Earth about once a month."
"How far away?" Tubby demanded.
"Oh, very close. Only about a quarter of a
million miles. We are already four times that far
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from the Earth. You can see how close thé moon
and Earth are together now. Look !"
Sir Isaac pointed to the side window, pulling
Tubby over on the floor nearer td it. The moon had
risen still further, and had dwindled greatly in size.
The tip of the Earth, very much smaller than before
and more silvery, showed in the upper corner of the
window.
"Why, they're gettin' right together," Tubby exclaimed. "That moon really belongs to us, don't he?
He's our little brother !"
"Yes," said Sir Isaac. "We'll stop off there going
home. Now about our présent velocity. Venus, at
the time we started, was about 31 million miles from
the Earth. We have already gone about one million,
at an average rate of some four hundred thousand
miles an hour. I have now increased this velocity to
four million, six hundred thousand miles per hour."
Sir Isaac looked a little worried as he named these
figures. "1 hope we don't hit anything," he added
anxiously.
"Hit anything!" Tubby echoed. He glanced down
through the window at the heavens beneath. "Ain't
we got plenty of room? It looks like we had plenty."
Sir Isaac sighed. "Ail space is relative to motion.
We havcn't very much room at this velocity. It's so
crowded in here near the sun. Outside—particularly
beyond Neptune—things will be différent. Then I
can really put on speed."
He shrugged. "You go to bed, Tubby. l'U watch
here. I don t fancy we're in any great danger."
"Eight," said Tubby. "If you see anything comin'
you steer around it." He got to his feet. "Good
night, perfessor. l'm goin' upstairs right away.
When do we land at Venus?"
Sir Isaac was again absorbed with his mathematics,
the sunlight from below lighting with strange outlines his lanky figure and earnest, intellectual face.
"What?" he asked abstractedly.
Tubby meekly repeated his question.
"I shall aller our course later tonight," said Sir
Isaac. "1 am using the sun's attraction now. It's a
little longer route, but simpler. Later I shall head
directly fur Venus and slow down somewhat."
He added:
'TU call you about six o'clock. We will be fairly
close in by then. We'll land shortly after breakfast.
. . . Good night."
"Good night. perfessor. Don't make no mistakes
with them figures, will you?"
He turned, and climbing to the floor above, carefully selected the hetter of the two beds and soon
was snoring heavily.
CHAPTER HI
In Which Tubby and Sir Isaac Meet the VenusGirl and Learn of the Plot to Destroy the Earth
TUBBY had gone to slcep in the starlight and
very dim moonlight. He awoke most uncomfortably warm, to find the glaring sunlight
beatîng directly on his bed through the bedroom
window. For a moment he did not know where he
was. The sun, larger than he had ever seen it before,
was about level with the window—shilling among
the stars in the black sky, intolerably bright, excessively hot. He lay blinking and gasping; then with
returning memory, he leaped out of bed and jerked
down the green roller shade.
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The vehicle was without vibration, silent as before.
The room was hotter than midsummer. Where was
the professer? Was anything wrong? What time
was it?
"Oh-h, perfessor!" Tubby bellowed.
Sir Isaac's voice answered him from below.
"Oh, you're awake, are you? Corne on down.
Dress as coolly as possible.'"
Tubby was dressed in a few moments, putting on
his thinnest clothes—whitc flannel trousers, white
buckskin shoes and white négligée shirt—which he
had found in the bureau drawers and the wardrobe.
He was glad to find them there, and glad that they
fitted him so perfectly, for he wanted to look his
best when arriving on Venus.
When he got downstairs he found Sir Isaac also
dressed ail in white, with his shirt sleeves rolled up
and his shirt open at the throat exposing half his
bony but broad chest. Around his forehead was
tied a white silk handkcrchief to keep thç hair out
of his eyes. He was sitting at the instrument room
table, working at his interminable figures.
The side window of the room, which was now
turned away from the sun, showed only the black
void of space with its glittering stars. Through
another window, in the floor directly under Sir
Isaac's feet—which Tubby had not known to be
there since it had been covered the night before—a
soft, pale-blue light was streaming. It flooded the
entire room, more intense than moonlight, but blue
rather than silvery.
Sir Isaac looked up from his calculations and
smiled.
"Good morning. I was just coming up to call
you."
"The sun woke me up," said Tubby. "It's awful
hot up there. . . . It ain't so cool down here either.
. . . What's that blue light from? How are we
getting on? What time is it?"
Sir Isaac laid down his pencil reluctantly.
"Seven thirty-three," he said. "You've had a good
long sleep. I just altered our course again. We intersected the orbit of Venus twenty-seven minutes
ago, so I thought I had hetter turn and head directly
for lier. That's why the sun swung up to your
window."
Tubby hung his natty Panama hat on a rack and
approached Sir Isaac.
"What's that blue light? Venus?"
Looking down through the window, Tubby saw
directly beneath them an enormous blue half moon,
with dark, irregular patches ail over it. Against the
black background of space it glowed with intense
purity—its pale-blue light making it seem ethereal—
unreal.
"That is Venus," said Sir Isaac softly. "You can
see the whole of the sphere when your eyes become
accustomed to the light."
A moment more and Tubby saw the dark. unilluminated portion. He saw, too, that where the edge
of the light crossed the face of the globe it was not a
continuous line, but was broken into many bright
spots and patches of darkness.
"That's where the sun strikes the tops of the
mountains," Sir Isaac explained. "The dark places
are valleys and plains. . . . Let us have breakfast.
Aren't you hungry?"
"No—yes, sure I am." Tubby rose to his feet
from where he had been kneeling heavily on the
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floor. "That Venus is awful pretty. How far away
is she ? VVhen do we get thefe ?"
"We intersected her orbit at a point 1,142,606
miles away, roughly speaking," Sir Isaac replied. "I
had to change our velocity once or twice during the
night—but slill I fancy I may say we bave donc
fairly well." Sir Isaac drawled this out complacently.
He was, indeed, very English at times.
"I ain't got nothin' to complain of," Tubby agreed.
"When do we land?"
"Our présent velocity is only 575,001 miles per
hour. Venus is coming toward us at the rate of some
68,000 miles per hour. . . " Sir Isaac seemed to be
calculating in bis head.
. . But allowing time for
landing—we shall bave to slow Up much more a little
later on, you know—well, I think we should be there
by ten-thirty or eleven o'clock this morning."
"Very good," said Tubby briskly. "Corne on.
Let's eat."
They had bacon and eggs for breakfast, and iced
coffee with wbipped cream, because it was too hot
for regular coffee. Tubby would bave tnade pancakes, but there did not seem to be any maple syrup,
at which he was exceedingly annoyed. Several times
during the meal Sir Isaac went into the instrument
room for a moment to make a brisk calculation, to
verify their course and to decrease their velocity a
little.
Tubby's questions about Venus were incessant at
first ; but as Sir Isaac said, why discuss it theoretically when they were to see it so soon?
The store-room, which they were using as a dining
room because it adjoined the kitchen, was directly
under Tubby's bedroom. The sun hung level with
its window, but they kept the shade closely drawn.
After breakfast they returned to the instrument
room, Tubby insisting he would not wash up the
dishes so soon after eating; and Sir Isaac showed
him the Earth. It was about level with the instrument room side window and thus almost exactly
opposite the sun. So far as Tubby could see it was
a star no différent from any of the rest of them,
except possibly a little larger. The tnoon, of course,
was invisible.
Venus, through the window beneath their feet,
had grown very much larger .during breakfast. It
was now an enormous glowing bail, half dark, half
light, apparently nailed fast to the black surface of
the firmament. The sensation that they were high
above it and falling directly down to its surface came
to Tubby suddenly. It made him a little giddy at
first ; but the unpleasant feeling soon passed away.
For nearly an hour they sat talking idly, while this
glowing sphere beneath them grew steadily in apparent size. They could distinguish even its dark
portion quite clearly now, and its convexity was unmistakable. There wete hardly more than 25,000
miles above its surface, and falling slightly toward
its northern hemisphere, when Sir Isaac suggested
that Tubby wash up the breakfast dishes.
"I shall go down through the atmosphère very
slowly," he said. "But still I think we shall be there
in rather more than an hour."
Tubby hastened into the kitchen, and Sir Isaac,
pencil and pad in hand, took his station at the keyboard. When Tubby finally returned the instrument
room was considerably darker than before. Sir
Isaac, with two small eîectric bulbs Hghted, was still
seated at the keyboarci

"Say," began Tubby indignantly, "the sUn went
behind a cloud or somethin'. I ain't quite finished,
but I don't know how to light the lights."
They had already entered the atmosphère of
Venus, and had encountered, as chance would have
it, a heavy bank of clouds—heavier than clouds ever
are in the atmosphère of the earth. The sun thus
obscured, the interior of the vehicle had grown quite
dark.
"Never mind," said Sir Isaac. "Let it go. We'll
be there very shortly."
Tubby located his Panama hat, rolled down his
sleeves, and donning a thin blue serge jacket sat
down to await their landing. He could see nothing
but grey mist through either window for a time;
then, as they burst through the clouds, the room suddenly brightened.
Sir Isaac bent over the window in the floor, calling
to Tubby. Beneath, spread out in a vast panorama
extending to the horizon in every direction, lay the
landscape of Venus—forests of green végétation; a
thin silvery ribbon of water ; tiny grey blobs that
were cities; and in the distance a range of bluegreen mountains with heavy white masses of clouds
above. And, curiously enough, by a familiar optical
illusion, it seemed now a concave surface, as though
they were hanging over the center of a huge shallow
bowl, with the horizon rising upward to form its
circular rim.
"My!" exclaimed Tubby. "Ain't that pretty?
Just like bein' in a airplane, ain't it perfessor?"
Sir Isaac, hovering anxiously between the floor
window and the keyboard, was now exceedingly
busy.
"l've got to select a landing place," he said. "If
you see a large open space where there are no trees,
tell me at once."
Tubby, forgetting the possible damage to his
white trousers, sat down on the floor beside the
window, peering intently downward. They were
falling rapidly ; the landscape grew momentarily
larger in détail, passing slowly .o one side as they
fell diagonally upon it.
The instrument room was now hotter than ever
before. Tubby took off his hat and coat again, and
dashed the dripping perspiration from his face.
"Hey, perfessor, slow up a little," he called to Sir
Isaac at the keyboard. "We're gettin' pretty close."
They were now at an altitude of hardly three
thousand feet. The circular horizon had already
risen so that the range of mountains in the distance
was visible through the side window. It was a
beautiful day outside—subdued rays of sunlight
filtering through the white cloud masses and falling
upon the vivid green countryside in brilliant patches
of light.
They passed over the narrow river, and Tubby
saw an open space surrounded by tremendous forests
of tangled green végétation, with occasional white
blobs that might have been houses. Beyond. perhaps
five miles distant, a city lay—its low stone buildings
gleaming a dazzling white.
When they were directly over the open space, Sir
Isaac depressed another key sharply ; and the vehicle
began falling vertically downward, with constantly
decreasing velocity, until, when they were only a few
hundred feet up, it seemed floating gently down
rather than falling.
Sir Isaac's eyes were now glued to the window, his
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fingers resting lightly on the keys. Tubby stpod up
and put on bis coat again ; and a moment later, with
scarcely a perceptible jar, they landed on the surface
of Venus.
Sir Isaac relaxed, bis face radiating triumph.
"We bave landed," he cried exultantly. "A perfect
trip, my dear fellow—12 hours, 14 minutes and 7
seconds elapsed time !"
"Rigbt," said Tubby. "We're here. Corne on perfessor, iet's go outside an' get some air."
"What's that?" Tubby exclaimed abruptly. "Don't
you bear somethin', perfessor?"
Music was wafting to them on the breeze—soft,
liquid tones like the music of a harp, and the sweet,
pure voice of a girl singing.
"It's over there," Tubby half whispered. "Over in
the banana trees. Corne on—-let's go see."
They crept quietly forward ; and within the grove
of trees came upon a tan-bark path. As they followcd it the music grew steadily louder, until
nestling under the huge spread of banana leaves they
saw a little white marble pavilion, with a tiny splashing fountain before it. The figure of a girl in white
reclined beside the fountain—a girl who was apparently alone, playing on a small harp-like instrument
and singing to its accompaniment.
"Hello-o!" Tubby called incautiously.
The girl sprang erect ; and stood trembling, lyre in
hand, as they hurried forward. Tubby saw she was
a rather small, very slim girl, dressed in a flowing
white garment from shoulder to knee, which was
gathered at the waist with a golden cord whose
tasseled ends hung down hcr side.
"Good morning, ma'am," he said graciously. "It's
a nice day, ain't it?"
The girl smiled, seemingly reassured by his
grceting.
"We trust you speak our language," Sir Isaac
added anxiously. "It has always been my theory that
on Venus
•"
The girl replied in a gentle, softly musical voice :
"I speak the language of the North Country of
Venus, sir."
Her fear seemed to have left her. She stood, with
dignified bearing, waiting for them to explain their
presence.
Sir Isaac, with infinité relief on his face, turned
to Tubby. "You see? I am vindicated. I always
knew that on Venus—-particularly in the North
Country—the language was—"
Tubby frowned. "My name's Tubby," he said to
the girl. "An' my friend's name i»—
"Sir Isaac Swift DeFoe Wells-Verne." stated Sir
Isaac impressively. "We are charmed to meet you.
Miss—er
"
"I am called Ameena," said the girl, simply; she
extended hcr hand in most friendly fashion.
When they had ail shaken hands, she added;
"You are not of my world, surely, We so seldom
have visitors here, I cannot tell——'"
"We're from the earth." said Tubby promptly.
"We just got in this mornin'."
"The earth !" Ameena exclaimed. She seemed suddenly perturbed. "I had thought you were Mercurians—men of the Light Country perhaps. We have
never had earth-men here before. Never have I
"No," said Sir Isaac. "We are the first."
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The girl had seated herself on the marble rim of
the fountain ; her pretty little face was clouded over
with anxiety.
"I am so glad you came," she said after a moment
of silence. "Now I can warn you of the danger to
your earth. My people are so indolent. The Martians are about to descend upon your earth and
conquer it. Rebels from the Twilight Country of
Mercury are their allies. Only last month they were
here in Venus—^emissaries asking our people to join
with them." She shrugged. "We would not do that,
of course. What is war to us? These Martians do
not covet our world, for we have nothing—only our
fruits and our wine, and our simple buildings, and
our music and poetry—-and love-making."
She added, "But your earth—that is différent.
Your world they desire. They
"
"Martians to conquer the earth !" Sir Isaac gasped,
stupefied.
"They have gone to Jupiter also," Ameena went
on. "When they found we would not join with them,
then they said they would enlist help from the great
Jovians themselves. I do not know if
"
"Oh, my gosh!" Tubby was almost speechless
with fright.
"To conquer the earth!" Sir Isaac repeated.
"When, Ameena? Only tell me when?"
She answered quietly, but with obvions agitation :
"Already they have conquered your moon. Your
poor Selenites could offer but little résistance, and
a Martian outpost is established there. And the
Twilight army of Mercury is already massed in
readiness on Mars."
She paused; then added swiftly:
"At the next opposition of Mars with your earth
—only two months ofî they say it is—then the
Martians and their allies will descend in hordes Upon
you !"
CHAPTER IV
In Which Tubby Takes Command and A Fatal
Catastrophe Is Imminent
IN TRUTH it was a drastic, desnerate situation
for their native earth of which the voyagers
were thus unexpectedly informed. Even without his reference books, or the use of mathematics,
Sir Isaac's well informed mind told him that they
had no time to waste. Mars would reach opposition
—that point in its orbit when it was nearest the
earth—in just 57 days, 6 hours and 50 minutes from
the présent moment. Sir Isaac knew that. He also
knew that if the misérable renegades of the Twilight
Country of Mercury were alliecl to the Martians in
an attack upon the earth. this attack, when it occurred, would be irrésistible. And already the enemy
had conquered the moon—occupied it—established
there a hostile outpost barely 250,000 miles away !
Sir Isaac's stem, intellectual face was pale as he
questioned the Venus-girl more closely. Tubby.
when the détails of this dastardly plot began to sink
into his mind, spluttered with indignation.
"How dare them people attack our moon?" he
demanded. "That ain't right. We never did nothing
to them. What are we going to do about it, perfessor ? We got to do something'."
Sir Isaac had seated himself beside Ameena on the
fountain rim. He was trembling a little. and his thin
lips were pressed tightly together.
"Yes," he said. struggling to keep a semblance of
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composure in his voice. "Yes, you are right. We
must do something. But what?"
"That's what 1 said—what?" Tubby prompted.
"Go on, perfessor."
He had so forgotten Ameenais gracions beauty in
the excitement of the moment that his bat was now
jammed on the back of bis head, and bis fat little
fists were clenched belligerently.
"It isn't the moon l'm worried over," Sir Isaac
went on musingly. "That's a mere détail. It's the
safety of our earth itself. If they land there in
any strength at ail we'll be annihilated in a day—
every living being on the earth! Why with that
Mercurian Light-ray—and with those great machine
bodies to house the Martian Intelligence
" Sir
Isaac broke off, overcome at the thought his words
invoked. Ile recovered after a moment, however,
and added to Tubby and the girl impartially:
"1 fancy you have never read my books. l've
told ail about it in them."
Ameena shook lier head ; Tubby seemed embarrassed.
Sir Isaac obviously was disappointed. "Oh well,
of course here on Venus they had no sale. It is
immaterial. . . . This attack on our earth is too
horrible—it is unthinkable.
It must not be."
"No," agreed Ameena soberly. "It must not be.
But what can we do to prevent it?"
"We?" exclaimed Sir Isaac. "You will help us?"
Sh« held ont her two hands simply; and Tubby
and Sir Isaac impulsively grasped them.
"I could not let my cousins of the earth corne to
harm for lack of my help," she said quietly.
Sir Isaac, sentimental by nature, was again overcome with émotion; Tubby pressed the girl's hand
warmly, beaming on her.
"That's fine, Ameena," he declared. "You are
a regular girl, ain't you?"
There was a brief pause. Then Ameena said:
"1 do not know if in Jupiter they are lending help
to the Martians or not. But in the Light Country
of Mercury 1 know they hate the Twilight People—
these outlaw neighbors of theirs who are joining
with the Martians. They of the Light Country,
perhaps, would help us."
"The Light Country of Mercury !" Sir Isaac
echoed. "By jove, how stupid of me! Of course!
They, too. have the Light-ray. With one Light-ray
we can fight the other !"
"Fine," agreed Tubby, still beaming at Ameena,
who flashed prettily under his openly admiring gaze.
Sir Isaac stood up with détermination. "Mercury
is now fortunately approaching inferior conjunction
with Venus. It is barely thirty million miles away
from us at this présent moment. Let us go to Mercury at once !"
"Come on!" cried Tubby enthusiastically. "Let's
go. Let's aim to get there this afternoon—we can
if we hurry." And clutching Ameena by the hand,
he started off at a run through the giant banana
grove, Sir Isaac following close behind.
After a hundred yards Tubby stopped abruptly,
almost jerking Ameena off her feet.
"Say, listen, little girl—how about your family?
Ain't your family liable to get scared, you runnin'
out into space this way without sayin' nothing' to
nobody ?"
Sir Isaac also seemed worried by this thought,
but the girl smiled readily. "1 have heard about

your earth families," she said. "In Mercury they
have them also. But here on Venus there is only
the State and the Individual. At fourteen 1 was
frce from control of the State. I am my own mistress now." She raised her arms with a pretty gesture. "Even love lias not come to me yet. I am
free."
Sir Isaac was relieved. "Of course! Naturally.
How stupid of me. I should have known that on
Venus
"
"Great," said Tubby. "Come on then—let's get
goin'." He started off again as fast as his fat legs
would carry him.
They departed from the surface of Venus ten
minutes later, hurtling up through the atmosphère
at a velocity that heated the intcrior of the vehicle
like an oven. Sir Isaac put its cooling system into
opération at once—chemically cooled coils over which
air was driven by electric fans and then circulaled
through the various rooms—after which, ignoring
their guest, he seated himself at the instrument-room
table and began a computation of their course to
Mercury.
Tubby showed Ameena over the vehicle with enthusiasm. He had forgotten for the moment the
dire portent of this new journey and was like a boy
on a holiday. The girl was intcnsely interested in
everything, especially in the marvelous, ever-changing aspect of her own world as they slowly turned
over and dropped away from it.
"You can have ail the upstairs to yourself," Tubby
declared, with due regard for the conventionalities.
They were standing then in the doorway of one of
the dainty little chintz bedrooms. "The perfessor
an' TU bunk downstairs. He's a real nice guy, the
perfessor—you'll like him."
"l'm sure I shall," Ameena said. Her eyes, glancing at Tubby sidewise, were veiled by their heavy
black lashes. She added softly :
"And you, too, my friend Tubby."
Tubby did not quite Tcalize it then, but, indeed,
this Venus-girl, typical of her race, had a distinct
talent for love-making.
When they came to the kitchen, Tubby was much
embarrassed over the remains of the breakfast
dishes. But Ameena proved herself a real housewife by immediately assuming charge of this department of the vehicle. She began washing the dishes
at once—a curiously incongruous sight in her Greekmaiden robe as she lient over the kitchen sink!—
while Tubby stood admiringly by, watching her.
When the kitchen and store-room were immaculate, Tubby and Ameena returned to the instrument
room. The sun was shining up through the lower
window; the vehicle was cooling off a trifle since
leaving the atmosphère of Venus; they were now
well launched into space.
Sir Isaac, having completed his computations,
greeted them triumphantly.
"We have travelcd 2,138 miles," he said. "I am
heading directly for the sun now. I have been taking
it very slowly until a moment ago."
"Very good," Tubby agreed. with a most businesslike air for Ameena's benefit. "But we got to hurry
from now on if we're goin' to get there today."
They sat down then to discuss the future. There
was really very little to discuss, as a matter of fact,
for Ameena's knowledge of war conditions throughout the solar system was very slight. What the
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voyagers could do to protect the earth depended upon
two factors. Had the great Jovians joined in this
dastardly war? And would the Light-Country of
Mercury lend its aid—its Light-rays and other weapons—for the earth's defense?
"Well," said Tubby, "we'll know pretty soon.
VVhat's the use arguin'? Ain't I right?"
Sir Isaac yawned involuntarily in spite of their
interesting argument. He looked embarrassed.
"You're sleepy," exclaimed Tubby solicitously.
He added to the girl:
"The perfessor ain't had a wink of sleep since we
left the earth last night. He'd better go take a nap."
Sir Isaac was indeed tired out. "I must direct
our flight," he said. "1 cannot leave our course
"Why can't you?" Tubby demanded. "1 ast you
twcnty times already to show me how this here thing
works. I can run it the same as you, if you show
me how just once."
In the face of his growing fatigue which would
not be denied. Sir Isaac was forced to yield.
"My intcr-planetary vehicle opérâtes upon a very
simple principle," he began. "First you must know
that the law of gravitation says that every body in
the universe attracts every other body directly as
the mass and inversely as the square of the distance
between them."
Tubby and Ameena were ail attention.
"We don't quite get you," Tubby said.
"Directly as the mass means that if one body
weighs 100 tons and another weighs 10 tons, the
big one will exert ten times the attractive force of
the little one."
"That is very clear," said Ameena.
"Go on." nodded Tubby.
"And inversely as the square of the distance means
that wlien bodies are twice as far apart they only
exert one-fourth the attractive force upon each other.
Thus you sec every mass of matter in the universe
is attracting every other mass according to those
laws.
"Now each of the six faces of this vehicle—top,
bottom, and the four sides—is lined with a metallic
plate. This very curions métal is fourni principally
on Mercury—although, as I have shown in my books,
it bas been prepared by one scientist on earth—he
who went first to the moon. My projectile, fired
from an enormotts cannon, you remember, failed
to reach the moon. but merely encircled it."
"1 remember that other one," Tubby exclaimed.
SirTsaac was pleased. "Yes. . . . That was where
I explained my graVity screcn. . . . Well. we are
using now a device very much like that. only vastly
more efficient. You see, in this particular interplanetarv vehicle T have a current something like the
Mercurian î.ight-ray, and something like our own
electricity. With it T charge any or ail of these
metallic plates both negatively or positively. I mean,
î can make them nrutrnl to gravity—so that gravity
is eut off entirely as in the case of the gravity screcn.
Or I can make them attractive, or rrpcUcnt. Without any charge, you understand. thev are attractive,
as ail matter is. With my négative charge they repel
with exactly the same force as normally they would
attract."
"Ah." said Tubby.
Sir Isaac warmed to his task., "Let me explain
to you the exact resuit of this. Wlien we were resting
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on the earth's surface, I eut off—only partially, for
you see the change may be made with any rapidity
desired—the gravity from our base. Having then
an insufficient attraction from the earth to hold us
there, we left its surface, flying off at a tangent
because of the earth's rotation on its axis. . . .But
I won t go into that. . . . Once in space, as we are
now, I merely make one face attractive, and the
others neutral or repellent. Thus the attractive face
acts on whatever heavenly bodies lie in the direction,
and we are drawn toward them. For greater speed
I also use the repellent power of those bodies lying
behind us. For instance, after leaving the earth, I
used the attraction of the sun—only a portion of it,
of course. Later, merely for experiment. I combinée!
with that a fraction of the earth's repulsion. Early
this morning, when we approached Venus, I used
her attractive power, cutting off the sun completely."
Sir Isaac turned to the keyboard. It was quite
similar to the keyboard of a very large typewriter—
and with more keys. These keys were of three
différent colors—w'hite, red and black—and ail of
them were numbered plainly,
These keys," said Sir Isaac, "you will observe are
on six banks—each bank governing a différent face
of the vehicle. For instance
" He indicated the
lowest row of keys—"this bank governs our base.
And this, the top of the vehicle—and these are the
sides.
"There are, you notice, fifteen keys on each bank.
When they are ail up there is no action at ail—the
face allows any heavenly body to attract with its
full, normal force. But, when I press down this
red key—each bank bas one, you see—then the face
becomes neutral to gravity. The seven white keys
give seven différent intensities of attraction, and the
seven black ones give seven différent intensities of
repulsion. A key pressed down stays down until you
pull it up."
"Sure." agreed Tubby. "That ain't so awful complicated."
Sir Isaac went on :
"You will understand then that when number
seven white key is down. the face is fully attractive,
just the same as it is with atl the keys on that bank
u.p. Do you follow me?"
"Absolutely," nodded Tubby. "1 doped that out
long ago."
"Well," said Sir Isaac, "with these ninety keys,
working singly or together, a very great number
of combinations can be obtained. We can go in any
direction we choose, and at almost any velocity—at
least I have never been able to calculate any limit to
the velocity if sufficient time for accélération is allowed."
"Right." agreed Tubby. "You mean we don't get
up speed ail at once—we kcep goin' faster. That's
good. . . . Show us what's doin' now."
"Our présent course is very simple," continued
Sir Isaac. "You observe five of the red keys are
down—the top and ail four sides of the vehicle are
neutral to gravity. On the bank governing our base
the first white key is clown. We arc being drawn
toward the sun, pullcd by one-seventh of the sun's
attraction. If we wanted to go faster we could use
more of the sun's attraction, or some of the repulsion
of Venus. If we wanted to go slower, we could combine some of the attraction of Venus, which would
act as a drag. By balancing the attraction of Venus
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and that of the sun we could stop entirely. ... I
think I shall use another seventh of the sun's attraction. Watch carefully."
Sir Isaac suited the action to the word, pressing
down the second white key of that bank, and then
releasing the other
Tqbby watched closely. "That's easy. What
else ?"
For half an hour more Sir Isaac explained the
navigation of space—with practical démonstrations,
during which he made the heavens swing over at
will in most dizzying fashion as he altered the vehicle's course. Finally Tubby announced himself
satisfied, and compétent to assume charge for a few
hours at least.
"You go lie down," he said. "We'U get you up
when Ameena lias lunch ready.
Still Sir Isaac hcsitated. "In half an hour," he
explained, "I would. I think, increase our speed by
using about three-sevenths the repellent power of
Venus."
He indicated the changes. "Our velocity is steadily increasing as we approach the sun—but we must
go still faster. We are in a hurry."
As he turned to leave the room, his face clouded
with sudden anxiety.
"We shall shortly attain a velocity of nearly seven
million miles an hour," he said soberly. "I—I hope
Fm not taking too great chances. It's so crowded
in here with météorites. We'vc been marvelously
lucky so far."
"Go on to bed," commanded Tubby. "1 ain't goin'
to let us hit nothjn'. Fil watch. If I see anything
comin' Fil thump them keys, or yell for you."
Most reluctantly, Sir Isaac gave up command ; and,
with Ameena's gracious permission, he retired to
one of the upper bedrooms.
Trouble!
IT really was Ameena's fault, though Tubby was
too much a gentleman ever to say so—for if
Ameena had not called him into the kitchen it could
never have happened. She had gone to préparé the
noonday meal, and Tubby reluctantly had parted
with her and maintained his post at the lower window of the instrument room. The sun shone up at
him intolerably bright.
Nothing showed in the sky below, except that
huge. flaming red bail slowly but steadily increasing
in size—the sun as it appeared through the smoked
glass—and those glorious constellations of stars hanging immovable in the black firmament. In thirty
minutes exactly, by the instrument room's chronometer—Tubby had added to their velocity threesevenths the repellent power of Venus. This world
they were so rapidly leaving hung directly overhead
—an enormous silver-blue sphere now completely illuminated by the sun, but visible only from the upper
windows of the vehicle.
It was just after he had put on the additional
speed that Ameena had called Tubby into the kitchen
to ask him how to open a can of tomatoes for canned
goods were unknown on Venus. Tubby, once in the
kitchen, had forgotten to return to his post. He was
sitting in the doorway of the adjoining store-room,
chatting vivaciously with Ameena, when suddenly
he became aware of an unusual light coming diagonally in through the side window.
Leaping up, he saw in the black, starry void a

huge silver dise—a thousand moons in size ! It was
below them, off to one side. It was so close he could
see barren, rocky mountains on it: and it was turning over like a bail thrown into the air. Even while
he gazed, with his heart in his throat, it doubled in
size, so stupendously fast was it approaching—and
already exerting its attractive power upon the base
of the vehicle, it was altering the vehicle's course so
that the heavens began shifting sidewise.
With a startled cry, Tubby dashed into the instrument room, Ameena following him with the can of
tomatoes still in her hand. Through the instrument
room floor window the heavenly derelict, again
doubled in sjze, shone directly beneath them. They
were rushing into it, drawn irresistibly by its attraction !
Tubby took one horrified glance, and then, jumping to the keyboard, he depressed half a dozen of the
keys indiscriminately." There was no answering
vibration perceptible within the vehicle ; but outside
its windows the heavens were whirling! The sun,
Venus, the threatening derelict globe, a myriad of
stars-—ail flashed past the windows so rapidly they
were distorted into mere blurs of light. The vehicle,
beyond control, was spinning on its axis and falling
abandoned in space!
Tubby and Ameena, standing stock-still on that
solid, apparently motionless floor, were giddy at the
sight.
"Oh-h, perfessor!" Tubby bcllowed. "Help, perfessor! Corne here quick ! We're ail fallin' to
pièces I"
Sir Isaac came clattering downstairs, his apparel
awry, his face still dazed by sleep. With one quick
glance at the windows he hastened to the keyl>oard.
Tubby and the girl stood anxiously beside him.
"Somethin' w-went wrong," Tubby chattered
"There's a b-big world right outside. We war r-runnin' into it."
The vehicle, spinning like a top, gave Sir Isaac
no opportunity of locating the correct keys to depress.
He first threw them ail into neutral ; then tried, tentatively, throwing the attraction into the base of the
vehicle for that instant when it was facing Venus,
and releasing it an instant later.
For five minutes he worked, his face pale with
anxiety. "Am I stopping our rotation?" he asked.
"Are we slowing down?"
Tubby forced his gaze to the window and saw
that the heavens were spinning with a little less
rapidity.
"Go on," he encouraged. "You're doing' fine."
"I don't dare leave everything in neutral," Sir
Isaac muttered to himself. His gaze was glued to
the floor window ; the perspiration was rolling down
his face. "Inertia would carry us forward on our
former course without any force of attraction. We
could not avoid collision. Perhaps we cannot anyway."
"Don't say that," pleaded Tubby. "Go on. You're
doin' fine."
Ameena now crouched on the floor, gripping a
chair leg to steady herself ; and peered intently downward through the window. At each instant when
Venus came into view she called to Sir Isaac, and
he promptly depressed the nece^sary key, releasing it
once the planet had swung past. With Ameena's
help he did this more accurately than before, and
gradually the vehicle's axial rotation was decreased.
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Finally they caught Venus and held it directly beneath thcm.
Sir Isaac stood up, trembling. "Thank God!"
he exclaimed. "We are headed the other way. The
danger is past."
Now that the excitement was over, Tubby felt
extraordinarily weak in the knees. He sat down
in a chair, panting.
"What was it, perfessor? What happened?"
"An asteroid," Sir Isaac answered, smiling weakly.
"A minor planet, unknown to astronomers. / knew
its orbit lay in here, but I had calculated the asteroid
itself to be on the other side the sun this month—
fool that I was !
A moment later, carefully, Sir Isaac resumed their
former course. The asteroid had disappeared ;
the sun now shone up from beneath them as before.
"How close did we corne to it?" Tubby asked,
when they had ail three recovered calmness. ,'T
guess we didn't miss it by more'n a mile."
"We passed it about 4,000 miles away !" Sir Isaac
answered.
Tubby was amazed. "Four thousan' miles! An'
I thought we nearly hit it !"
Sir Isaac smiled. "I should not care to corne any
doser. Our velocity at that moment was 7,200,000
miles an hour. That is exactly 2,000 miles per
second. In just two seconds more we would have
collided with that asteroid and been annihilated !
That's why I said we were crowded in here. It is
very dangerous to approach within a million miles
of anything."
They had lunch shortly after that, Sir Isaac insisting on liaving his served on the store-room floor so
that he might keep close watch through the lower
window there, for cornets, and even infinitésimal
météorites, as well as asteroids, were to be avoided.
As Sir Isaac pointed out, to collide with even a hundred ton meteorite at a velocity of 2,000 miles a second would be a fatal catastrophe!
After lunch, over their cigars, while Ameena
straightened the kitchen, Sir Isaac told Tubby about
Mercury, which he had hoped they would reach
about five o'clock that afternoon, but which
now they might not arrive at before six or seven
o'clock.
"Mercury," Sir Isaac explained in his slightly
pedantic way, "is the smallest of the major planets,
and the closest to the sun. It's orbit lies at a mean
distance of 36,000,000 miles."
"An' how far did you say Venus was from the
sun?" Tubby asked. He was becoming avid for
astronomical mathematics.
"Sixty-seven million," answered Sir Isaac.
"An' the earth is 93,000,000. An' the moon a
quarter ^of a million from the earth." Tubby was
memorizing the figures. "AU right. Go on."
"Mercury makes one révolution around the sun
every eighty-eight days. That is the length of its
year. It is so close to the sun that the enormous
solar attraction holds one side of it always facing
that way. Hence its axial rotation is also once in
eighty-eight days, and it has no day or night—always
daylight, twilight or darkness according to what portion of its surface you are on."
"What part are we goin' to?" Tubby demanded.
"To the Light Country, where there is daylight—
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but it is not too intense. Heavy clouds and a dense
atmosphère make life possible on Mercury, even
though it is so near the sun. In the Fire Country,
which directly faces the sun, the planet is practically
uninhabited. We will land at the Great City—the
largest center of population on the planet. It is the
Light Country people we want to enlist as allies,
against their outlaw neighbors, the Twilight people
and those horrible Martians."
This brought them again into a discussion of the
Martian plot which they were determined at ail
hazards to frustrate. Ameena joined thcm shortly
after that, and for hours they argued, without however, reaching any new conclusions.
Sir Isaac was momentarily growing more sleepy;
and finally, when Tubby had solemnly promised that
for two hours he would not leave the window under
any circumstances and would call out at once if anything unusual came into sight, Sir Isaac again retired.
They were then about 18.000,000 miles from Mercury, which shone as the brightest star in the lower
hemisphere of the firmament, visually quite near the
sun's outer limb. And so great was their haste that
again Sir Isaac had resumed almost their former
speed.
During these two hours, Tubby and Ameena sat
on the floor by the window, exchanging accounts of
their respective worlds.
"I'm strong for Venus," Tubby declared once.
"When we get these Martians put in their place, an'
get our moon back, I believe l'il corne to Venus to
live."
The girl agreed that would be very nice indeed;
and Tubby, intoxicated by her beauty and the fragrance of her person, suddenly laid his hand over
hers.
"Ain't this romantic though^shootin' around the
sky like this? Sing somethin', Ameena. Where's
that harp you had?"
Ameena played on her lyre, and sang ; Tubby listened, and complimented her, and urged her constantly for more. Thus absorbed in their youth, the
two sat oblivious to the vehicle's course, while the
sun blazed larger and hotter, and Mercury grew
from a gleaming star to a silver crescent—larger and
larger until, like Venus of the morning, it stretched
an enormous arch in the blackness, with the sun to
one side behind it.
Fortunately for the safety of these bold voyagers
(and indeed for the future existence of earth itself,
which depended upon the success of their mission), no other uncharted wanderers of space
chanced to be in the vehicle's path during those two
hours.
It was nearly half-past four when Tubby came to
himself. A glance through the window reassured
him that ail was well, and, reluctantly tearing himself
from Ameena's presence, he went upstairs to awaken
Sir Isaac,
They entered the atmosphère of Mercury at 6:57
P. M., shortly after a hurried supper. Falling diagonally over the Dark Country, they came into
the Twilight Zone. A few moments later the
Narrow Sea lay beneath them, and at last they
sighted the Great City at the edge of the Light
Country.
It was 7:29 P. M. exactly when, with only a slight
jar, they landed upon the surface of Mercury.
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CHA1TER V

In Which the Mercurians Prove Themselves
Utterly Selfish, and the Disappointed Voyagers,
Pursued by the Enemy, Hasten to Jupiter
HOW selfish is human nature the Universe
over! After a voyage of some thirty million miles, the travelcrs might quite as well
have rcmained on Venus ! The Mercurians of the
Light Country were sorry—indeed, they greatly deplored the action of their neighhors of the Twilight
Country in joining with the war lords of Mars
against the unoffending Earth—hut they would do
nothing ahout it ! How simple ail human problems
become, when viewed in that detached s])irit ! How
human nature does repeat itself, wherever in the
Universe it may he found !
The audience with the ruler of the Light Country
took place at 9:40 p. m., Earth's Eastern Time—
shortly after the First Meal, as time chanced to be
on Mercury.
Tubby, Sir Isaac and Ameena gravely faced the
white-haired King and bis aged dignitaries who were
seated around a huge table in the Audience Room.
The place was crowded; its gallery above, open to

the public, was thronged with those curions to see
these strange visitors from another world.
Sir Isaac, who, fortunately, was fairly fluent in
the Mercurian longue, explained their mission. He
was earnest and cloquent. And when he had finished
having doue lus very best, the King, after a whispered
conférence with his councillors, made lus speech of
condolence !
Sir Isaac was aghast. He translated the King's
words briefly to Tubby and Ameena.
"How darc they?" the girl cricd. "It is inhuman.
Tell him I say
"
Sir Isaac interrupted lier, in a whisper, for the
Audience Room was intcnscly quiet.
"Your position is not so impregnable, Ameena.
Your own people refuscd to mix tq) in tins interplanetary war. How can you expect
"
"My people have no weapons of war," she defended passionately. They know nothing of fighting. Never bas a voicc been raised in anger in my
world ! What could they do to help, if they would ?"
"You Ict her alone," Tubby whispered vchemently
to Sir Isaac. "She's got the right idea. You tell
this King hc can help. Ain't he got that Light-ray?
Make him lend it to us."
Sir Isaac then requested the use of the Light-ray—
a sufficient amount of its apparatus which they could
set up on Earth for defense.
At this a stir ran over the assemblage. The King's
guards, squat little men in leather jackcts and wide,
knce-length leather trousers, shouted for order. Sevcral young girls flapped their long red-feathered
wings—only the women had wings, it seemed—and
one iluttered across the room near the ceiling, until
commanded by the guards to cease.
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They entered the Milky Way on the seventh day after passing Alpha Centauri. Though their actual entrante into the Galactic Plane
was unmarked, the firmament simply blazed with bright stars.
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The King looked exceedingly grave at Sir Isaac's
request; his whispercd conférence with liis advisors
lasted several minutes. At last he shook his head.
Sir Isaac translated his answer. "He says he is
sorry. They could not trust their Light-ray to another world. He clainis the Earthmen would then
learn its secret and some day might use it against
Mercury."
"He's a fool !" shouted Tubby angrily. "Ain't
they got it on Mars already? An' maybe on Jupiter?"
Tubby Sasses the Mercurian King
HE turned tovvard the King. "Say Hsten here
you
"
Thirty feet separated Tubby from the King at that
moment, but he encompassed it in one bound, for on
so small a planet as Mercury even Tubby weighed
hardly sixty pounds! He landed beside the King's
chair.
"Say, listen here you
"
As Tubby's fat little body went hurling through
the air pandemonium broke out in the room. Girls
were fluttering about : the guards were pushing and
shoving the crowd. One or two of the older women
fainted. A little boy broke into terrified screaming.
The King, finding he was not hurt, ignored Tubby's
fist in his face, and with rare presence of mind rose to
his feet. shouting reassuringly to the assemblage.
Three of the nearest guards. their faces dark with
angcr, were making for Tubby belligerently ; one of
the aged counsellors put a restraining hand on his
shoulder, but he shook it off.
Sir Isaac bawled:
"Corne back here, you fool ! They'll kill us ail !"
It was Ameena's pleading voice, rising above the
tumult, that brought Tubby to his senses. He stopped abruptly his abuse of the King, and with another
prodigious bound leaped over the heads of the intervening people, and landed back beside his friends.
"Corne on, let's get out of here," he gasped. "This
here Mercury ain't goin' to get us nothin'."
Sir Isaac, with true diplomatie suavity, waited until
order was restored. He then paid his respects to
the King. apologizing for Tubby's conduct. and stating with cuit dignity that the Earth would solve its
own problems and look after its own safety in its own
way. After which, escorted by the King's guards to
protect them from the incensed populace, the three
visitors coldly departed.
As they left the room, a young girl—with huge
wings and a sneering, unpleasant face, so différent
from the beauty of the other girls in the room as to
mark lier of another nation—climbed from the balcony into one of its outer windows. Poised there a
moment, she launched herself into the air, spread her
wings and flew away.
Sir Isaac. Tubby and Ameena were on the palace
steps when this girl flew past, just over their heads.
She shouted something venomously at Sir Isaac, and
rising higher, flew rapidly toward the Narrow Sea
and the Twilight Country.
Sir Isaac did not mention this incident then to
Tubby or Ameena. who had not noticed the girl.
Indeed, he forgot it in a moment, though afterward
it was brought most vividly and unpleasantly to his
memory.
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Flying Through Space Once More
IT was 11 .-45 p. m.. Earth time, when the vchiclc
was again launched into space. When they had
passed over the Dark Country and had left the atmosphère of Mercury—headed this time away from
the Sun, back toward Venus and the Earth—the three
inter-planetary adventurers sat down quietly in the
instrument room to déterminé what should now lie
doue, in the face of this unexpected disappointment.
"An' here we went an' wasted ail day," Tubby
moaned. "We could bave been almost anywhere
while we was foolin" around here with them selfish,
pin-headed
" He trailed off into abuse of the
Mercurians.
Sir Isaac, more practical, summed up the situation
as it now stood.
"We have, of course, no means of knowing
whether the inhabitants of Jupiter arc against us or
not," he said. "But at ail events, at the next opposition of Mars with the Earth we may expect their
attack."
"Less'n two months from now," Tubby put in
gloomily.
"In fifty-six days and eighteen hours," Sir Isaac
corrected. "1 assume their method will he to mass
their army first upon the Moon. From that point of
vantage, always close to the Earth, they can launch
their successive attacks at will."
"That is what they will do," Ameena cried. "From
the Moon, of course."
Tubby frowned. "What will they do to the
Earth? You say they're goin' to kill us. but you
ain't never said how."
Then Sir Isaac, his voice trembling in spite of
himself, explained the horribly destructive power of
the Mercurian Light-ray—that beam of red-green
light-fire, which from giant projectors ignited everything within its path over a distance of fifteen miles!
And the tremendous war-machines of the Martians—
giant mechanical bodies housing the Martian directing brain in their tops—mechanisms with métal legs
like steel girders fifty feet long running rampant over
the Earth !
"That's enough!" interposed Tubby hastily, mopping his face. "Don't tell us nothin' more like that.
My idea is, we better not let 'em land on the Earth."
"Quite right," agreed Sir Isaac. "But how to
prevent them? That's just the question."
It was the question indeed, and for another hour
they wrestled with it.
"Let's eat," Tubby suddenly announced. "We
can do that if we can't do nothin' else."
Tubby now found himself, after this épisode oit
Mercury, somewhat more in the nature of leader of
their enterprise than he had been before.
"We're donc with Mercury," he said, when over
the midnight supper the argument was resumed.
Sir Isaac nodded. "We are. most certainly."
"An' Venus ain't no use to us."
"No," Ameena put in. "My world is powerless."
Tubby went on with merciless logic :
"If we go home an' wait, we're licked sure."
"Yes," agreed Sir Isaac, "that will mean absolute
annihilation, even though the world's armies and
navies were massed to our defense."
"An' we can't land on the Moon," Tubby persisted.
"They'd murder us in thirty seconds—on our own
Moon too." The pathos of this struck Tubby with
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sudden force. "Ain't that actually criminal? Can't
land on our own Moon !"
"VVhat arc we going to do?" Ameena asked hopelessly. "Oh, dear, we cannot seem to land anywhere."
"How about Jupiter?" Tubby demanded. "That's
a big place, ain't it ?"
"The largest planet of the solar System," said
Sir Isaac. "But whether they are friends or enemies
"
"Well let's go sce an' find out !"
The logic as well as the daring of this simple suggestion was immediately apparent.
"If them Jupiter people ain't enemies they can
help us easy." Tubby added. "Let's take a chance
anyway."
There seemed nothing else to do.The Earth was
powerless to defend herself. Help must be obtained
—from whatever source—at ail costs.
And so it was dpcided.
The Course Set for Jupiter
BACK in the instrument room Sir Isaac computed
their course to Jupiter. A little later, for it was
then nearly three o'clock in the morning, Ameena retired to the upper floor.
The vehicle had now reached a point in space almost midway between Mercury and Venus. Tubby
suddenly remembering the asteroid with which they
had so nearly collided that afternoon, peered anxiously down through the lower window, to the tiny
blue-white dise among the stars that was Venus.
Sir Isaac, hearing Tubby's muttered exclamation
concerning the asteroid, laughed reassuringly.
"It has passed on in its orbit," he said. "Rushing
around the Sun in a most eccentric ellipse, it is now
many million miles from here."
Having been the one to suggest their future course
of action, Tubby was feeling his growing responsibility. He felt simultaneously his need for more
spécifie astronomical information than he now possessed.
Tubby Learns More About Stars and Orbits
"TF l'm goin' to boss this expédition," he anJL nounced, "I got to have ail the dope in my
head."
Sir Isaac had frequently been tracing their flight
upon a celestial map of his own making, and Tubby
now demanded to see it. Sir Isaac produced it
readily, from the table drawer, and clearing a space
on the table, unrolled it before them. By the light
of an electric bulb—for the side and floor windows
admitted nothing but starlight—Tubby examined it.
"This is mcrely a rough drawing I made myself,"
Sir Isaac explained apologetically. "It shows the
solar System—though not at ail to scale—and gives
a rough idea of the présent positions of the planets,
and our course up to date."
This is what Tubby saw:
"You notice," said Sir Isaac, indicating with his
pencil point, "that the Sun occupies the center of the
solar system, and the planets revolve around it in
concentric rings which are called orbits. These are
not circles, but are ellipses—so that the Sun is not
exactly in the center, but a little off to one side—in
one of the foci of the ellipse, to be technical. Thus
the orbit is somewhat nearer the Sun in one portion
and further away in another. The amount of this

différence is called the eccentricity of the orbit."
Tubby nodded his compréhension; Sir Isaac went
on :
"Fortunately, as you observe, ail the planets chance
to be on this side the Sun just now. ... I must alter
our course toward Jupiter. We are now headed for
Venus, but Jupiter, you see, is considerably further
along in his orbit."
Sir Isaac went to the keyboard, and a moment later
Venus, as seen through the lower windows, swung
sidewise out of sight. A new région of gleaming
stars—none of unusual brightness—came into view.
"I am heading well past Jupiter," said Sir Isaac.
"We are falling diagonally sidewise now, fonvard
by the combined attraction of ail those stars, and
sidewise by the repulsion of Venus and the Earth
and ail the stars behind them. This will bring us
into a direct line drawn from the Sun to Jupiter—
and then I can make better speed by using the Sun's
repulsion and Jupiter's attraction combined, which
I cannot do now."
By careful consultation of the chart, Tubby finally
got this clear.
"Ifs a longer route," Sir Isaac added. "But I
think it will prove quicker. . . . You'd better lie
down, Tubby—you're tired out."
Tubby was indeed terribly sleepy—but, unselfishly
he realized that Sir Isaac must be also.
"Fil watch," he said. "Vou take a nap."
But Sir Isaac wished to get the vehicle upon its
direct course first.
"We'll be in line with the Sun and Jupiter in about
two hours," he explained. 'TU call you then. From
then on we will hold the same course ail the way."
Tubby yielded, and started upstairs. Then, remembering Ameena, he. went into the store-room instead, and with the cushions from one of the chairs
of the instrument room for pillows, stretched out on
the floor and went to sleep promptly.
♦ ♦ ♦
"Wake up," said Sir Isaac, shaking him. "Ifs
seven forty—you've been asleep nearly four hours."
Tubby rubbed his eyes, and clambered to his feet.
"What's doin'? Anything new? Where are we?"
"We're on our direct course to Jupiter," Sir Isaac
answered. He had shaved and washed. His hair
was slicked back and he was smoking a cigar; but
his face was haggard and he looked tired out.
"You can take charge now," he added. "1 must
get some sleep, if only for a few hours."
Tubby sat alone on a cushion at the floor wîndow
of the instrument room. The Sun, from which they
were now receding, as Sir Isaac had told him, at a
velocity of 15^4 million miles an hour, was blazing
high over the roof of the vehicle, and thus was invisible from the starlit room downstairs. Through
the floor wîndow Tubby could see nothing but gleaming silver stars. One of them, he could not distinguish which. was Jupiter.
Tubby whistled to keep himself awake. After an
interval he looked at the chronometer. It was 8.20
A. M. Why didn't Ameena wake up? Tubby was
lonesome and depressed. A little later he went into
the kitchen and made himself a cup of coffee. Again
he wished fervently Ameena would corne down and
join him. Should he wake her up? Wasn't it time
for breakfast? Wouldn't she even corne down?
For another hour he wandered disconsolately about
the lower rooms, glancing at intervais through the
floor windows to make sure no derelicts were in
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sight, Remembering Sir Isaac's jaunty appearance,
he shaved and waslied—fortunately having had the
forethought, the ni;,dit before, to rescue bis razor
from the bedroom upstairs.
He had about decided in desperation to awaken
the girl, vvhen, on an impulse he climbed into the
little dome on the roof where Sir Isaac had mounted
a small telescope. A moment later he was clattering
down through the vehicle, bellowing loudly for Sir
Isaac and Ameena.
The Sky Travelers Are Followed
«TTEY, perfessor! Ameena! Oh, Ameena! Cet
Il up, quick! There's somethin' follerin' us!"
Sir Isaac came bounding upstairs from the store
room, meeting Tubby in the upper hallway. From
one of the bedrooms came Ameena's sleepy voice :
"What is it ? Must I get up ?"
Together the two men rushed up into the little
observatory. Another vehicle, twice as large as their
own and somewhat différent in shape, hovered almost directly above them, showing as a dark spot
in the firmament and edged with silver from the
Sun's rays behind it.
"That Mercurian girl!" Sir Isaac gasped, with
sudden memory. "She flew to the Twilight Country ! She said she was going to have revenge !"
They were indeed being followed ! This pursuing enemy was at that moment hardly more than five
miles away, and was overtaking them rapidly!
CHAPTER VI
In Which the Voyagers Pass Mars, Dodge the
Minor Planets and Interview His Suprême
Highness the Great MoguI o£ Jupiter
SIR Isaac dashed back to the instrument room
three steps at a time, with Tubby at his heels.
Ameena came from her room and followed
them.
"What is it?" the girl demanded. "Is something
wrong ?"
Tubby called back over his shoulder:
"Them Mercurians is after us. Right overhead—■
comin' fast. Corne on down—we got to do somethin'."
Sir Isaac rushed to the keyboard.
"Switch our course," Tubby suggested. "Let's see
if they can turn when we do. . . . Or how about
goin' faster? Can we go faster?"
"Wait," commanded Sir Isaac. He depressed two
keys—a black one on one bank and a white one on
another—and raised the ones which had been down.
Then he dashed away upstairs again.
Tubby had no more than time to compliment
Ameena on her appearance—she was dressed quite
as on the day before, but he face was flushed with
excitement and her eyes sparkled. so that she was
more beautiful than ever—when Sir Isaac was back.
He sank into a chair and smiled at them weakly.
"That danger's past, for the moment. We have
left them out of sight behind us."
"So quick?" exclaimed Tubby. "Out of sight
already? We must be goin' some."
Ameena looked her relief. Sir Isaac made some
further adjustments of the keys.
"Eve just slowed us up again," he said. "I would
not dare go as fast as we would very soon have
been going."
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"Well, how fast are we goin' the way you got it
now?" Tubby persisted.
28 Million Miles Per Hour
<< A BOUT 28 million miles an hour," stated Sir
l\ Isaac. "Of course I haven't computed it
yet—but I judge we shall shortly attain that velocity.
I am now using six-sevenths of the Sun's repulsion
with everything else in neutral. Our rate of speed
dépends very largely on the length of time allowed
for accélération, you understand."
He gazed down through the lower window anxiously, and muttered :
"Heavens, I do hope nothing gets in our way !"
"Maybe we better slow up," Tubby suggested. It
did seem a trifle fast to be going, when he came to
think of it. On the other hand such a speed was
not in the least beyond his understanding now. Sir
Isaac had already explained something of the laws
governing freely falling bodies; and Tubby had recalled that old stunt of dropping a baseball from the
top of the Washington Monument, which fell so fast
even in that little distance that the professional
catchers could hardly catch it. The vehicle was more
than a freely falling body—it was being pushcd
downward.
Sir Isaac shook his head at Tubby's suggestion
that they slow up a bit.
We must chance the danger," he said, though not
without considérable perturbation. "That Mercurian
vehicle may be able to attain this speed also—or even
a greater one. We cannot tell."
"Suppose they should overtake us," Ameena speculated. "They could not board us—or collide with us
without death to themselves ?"
"They might have some means of destroying us—
I do not know," Sir Isaac replied. "Though possibly the Light-ray is useless in Space." His voice
became méditative. "Curious I never thought of
that before. I suppose it xvould be inoperative."
"I think," said Ameena, "that they are merely
trying to reach Jupiter before us. Perhaps they
want to warn the Jovians against us. To persuade
them not to
"
"Meaning
" Sir Isaac interrupted eagerly.
The poor man's mind was working so constantly
that he seemed grateful to anyone who would do his
thinking for him.
Ameena finished :
"Meaning that I think it shows that on Jupiter the
rulers are at least neutral."
"Sure," exclaimed Tubby. "You're some clever
girl, Ameena. If them Jovians was our enemies,
these Mercurian guys wouldn't bother chasin' us
there. They'd know we'd get walloped anyhow.
You got the right idea. kid." He gazed admiringly
at Ameena, and the Venus-girl blushed charmingly.
This conclusion, thus happily arrived at, cheered
the three adventurers immeasurably. They now felt
tolerably certain of at least a square deal on Jupiter
—if only they could arrive there ahead of the enemy.
"Well, that bein' settled," declared Tubby, rising.
"Let's eat."
On this flight outward from the Sun they had
crossed the orbit of Venus about 6.30 A. M., while
Tubby and Ameena were asleep—though this course
to Jupiter took them many million miles ahead of
Venus' position in her orbit. This Tubby and
Ameena readily understood by another glance at Sir
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Isaac's drawing, which they consulted soôn after
break fast.
About 8.15 A. M., while Tubby had been on watch
alone, they had crossed the orbit of thc Earth—
thougli nearly tvvice as far then from the Earth as
they had been from Venus.
"Alars revolves around the Sun at a mean distance
of 141,701,000 miles," said Sir Isaac, some little
time after breakfast. "Wc should have intersected
his orbit about 10.40 A. M.—that was when we were
closest to him."
"An' you didn't tell us !" cried Tubby reprovingly.
"1 want to get a look at that—that murderin' villain."
It was then about ten minutes of eleven. Mars, to
which they had passed comparatively close, still
showed as a half-Iighted, circular, reddish dise. Its
tracings of fine intersecting lines—the "canals"—
were quite distinguishable.
Even at the enormous vclocity the vehicle had
now attained, ail the heavenly bodies hung apparently
motionless in the firmament—except Mars, which
because of its nearness, seemed slowly moving upwards as the vehicle dropped past it.
Tubby, standing at the side window, shook his fist
at the disturber of the peace of the Solar System.
"We'll fix you yet—you
"
Ameena laughingly pulled him away.
"Is Mars as large as my Venus?" she asked Sir
Isaac. "Or yottr Earth?"
"The diameter of Mars is 4,316 miles," said Sir
Isaac. "The Earth is 7,917 and Venus 7,629."
"Only a little guy !" Tubby was contemptuous.
"That's the way with them little fellers—Mercury
too—always lookin' for a scrap."
Sir Isaac went on :
"Mars revolves around the Sun once in a little less
than 687 days. That is the length of his year. His
orbital speed is 15 miles per second. He is ahead
of the Earth now in his orbit, but the Earth travels
forward at the rate of 18/i miles per second. Thus
you see, the Earth is overhauling Mars—and when
they are both in line with the Sun. that will be opposition. That's their closest point to each other
until the Earth cornes around again—and that's when
the Martians will attack."
Sir Isaac, because of one threatened catastrophe
or another, had had so far very little sleep since leaving the Earth two days before. About half past
eleven that morning Tubby and Ameena sent him
to bed again.
"Don't let me sleep more than two hours at the
most," he said anxiously "There are thousands of
Minor Planets in here between Mars and Jupiter."
"Shucks," disclaimed Tubby. "That don't make
no différence. Ain't / on guard ?"
It was a magnificent chance for sarcasm, but the
sterling character of Sir Isaac forbade such weakness. AU he said was :
"Our velocity of 28,000,000 miles an hour would
be sufficient to carry us from Earth to Venus, or
from Venus to Mercury in a little over sixty minutes! I don't want you to forget how fast we are
falling now."
With which admonition he retired.
It was a long, tiresome, comparatively uneventful
day—at least it would have been. if Tubby had not
had Ameena's companionship. She sang to him
again : and with his somewhat raucous ténor voice
they contrived "Inter-planetary duets" as Sir Isaac
jocularly called them. When they had tired of music

they climbed into the dome to make sure their pursuers had not again come into signt. The overhead
sky, out of which they were falbng, showed nothing
unusual. Mars—well above them now—had dwindled to a small, reddish star; the Earth, Venus and
Mercury were indistinguishable among the mass of
other glittering worlds.
"Look at the Sun," said Tubby. He pulled
Ameena toward him. He had indeed, progressed to
where his ami was almost constantly about her,
which, since youth and love are the same the Universe over, Ameena accepted as quite reasonable and
natural.
"Ain't the Sun gettin' little?" Tubby added.
The orb of day had dwindled to half its apparent
size as viewed from Earth. The vehicle too, was
growing hourly colder. Ameena shivered a little.
"Come on down," said Tubby solicitously. "We'll
have to get the perfessor to heat the place up more—
an' get you dressed warmer." His appréciative
glance swept Ameena's dainty figure. "l'Il see what
I can dig you up—right after lunch. Come on down
where it's warmer—let's play cards."
Explaining to the girl the intricacies of the fiftytwo différent cards of the deck took nearly another
hour, after which Tubby's stomach peremptorily informed him that it was time for lunch. He swept
up the cards, and with sudden thought gazed anxiously down through the lower window to see if they
were about to collide with anything. Jupiter had
grown to a marvellously brilliant star; beyond that,
everything was as before.
"You go fix up somethin' to eat," he said to the
girl. "l'Il call the perfessor—he's asleep long enough
anyway."
Sir Isaac came down shortly, dressed in a warmlooking tweed suit with golf trousers. dancing at
the chronometer, he immediately plunged into an intricate mathematical calculation.
"Our velocity since 9.30 this morning has. averaged just 28,502,122 miles an hour." he announced a
little later. "My guess was right."
"Good," said Tubby. "Come on into the dinin*
room. Lunch is ready."
After lunch Tubby himself dressed more warmly
—in a Norfolk jacket golf suit and heavy grey
flannel shirt, an outfit that was extremely becoming.
He then sent Ameena upstairs, magnanîmously offering her anything and everything in the way of
apparel she could find. She returned a few moments
later. and stood shyly awaiting his approval. She
had dooned a heavy pair of golf stockings and rubber-soled shoes which miraculously were almost small
enough for her. And over her knce-length white
dress, she was wearing a natty-looking man's overcoat which almost swept the ground. lier bnir was
now piled on her head. with a huge. red-silk handkerchief bound around it.
Even Sir Isaac glanced up from his figures long
enough to admire lier appearance. She looked indeed, like a radiantly beautiful little Earth-girl, on
her way to the beach for a swim.
"Fine." declared Tubby. "Keep that coat buttoned up an' you'll be nice an' warm."
They were now—it was about 2.30 P. M.—more
than half-way in distance from Mercury to Jupiter,
Sir Isaac announced.
"Tell us somethin' about Jupiter." said Arneena,
sitting down beside Tubby and gîving him her little
hand to hold. "You said it was a very big Planet."
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"Ifs mean diameter is 87,380 miles," Sir Isaac
answered. "Ils volume is 1390 times greater than
the Earth !"
"Some big Planet," Tubby commented.
Sir Isaac added :
"And it makes one révolution around the Sun in
4332.5 days. Thus its year is equal to 11 years,
314.9 days on Earth."
"My goodness," said Tubby.
"But Jupiter's day is only about 9 hours and 56
seconds long. That is because it rotâtes on its axis
so very swiftly."
Tubby interjected.
"This here Jupiter's a re-j«or£-able Planet, ain't
it?"
"Go on," Sc.J Ameena. "Tell us more."
Sir Isaac seemed embarrassed. "Well to tell you
the truth," he said hesitantly, "1 don't really knovv
very much about Jupiter. You see Pve never really
had occasion, up to now, to
"
"Right," interrupted Tubby. He had no wish to
be hard on his friend, especially before a girl.
"What's the différence? We'll soon be there an' see
it for ourselves. . . . When do we land, perfessor ?"
Sir Isaac looked worried again.
"At our présent velocity I calculate we should
enter the Jovian atmosphère about 10.15 P. M. tonight, but
"
"Very good, in-deed, perfessor."
"But I dare not maintain this velocity," Sir Isaac
finished.
"Why not? Ain't we in a hurry?"
"We are in a hurry certainly," Sir Isaac conceded.
"But. as you know, the more haste the less speed
sometimes. We are now in the région of Minor
Planets. More than eight hundred of these little
worlds have been discovered and Usted, even by those
inefficient astronomers of Earth. 1 have never given
the subject much attention—excepl in the case of
'Hector Servadac'—and in that story
"
"We ain't seen no Minor Planets yet." Tubby
hastily interrupted.
Sir Isaac drew him and the girl to the side window.
"There are a dozen or so," he said simply.
Tubby made them ont after a moment—very tiny
half-moons gleaming among the stars. They were
apparently moving upward as the vehicle fell past
them. while ail the stars appeared quite motionless.
"Some of these little worlds are only from a few
hundred thousand to a million miles aways from us."
Sir Isaac added. "We could reach them with this
velocity in a minute or two! They're ail around us
now—so you can understand what chances we're
taking."
Tubby understood indeed : and when, a little later,
he saw through the lower window a gleaming dise
corne into sight, grow to the size of the Moon, and
sweep past them to one side and out of sight above
them—ail in the space of a minute—he was glad
enough to have Sir Isaac reduce his speed. Tt gave
the pursuing Mercurian vehicle a better chance to
overtake them. of course, but even that was the lesser
of the two dangers.
The evening was a long one. Tubby and Sir
Isaac played cards after dinner, with Ameena an interested spectator. They discussed their Mercurian
pursuers a little-—the other vehicle had not again
appeared. Ameena retired about ten o'clock and Sir
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Isaac, shortly afterward, lay down at Tubby's feet
on the floor of the instrument room.
Tubby faithfully kept watch until two in the morning. Jupiter was now considerably larger than the
Moon appears from Earth—a silver dise with broad
dark bands on it, and a huge red spot, like a dull red
lantern gleaming from its lower hemisphere. The
red spot winked and went out shortly after Tubby
discovered it.
When Sir Isaac woke up, of his own accord,
Tubby, too tired to ask any questions, fell asleep on
the floor, wrapped up in a blanket from the vacant
bed upstairs. He dreamed he was a railroad train
and that Jupiter was flagging him with a red lantern. He wanted to stop, but couldn't. There was
a terrible collision. . . .
Tubby opened his eyes to find Sir Isaac shaking
him violently.
"Ail right." he protested, sitting up dizzily. "l.emme alone. What time is it? Ain't we there yet?
Where's Ameena? "What's that red light comin'
from?"
The Travelers Approach Jupiter
IT was just six o'clock. A lurid red glare was
shining up through the lower window. The room
was frightfully hot! Tubby, as soon as he was fully
awake, stared down through the heavy glass pane.
The dark surface of Jupiter, over which they were
poised, stretched out as far as he could see in every
direction. Directly underneath the window, like the
huge mouth of a red-hot furnace, yawned a gap in
the Jovian atmosphère froin which lurid longues of
flame were licking upward into Space—venomous,
scarlet-red longues thousands of miles in length.
Tubby was awed as well as alarmed. They were
dropping directly into the mouth of Hell !
"Don't be frighter.ed," laughed Sir Isaac from behind Tubby's shoulder. "We're two million miles
up yet and falling only at the rate of half a million
miles an hour. That is the great red spot of Jupiter. Fve always wondered just what it was. Those
are longues of flaming hydrogen. It proves conclusively that Jupiter is more like the Sun than any
other Planet. Its surface is not solid on this side,
and, as you see, it is internally heated to a very considérable degree."
While Tubby gazed, fascinated, Sir Isaac went on
enthusiastically :
"Jupiter is partially self-luminous, which I have
also always believed. And, because of its internai
heat, the surface température is easily warm enough
to sustain life, even out here so remote from the
Sun."
"That looks absolutely too hot to live in." Tubby
declared, gazing down into the crater of this mammoth volcano.
Sir Isaac laughed again ; evidently he was in high
spirits at this complété vérification of his théories.
"Of course it's too hot on this side. I knevv that.
but T came around here to see the red spot. We had
to follow it around, you see, because of the Planet's
very rapid axial rotation. The surface, as I said.
isn't solid. Nevertheless, since we know that Jupiter is inhabited, however much it would appear not
to be, there must be at least a small portion of solid
surface. We'll go around to the other side again and
locale it."
"Like lookin' for land when flyin' over the océan?"
Tubby illustrated.
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"Exactly. That is just what it can be comparée! to."
Tubby rose to his feet.
"Very good, perfessor. Very good, m-deed. You
navigate us around, an' TU go wake up Ameena.
She mustn't sleep ail the time. We got to eat."
Passing One of Jupiter's Satellites
THEY passed fairly close to Satellite IV. which
revolves around its mother globe at a mean dislance of 1,162,000 miles. They were then having
breakfast, and during the remainder of the meal Sir
Isaac entertained them with a most interesting dissertation on the nine satellites of Jupiter.
They were ail three dressed as on the evening before, though Ameena had discarded the overcoat.
She resumed it after breakfast, however, for when
they had passed around over the other hemisphere
of Jupiter, beyond the fiâmes of the "red spot," exposed again to the cold of Inter-planetary Space and
warmçd only by a very small, pale little Sun, the interior of the vehicle rapidly cooled off.
After breakfast. an observation of Jupiter through
the lower window showed only dense, black cloud
masses.
"Let's go down, perfessor," Tubby suggested.
"Can't see nothin' up here through them clouds."
He added gloatingly :
"1 guess we beat them Mercurians in, ail right."
They entered the Jovian atmosphère about eight
o'clock—at an altitude of 1,400 miles—a depth of
air strata that surprised even Sir Isaac. Inky blackness surrounded them for a time. At 110 miles
they emerged into daylight. Later ail the clouds
swept away. The pale Sun shown through the side
window, rising over the horizon—for it chanced to
be early morning on this portion of the mighty Planet
—shortly after dawn of a clear, frosty-looking
Jovian day.
"Looks awful chilly out," Tubby remarked dubiously.
"Yes," agreed Sir Isaac. "We would be freezing
in here now if it were not for our friction in passing
through the atmosphère. I have shut off our heating apparatus. . . . It will be much warmer down
below, however. The internai heat of Jupiter warms
its lower strata of air."
At an altitude of 25,000 feet they could distinguish
quite plainly the Jovian landscape over which they
were passing horizontally—a barren land that looked
as though it might be thick black water and mud. It
seemed to boil very sluggishly in spots. Here and
there it appeared firmer—and there were curions
vegetable growths as near like two hundred foot
mushrooms as anything clse Tubby could think of.
The landscape was changing constantly. Now
they came over a barren, almost rockv land, with
enormous trees like pincs and cedars. Half an hour
later the forests began occasionally to be dotted with
cities—mammoth buildings rising in terraces two
thousand feet into the air. . . . Everything seemed
built on the same gigantic scale.
They selected. quite at random, one of the largest
of the cities ; and descended in an open space nearby.
It was 9.50 A. M. when they came to rest upon the
surface of Jupiter—a flight from Mercury, smallest
major planet of the solar system. to Jupiter the
largest, of exactly 34 hours and 5 minutes.

The Sky Party Meet the Great Mogul
THE audience with the Great Mogul of Jupiter—
who came riding out of the city with his Wise
Men on an enormous animal—like a queer-looking
éléphant with broad, very Hat feet—took place about
12 o'clock noon Earth Eastern time, though it was
by then late afternoon of the Jovian day.
It may seem remarkable that so great a dignitary
would go to his visitors rather than bidding them
corne to him. The answer, however, is obvious to
any thinking student. Tubby and Sir Isaac had
flatly refused to allow themselves to be carried ; and
since gravity on the surface of Jupiter is more than
2J/2 times that of the Earth, they could hardly stand
on their feet, much less walk !
The Great Mogul was a towering giant some
fifteen feet tall, with his Counsellors in proportion.
A robe of richly-colored cloth fell in folds to his
feet. There were ropes of enormous gems about
his neck—that is to say they might have been considered gems, though they looked more like little
gargoyles moulded out of red and green putty and
his braided white beard hung down his chest to his
waist.
The audience was held in front of the vehicle,
with Tubby, Sir Isaac and Ameena sitting on the
floor in its doorway while a circle of guards kept
back the crowd of giants that had collected. Within
this circle the Great Mogul and his four Wisest Men
stood.
Tubby felt as though he weighed over four hundred pounds—which indeed was the case ; and his
companions in proportion.
"Ifs just like being a Lilliputian in Gulliver's
Travels" he whispered to Sir Isaac as the Great
Mogul kneeled down to see him more closely. Tubby
was struggling for breath; a great weight seemed
compressing his chest ; his head was ringing ; his eardrums felt as though something were pushing them
inward—ail, as Sir Isaac had explained an hour
before, because of the excessive pressure of the
Jovian atmosphère. It was most disagreeable. And
especially it was unpleasant to be nailed down by
one's own weight—to be forced to interview the
greatest monarch of the Solar System in an undignified sitting posture on one's own doorstep!
Sir Isaac beamed when Tubby made his remark
about the Lilliputians. "Ah, so you have read my
'Gulliver'§ Travels?' There was a book! If I do
say it myself, my scientific conceptions in that
were
"
"Sh!" Tubby whispered. '"He's talkin' to us!"
Tubby noticed suddenly that the Great Mogul and
ail his followers had very big, flat feet—shaped like
snow-shoes—as though they were meant for walking
on very soft surfaces. They
The Great Mogul was talkîng in a huge. roaring
voice. The words were strange, unintelligible.
_
Isaac smiled with embarrassment : and sbook
his head. "Too bad," he whispered to Tubby. "I
ought to know their language—but T dnn't. You
see l've never written much about Jupiter. T
"
The little Jovian stepped forward—a stoop-shouldered, weazened individual no more than nine or ten
feet tall. By his face he might have been two or
three hundred years old. He looked more like a
giant mummy tlian a man.
"I speak your Earth-language," he said. "Ail of
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them—the languages of the Solar System are my
study."
Tubby felt impressed. He whispered to Sir
Isaac :
"Looks like he'd been studyin' too much, don't
he? Mean lookin' guy, huh, perfessor?"
The Interpréter added :
"His Suprême Highness demands that you explain
your mission."
Sir Isaac did so, respectfully but eloquently outlining the nature of the disaster that threatened the
Earth from Mars and Mercury, and ending by pleading most earnestly that the great Jovians lend their
aid to the Earth to prevent so murderous an attack.
The Interpréter turned to his master and translated.
When he had finished, the Great Mogul laughed 1
The three voyagers knew then, before an answering word was spoken, that their mission to Jupiter
was a failure. They had made their plea—the lives
of ail the teeming millions of people of the Earth
were at stake—and the Great Mogul laughed !
"That dirty, mean
" Tubby would have
broken into open vinification, but Sir Isaac stopped
him.
The Great Mogul was now speaking to his Interpréter.
"His Suprême Highness the Great Mogul is extremely sorry," said the Interpréter a moment later.
"Yes, he looks it." This from Tubby.
The Interpréter's face darkened as he repeated
this sarcasm to his master. A torrent of passionate
anger swept over the Great Mogul's face. The InterJireter listened to his words a moment; then, in transating them his anger made him lapse into an Earthcolloquialism more expressive than élégant.
"His Suprême Highness says ail you little worlds
can shoot yourselves to Hell for ail He cares," said
the Interpréter.
Tubby tried belligerently to rise to his feet, but his
weight made the effort a lamentable failure.
"We're sorry," Sir Isaac shouted at once. "Tell
His Highness we meant no offense. . . . These Jovians are most hot-tempered people it would seem."
He added this last to Ameena in an undertone.
"Ask him about Saturn, Uranus and Neptune,"
the quick-witted girl said immediately.
Sir Isaac put the question as humbly and placatingly as possible.
"They are uninhabited," said the Interpréter
sourly.
His Suprême Highness was making ready to
départ, apparently without further interest in the
proceedings. Tubby had almost managed to climb
to his feet, but at last he gave it up and sank back
again.
"Corne on." he panted. "Let's get—out of this
This ain't no place for us—we're wastin'—time
again."
Without further ceremony, like little disappearing
manikins in a mechanical box, the three voyagers
pulled themselves back out of the doorway of their
vehicle and closed the door after them. Sir Isaac
rolled across the floor of the instrument room—the
easiest mode of locomotion—and hoisted himself into
reach of the keyboard.
An instant later the vehicle, freed from the tremendous gravitational pull of Jupiter, flew like a rifle
bullet into Space.
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CHAPTER VII
In Which the Voyagers Pass Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune, and Leaving the Entire Solar
System Behind Them Boldly Launch Into the
Outer Realms of Interstellar Space
AGAIN, after a voyage of some 450,000,000
miles the would-be saviours of their own
- world were doomed to disappointment ! When
they had again safely traversed the Jovian atmosphère, avoided Satellites H and IV with one of
which they very nearly collided and were again
launched into space, headed they cared not whither
for the moment, the adventurers sat down to discuss
this terrible misfortune.
As might be expected, the discussion yielded
nothing. The misérable Jovian affair was most discouraging, though Tubby took a measure of satisfaction in it.
"l'm sorry for them Mercurians when they get
:here," he declared, with a sudden grin at the thought.
"1 wouldn't wish them no worse luck than askin' a
favor of that Mogul guy."
"But what will we do ? ' Ameena asked. The brave
little girl was extremely agitated as the possibility
—even probability—of their final failure forced itself
upon her. "Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are uninhabited ! That leaves us nowhere else to go—and we
must have help. We must !"
"I wouldn't bet a plugged nickel on anything that
guy said about them other Planets," Tubby declared
doggedly. "I say—let's see for ourselves. It ain't
so much of a trip, is it?" Tubby, with Ameena's
hand to hold most of the time, was not finding the
voyage unpleasant in the least.
Ameena flashed him a look of admiration as he
made this sturdy suggestion. Sir Isaac pondered.
"We are now about 485,000,000 miles from the
Sun," he said thoughtfully. "Saturn's mean distance
is 887,098,000 miles; Uranus is 1,784.732,000 miles,
and Neptune is 2,796,528,000 miles from the Sun!"
Tubby was slightly staggered; but he tried not to
show it.
"That ain't so far," he declared. "Maybe we could
speed it up a little out here."
Sir Isaac. as the idea began taking hold of him,
was making a swift mathematical calculation.
"We might go past each of them without stopping
to land if they are not habitable," he said finally.
"Owing to their présent positions it would be a trip
of about 3,281,000,000 miles from here."
He added :
"That's nearly a third further than a direct route
to Neptune owing to Saturn and Uranus being out
of line." He showed Tubby and Ameena his chart
again. "However, we ought to be able
"
"Sure thing," Tubby interrupted. "Let's get
goin'. We're always wastin' so much time."
They were comparatively uneventful, the days that
followed—uneventful that is, so far as astronomical
occurrences were concerned. To Tubby, however,
they were days of never-flagging interest. Sir Isaac,
with his charts and his mathematics, concerned himself almost exclusively with navigating the vehicle.
He had started on a rapidly-growing manuscript also
—a sequel to the "War of the Worlds," he said ; and
except for a brief game of poker in the evening. he
left his fellow-travelers entirely to their own devices.
Tubby and Ameena cooked the meals together,
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and washed the dishes ; and, for relaxation sang- their
Inter-planctary ducts. For the rest, Tubby held her
little hand, and with his arm around her awed into
silence, they watched together the never-ending vista
of glorious stars toward which the vehicle was falling
with constantly accelerating velocity.
Now that their voyage was extended into such
gigantic distances, Sir Isaac, more than ever before,
felt the need of haste. Only fifty-five days and some
six hours frotn the time they left Jupiter remained
before the fatal opposition of Mars with the Earth.
Much could be accomplished in fifty-five days; but
still, as Tubby lugubriously remarked, at the rate
they were accomplishing it. fifty-five days was a very
little time. Wherefore Sir Isaac, setting his determined jaw firmly, hurled the vehicle with prodigious
velocity onward.
The danger of collision, which had so perturbed
Sir Isaac in the région of Minor Planets between
Mars and Jupiter was now greatly lessened. They
had plenty of room now—for Asteroids, Meteors,
even Cornets were seldom sighted. It was a run of
some 460,000,000 miles to Saturn, through a région
of space comparatively deserted.
The Travelers Approach Saturn
AT their former maximum velocity of twentyeight million miles an hour, which Sir Isaac now
maintained as an average, sixteen hours after leaving
Jupiter they were approaching Saturn. It was then
half-past four the following morning. Sir Isaac
had slept the afternoon previous and was on watch.
He awakened Tubby; and Tubby went immediately
upstairs and called Ameena. Shortly afterward ail
three were crouched over the instrument room floor
window, peering down at the great Ringed Planet
above which they were seemingly poised some twelve
million miles away. Sir Isaac had decreased their
speed materially so that they might make observations
without approaching too close.
Saturn, a globe almost as large as Jupiter, and
with its marvelous System of rings very much larger,
at this proximity was a magnificent sight. The globe
itself—a gigantic silver dise occupying half the firmament visible through the window—had broad bands
of darkened area upon it similar to those the voyager s had observed on Jupiter. But those rings!
Tubby and Ameena were amazed into silence ; even
Sir Isaac was awed by their splendor.
As viewed from the vehicle's présent position, the
concentric rings—the inner one somewhat darker—
were opened up to an angle of nearly thirty degrees
—a glistening, gleaming silver band, like the broad
brim of a crownless hat encircling the Planet—a
silver brim more than 37,000 miles broad, with a
total diameter, including the sphere it encircled, of
nearly 167,000 miles ! Hanging there in space below
them, the Planet, its rings and its several tiny moons
bathed the interior of the instrument room with silver
fire. It was the most glorious. most stupendous sight
that human eyes had ever looked upon !
"Let us go down close," said Sir Isaac quietly.
A little later they could make ont the composition
of the rings with perfect clarity. Billions upon billions of tiny fragments of star-dust, each of them
infinitésimal satellites, each of them like tiny moons
reflecting the sunlight, whirled in their respective
orbits about the mother Planet !

"The wonder of it !" Sir Isaac murmured. "A
billion billion, and yet countless other billions of
satellites—ail on one identical plane, each separate,
each holding its place and following its own circular
orbit !"
Through tjie cloud-masses occasionally the onlookers could distinguish the surface of the Planet
itself—could observe that it also was in motion,
moving in gigantic whirlpools.
"It is undoubtedly entirely liquid or gaseous," said
Sir Isaac, "of a density very much less than water.
We shall find no inhabitants here."
"No, I s'pose not," Tubby agreed. He seemed, for
once, reluctant to proceed with the journey. He sat
with his arm tightly encircling Ameena's waist—as
who would not, with such a girl and such a sight
before one? "I guess we got to get on our way,"
he added with a sigh.
The Course Is Set for Uranus
SIR ISAAC altered their course; and in an hour
more they were well on their way to Uranus,
with Saturn and his rings high in the firmament
above them.
It was a run of about eleven hundred million miles
from Saturn to Uranus. Sir Isaac had already
maintained an average velocity of twenty-eight million miles an hour for some hours. He now determined to better it. Beyond Saturn, he was convinced,
there was still less chance of encountering any derelicts. And, with each passing hour—each passing
Planet from which they hoped to obtain help for
their own threatened world—the panic in their hearts
grew.
It was Tubby who voiced it most strongly.
"In fifty-four days from today the Earth goes out
of business," he remarked dolefully, from a deep, reflective silence into which ail three had fallen.
"Fifty-four days and twelve hours," corrected Sir
Isaac. "// we don't succeed."
"We shall succeed," declared Ameena. "We must
never think but that we shall."
Thus, always, woman's stronger hope and courage
never flags.
The run to Uranus occupied some 28 hours—an
average velocity of a trifle over 39,000,000 miles an
hour. It was about noon of the following day when,
after no particularly unusual incidents—Sir Isaac
again slowed down for them to make observations.
Tt had grown colder steadily ; the vehicle's heating
plant was in active opération. The Sun had dwindled
to a little blazing point among the stars.
Ail that morning the travelers had sat looking
downward, watching Uranus grow from a brilliant
star to a little moon ; from moon to glowing silvergreen dise. And now, at noon when they slackened
their fall, the seventh Planet of the Solar System
lay beneath them.
After Saturn, the sight was disappointing.
Uranus, 32.879 miles in diameter, lay perfectly
barren. Its axial motion, observed closely over a
period of time, was distinguishable—like the minute
hand of a clock that creeps slowly forward. Sir
Isaac believed it to be of some six or eight hours
duration.
Heavy banks of cloud masses obscured the Planet's
surface; Sir Isaac had not believed Uranus would
prove to have an atmosphère—but it had, and a very
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dense one obviously. But the surface of the Planet
itself, what little they occasionally could see of it,
was obviously liquid.
Uranus Not Inhabited
ÉfVJO inhabitants here," said Sir Isaac. Quite
evidently he was tremendously disappointed,
for he knew that the average density of Uranus was
not much more than that of Jupiter, and he had hoped
that in this instance the Jovian interpréter had been
lying.
"No inhabitants here," Tubby echoed sadly. "Well,
let's get on our way."
Between the orbits of Uranus and Neptune there
lies a mean distance of 1,011,796,000 miles—that is
to say, something over a thousand million miles.
Neptune now, however, was unfortunately very
much further along in its orbit, so that the oblique
course necessary to reach this latter Planet lengthened the distance to nearly eighteen hundred million
miles. Sir Isaac. after a very abstruse calculation,
announced the exact mileage to be seventeen hundred,
and ten million and twenty-six.
Tubby was getting used to these gigantic figures,
which as anyone can realize, are only relative. Sir
Isaac pointed this out clearly.
"On Earth, in a railroad train," he said, "if you
were going at the rate of fifty miles an hour and had
a journey of 1,710 miles to make, it wottld not be
very confusing to fathom the figures, would it ? Or
to calculate how long it would take you to make the
run ? That is exactly comparable to this run we have
before us now, from Uranus to Neptune. We have
about 1,710 million miles to go, and I propose to
average about 50 million an hour."
Here Sir Isaac fell back upon one of his favorite
topics. "Ail distances are relative to other distances.
A mile to a snail is a long trip, but an airplane makes
it in two or three dozen seconds. There is no such
thing as absolute distance—or absolute motion, or
tirpe or size. Everything is relative to something
else. Twenty-four hours is a very little time in the
life of an éléphant—but it is more than a lifetime to
many insects. Our trip from here to Neptune is not
more than an inch in ail the countless miles of
space. . . . But Pli tell you more about that some
other time."
"Right," said Tubby, considerably relieved. "Just
now we got to eat. Ameena's got lunch ail ready."
The flight to Neptune occupied just thirty hours
—an average of 57 million miles an hour. Sir Isaac
was intenselv pleased, though as he admitted to
Tubby, the maximum velocity of the vehicle had
never yet been tested.
Tubby and Ameena were also enthusiastic.
"Wonder what become of them Mercurians who
was after us?" Tubby speculated. "Swell chance of
them gettin' way out here."
"They must have stopped at Jupiter," said
Ameena. "We were gone then—they could not tell
where."
This, obviously, was logical. At ail events, the
Mercurian vehicle was now the least of their worries. Neptune lay beneath them. Would they secure, on this far outpost of the Solar System, the
help they needed ? Fervently they prayed so, for it
seemed their last chance.
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The Sky Fliers Approach Neptune
IT was just 6 P. M., on the day following their
departure from the vicinity of Uranus, when Sir
Isaac held the vehicle poised above the surface of
Neptune. The Planet, very slightly smaller than
Uranus, lay completely enveloped in its dense atmospheric envelope.
"We got to go down," said Tubby frowning.
"Can't see nothin' from way up here."
The descent through Neptune's atmosphère was
pleasurable, for the friction warmed the vehicle once
more to comfortable température. At an altitude of
some fifteen thousand feet they emerged from the
dense cloud-banks info Neptunian daylight. And
what a dim, misérable daylight it was ! And below,
what a bleak, dreary sight met their disappointed
gaze! With sinking hearts—their last hope gone—
they stared downward. Neptune's surface—-flat, unmarked by a single distinguishing physical conformation—might have been the surface of a polar sea!
In ail directions, to the circular rim of the raised
horizon, stretched a level surface of grey-white snow,
dirty-Iooking in the twilight which was Neptune's
day. But whether land lay beneath, or merely some
frozen liquid, could not be told.
There was not a sign of life—nothing but bleak
désolation. It was an amazing sight—an old world
seemingly, when everything in the logic of Sir
Isaac's scientific mind had led him to anticipate a
new one—a world of heat, of liquid or gas turbulent
from its own internai fire.
Sir Isaac muttered to himself. Looking upward
through the side window with Tubby. they saw the
Sun through a rift in the clouds—a tiny pencil-point
of light in the dull, reddish-blue sky—a dreary, remote Sun, hopelessly impotent to light or to warm
this far-away offspring.
Tubby's face was solemn as he turned to his
friend.
"Ain't no use goin' down no farther. That's our
finish—that puts our Earth out of business."
Silently the vehicle, with its three saddened, frightened occupants, asccnded through the Neptunian atmosphère, again into space.
"Well," said Tubby finally. "Now what? That's
the end, ain't it?"
Again it was Ameena who first recovered her courage. Her lips were compressed ; her beautiful, dark
eyes blazed with détermination.
"It is not the end, my friends! To such men as
you the end never cornes before defeat!"
She pointed to the Stars blazing outside the window—the band of "Milky Way," a myriad stars
brighter now from this outer edge of the Solar
System—and added :
"Thcrc are other worlds—countless other worlds.
Let us go to them ! With ail the haste we can make
—forgetting danger to ourselves—let us hurry. Here
at home, in our own little Solar System, we have
been rebuffed. But somewhere in this Universe
there must be humans who are unselfish—who
though without hope of reward, still will not suffer
their own kind to go down into disaster and death !"
Her enthusiasm was contagions.
"Corne on!" shouted Tubby. "Let's get goin'!
There's a big star—let's go to that one!"
Sir Isaac thumped his fist on the table.
"We will !" he exclaimed. "1 shall attain a velocity
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never before even imagined! We must—we shall
find help for our Earth!"
A few moments later, sweeping circularly around
Neptune, the undaunted adventurers left the Solar
System behind them and launched themselves boldly
out into the uncharted realms of Inter-stellar Spacel
CHAPTER VIII
In Which, En Route to Alpha Centauri, Sir
Isaac Explains the Structure of the Universe
and Plunges Into the Most Abstruse Mathematical Calculation Evcr Attempted by the
Human Mind
^"TX TE must not rush into this thing thoughtlessly," Sir Isaac declared, when the first
▼ ▼ flush of their enthusiasm was passed and
practicality began to creep in. "We must plan—calculate. Our time is limited. We only have
"
"Fifty-two days exact," Tubby finished. "How
far we got to go? Ain't we gone a good ways
already ?'
Sir Isaac had made several brisk computations a
few moments before. Neptune, with the entire
Solar System behind it, already hung far above them.
They were falling downward, apparently toward a
very bright Star which gleamed amid a myriad of
ils fellows in the lower firmament.
"We have relatively a very great distance to go,"
said Sir Isaac, answering Tubby's question. "We
are already on our course to the nearest of ail the
Stars—and fortunately we happen to be at that
extremity of the Solar System nearest to it." He
pointed to the lower window.
"Very good," approved Tubby as usual. "The
closest Star. Very good. What's its name an' how
far away are we? An' say, what's a Star anyway?
We been dealin' in Planets so long
"
Sir Isaac smiled. "To answer your last question
first, I shall have to give you a brief explanation of
the nature of the entire Universe."
Anticipating a somewhat lengthy dissertation of
the sort Sir Isaac seemed to delight in, Ameena settled herself beside Tubby and gave him her hand to
hold.
"Go on, Sir Isaac, please do," she pleaded.
"Go ahead—shoot!" said Tubby.
Thus encouraged. Sir Isaac began:
"The région we call Space is a limited area whose
boundaries I shall explain some other time."
Tubby and Ameena were anxious to know.
Sir Isaac frowned slightly. "Oh well—that is
immaterial. In that scientific narrative I dealt with
infinité smallness, and now we are dealing with
infinité largeness. The theory is the same. . . .
However, this région we call Space is devoid of air.
It is not, of course, a vacuum, but is completely
filled by the ether."
"What's that?" demanded Tubby.
"The ether, my friends, is an agglomération of
impondérable atoms, which, relatively to their small
dimensions, are as far removed from each other as
are the Celestial bodies in Space. It is these atoms
which, by their vibratory motion, produce both light
and beat in the Universe. . . . That's my own définition. I hope you like it ?"
"It's—it's beautiful," declared Ameena.
"Thank you," replied Sir Isaac, smiling graciously.

"I think it is rather neat. l've used it frequently.
Though lately, these foolish modem scientists of
Earth are beginning to dispute me. . . . Well, to
proceed. In this région of Space, billions upon billions of Celestial bodies are whirling. They ail obey
recognized laws of Celestial mechamcs—ail are acted
upon by différent balancing forces. ... I shall
not weary you with that."
"No," said Tubby. "We'll pass that up. Go on."
"These Celestial bodies range in size from the
most gigantic blazing Suns, millions of times in
volume of our own Sun of the Solar System, down
to the very minutest fragment—which is nothing
more or léss than an atom of the ether itself !
"We call these Celestial bodies by différent names.
A Star, for instance, refers to luminous bodies. Our
own Sun is one of them. Planets are reflecting, or
partially self-luminous bodies revolving around a
central Sun. You already understand what Satellites
are. Then there are Asteroids, which are merely
Planetoids—smaller Planets. And there are Cornets,
and Meteors, and
"
"Never mind ail them," Tubby interrupted hastily.
He squeezed Ameena's hand consolingly as Sir Isaac
plunged on :
Other Worlds Than Ours
«'T^HEREFORE, you understand, we live on one
X of the Planets—I beg your pardon, Ameena—
on two of the Planets of the Solar System—the
Earth and Venus. Our Sun, with ail its Planets,
forms only one System of an infinité number. Each
of those Stars—" He waved his hand again toward the window—"Each of those Stars very probably lias revolving about it a system of worlds much
greater than our own 'Solar System.' "
"My goodness," Tubby commented. "This here
Universe is a big place, ain't it? We only got started,
so far."
The memory of those fifty-two days of grâce
which were ail that remained to them, struck Tubby
forcibly. He added anxiously:
"How soon do we get to this first Star, perfessor?"
The Space Flyer Is Headed for Alpha Centauri
—the Nearest Star
SIR ISAAC referred to a mémorandum. "The
nearest Star to the Solar System is Alpha Centauri," he answered. "The Astronomers of Earth
recently claim to have found one slightly nearer, but
/ do not recognize it. That is Alpha Centauri we
are heading for—a splendid binary of the First
Magnitude, with a parallax of 0.75" whose components revolve in 81 years. I mean—" he added
apologetically, "it is really two Stars several hundred million miles apart, revolving around each other.
It is drifting through Space with a velocity of some
sixty miles a second."
Tubby lifted his eye-brows; Sir Isaac continued
hastily :
"Every Star is moving—drifting, I call it—as
though they were in gigantic currents circulating
about—I don't know just whither or why. Our own
Sun, for instance, with ail its Planets, is drifting-—
floating toward some of the Stars and away frora
others—at the rate of many miles a second, but
always holding its mass of Planets intact,"
Tubby turned to the girl beside him. "Kind of
complicated, ain't it, Ameena ?" Then to Sir Isaac :
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"How far is this closest Star were headin' for?
I ast you that, an' you
"
"I was getting to that. But if you must know at
once——" Sir isaac spoke with some asperity. "if
you insist, 111 tell you that Alpha Centauri is a trifle
less than 25,000,000,000,000 miles from here!"
Tubby and the girl stared blankly as Sir Isaac
stated this astounding figure.
"You see? I knew you would not understand me.
What I wanted to explain first, was that in dealing
with these larger figures, to save confusion we generally use a larger unit than the mile. The best one
is the Light-year. It is the distance light travels
in a year."
"How far?" Tubby asked, with rapidly recovered
poise.
The Professer Explains Meaning of Light-Year
IGHT travels about 186,000 miles a second."
I j said Sir Isaac. "Multiply that up to a year
and divide it into 25,000,000,000,000 and you get
4.35. A child could do that by simple arithmetic.
Thus you find that Alpha Centauri is distant 4.35
Light-years."
This latter figure was considerably less awe-inspiring. Tubby seized it eagerly.
"Only four Light-years. That ain't so far."
"No," said Sir Isaac, smiling with returned good
humor. "Comparatively apeaking, of course, it isn't
far. Ail distance is relative. If you'ean travel fast
enough, 4.35 Light-years, especially compared to
the many hundred Light-years which separate some
of the Stars, is relatively quite near. . . . Now about
our own velocity"
It was. in truth, the problem of attaining a sufficiently great velocity to cope with these greater distances that had worried Sir Isaac from the moment
they decided to launch ont into Inter-Stellar Space.
Within the comparatively narrow confines of the
Solar System—menaced bv Asteroids and Meteors
—a great velocity was neither necessary nor désirable. But now—in the outer realms—it was both.
Sir Isaac, in spite of his bombastic statement to
Tubby as they left the Earth, had never really anticipated a prolongation of the voyage beyond Neptune.
Nevertheless he had always believed that the venicle's
velocity, theoretically, was illimitable. Several factors contributed to this conclusion. It is one of the
laws of motion, inertia to be exact, that a body once
in motion and not acted upon by any force, will
continue forever in motion at exactly its original
rate. Thus, whatever force was applied to the
vehicle must accclcrate its rate of speed indefinitely.
The entire Solar System now lay above them, and
thus the combined repellent force of ail its Planets
and its Sun could be used. This, with the attractive
force of ail the countless gigantic Stars that lay
below. Sir Isaac was confident would cause them to
fall into the void of Space with tremendous velocity
—a velocity that had no limit except the time allowed
for accélération.
Haste was needed. and now. for the first time since
leaving the Earth. Sir Isaac used almost ail the total
force at his command. Thev had left the vicinity
of Neptune about 8 P. M. At midnight, just when
the sleepy Ameena was about to retire. Sir Isaac
looked up from the most complicated calculation he
had so far made.
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Speeding Through Space at 200,000 Miles Per
Second
velocity is now approximately two hundred thousand miles a second," he announced
triumphantly.
"Thousand!" Tubby exclaimed in dismay. "We
was goin' in millions this afternoon !"
"1 said a second," Sir Isaac returned. "We did
attain—at one short period last night—about a hundred million miles an hour. But I eut it down at
once. This is per second—not per hour."
"Oh," said Tubby with relief. "How much is that
an hour?"
"About seven hundred and twenty million—that
is to say, seven times our former maximum."
This was joyful news indeed; but Sir Isaac's
next words dispelled the joy completely.
"At this rate," he added, "we should reach Alpha
Centauri in about four years!"
And in fifty-two days Mars would destroy the
Earth unless they were back there to prevent it !
"But—but then—" Tubby protested. Sir Isaac's
quiet smile stopped him.
"You need not worry over that," he said. "There
are many forces acting upon us which you do not
understand. The accélération of a falling body is in
astounding ratio—especially when it lias an additional
repellent force above it. . . . Eve told you that before. Wait until tomorrow—then we shall see."
There followed a somewhat lengthy silence.
"Say, perfessor," Tubby began finally, "ain't this
kind of re-nuzr/^-able—this extra speedy travelin'?"
Sir Isaac looked up from his mathematics. "My
dear fellow, I do suppose these Astronomical figures
confuse you. Eve already tried to explain—"
"No—I mean, us bein' able to go so fast." Sir
Isaac laid aside his pencil, and frowned.
"1
see nothing extraordinary in it. Your mind is still
in its Earth-rut. You must get out of that line of
thinking."
"I will," Tubby declared humbly. "Only tell me
how to."
Sir Isaac's good nature returned, promptly as
usual. He laughed.
"You must understand that on Earth you have
always been dealing—personally, I mean, with mileage the longest distance of which is the circumference of the Earth—25,000 miles. Ail your life you
have been a little ant, chained down by gravity.
Naturally, for you, motion has had a very narrow
meaning. Your own motion, in relation to the
ground beneath you, is ail your mind daily recognized. That, for you, was the standard of motion.
"But, my dear friend, that is not really motion
at ail. You were like an ant, crawling around the
narrow linflts of its little world. How can you expect an ant to understand, or to fathom the velocity
of an airplane, or a rifle bullet, which covers in a
fraction of a second, a space—a distance—equal to
the entire known world of the ant?"
Sir Isaac was gradually warming up.
"You call that motion. On the other hand, though
you did not know it, perhaps. both you and the ant
have always been moving with great rapidity. For
instance, the rotation of the Earth on its axis, if
you happened to be on the Equator, would carry you
around a circle of 24,000 miles in one day—every
day. That is a thousand miles an hour. Added to
that. the Earth also moves around in its orbît some
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66,000 miles an hour. Still more than that, the Sun
drags the Earth along at about 36,000 miles an hour.
This motion of the Sun can only be calculated by its
relation to the other Stars. And, so far as I know,
the whole Uni verse may be hurtling through Space
a thousand times that fast. In fact, I think it is.
And still more than that probably Space itself i.s
moving—a million times faster than everything else.
. . . But that you cannot understand yet. . . . l'il
explain that to you later."
"Tell me more," Tubby murmured desperately.
"Well," said Sir Isaac, "In Space you see, ail
Earthly ideas of motion must be reconstructed. We
are now a Celestial body ourselves—obeying ail the
laws of Celestial Mechanics—a little world ail our
own—a world of three inhabitants."
It was an interesting thought ; it aroused in Tubby
a sudden patriotism for the vehicle and its welfare.
Sir Isaac went on quietly and earnestly: Some of
the Stars are drifting at the rate of 250 miles
a second.
Drifting—you understand.
But we
are not drifting, we are falling—pulled down by
attraction from below and pushed down by repulsion
from above. Is it any wonder then—after falling
freely for millions of miles, and with such a constant, tremendous impulse—that we should attain an
enormous velocity ?"
Both Tubby and Ameena admitted the reasonableness of this. Motion, as Sir Isaac so clearly pointed
ont, depended entirely upon the motion of something
else with which you compared it.
"1 guess it ain't so wonderful. perfessor," Tubby
said finally. "But you got to get used to thinkin"
about it."
Sir Isaac smiled, and turned to the tired girl.
"Iladn't you better run along to bed, Ameena?"
Tubby escorted her to the foot of the stairs. As
he parted with her for the night, she said softly:
"Do not worry, Tubby dear. We shall succeed
—I know it."
With a radiant smile she kissed him goodnight
and darted up the stairs. For an hour thereafter
Sir Isaac's figures fell upon deaf ears; the memory
of Ameena's beautiful face and the tenderness in
her voice—attributes that had ail the inherited intensity of hundreds of Venus-women ancestors behind them—absorbed Tubby's entire consciousness.
During the night, Tubby and Sir Isaac alternated
keeping watch, though as usual Tubby did most of
the sleeping. Poor Sir Isaac was getting thinner
than ever; but his wonderful courage and vitality
held him up. He was almost always either working
with his calculations, or using some of the many
scientific instruments with which the room was
equipped ; and, for diversion, writing his manuscript,
which hourly grew in bulk.
The Professer Writes a Narrative of the Trip
H F was engaged in this latter occupation the
following morning after breakfast, when
Ameena. coming in from washing the breakfast
dishes, timidly asked him what he was writing. He
looked up to her with tired eyes as she and Tubby.
with arms around each other, stood beside him.
"1 am writing a scientific narrative which I think
I shall call 'Around the Universe'," he said quietly.
Ameena clapped her hands. "Oh, isn't that fine?
Ail about our trip ! Will you publish it on your

Earth? Everyone will love to read about ail these
wonderful things, won't they?"
Sir Isaac's smile was very gentle, slightly cynical.
"My dear child," he said, "you do not understand
human nature. People may condescend to read what
we have donc, but do you think they will helicve it ?"
"But, of course, they must," the girl cried. "Is
it not actually happening to us?"
Sir Isaac sighed. "It is, most certainly. But
people are so skeptical. They do not even believe
that Jupiter is habitable. They will think I made
it ail up—treat it as a joke. Ail my scientific data
—my personal observations—the most wonderful
Astronomical
"Let 'em go to blazes," Tubby put in fiercely.
"We'll give it to Venus. If them Earth-people ain't
got no more sense than
"
"But first we must save the Earth-people, or those
terrible Martians will destroy them," reminded
Ameena.
Tubby sobered. "That's so." Anothcr thought
struck him. "We'll save ail them Earth-people from
gettin' murdered—an' then they'11 laugh at us for
tellin' them how we did it ! That's gratitude for
you! That's
"
Ameena kissed him gently. "Never mind, Tubby.
We shall do what we can—for the sake of humanity
—without hope of reward."
,
Sir Isaac, practical as always, remarked somewhat
cynical ly :
"To accomplish that, we must have help. We
must find some other humans in this Universe as
unselfish as ourselves. Can we do that? I doubt it."
"You are extreme, Sir Isaac," Ameena said. "On
your Earth, when you have hâd war, have not Nations aided each other?"
"Yes," he answered. "But only for their own
interest—for their own defense. I cannot recall
a single instance of real unselfishness. Yes, 1 think
there were two. A few years ago there was a little
Nation
"
"A little Nation !" Tubby exclaimed. "Say, maybe
that's the answer ! Maybe we was wrong to pass up
ail them little Planets between Mars and Jupiter!"
"1 thought of that," Sir Isaac responded. "A
small Nation or a world, I think, is more likely to
be completely unselfish. I don't know why it should
be so—but it seems to be. There are Ceres, Juno,
Pallas—many Minor Planets—and we ignored them
ail." He shrugged. "You see, a little world, however willing, would be powerless to help us materially
anyway—even if they wanted to. That is why I did
not consider them."
The train of thought which this conversation
brought to Sir Isaac worried him afterward very
considerably. In drawing an analogy between individual Nations and Planets. it became perfectly clear
that to ask aid of any Nation is a very différent
matter from going to another world. Nations on the
same Planet have infinitely diversified interests interwoven. War cornes. However unselfish a Nation
may appear—may in fact really and sincerely in its
heart feel itself to be—it cannot by the very nature
of things. be wholly detached. But go to another
Planet. The detacbment is complété. Then—and
then only—can you put it to the real test of altruism.
Thus the identical attitudes of tbe people of the
Light Country of Mercury, and of Venus, and
Jupiter, while they cannot be condoned, at least can
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be understood. And following this train of thought,
as Sir Isaac did that morning while he sat staring
with unseeing eyes at his neglected manuscript, an
additionally disturbing conclusion was inévitable.
Ail the Planets the voyagers had so far importuned, belonged to the Solar System. To some extent, therefore, their theoretical interests were mutual. And, if Mercury, Venus and Jupiter were
willing to stand by and sec the War Lords of Mars
overrun the Earth, how much more likely were
worlds far outside the Solar System to adopt a similar attitude? Sir Isaac pondered this, until at last
he began to realize how inévitable would be their
rebuff, no matter where in the Universe they went.
Noon came. Sir Isaac ate moodily, then went
back to the instrument room and his gloomy reverie.
Ameena put the kitchen in order with Tubby's help,
after which the two young people sat in the storeroom, Ameena strumming lier lyre and Tubby singing with enthusiastic abandon.
It lînally became foo much for Sir Isaac's overwrought nerves.
"Won't you plcasc stopf" he called querulously.
"I can't stand that infernal noise when l'm thinking."
They stopped obediently ; and a moment later
joined Sir Isaac.
"How we makin' ont perfessor?" Tubby asked
timidly. "We're sorry we disturbed you—this here
house is so awful quiet."
Sir Isaac was never onc to hold rancor.
Speeding on at 45 Million Miles Per Second
17E are doing very nicely. Our per second
W velocity now is approximately 45 million
miles. At this rate we would reach Alpha Centauri
in about six days. I shall, however, do much better
than that—our rate of accélération is quite satisfactory."
But Sir Isaac only shook his head and went back
to his reverie.
It was a futile thing—Sir Isaac smiled cynically
to himself at the thought of it. The Stars themselves would not be inhabitcd since they were blazing Suns. Hope only remained with their individual
Planets; and to locale these Planets and land upon
them would consume much more time than the
meagre 51 days of grâce that were left.
A very real problcm of Celestial Mcchanics showed
Sir Isaac the mathcmatical impossibility of landing
upon more than two or three additional Planets at
the most, in such a time. The vehicle, during thèse
many hours that Sir Isaac had remained lost in
thought, had accelerated to a velocity of some two
Inmdrcd million miles a second—enough to take it
far beyond Alpha Centauri in a very few days—
especially since the accélération was constantly progressing. But more than twenty-four hours had
been consumed in attaining this velocity ; and to
check it entirelv, under similar conditions would
require an equal length of time. But suppose Alpha
Centauri had no planets! Or suppose the Planets
were not inhabited? To go to the next nearest Star
would require many days more—a still higher velocity—a still greater loss of time in starting and stopping. And then the actual time necessary to land
upon a Planet—the slow descent through its atmosphère—the ascent. and hours afterward proceeding
at a snail's pace such as they had used within the
Solar System! No, it was impossible. A year
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would be required to make any extended exploration
—a year at the very least.
I will figure it out," he muttered grimly. "The
most delicate, abstruse mathcmatical problem ever
attempted ! But it can be solved—and I will—I miist
—solve it."
CHAPTER IX
In Which the Voyagers Plungc Into the Darkness Beyond the Milky Way, and Two Most
Félicitons Events Occur Simultaneously
THE car passed between the component stars
of Alpha Centauri during the early afternoon
of the following day. The two gigantic blazing suns were four times our own sun in apparent
diameter. Their light was intolérable to the naked
eye. Even with the shades of the side windows
drawn, the interior of the vehicle was disagreeably
bright.
The beat» was tremendous—almosl stifling. Ali
that morning the température had been rising, until,
at lunch time the two men again appeared in their
white flannels, and Ameena was back to lier charming native costume.
During the morning the two stars that compose
Alpha Centauri had visually separated, and Sir Isaac
laid his course between them—a thing that was possible only because the vehicle's tremendous velocity
precluded even these gigantic masses from drawing
it aside and into them.
The actual passage between the stars was very
brief, fortunately, or the voyagers would have perished in the intolérable beat. Sir Isaac estimated the
stars to be some 3,600,000,000 miles apart. He professed ignorance as to what figure the earthly astronomers had set, and admitted his estimate probably
was greatly in error since he had nothing to judge it
by save the stars' apparent flight upward past the
side windows. It was indeed, only a few seconds
before they were above»the vehicle and visually again
drawing together.
When it was over. Sir Isaac, trembling at the
keyboard, turned his white face to his companions
and smiled weakly.
"1 should not have tried that." he said. "It was
too dangerous, attempting to pass through that little
space. How 1 ever managed it
"
He broke off, adding:
"Well, we're past now, at ail events. I did not
want to slow down—but suppose—just suppose we
had run too close to one of those stars—suppose we
had collided with one of Alpha Centauri's planets?"
"Was there any planets?" asked Tubby. "1 didn't
see nonc."
"Ncither did I," Sir Isaac confessed. "I did not
see anything. There might have been—I do not
know." He took a swallow of water from the carafe
on the table, lighted a cigarette—he was smoking
incessantly—and went back to the mathematics in
which he was now constantly engaged.
Tubby watched him timidly for a moment. Then,
encouraged by a glance from Ameena. he said, hésita tingly :
"Where we goin' next. perfessor?"
Sir Isaac looked up, frowning. "Eh? What's
that?"
"1 said. where we goin' next? You said this
mornin' we wouldn't stop at Alpha Centauri, but you
forgot to tell us why."
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Sir Isaac, still working on his plans, had made a
brusque statcment to that effect. He had promptly
immersed himself in his mathematics again, so Tubby
and Ameena had thought it best to let him alone
temporarily. They had spent almost the entire morning together in the little observatory upstairs, where,
through the small telescope they had tried to locate
the Solar System.
Sir Isaac, during the morning, had reached a definite conclusion; and now in the face of Tubby's
ingratiating attitude, his austerity melted a little, and
he retailed his plans.
Sir Isaac Tells His Plans
DID not stop at Alpha Centauri," he said, "bei- cause I calculated that the time we would lose
in checking our présent high vclocity and starting
again, would, after a very few stops, exhaust ail the
time at our command." He smiled in friendly fashion, and explained in détail.
"But then," protested Tubby, "if we don't never
stop, how are we goin' to get any help?"
Sir Isaac hesitated. "To be quite frank with you,
my friends, I have about concluded we cannot get
any help."
"Oh," said Tubby.
"Oh dear," Ameena echoed faintly.
Sir Isaac continued.
"I think we can save our earth alone—through
our own efforts—without any outside assistance."
Corning from such a meticulous person as Sir
Isaac this was good news indeed. Tubby and the girl
vociferously demanded détails.
Sir Isaac raised his hand. "I have not worked it
out yet. That's why I didn't want to tell you anything about it. The plan involves a tremendous, a
very abstruse and delicate mathematical calculation.
If I can secure complété and exact enough figures the
exécution of my plan will be very simple. I am
working on the calculation now. I worked ail last
night—ail this morning. It may require many
days—I do not know. But if only my strength
holds
"
"You go right ahead," encouraged Tubby. "We
won't bother you none. And meantime
"
"In the meantime," Sir Isaac supplied, "I thought
we might as well go onward." He smiled with just
a touch of embarrassment. "To tell you the truth,
I am very curious about these outer realms of space.
I have lots of good théories—but I really know very
little about this portion of the Universe."
"Me neither," Tubby declared liberally.
"And," Sir Isaac went on, "since we have attained
this high velocity, and are each moment accelerating
it, I thought we might as well utilize our spare time
to—well just to satisfy our curiosity. î have a
theory regarding the edge of Space
"
"Ah ! The edge of Space !"
"Yes, the very ultimate edge of this Space we are
traversing. If we could reach it and return with my
calculation completed, and then save our Earth, it
would—"
"Great !" cried Tubby.
"We can ! We will !" cried the girl.
"—it would gratify me very much," Sir Isaac
finished.
Thus it was arranged. Tubby and Ameena returned to the observatory—the only part of the ve-

hicle where they could sing with abandon and without fear of disturbing Sir Isaac.
Two hours later they came quietly down to indulge
in afternoon tea. In the instrument room, sprawling
in his chair, with his arms on the table and his head
upon them in the midst of a litter of papers covered
with algebraic hieroglyphics, sat Sir Isaac, fast asleep.
"Poor dear man," murmured Ameena. "He is
completely worn out."
"Yeh, he's ail in," agreed Tubby. "Let's get him
to bed."
They awakened him gently. and ordered him up
to one of the bedrooms. Like a child, he obeyed.
On the stairs he roused himself sufficiently to caution
Tubby.
Speed and Danger Increase Apace
WANT you to look ahead through the floor
J. window at least once every minute," he declared. "We have very little room, even out here,
at this velocity. I have several times barely avoided
collisions that I haven't told you about. If we approach doser than 900,000,000 miles—or even as
close as that—to any celcstial body of sufficient mass
to deflect us, we are lost. Will you promise ?"
Tubby promised; and this time, with Ameena's
assistance, he kept his word.
As Sir Isaac explained to them the following
morning, the danger of collision in one way was
now very great, though in another way it had lessened. They had passed Alpha Centauri at a velocity
per second of something like 275,000,000 miles. This
by steady accélération, now approximated 740,000,000. Any very gigantic celestial body in front of
them would deflect them aside and into it. It was
this danger that they must avoid. But of course,
so enormous a body would be visible an enormous
distance away and so could he seen in time to be
avoided.
On the other hand, there was now little danger to
be apprehended from smaller bodies such as the
asteroid with which they had so nearly collided back
in the Solar System. Even if one of these should
separate itself from the proximity of the larger
worlds, its comparatively minute mass could not
exert sufficient attractive force to make the slightest
deflection in the course of the vehicle. For a collision to occur, therefore, one of these smaller
bodies would have to lie exactly in the vehicle's path
—a space of some forty feet which was the vehicle's
width. And, as Sir Isaac remarked, any particular
forty feet in these vast realms of outer Space was
too small to be considered. Sir Isaac also pointed
out that any asteroid would he invisible until it
was only a fraction of a second away at this velocity.
A collision with one was a blind chance which they
could not avoid taking.
Twenty-four hours after passing Alpha Centauri
the voyagers found themselves distant from the
Earth some 15>2 light-years. Sir Isaac left his
mathematics for an hour that afternoon to point out
to his friends places of interest in the Heavens.
The firmament now shone with dazzling brilliancy,
though the faint stars of the Milky Way still seemed
as far away as ever. The sun of the Solar System
—its planets quite invisible—had dwindled to one
of the faintest of ail the stars in that région. Alpha
Centauri, visually quite near the sun, was infinitely
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brighter, but still it was surpassed by many of its
fellows.
Tubby Gets a Fcw Comparisons
SIR ISAAC, passing froin one window to another,
pointed out the red stars—Antares, niost deeply
colored of ail—Betelgeuse, Aldebaran and Arcturus.
Tubby wondered if any of these stars were as large
as the Sun, or whether it was only on account of
their closeness they looked so much brighter. Sir
Isaac laughed with genuine amusement.
"They are somewhat larger," he said ironically.
"Take Betelgeuse, for instance. There's our Sun—
there's Betelgeuse. Our Sun is about 15^2 lightyears from hcre— Betelgeuse is about 150 lightyears!"
"He—-he must be lots bigger, then," Tubby concludcd after a moment of amazement.
"He is," said Sir Isaac. "Professer Albert Michelson measured the diameter of Betelgeuse in the
autumn of 1920. His figures show that star to be
equal in size to 27,000,000 Suns like ours !"
Tubby was staggered. Sir Isaac went on calmly.
"The diameter of Betelgeuse is 260,000,000 miles.
Let me show you how really enormous that is. You
remember our trip from the Earth to Venus, and to
Mercury ? Well, if Betelgeuse were a hollow globe
and you put our Sun suspended in its center, Mercury, Venus and the Earth would ail have plenty of
room to traverse their orbits inside it ! Even the
orbit of Mars would only be a short distance outside !"
Neither Tubby nor Ameena could think of anything to say.
"Professer Michelson found ail that out by what
he calls the 'Interférence Method.' I won't bother
you by explaining it. . . ." Sir Isaac raised his hand
despairingly. "Of course Michelson deserves a lot
of crédit. I never had occasion to work on just that
particular problem, or I would, of course, have been
able to
"
"Show us somethin' else," Tubby interposed.
Sir Isaac pointed out several binaries that now
were visually separated. It was ail a most wonderful sight; the multiple stars—"clusters"—and the
curious spiral nebulae, the still faint, far-off Milky
Way. It was indeed a stupendous, awe-inspiring
sight, though Tubby and Ameena were now sufficicntly used to it, to be comparatively unimpressed.
For nearly a week the vehicle, with steady accélération, dropped into Space, while Sir Isaac worked
almost incessantly at his computations and Tubby
and Ameena engrossed themselves in each other's
companionship.
They entered the Milky Way on the seventh day
after passing Alpha Centauri. Though their actual
entrance into the Galactic Plane was unmarked by
any visitai phenomena—the firmament blazed with
stars as usual—a différent set of stars were now
brightest, but to the non-technica! observer there was
no marked change.
During this week an apparent star motion had
gradually increased, until now, looking down through
the lower windows, the stars could be seen opening
up as the vehicle dropped into them—separating
themselves, passing upward, across the side Windows, and closing together again overhead.
"How fast we goin' now, perfessor?" Tubby asked
once.
It was at supper time. Sir Isaac hastily masti-
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cated a huge mouthful of cheese sandwich and
washed it down with a swallow of coffee, before
replying.
"I cannot tell you in miles," he answered. "In
light-years I estimated it this morning to be about
1/120 a second. That is, ^ light-year a minute, or
about 720 a day. We are now about 3,500 lightyears from the Earth.
Tubby had by this time made up his mind never
to be surprised again at anything.
"That's an awful lot faster than we used to go,
ain't it?" he remarked. "Around Mercury or Venus,
f'r instance."
Sir Isaac's smile was condescending.
Tubby Gets Dope on Real Speed
,/

* TMIE diameter of the entire Solar System, from
J. Neptune's orbit, across the Sun, and out again
to Neptune's orbit on the other side is a mean distance of 5,593,056,000 miles. We are traveling that
distance now just about once every second !"
Probably no other statement of Sir Isaac's was so
amazing. And, as Tubby and the girl pondered it,
the immensity of this Space through which, day after
day, night after night, they were plunging at this
almost inconceivable rate, was made clear to them.
Sir Isaac added laughingly:
"The Solar System isn't very large. Why, that
star Betelgeuse could hardly turn around in it. A
mere 5,500,000,000 miles,—it's only a few times the
diameter of that one star."
How Sir Isaac ever avoided the stars of the Milky
Way, even with the gigantic distances separating
them, he never understood. Ail that night, his still
elusive calculation neglected, he sat at the floor window in the instrument room. From time to time he
leaped to the keyboard to alter their course. It was
a nerve-wracking, horrible night. But in the morning, when Tubby, and a little later, Ameena appeared,
the Milky Way lay glistening above them. Below,
only a few stars showed; beyond that, darkness—
blank, unfathomable.
Sir Isaac greeted his friends with a wan smile;
he was on the verge of physical exhaustion, but his
spirit remained undattnted.
"We are beyond the stars," he said. "It is as
I always thought. Even from Earth I have telescopically observed a perceptible thinning out of the
Celestial bodies. We have reached the limits of our
Celestial Universe on this side. We have now below
us only empty Space—unless we encounter another
Universe."
Sir Isaac quite evidently had his own théories as
to what lay beneath them in that void of darkness.
But he smilingly resisted ail Tubby's efforts to make
him talk about it.
Finally in desperation, Tubby exclaimed:
"We ain't got no business goin' much farther. The
opposition of Mars cornes off in forty-two days
from 6 P.M. tonîght—an' we're gettin' a fair distance away from the excitement."
Sir Isaac smiled confidently. "We shall return
without a stop—quite in time, even at our présent
speed. That isn't worrying me. It's
"
"Your calculations?" supplied Ameena. "Your
great plans of which you will tell us nothing ? How
are they progressing, Sir Isaac?"
His face clouded. "I have been so busy," he said
somewhat anxiously. "But l'm making progress.
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Now that we are beyond the stars, I will bave more
freedom—will redouble my efforts."
Poor Sir Isaac, for ail bis eagerness to work, was
forced to retire immediately after breakfast for a
few hours of nmch needed rest. They awakened
him for lunchcon—which he gobbled in haste—retreating at once to the instrument room, whcre by the
light of the table electrolier, he became instantly immersed in his interminable figures.
Thus, in similar fashion, while the vehicle plunged
onward through Space at a velocity sufficient to take
it across the 5,593,056,000 mile diameter of the Solar
System in very much less than one second, fifteen
more days and nights of interminable voyaging went
by !
Exploring Outer Space
THE Universe of which our Solar System is so
minute a portion, had long since faded into
invisibility. Others had been distantly sighted on
both sides, and passed overnight—reduced by comparison into mere nebular régions, though each may
have been as large, or larger than our own Universe.
On the fifteenth day, skirting alongside a smaller
Universe—possibly no more than a thousand lightyears in diameter, Sir Isaac announced that they
were approaching the end of their outward voyage.
The vehicle was still dropping to that vast void
of silence and darkness with a velocity now quite
beyond calculation. It was a decreasing velocity,
now, however, for, sometime since, Sir Isaac had
begun to retard it.
Overhead, the last starry firmament was visible,
though ewery hour wilh perceptibly lessening brilliance. Tubby and Ameena sat together in the
observatory, watching the receding stars, and wondering how, among ail thèse Universes, Sir Isaac
would ever set his course going back, in order to
reach that particular one of the Solar Systems to
which they belonged.
The température of the vehicle was now, curiously enough, very comfortably warm—so warm indeed, that Tubby wore his white clothes and Ameena
that dainty costume in which he had first seen lier
on Venus. This paradox of température—for here
in outer Space it should have been insufferably cold
—Sir Isaac had explaincd to them the evening before.
Their velocity was so great, he said, that even the
minute, widely separatcd atoms of the ether, pounding against the vehicle's base, were heating it—just
as it had been heated before when passing through
the atmosphères of the several planets upon which
they had landed.
Sir Isaac, alone in the instrument room, worked
over his figures incessantly, feverishly, ail that afternoon. It was nearly five o'clock when, with a cry
of triumph, he dropped his pencil and staggered to
his feet.
"l've solved it! Tubby, Ameena. my friends, at
last the problem is completed. We shall save our
Earth now—nothing can prevent us!"
With head reeling, he groped his way out into the
dim hallway and up the stairs, looking for his companions. In the starlight of the observatory he found
them—Tubby lyfng prone with his head in Ameena's
lap, she stroking his hair gently, singing softly a
tender love-song of Venus.
"Eve solved it !" Sir Isaac cried. "We cannot fail

now to save the Earth ! My calculation is completed
at last, down to the smallest décimal."
Tubby turned his head slightly; Ameena's song
died away.
"Oh, is that you, perfessor? Coinc on in an' congratulate us. Ameena an' me just got engaged!"
CHAPTER X
In Which the Voyagers Reach the Inner Surface and Speedily Départ Therefrom After a
Most Amazing Expérience
THE silent, lonely, little vehicle plunging
through the darkness of Space, a world to
itself, now rang with the gay laughter of its
three inhabitants. Sir Isaac had successfully completed his complex calculation, using therein every
intricate device known to higher mathematics, with
a verified resuit correct to seventeen décimais. Tubby
and Ameena were engaged to be married. What
stupendous events to have occur simultaneously. No
wonder the little Celestial wanderer was the scene
of rejoicing.
It was an evening of the gayest festivity. Sir
Isaac, proud and happy as a boy, kissed the radiant
Ameena, fending off Tubby who tried to stop him.
Then the girl went into the kitchen and prepared the
evening meal. And such a dinner it was. For two
hours they sat over it, laughing and discussing their
plans.
"We must hasten now," Sir Isaac said in a moment of comparative quiet. "Nothing remains but
for me to show you the edge of Space, which I want
very much to do. Then we must hurry back and
put my plan for the downfall of Mars and his allies
into opération. I fear nothing now. We cannot
fail."
"You can't get back too quick for us." Tubby declared. "This here outer Space ain't no place to go
lookin' for a minister in. Where we goin' to get
married, Ameena? The Earth or Venus?"
The girl had not yet made lier choice ; and the
question was left open.
The penny-ante poker game in the instrument
room—a game at which Ameena had now become
extremely proficient—lasted well into the night.
When it was over Sir Isaac made a brief calculation
and concluded that the "Edge of Space"—as, with a
slight smile he still insisted on calling il—was still
considerably below them. The vehicle therefore,
needed no attention.
After this pleasant discovery, Ameena lingeringly
parted from Tubby and retiréd to the upper floor.
The two men made up their beds in the instrument
room. Within fifteen minutes ail three were fast
asleep.
Evidently nothing unusual occurred during the
night, for when the three voyagers awoke about ten
o'clock next morning they found themselves still
silently dropping into the abyss of blackness. Overhead the stars of that last Universe were still visible,
though now extremely faint.
Social Life Begins
DURING a lazy breakfast the three friends fell
to talking personalities.
"You got a lot of names, ain't you perfessor?"
Tubby said.
"Quite a good many," responded Sir Isaac pleas-
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antly. He was obviously pleased at the question.
"1 ani usually known merely as Sir Isaac Swift DeFoe Wells-Verne—but 1 bave other nanies—Stockton, for instance."
"What's the "Isaac' for?" Tubby asked. "1 ain't
never seen that on your books."
Sir Isaac frowned. "Well, to tell you the truth,
my friends, 1 am just a little ashamed of that. Even
in my carly infancy my markcd scientific bent was
apparent, and my grandfather insisted on my being
named Isaac. Ile was a great admirer of Isaac
Newton, you see. Of course Newton was, in a way,
a brilliant man. I would have preferred Jules, or
Herbert (îeorge however. I often use both those
names. 1 think Herbert George is rather natty,
don't you?"
Ameena agreed that it was.
Sir Isaac might have pursued this interesting topic
indefinitely, but Tubby eut him short.
"Won't you please tell us about this here Edge of
Space we're headed for?"
Sir Isaac, in view of their imminent arrivai at the
Edge of Space, evidently considered that the proper
dramatic moment had corne to tell them about it.
"Fm sorry you are not familiar with my scientific
narrative about this subject," he began somewhat
pompously. "However, that is immaterial. ... In
it I explaincd that every atom of the Universe is
really a world in itself. Its hjterior is a void of
ether, an infinitésimal core of Space, surrounded by
a shell of matter. That is an atom. I do not mean
the old-fashioned word atom, but the inner nucleus
which the professional scientists of Earth have just
managed to discover. Do you follow me?"
"Sure," declared Tubby. "An atom is like a
cocoanut, only with ether where the milk ought to
be."
Sir Isaac beamed : Ameena regarded Tubby with
admiration.
Sir Isaac's Thcory Unfolds
" PXACTLY" agreed Sir Isaac. "There are elecHj Irons, of course, which Sir Ernest Rutherford
most doggedly insists are particles of disembodied
elcctricity—négative, you know—spontaneously libcrated from the atoms. However, in this Golden
Atom which I described. there revolved, in its central void of ether, an infinité number of minute
worlds. stars, planets. cornets ; a complète little Universe of its own. Do you still follow me?"
His two auditors nodded somewhat dubiously.
"What's this got to do with the Edge of Space?"
Tubby demandée!.
"Fm coming to that. You must understand now,
that just as ail distances and ail motions are relative
one to the other, so also is size. I have brought to
your imagination the golden atom containing a minute Universe in its central void of Space. That to
our minds, is almost infinité smallness."
Sir Isaac hesitated impressively.
"Now. my friends. remember, size is only relative.
Conceive now another atom, an almost infinitely large
atom. Within this gigantic atom. revolving in its
central void of ether. place a Celestial Universe—
the Celestial Universe in which you and I live, the
stars and planets among which we have been voyaging for many days past."
"Yes." said Tubby faintly. "An* then
"
"Then you will realize that we are soon to reach
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the limits of this atomic void. We shall land upon
the inner, concave surface of the atom which contains us!"
Sir Isaac's smile was triumphant.
"Is that not wholly logical that we shall land upon
this inner surface shortly? But we will not stay
there, or proceed further. We must rclurn at once
to our own tiny little planet. So much for facts.
If you wish to imagine beyond that, I shall say that
were we able enormously to increasc our bodily size,
we might pass through the shell of our Atom. which
possibly is as thick through as it is across its central void of Space. Then we should emerge on the
convex outer surface. By still further increasing
our bodily dimensions, we would outgrow this Atom
and find ourselves in another world, of which this
larger, inconceivably large world, of which this
Atom of ours may quite well be an atom of somebody's wedding ring, or the atom of a column in a
King's castle, or the minute fragment of a grain of
sand in a vast desert. You asked me about absolute
motion. Suppose our atom is in a grain of sand of
some vast desert and is now being blown in a storm
_or that
"
"Never i.iind any more," Tubby cried. "We got
the idea, ain't we Ameena ?"
"It is very wonderful," the girl declared slowly.
"But a little difficult to follow, just at first."
"You'll get used to it," said Sir Isaac. "Just
keep on thinking about it a while. It's my own
theory. Fm going to tell Sir Ernest about it because my atom is really that inner nucleus, that portion, around which his électrons revolve. So you
see this theory of mine will help him out a lot. . . .
Ameena. you do make very good coffee. Can I have
another cup?"
When, after breakfast, they gazed down through
the floor window, a very faint luminous glow seemed
growing in the blackness far below them. Sir Isaac
regarded it intently a moment, then with a cry of
satisfaction hastened to the keyboard.
"That is light diffused throughout the atmosphère
of the Inner Surface," he said, as he altered the positions of several of the keys.
"I am checking our velocity very rapidly now,"
he added as he straightened up. "We will arrive
at our destination this evening."
His prédiction was correct. Ail that afternoon
the luminous glow bcncath them grew in intensity.
By supper time it gleamed like a pale phosphorescence, spreading out in ail directions lo the visual
limits of the floor window. Shortly after supper
they entered the atmosphère of the Inner Surface
at an altitude which Sir Isaac calculated to be several hundred thousand miles.
It was nearly nine o'clock when Tubby. peering
downward. saw what might have been the broad
plateau of a mountain-top coming up out of the
yellowish, luminous haze. It was a fiât surface extending out of sight in three directions. But its
fourth side, almost directly heneath them. ended in
a sharp line with a dimlv yellow abyss beside it.
"Look at the cliff," Tubby called to Sir Isaac.
"You better slow up some more an' figure out where
we're goin' to land."
They were then some ten thousand feet above the
top of this "cliff," as Tubby called it. Sir Isaac,
after a careful inspection of it which was difficult in
the very dim, hazy yellow light, finally decided to de-
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scend very slowly close beside its perpendicular face
and thus reach the lower level of land adjacent.
They made the descent in the dim starlight in an
increasing yellow glarc from below a thousand feet
away from the face of the précipice. The wall of
rock extended in a direct line as far as they could
see, as straight as though it were hewn by a rule.
At the Outer Surface
IT was a descent of some lîfteen miles. Tiny
points of light novv showed beneath them.
Through the side window of the instrument room,
the dim face of the huge rocky wall slid swiftly upward, as though the vehicle were a silently dropping
elevator car. Occasionally, rectangular openings in
the rock wall went up past the window, openings
five hundred feet long, from which a lurid glare of
yellow-red light blazed with blinding force out into
the night.
"Say," whispered Tubby, awe-struck. "What
sort of a place is this?"
A brilliant bail of fire, seeming hardly more than
a hundred feet away, came vertically up past the side
window, a bail of blazing fiâmes ten times the size
of the vehicle itself. The heat from it was tremendous. From the lower window an even brighter
though diffused light was streaming in; and a deafening, roaring noise filled the room.
It ail happened within the space of a few seconds.
Sir Isaac, who had been hovering anxiously between
the windows and the keyboard, became suddenly confused. He started toward the table, then changed
his mind and leaped to the side window,
!f falling
over Ameena, who was in his path.
"Look!" shouted Tubby, above the roar. "Hey,
look out, perfessor ! Let's get up out of here !"
An enormous, swiftly moving black surface, completely obstructing the side window for an instant,
went past close outside. Sir Isaac leaped back to
the table just as the vehicle struck something soft
and yielding—a glancing, sidewise blow. Tubby
and Ameena were hurled to the floor. Sir Isaac,
clinging desperately to the table, fumbled for the
keyboard, and altered several of the keys. There
was a gigantic swishing noise : the room trembled—
tilted sidewise. Then silence.
Tubby raised his aching head. "Where's Ameena?
Ameena! You ain't hurt?"
Her faint voice reassured him. He raised himself to a sitting position. "Oh, perfessor—you hurt?
What happened ? Where are we ?"
They were none of them more than badly shaken
up. The room was level again, vibrationless, soundless. Through the floor window shone the faint
stars ; out of the side window, high above, the yellow glare of the Inner Surface was fading. The
vehicle had turned over, and was again dropping out
into Space !
Tubby lifted Ameena to a chair and kissed her
reassuringly. " 'Sali right. We ain't hurt none.
What happened, perfessor? What was ail that?"
Sir Isaac did not know. For an hour they compared notes on what they had seen. It had ail happened so quickly ; it was so confusing, so unexpected.
Their view through the little windows at near objects was so limited they found that each of them
had seen things differently.
"Well, anyhow," Tubby declared with a shrug,
"we landed on that there ïnner Surface, an' we got

away again without gettin' sfnashed up. Now let's
get home an' fix this Mars business. We only got
twenty-six days left."
With the entire repellent force of the Inner Surface above it, and the attraction of several of the
celestial universes at its base, the vehicle rapidly
gained velocity. It was nearly midnight when Sir
Isaac, coming out of a profound méditation, suddenly exclaimed.
"I know what happened to us on the Inner Surface! Fancy that! How could I have been so
stupîd ?"
"What?" demanded Tubby.
Ameena, who just at that moment was preparing
to retire to bed, stood poised with a bottle of liniment
in her hand.
Sir Isaac said excitedly:
"The inhabitants of the Inner Surface, relative
to us, must be gigantic in size. How silly of me not
to have realized that !"
"Well ?"
"Well," Sir Isaac continued, "that was a gigantic
building alongside of which we went down—a building fifteen or twenty miles high! Those huge, yellow rectangles were its lighted windows ! That bail
of fire was a street light! We descended directly
into a city street, and collided, probably, with the
cont-slecve of a pcdestrian !"
CHAPTER XI
In Which the Mathematical Genius of Sir Isaac
Plays Havoc with the Minor Planets, but Saves
the Earth from Disaster
THE vehicle had passed within the orbit of
Jupiter on its return voyage before Sir Isaac
deemed it expédient to explain to his fellow
voyagers his mathematical plan for the silvation of
the Earth. It was the morning of the uay before
Mars was to be in opposition with the Earth. To
be exact, just thirty-four hours remained at the moment the orbit of Jupiter was crossed.
The return trip—of a little less duration than the
voyage out—had been devoid of any exciting events
chiefly owing to the unflagging vigilance of Sir Isaac.
His genius for astronomy—by some method which
he did not see fit to explain to his friends—enabled
him unerringly to find his way back to the proper
Universe, and thence to the Solar System.
During these days and weeks, sleeping little, Sir
Isaac had remained almost constantly at his post at
the instrument room floor window, or at the table beside the keyboard, verifying over and over again, his
gigantic calculations ; or writing on his now very
bulky manuscript. Tubby and Ameena. left thus to
their own devices, passed the time pleasantlv enough,
singing their duets whencver Sir Isaac would let
them, and always cooking the meals and washing the
dishes together. The wedding had now been set to
take place on the Earth. immediafely upon their
arrivai, with a honeymoon trin to Venus.
At meal time which the tbree friends occupied
princîpally with argument and with scientific dissertations from Sir Isaac, Tubby had once remarked :
"Them inhabitants of the Edge of Space must have
been awful big. perfessor. Big as anybody could
get. Ain't T right ?"
Sir Isaac, in a manner that now was becoming
quite habituai, smiled condescendingly.
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"My dear fellow, those inhabitants of the Inner
Surface of our Atom may be, possibly, several hundred times larger than ourselves. But, like us, they
are merely denizens of an infinitésimal Atom. The
inhabitants of that outer world are so much larger
that their most powerful microscopes—assuming
they have microscopes—would be necessary even to
see our Atom itself much less see us or the planets
in it !"
Within the orbit of Jupiter—they were heading
for Mars and had passed a very considérable distance from Jupiter itself—Sir Isaac materially
çhecked their velocity. The région of the Minor
Planets lay ahead. It was among them that he
planned to operate.
Sir Isaac Explains His Plan to Save the Earth
AFTER breakfast that morning he called Tubby
and the girl into the instrument room and very
quietly but solemnly announced that he was ready to
explain his plan. Tubby and Ameena sat together
in the huge easy chair, she perched on his lap, and
hand in hand they prepared to give Sir Isaac their
closest attention.
"My dear friends and fellow voyagers," Sir Isaac
began, with something of the tone of a public lecturer, "we corne now to the most important, most
remarkable, and I may say the most awe-inspiring
event of our scientific adventure around the Celestial Universe."
"1 wish he did not have such long préfacés,"
Ameena whispered to Tubby.
"Sh ! you'Il make him mad," Tubby whispered
back. "He don't mean nothin'. He gets that way
from writin' so much."
"As you both know," Sir Isaac went on, ignoring
these whispered asides, "at 6:15 P. M. tomorrow
evening the Planet Mars will be at its closest point
to the Earth. We anticipate then that the combined
Martian and Mercurian armies will voyage to our
Moon, which already they have conquered, there to
préparé to attack the Earth. It is necessary, therefore, for us to prevent this migration. If we can
keep the armies on Mars their small force now
occupying our Moon will be powerless for offensive
movement. We could even send armies from Earth
to destroy them ; or, at the next opposition doubtless they would return to Mars of their own volition."
"Right," Tubby agreed impatiently. "But phase
tell us how we're goin' to stop the Mars armies from
movin' over to our Moon."
"1 will," stated Sir Isaac. "But first you must
understand the scientific laws governing what we
are about to do. A poet once said, 'Thou canst not
touch a flower without troubling of a star.' He did
not mean it scientifically perhaps, but its scientific
application is very pertinent. It means that if you
so much as pick a flower anywhere in the Universe,
you alter, by some minute fraction, the course of
every star—every celestial body, no matter how distant, or how gigantic.
The Universe Delicately Balancée!
<< ï SEE you do not quite understand me. The
l Celestial Universe is very delicately balanced.
Every force acting upon the celestial bodies bas
another force to counteract it. Now since every
body attracts every other bodv directlv as the mass
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you will realize that a daisy growing in a field on
Earth attracts Neptune or Mars just as much in proportion to its mass, as they attract the daisy. And
since attraction is inversely as the square of the
distance, it follows that if you pick the daisy, thus
altcring its position, you alter its attraction. And
therefore—very minutely, of course—you disturb
the movements of every body in the Universe."
"1 think we understand you," Ameena said. Sir
Isaac had paused, and this time Tubby had failed to
make any comment. "It is really very interesting.
Do go on, Sir Isaac."
Sir Isaac continued:
"Well, I propose to do just that very thing.
To
"
"Pick a daisy?" Tubby put in. He glanced at
Ameena for approval of this quip, but she frowned.
"To so alter the course of some very small celestial body—by using the attraction of our vehicle
upon it—that a sériés of collisions, progressively
greater in the masses of the colliding bodies, will
rapidly occur among the Minor Planets."
"Oh," said Tubby, somewhat abashed. "Then
what ?"
"1 have figured it ont very carefully," declared
Sir Isaac. "You may appreciate possibly the abstruseness and the delicacy of such a calculation. The
collisions will climax at 5 :34 P. M. tomorrow afternoon, by
"
The sentence was never finished. Past the side
window, very close outside, a gleaming white object
flashed ! Sir Isaac, Tubby and the girl leaped to
their feet in fright. A glance upward out of the
side window was enough. It was that same Mercurian vehicle, hovering here between Mars and Jupiter,
awaiting their return !
"Say—what the—did they try an' run into us?"
Tubby gasped.
The glistening white cube was receding rapidly
above them. Suddenly it turned, and as they hurried
into the store-room to observe it from there, it came
rushing toward them again.
Attacked by the Mercurians
^TT'S runnin' into us!" Tubby cried in terror.
X "Hey perfessor! Let's do somethin'—let's get
a-goin' somewhere !"
Sir Isaac rushed back to the keyboard. The horrible meaning of the situation becamc clear. The
Mercurian vehicle, manned by "suicide volunteers,"
was endeavoring to destroy them and itself simultaneously by a collision in Space !
Sir Isaac, his blood running cold in his veins,
shook himself together, and with deliberatc care
depressed two of the keys. The Heavens turned over
swiftly, dizzily.
Tubby, who was standing in the center of the
room, clutched Ameena for their mutual support.
"Don't look at them windows!" he cautioned.
"Close your eyes. Perfessor, which way we goin"?
What'U I do to help? Where's them Mercurians?
Are we duckin' 'em?"
Nothing could be distinguished through the Windows save the rapidly shifting firmament. Sir Isaac
gritted his teeth.
"That tiny asteroid !" he muttered. "We were
near it. the first asteroid in my calculation."
A blindine white gk-re burst through the side
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window; Sir Isaac, desperately pressing other keys,
Jinally brought thc Heavens to rest.
"It's—ail right," he panted. "That burst of light
—that
"
Through the sidc window a tiny blazing globe was
receding above them ; from none of thc windows was
thc Mercurian vehicle to be seen.
The Enemy Annihilated
f T X 7"K arc safc," said Sir Isaac a moment later,
W whcn they had ail calmed down a little.
" I he Mercurians collided with that little asteroid.
They are annihilated."
Sir Isaac's face was as sober as though this were
personally a great misfortune to himself—which indced it was. He added:
"That asteroid was the first in my calculation—
the one on which I was to begin opérations. This
unforeseen collision lias changed its course—the
whole fabric of my calculations has been altered."
Tears welled into his eyes. "1—1 tried so hard to
have it mathematically perfect. And now it's ruined !
Now we are powerless to save ottr world !"
The unfortunate man was overcome for a moment.
Tubby and the white faced girl sat beside him.
"You can figure it ont again," Tubby said consolingly. "Try, perfessor. Maybe it ain't ruined at
ail."
Under the influence of Ameena's gentle fingers
stroking his hair, and her soft words of courage in
his ear, Sir Isaac suddenly braced up.
'TU do it!" he cried. "Give me my pencil and
paper . . . Ameena, make me sorae strong, black
coffee. Bring it here . . . with my lunch . . . Tubby,
give me my cigarettes, and let me alone. Go away.
I must rectify this terrible error."
He dashed the damp locks of hair from his eyes ;
and while Ameena hurried into the kitchen, he
lighted a cigarette, pushed Tubby away, and plunged
feverishly into his ruined computation. Ten minutes
later he was altering the vehicle's course and, with
his array of delicate scientific instruments, was making careful observations of the asteroids présent
direction and rate of flight.
Tubby kept ont of the instrument room. At noon,
Ameena took Sir Isaac's luncheon into him on a tray.
He smiled up at her, momentarily suspending his
flying pencil.
"1 do hope your computation isn't ruined, dear Sir
Isaac." she murmnred gently.
"Oh, no," he said. "In fact I am beginning to
think quite the contrary." He seemed \vholly cheerful. "The Mercurian vehicle colliding with my asteroid altered its course, naturally. But I am beginning to discover that the altération is favorable to my
plans rather than the reverse."
1 le patted her shoulder. "Thank you, Ameena . . .
That stew looks delicious ... I shall have my new
calculation complétée! in an hour, I hope. That
Mercurian collision was a blessing in disguise."
So it proved, for bv two o'clock in the afternoon
Sir Isaac called his friends into the instrument room
and triumphantly displayed his new set of figures.
"Very good indeed," approved Tubby. "Let's get
to usin' 'em. What do we do first?"
"At 3:57 P. M. this afternoon we shall approach
lhat same asteroid," Sir Isaac announced. "Just leave
everything to me. It is ail quite simple now !"

Coaxing an Asteroid From Its Course
AT 3:57 P. M. exactly they were encircling the
asteroid at a distance of some ten miles—speeding around it in a circular orbit as though they were
its satellite. But with each révolution they paused on
one side and drew away slightly, coaxing it from its
patlî by their attraction.
It was a tiny celestial wanderer indeed—not more
than three or four thousand fect in diameter Sir
Isaac said—nothing but a boulder flying alone
through Space.
At 4:17 P. M. the vehicle withdrew. Tubby was
anxious to have something happen ; but for nearly
an hour nothing did. It was 4:45 P. M. whcn Sir
Isaac pointed through thc side window to another,
somewhat larger asteroid approaching. With careful
work at the keyboard he swooped the vehicle toward
it— around it twice—and then slowly away again in
the opposite direction.
"There," he murmured. "I think I have donc my
part correctly. The laws of Celestial Mechanics must
do the rest."
He sat at the side window, watching. Tubby and
Ameena saw the first asteroid far above them. The
other was obviously nearing it. Both had been deflected from their normal course by Sir Isaac's skill;
a collision was inévitable.
The Asteroids Collide
IT came at 5:51 P. M.—as Sir Isaac had calculated—a soundless flash, and then a new, larger
celestial body, the fused mass of the other two,
wavering in Space, plunging diagonally toward the
Sun, and at last finding its new orbit by that delicate
balancing of forces which is the marvel of Celestial
Mechanics.
Sir Isaac was jubilant. He took several observations of the new asteroid.
"Perfect, my dear friends. The new orbit is identical with my calculation. There will be another collision, with a much larger planetoid, at 7:19 P. M.
Let us have dinner."
"Very good idea," approved Tubby with relish.
Tubby and Ameena still had only a vague idea of
how ail this was to save thc Earth ; but they trusted
Sir Isaac implicitly. Besides, they did not dare ask
any advance détails, which would have offended Sir
Isaac's sense of the dramatic.
The second collision—another, larger flash—took
place exactly at thc appointed time. And ail during
the evening and far into the night, other collisions
occurred. Each involved larger bodies—and after
each, from the vehicle which followed in their train.
Sir Isaac computed the orbital éléments of the new
celestial body.
"You had better go to sleep," he said, at two
o'clock. "There will not be another until 4:35 A. M.
It involves a very considerably larger body—I shall
wake you up in time to see it."
He added solemnly :
"1 trust this next Minor Planet is not inhabited.
I do not think so. though it is over two hundred
miles in diameter. I did not want to involve it—
but I had to."
At 6:03 P. M. the following evening, just twelve
minutes before the long-anticipated opposition of
Mars with the Earth, the climax came. There had
been two gigantic collisions during the day. The last
one—at 2:23 P. M.—involved two bodies of almost
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equal mass which approached each other from diametrically opposite directions. A head-on crash
ensued. A new body, fused into a molten mass by
the created beat of arrested motion, hung for an
instant suspended—completely devoid of orbital velocity. Then it moved downward—slowly at first.
then swiftly, with constant accélération plunging
down toward the center of mass of the Solar System—the Sun.
The vehicle followed it cautiously. Watching this
enormous, fiery derelict created by the mathematical
genius of Sir Isaac, it was nearly six o'clock before
Tubby and Ameena grasped the true significance of
what was taking place before their very eyes.
The new asteroid—five hundred miles in diameter,
a white-hot core with fiâmes hundreds of miles in
height leaping from it, plunged for the Sun. But
Mars also lay beneath it though slightly off to one
side—Mars, now a huge, reddish, smug-looking
crescent across the lower firmament.
Blazing Asteroid Plunges Toward Mars
MINUTES passed. The three watchers crouched
tense at the lower window of the instrument
room. The blazing asteroid plunged on. Its course
for the Sun would take it half a million miles to the
side of Mars ! Five minutes more ! The asteroid,
feeling Mars' attraction as it approached. began turning gradually aside, deflected by this other attraction
which at such proximity was greater than the Sun's.
Then at last Tubby understood ! He gripped
Ameena—breathless.
"Look ! Mars is pullin* it ! Look !"
It was 6:03 P. M. exactly when, with a gigantic,
soundless flash, the molten asteroid collided squarely
with the Planet's upper surface !
CTTAPTER XII
In Which Tubby's Wonderful Gift, Revived on
Earth, Brings About a Cataclysm, and His
Astconomical Adventures Are Abruptly
Termina ted
"TX THAT a triumph. even for the genius of a
ytm super-mathcmatician ! A blazing. molten
' " mass of matter five hundred miles in diameter had fallen upon the surface of Mars at almost
the very moment of its anticipated triumph over an
inofTensive neighboring planet ! No wonder Tubby
and Ameena were overjoyed ! No wonder Sir Isaac's
pale, intellectual countenance could not but reflect
the pride in his heart!
Tubby shook his friend's hand warmly; Ameena
kissed him.
"Well," declared Tubby, "I guess tliat settles them
Martîans. Some excitement for them right now !"
"Did it kill many of them. do you think, Sir
Isaac?" Ameena asked anxiously. "Women and
little chiklren
"
"Pm afraid it did." Sir Isaac said soberly. "1
could not help that—the innocent must everywhere
suffer for the guilty. I had to do the best I could for
our own world."
He sat down. ponderîng. Then he added :
"T have no idea what such a collision would do or
what may be the resuit of it to the orbit of Mars and
' hus to the other planets. The heat generated may
have roasted every living créature on the globe. Or
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perhaps not. But I rathcr imagine those armies will
have enough to do at home without undertaking an
invasion of the Earth for some time to corne.''
"1 should guess yes," Tubby declared enthusiastically. He threw his arms around Ameena and
kissed lier vigorously. "Now ail we got to do is
hurry right home so you an' me can get married.
Ain't I right, kid?"
The girl agreed that this was logical.
"1 shall have you there tomorrow," said Sir Isaac.
"We need not bother with the Moon—let us leave
that little Martian army marooned there. We will
let it alone—it cannot harm us."
"Sure," agreed Tubby. "Let it alone. Corne on.
let's eat and then play poker."
On this last leg of the journey. Sir Isaac insisted
on going slowly. In the first place he was thoroughly
exhausted and demanded twelve solid hours' sleep;
and also, with Tubby and Ameena thus in continuons
command, he felt it was advisable to make haste
slowly. It was therefore not until 9:45 P. M. the
following evening that the vehicle landed again upon
the Earth from which it had departed some sixty
days previously.
The Last Evening Aboard
THE last evening in the vehicle was a solemn
one. Tubby and Ameena were to part from
their friend and take their honeymoon trip alone in
it to Venus. A hazardous voyage, doubtless ! But
youth and inexpérience are always confident.
"You're a very wonderful man. Sir Isaac,"
Ameena said during that last supper.
"You sure are." Tubby confirmed. He hesitated,
scratching his head. "But say, perfessor, there's one
or two things about this here voyage of ours I ain't
quite got clear."
Sir Isaac nodded encouragingly.
"For one thing," Tubby began. "I ain't got this
gravity part very straight. Why is it when we're in
this vehicle we don't personally feel ail these here
changes of gravity? If the gravity is eut off from
under us why don't we get lighter?"
It was a stupendous bit of logical reasoning on
Tubby's part. It surprised Ameena; it amazed Sir
Isaac.
"Why—why—" he stammered. Then he stniled
frankly.
"1 really cannot explain exactly." he confessed.
"The thing surprised me very much. l've been worrying over it for my manuscript. It is a fact that we do
not feel anv changes of gravity until we actually
land upon some celestial body. But why. I cannot
say. I think it's because of our velocity, the constant
accélération or changes of velocity of the vehicle.
Motion and gravity are very closely related. If it's
that, Einstein would know ail about it. He disagrees
with me on almost everything, but still he's a nice
sort of chap. I think I shall have to consult him."
"1 would," said Tubby. "Then there's another
thing. You got this here vehicle built wrong. You
got the observatory on top an' we're always goin' the
other way. You never onc't used that little telescope.
An' then there's
"
"Tubby!" cautioned Ameena. And, in deference
to the feelings of their friend. who after ail was only
human and therefore liable to err. Tubby took the
hint and stopped.
(Continued on page 67?>
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It was like a cart-horae. I got up, and seeing he hadn't finished, I started off full tilt with tny arma doubled up over my {ace. But he ran
on those gawky legs of, his
faster
a. racehorse, and kept landingout
at
me with aledgehammer
and bringing hispickaxe
pi
, for
, than
„—smali
-- —
„— fossil
— kicks,
—_
on the back of my head. I, made
the lagoon,
though l'U admit I felt
to see this blessed
lording
it there. And my headdown
and
face were ail bleeding, and—well, my body just one jelly of bruises.
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^-^.ii\^jHE man with the scarred face leant over
ajWi the table and looked at my bundle.
^•T^l
"Orchids ?" he asked.
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two native chaps, in one of those rum canoës ail tied
together, and found the bones at the same time. We
had a tent and provisions for four days, and we
pitched on one of the firmer places. To think of it
brings that odd tarry smell back even now. It's
funny work. You go probing into the mud with
iron rods, you know. Usually the egg gets smashed.
I wonder how long it is since these Alpyornises
really lived. The missionaries say the natives have
legends about when they were alive, but I never
heard any such stories myself.1 But certainly those
eggs we got were as fresh as if they had been new
laid. Fresh ! Carrying them down to the boat one
of my nigger chaps dropped one on a rock and it
smashed. How I lammed into the beggar ! But sweet
it was, as if it was new laid, not even smelly, and its
mother dead these four hundred years, perhaps.
Said a centipede had bit him. However. l'm getting
off the straight with the story. It had taken us ail
day to dig into the slush and get these eggs ont unbroken, and we were ail covered with beastly black
mud, and naturally I was cross. So far as ï knew
they were the only eggs that have ever been got
out not even cracked. I went afterwards to see the
ones they have at the Natural History Muséum in
London; ail of them were cracked and just stuck
together like a mosaic, and bits missing. Mine were
perfect, and I meant to blow them when I got
back. Naturally I was annoyed at the silly duffer
dropping three hours' work just on account of a
centipede. I hit him about rather."

"Cypripediums," he said.
"Chiefly," said I.
"Anything new ? I thought not. 7 did these islands
twenty-five—twenty-seven years ago. If you find
anything new here—well, it's brand-new. I didn't
leave much."
"l'm not a collector," said I.
"I was young then," he went on. "Lord ! how I
used to fly round." He seemed to take my measure.
"I was in the East Indies two years, and in Brazil
seven. Then I went to Madagascar."
"1 know a few explorers by name," I said, anticipating a yarn. "Whom did you collect for?"
"Dawson's. I wonder if you've heard the name
of Butcher ever?"
"Butcher—Butcher?" The name seemed vaguely
présent in my memory ; then I recalled Butcher v.
Dawson. "Why !" said I, "you are the man who
sued them for four years' salary—got cast away on
a desert island. . .
"Your servant," said the man with the scar, bowing. "Funny case, wasn't it? Here was me, making
a little fortune on that island, doing nothing for it
neither, and them quite unable to give me notice.
It often used to amuse me thinking over it while
I was there. I did calculations of it—big—ail over
the blessed atoll in ornamental figuring."
"How did it happen?" said I. "I don't rightly
remember the case."
THE man with the scar took out a clay pipe.
"Well. . . . You've heard of the /Epyornis?"
I placed my pouch before him. He filled up
"Rather. Andrews was telling me of a new species absent-mindedly.
he was working on only a month or so ago. Just
"How about the others ? Did you get those home ?
before I sailed. They've got a thigh bone, it seems, I don't remember
"
nearly a yard long. Monster, the thing must have
"That's the queer part of the story. I had three
been !"
others. Perfectly fresh eggs. Well, we put 'em in
"I believe you," said the man with the scar. "It the boat. and then I went up to the tent to make
was a monster. Sindbad's roc was just a legend of some coffee, leaving my two heathens down by the
'em. But when did they find these bones?"
beach—the one fooling about with his sting and the
"Three or four years ago—'91, I fancy. Why?" other helping him. It never occurred to me that the
"Why ? Because I found 'em—Lord !—it's nearly beggars would take advantage of the peculiar positwenty years ago. If Dawson's hadn't been silly tion I was in to pick a quarrel. But I suppose the
about that salary they
centipede poison and the
might have made a perfect
kicking I had given him
ring in 'em. ... 7 couldn't
had upset the one—he was
rHE admirers of H. G. Wells will be parlicularly always a cantankerous sort
help the infernal boat
pleased with this story, bccause it is one of the ver y
going adrift."
few front his peu wriltcn in a somewhat lighter vein, and —and he persuaded the
He paused. "1 suppose yct it is a true scicntifiction story, with an excellent scien- other.
it's the same place. A kind tific background. The Aipyomis bird, cxlinct now, is
"I remember I was sitof swamp about ninety well known to science, having roamed on Madagascar ting and smoking and boilâges ago. We know you will enjoy this altogcther charmmiles north of Antanan- ing taie.
ing up the water over a
arivo. Do you happen to
spirit-lamp business I used
know ? You have to go to
to take on these expédiit along the coast by boats.
tions. Incidentally I was
You don't happen to remember, perhaps?"
admiring the swamp under the sunsct. Ail black and
"I don't. I fancy Andrews said something about blood-red it was, in streaks—a beautiful sight. And
a swamp."
up beyond the land rose gray and hazy to the hills,
"It riust be the same. It's on the east coast. And and the sky behind them red, like a furnace mouth.
somehow there's something in the water that keeps And fifty yards behind the back of me were these
things trom decaying. Like creosote it smells. It blessed heathen—quite regardless of the tranquil air
remindcf' me of Trinidad. Did they get any more of things—plotting to eut off with the boat and leave
eggs? Some of the eggs I found were a foot-and-a- me ail alone with three days' provisions and a canvas
half long. The swamp goes circling round, you tent, and nothing to drink whatsoever beyond a little
know, and cuts off this bit. It's mostly sait, too.
1
No European is known to have seen a live ^Epyornis,
Well. . . . What a time I had of it! I found the with the doubtful exception of MacAndrew, who visited
things quite by accident. We went for eggs, me and Madagascar in 1745—H. G. W.
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keg of water. I heard a kind of yelp behind nie, and
there they were in this canoë affair—it wasn't properly a boat—and, perhaps, twenty yards from land. I
realized wliat was up in a moment. My gun was in
the tent, and, besides. I had no bullets—only duck
shot. They knew that. But I had a little revolver in
my pocket, and I pulled that ont as I ran down to the
beach.
" 'Corne back!' says I. flourishing it.
"They jabbered something at me, and the man that
broke the egg jeered. I aimed at the other—because
he was unwounded and had the paddle, and I missed.
They laughed. However, I wasn't beat. I knew I
had to keep cool, and I tried him again and made him
jump with the whang of it. He didn't laugh that
time. The third time 1 got his head, and over he
went, and the paddle with him. It was a precious
lucky shot for a revolver. I reckon it was fifty yards.
He went right under. I don't know if he was shot,
or simply stunned and drowned. Then I began to
shout to the other chap to corne back. but he huddled
up in the canoë and refused to answer. So 1 fired
ont my revolver at him and never got near him.
"I felt a precious fool, I can tell you. There I was
on this rotten, black beach, flat swamp ail about me,
and the flat sea, cold after the sunset, and just this
black canoë drifting steadily out to sea. I tell you I
damned Dawson's and Jamrach's and Muséums and
ail the rest of it just to rights. I hawled to this
nigger to corne back, until my voice went up into a
scream.
"There was nothing for it but to swim after him
and take my luck with the sharks. So I opened my
clasp-knife and put it in my mouth, and took off my
clothes and waded in. As soon as I was in the water
I lost sight of the canoë, but I aimed, as I judged,
to head it off. I hoped the man in it was too bad to
navigate it, and that it would keep on drifting in the
samc direction. Presently it came up over the horizon again to the south-westward about. The afterglow of sunset was well over now and the dim of
night creeping up. The stars were coming through
the blue. I swum like a champion, though my legs
and arnis were soon aching.
"However. I came up to him by the time the
stars were fairly out. As it got darker I began to
see ail manner of glowing things in the water—phosphorescence. you know. At times it made me giddy.
I hardly knew which was stars and which was phosphorescence. and whether I was swimming on my
head or my heels. The canoë was as black as sin,
and the ripple under the bows like liquid fire. I was
naturally chary of clambering up into it. I was
anxious to see what he was up to first. He seemed
to be lying cuddled up in a lump in the bows. and the
stern was ail out of water. The thing kept turning
round slowly as it driftcd—kind of waltzing, don't
you know. 1 went to the stern and pulled it down,
expecting him to wake up. Then I began to clamber
in with my knife in my hand, and ready for a rush.
But he never stirred. So there I sat in the stern of
the little canoë, drifting away over the calm phosphorescent sea. and with ail the host of the stars
above me, waiting for something to happen.
"After a long time I called him by name, but he
never answered. I was too tired to take any risks
by going along to him. So we sat there. I fancy I
dozed once or twice. When the dawn came I saw
he was as dead as a doornail and ail puffed up and

purple. My three eggs and the bones were lying in
the middle of the canoë, and the keg of water and
some coffee and biscuits wrapped in a Cape Argus
by his feet, and a tin of methylated spirit underneath
him. There was no paddle, nor, in fact, anything
except the spirit-tin that one could use as one, so
I settled to drift until I was picked up. I held an
inquest on him, brought in a verdict against some
snake, scorpion, or centipede unknown, and sent him
overboard.
"After that I had a drink of water and a few
biscuits, and took a look round. I suppose a man
low down as I was don't see very far ; leastways,
Madagascar was clean out of sight, and no trace of
land at ail. I saw a sail going south-westward—
looked like a schooner but lier hull never came up.
Presently the sun got high in the sky and began to
beat down upon me. Lord ! it pretty near made my
brains boil. I tried dipping my head in the sea, but
after a while my eye fell on the Cape Argus, and I
lay down flat in the canoë and spread this over me.
Wonderful things these newspapers ! I never read
one through thoroughly before, but it's odd what you
get up to when you're alone, as I was. I suppose I
read that blessed old Cape Argus twenty times. The
pitch in the canoë simply reeked with the beat and
rose up into big blisters.
<<T DRIFTED ten days," said the man with the
A scar. "It's a little thing in the telling, isn't it?
Every day was like the last. Except in the morning
and the evening I never kept a look-out even—the
blaze was so infernal. I didn't see a sail after the
first three days. and those I saw took no notice of
me. About the sixth night a ship went by scarcely
half a mile away from me, with ail its ligîits ablaze
and its ports open, looking like a big firefly. There
was music aboard. 1 stood up and shouted and
screamed at it. The second day I broached one of
the /Epyornis eggs. scraped the shell away at the
end bit by bit, and tried it, and I was glad to find it
was goocl enough to eat. A bit flavoury—not bad,
I mean—but with something of the taste of a duck's
egg. There was a kind of circular patch about six
inches across, on one side of the yoke, and with
streaks of blood and a white mark like a ladder in
it that I thought queer, but I did not understand
what this meant at the time. and I wasn't inclined to
be particular. The egg lasted me three days,
with biscuits and a drink of water. I chewed coffee
berries too—invigorating stuff. The second egg I
opened about the eighth day. and it scared me."
The man with the scar paused. "Yes," he said,
"developing."
"I dare say you find it hard to believe. / did. with
the thing before me. There the egg had been, sunk
in that cold black mud, perhaps three hundred years.
But there was no mistaking it. There was the—what
is it?—embryo. with its big head and curved back,
and its heart beating under its throat. and the yolk
shrivelled up and great membranes spreading inside
of the shell and ail over the yolk. Here I was hatching out the eggs of the biggest of ail extinct birds, in
a little canoë in the midst of the Indian Océan. If
old Dawson had known that! It was worth four
years' salary. What do you think ?
"However, I had to eat that precious thing up,
every bit of it, before I sighted the reef, and some
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of the mouthfuls were beastly unpleasant. I left and clawed out at the chair where the matches used
the third one alone. I held it up to the light, but the to be. Then I remembered where I was. There
shell was too thick for me to get any notion of what were phosphorescent waves rolling up as if they
might be happening inside ; and though I fancied I meant to eat me, and ail the rest of the night as
heard blood pulsing, it might have been the rustle black as pitch. The air was simply yelling. The
in my own ears like what you listen to in a clouds seemed down on your head almost, and the
seashell.
rain fell as if heaven was sinking and they were
"Then came the atoll. Came ont of the sunrise, baling out the waters above the firmament. One
as it were, suddenly, close up to me. I drifted great roller came writhing at me, like a fiery serpent,
straight towards it until I was about half a mile and I bolted. Then I thought of the canoë and ran
from shore, not more, and then the current took a down to it as the water went hissing back again ; but
turn, and I had to paddle as hard as I could with the thing had gone. I wondered about the egg then,
my hands and bits of the /Epyornis shell to make and felt my way to it. It was ail right and well out
the place. However, I got there. It was just a of reach of the maddest waves, so I sat down beside
common atoll about four miles round, with a few it and cuddled it for company. Lord! what a night
trees growing and a spring in one place, and the that was !
lagoon f u 11 of
parrot-fish. I took
HE storm was over before the morning. There
the egg ashore and
t:wasn't a rag of cloud left in the sky when the
put it in a good
dawn came, and ail along the beach there were bits
place, well above
of plank scattered—which was the disarticulated
the tide Unes and in the
skeleton, so to speak, of my canoë. However, that
sun, to give it ail the
gave me something to do, for, taking advantage of
chance I could, and
two of the trees being together, I rigged up a kind
pulled the canoë up
of storm-shelter with these vestiges. And that day
safe, and loafed about
the egg hatched.
prospecting. It's rum
"Hatched, sir, when my head was pillowed on it
how dull an atoll is. As
and I was asleep. I heard a whack and felt a jar and
soon as I had found a
sat up, and there
spring ail the interest
was the end of the
seemed to vanish. When
egg pecked out and
I was a kid I thought
a rum little brown
nothing could be finer
head looking out
or more adventurous
at me, 'Lord!' I
than the R o b i n s o n
said, 'you're welCrusoe business, but
come' ; and with a
that place was as monolittle difficulty he
tonous as a book of sercame out.
mons. I went round
"He was a nice
finding eatable things
friendly little chap
and generally thinking;
at first. about the
but I tell you I was
size of a small hen
—very much like
bored to death before
most other young
the first day was ont. It
shows my luck—the
birds. only bigger.
His plumage was
very day I landed the
a dirty brown to
weather changed.
A
begin with, with a
thunderstorm went by
to the north and
sort of gray scab
that fell off it very
flicked its w i n g
soon, and scarcely
o v e r the island,
feathers—a kind
and in the night
of downy hair. I
there came a
ï.- ,,
can hardly express
drencher and a
how pleased I was
howling wind slap
over us. It would
Possil remains of the giant bird, The iEpyornis, have been found in the island of to see him. I tell
which has also yielded a number of the eggs. The bird is designated as
not have taken aMadagascar,
"runner"; there is no idea that it could fly. From the ground to its head, it stands you. R o b i n s o n
exactly
l'A
times
the height of the ostrich. Curiously enough. no remains have been Crusoe don't make
much. you know,
found anywhere, except on this island. or almost continent. They are of comparatively
to u p s e t that recent times. so it is highly probable that the living birds have been seen by man. as near enough of his
will be learned from Mr. Wells" footnote. So many of the bones have been found. that
canoë.
elaborate measurements have been possible. The height of the ^Epyornis maximus, which loneliness. But
"I was sleeping has been reconstructed and set up in the muséum of Paris, and which is shown above, here was interestis 2,680 meters, or a shade over 10 ft. 6 in. The curious thing is. that on the bones.
under the canoë, there are found the marks of what are supposed to be crocodiles' teeth, of cutting in- ing company. He
and of fire, the last two indicating the agency of man. Their eggs were looked at me and
and the egg was strumentssometimes
over thirteen inches long, being the largest eggs known.
winked his eye
luckily among the
sand higher up the beach, and the first thing I refrom the front backwards, like a hen, and gave a
member was a Sound like a hundred pebbles hitting chirp and began to peck about at once, as though
the boat at once, and a rush of water over my body. being hatched three hundred years too late was just
l'd been dreaming of Antananarivo, and I sat up and nothing. *Glad to see you, Man Friday!' says I. for
holloaed to Intoshi to ask her what the devil was up. I had naturally settled he was to be called Man Fri-
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day, if ever he was hatched, as soon as ever I found
the egg in the canoë had developed. I was a bit
anxious about bis feed, so I gave him a lump of raw
parrot-fish at once. He took it, and opened bis
beak for more. I was glad of that for, under the
circumstances, if he'd been at ail fanciful, I should
bave had to eat him after ail.
"You'd be surprised what an interesting bird that
/Epyornis chick was. He followed me about from
the very beginning. He used to stand by me and
watch while I fished in the lagoon, and go shares in
anything I caught. And he was sensible, too. There
were nasty green warty things, like pickled gherkins,
used to lie about on the beach, and he tried one of
these and it upset him. He never even looked at any
of them again.
"And he grew. You could almost see him grow.
And as I was never much of a society man, his
quiet, friendly ways suited me to a T. For nearly
two years we were as happy as we could be on that
island. I had no business worries, for I knew my
salary was mounting up at Dawsons'. We would see
a sail now and then, but nothing ever came near us.
I amused myself, too, by decorating the island with
designs worked in sea-urchins and fancy shells of
various kinds. I put /Epyornis Island ail round
the place very nearly, in big letters, like what you see
done with colored stones at railway stations in the
old country, and mathematical calculations and drawings of various sorts. And I used to lie watching the
blessed bird stalking round and growing, growing;
and think how I could make a living out of him by
showing him about if I ever got taken off. After his
first moult he began to get handsome, with a crest
and a blue wattle, and a lot of green feathers at the
behind of him. And then I used to puzzle whether
Dawsons' had any right to claim him or not. Stormy
weather and in the rainy season we lay snug under
the shelter I had made out of the old canoë, and I
used to tell him lies about my friends at home.
And after a storm we would go round the island
together to see if there was any drift. It was a kind
of idyll, you might say. If only I had had some
tobacco it would have been simply just like heaven.
"It was about the end of the second year our little
paradise went wrong. Friday was then about fourteen
feet high to the bill of him. with a big, broad head
like the end of a pickaxe, and two huge brown eyes
with yellow rims, set together like a man's—not out
of sight of each other like a hen's. His plumage was
fine—none of the half-mourning style of your ostrich
—more like a cassowary as far as colour and texture
go. And then it was he began to cock his comb at
me and give himself airs, and show signs of a
nasty temper. . . .
<( AT LAST came a time when my fishing had
XX. been rather unlucky, and he began to hang
about me in a queer, méditative way. I thought he
might have been eating sea-cucumbers or something,
but it was really just discontent on his part. I was
hungry too, and when at last I landed a fish I wanted
it for myself. Tempers were short that morning on
both sides. He pecked at it and grabbed it, and I
gave him a whack on the head to make him leave
go. And at that he went for me. Lord !...
"He gave me this in the face." The man indicated
his scar. "Then he kicked me. It was like a carthorse. I got up, and seeing he hadn't finished, I

started off full tilt with my arms doubled up over my
face. But he ran on those gawky legs of his faster
than a racehorse, and kept landing out at me with
sledgehammer kicks, and bringing his pickaxe down
on the back of my head. I made for the lagoon, and
went in up to my neck. He stopped at the water, for
he hated getting his feet wet, and began to make a
shindy, something like a peacock's, only hoarser. He
started strutting up and down the beach. Fil admit
I felt small to see this blessed fossil lording it there.
And my head and face were ail bleeding, and—well,
my body just one jelly of bruises.
"I decided to swim across the lagoon and leave him
alone for a bit, until the affair blew over. I shinned
up the tallest palm-tree, and sat there thinking of it
ail. I don't suppose I ever felt so hurt by anything
before or since. It was the brutal ingratitude of the
créature. l'd been more than a brother to him. l'd
hatched him. educated him. A great gawky, out-ofdate bird ! And me a buman being—heir of the âges
and ail that.
"1 thought after a time he'd begin to see things in
that light himself, and feel a little sorry for his
behavior. I thought if I was to catch some nice
little bits of fish, perhaps, and go to him presently
in a casual kind of way, and offer them to him, he
might do the sensible thing. It took me some time
to learn how unforgiving and cantankerous an extinct bird can be. Malice !
"I won't tell you ail the little devices I tried to
get that bird round again. I simply can't. It makes
my cheek burn with shame even now to think of the
snubs and buffets I had from this infernal curiosity.
I tried violence. I chuckcd lumps of coral at him
from a safe distance, but he only swallowed them.
I shied my open knife at him and almost lost it,
though it was too big for him to swallow. I tried
starving him out and struck fishing, but he took to
picking along the beach at low water after worms,
and rubbed along on that. Half my time I spent up
to my neck in the lagoon, and the rest up the palmtrees. One of them was scarcely high enough, and
when he caught me up it he had a regular Bank
Holiday with the calves of my legs. It got unbearable. I don't know if you have ever tried sleeping up
a palm tree. It gave me the most horrible nightmares.
Think of the shame of it, too ! Here was this extinct
animal mooning about my island like a sulky duke,
and me not allowed to rest the sole of my foot on the
place. I used to cry with weariness and vexation.
I told him straight that I didn't mean to be chased
about a desert island by any damned anachronisms.
I told him to go and peck a navigator of his own âge.
But he only snapped his beak at me. Great ugly
bird, ail legs and neck!
"I shouldn't like to say how long that went on
altogether. l'd have killed him sooner if l'd known
how. However, I hit on a way of settling him at last.
It is a South American dodge. I joined ail my fishing Unes together with stems of scawecd and things,
and made a stoutish string, perhaps twelve yards in
length or more and I fastened two lumps of coral
rocks to the end of this. It took me some time to
do, because every now and then I had to go into the
lagoon or up a tree as the fancy took me. This I
whirled rapidly round my head, and then let it go at
him. The first time I missed, but the next time the
string caught his legs beautifully, and wrapped round
them again and again. Over he went. I threw it
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standing waist-deep in the lagoon, and as soon as he
went down I was out of the water and sawing at his
neck with my knife. . . .
"I don't like to think of that even now. I felt like
a murderer while I did it, though my anger was hot
against him. When I stood over him and saw him
bleeding on the white sand, and his beautiful great
legs and neck writhing in his last agony . . . Pah !
"With that tragedy loneliness came upon me like
a curse. Good Lord ! you can't imagine how I missed
that bird. I sat by his corpse and sorrowed over him,
and shivered as I looked round the desolate. silent
reef. I thought of what a jolly little bird he had
been when he was hatched, and of a thousand pleasant tricks he had played before he went wrong. I
thought if l'd only wounded him I might have
nursed him round into a better understanding. If
l'd had any means of digging into the coral rock l'd
have buried him. I felt exactly as if he was human.
As it was, I couldn't think of eating him, so I put
him in the lagoon, and the little fishes picked him
clean. I didn't even save the feathers. Then one day
a chap cruising about in a yacht had a fancy to see
if my atoll still existed.
"He didn't corne a moment too soon, for I was

about sick enough of the désolation of it, and only
hesitating whether I should walk out into the sea
and finish up the business that way, or fall back on
the green things. . . .
"I sold the bones to a man named Winslow—a
dealer near the British Muséum, and he says he sold
them to old Havers. It seems Havers didn't understand they were extra large, and it was only after
his death they attracted attention. They called 'em
Aipyornis—what was it?"
"JEpyornis vas tus," said I. "It's funny, the very
thing was mentioned to me by a friend of mine.
When they found an /Epyornis, with a thigh a yard
long, they thought they had reached the top of the
scale, and called him JEpyornis niaxinius. Then
some one turned up another thigh-bone four feet
six or more, and that they called JEpyornis Titan.
Then your vastus was found after old Havers died,
in his collection, and then a vastissimus turned up."
"Winslow was telling me as much," said the man
with the scar. "If they get any more A^pyornises, he
reckons some scientific swell will go and burst a
blood-vessel. But it was a queer thing to happen to
a man ; wasn't it—altogether ?"

THE END.
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By A. MERRITT
Author of "The Moon Pool," "The Face in the Abyss," etc.
begins in the October issue of Science and Invention Magazine, now on ail newsstands. If
you were amazed and thrilled by "The Moon Pool," you will find that "The Métal Emperor"
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far surpasses even the former wonderful story.
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There simply has never before been such a story as this.

Imagine if you can, thinking,

reasoning beings, not in the flesh and body, but in métal cubes and pyramids.
One of the most absorbing and thrilling taies that has ever been penned. This story will run
serially in Science and Invention Magazine, profusely iilustrated with a number of illustrations in every issue.

Be sure you get your copy at once, and have your dealer reserve a

copy of Science and Invention for you every month, as the demand bids fair to be
tremendous.
Science and Invention is on ail newsstands on the lOth of each month.
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"G-G-Ood!" stuttered The Heir in a horrified whisper. his throat working convulsively. But he kect his hands aloft
He «aui .v,,
gi.n-.3rr,âge mechan.sm o( the death-ray. bu. he waa unfamiliar wi.h ita opération. . . There wcre Too o.her imokmen.s whi.h he did
no. cognue. Part.cularly was h.s a..en..on drawn to a row of pear-shaped me.al containers stowed in rkcks alo^ thTwaUs He shof a
thought-quest.on a. the neares. officer. compelling answer. What he learned was stanUng.
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hundred miles an hour!
A speed almost half that of a ride
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once more outwitted old McLaughlin, head of the
aerial police. There had to be an end to their
,u ct<
16
iM^ll ' "
yct t'
torpedo-shapcd plane feud some day; and this was as good a way as any.
driving along the upper air-Ianes, its
Within the hour he had made a laughing-stock of
fm-wings ont-thrust stifdy, was going the flying police. Almost under their cycs lie had
that fast. As carlv as the first quarter of the twen- cast his net for spoils, and the haul had astonished
tieth centurv, airplanes had attained a speed of three even him. In his hands had been a military secret
hundred miles an hour with the old-style combus- beyond price—no less than the formula for coridiuw,
tion engincs; but now. with electric motors energized that new combination of metallic éléments which had
by power-transinitting radio stations, there seemed the amazing power of lévitation, or nullification of
scareely any limit to the rate at which planes could gravity. Possessed of such a secret, onc nation
might casily dominate the world. Coriditim would
be shot through space.
Up there in the thin, rarefied atmosphère, the cold scrap every radio-driven aircraft ; it could be made
had almost a brittle, snapping quality, yet the man to wreck cities, destroy populations. A fragment
who sat in the control-cabin of the plane knew a of it placed beneath the greatest skyscrapcr, or even
sense of comfort and well-being. Air struck the a mountain if that could be accomplished, would
curvcd nosc of the machine and svvept along the send the litige mass skyward with ail the force of
narrowing body with but littlc résistance, yet at the rcvolving planet behind it. Gravity having been
such tremendous speed, this slight résistance crcated overcome, earth-dwellers next would be voyaging to
beat which was fclt within the cabin. It was a other planets if the terrifie power of coridium could
ghostly dight and a silent onc, except for the nearly be controlled.
The formula and the lone placque of coridium in
inaudible humming of the powerful motors within
the planes nose. The wholc of the night void, existence—the placque a grayish substance sandfor that matter, seemed faintly beaded with this wiched between two layers of insulating métal, which
saine high-pitched humming. as though the heavens kept it subdued and intact—were the cause of this
were alive with a mighty swarm of bees. Now and présent attack by an ambitions ami warlike overseas
then the twilight seemed to deepen at a focal point power. American chcmists had compounded coridahead, and a keen eyc could have glimpsed the ium. and under the international pact signed in 1987.
shadowy outlines of another plane. The fact was America was obliged to share lier secret with the
that the atmosphère was literally alive with aircraft, world, that the balance of military power might be
ail darkened, and scareely to be seen as they ded niaintained and peace preserved
across the star-pricked sky.
And this was what America was planning to do
The significant thing of their dight was that when the placque of coridium and the more precious
they were bound in one direction—East ! It was formula had been stolen by a secret agent of the
the Hour of the Air, and America, after helping predafory foreign power. To possess itself of the
maintain world peace until late in the twenty-first discovery before other nations could learn the secret,
century, had sprung aloft to resist aerial invasion and at the same time deliver a stunning blow at
America, largest and richfrom across the Atlantic,
est nation on earth—and
an attack that was being
made without warning.
/F any onc had predicted in 1913 Ihc surprises that Ihc the most powerful potertAnd he who was called
World War was to bring, hc would no douhl have tial enemy. there fore—this
The Kingbird, erstwhile been laughcd at. What with gas attaeks, airplanes was the coup decidcd uixin
buccanecr of the air-lanes figuring for the first lime in any war. cannons that boin- by the hostile power.
Paris from a distance of 140 kilomelers, tanks,
—eleverest. most daring barded
suhmarincs. and whalnot—we remember how aslonish- Upon word being receivcd
and most resourccful of ail ing il ail was to us. But what of the next war? What that the agent had the
the free-booting falcons— surprises, what en gin es of destruction, and what other precious secret , and was on
had cast lus lot on the side dealh-dealing instrumentalilies will be used.' Onr new his way home with it by
gives us an excellent aceounf of an invasion in airplanc. the hostile warof law for once, and of aulhor
the near future, and we do not bclieve that he bas pointed birds of the overseas
his counlry, that the hos- a loo-fantaslle pietnre. Rallier, we hrlieve that he lias
tile dcath-cloud rolling up been nioderale and that the next war. when il dors power had taken to (he air.
eome. as il surely will, sooncr or lalcr, will far ouldo and headed for the Amerifront overseas might be
Ihc imagination of this aulhor.
can shorc.
broken. Swifter even than
It was sheer chance that
the police-planes, those
The Kingbird should hold
gray arbiters of the air. his
small, clean-lined ship was shaming likewise the mili- up the agents plane, and seize the coridium and
tary craft. with their whizzing, bullet-like dight; and formula. Thereupon. the buccaneer underwent a
as for the luxurious private machines and passenger- change. The secret agent and the latter's plane
were sent crashing to destruction. But instead of
carriers. both of which classes had been commandeered. their winging progress seemed heavy-bodied The Kingbird keeping the priceless booty, he swung
low over McLaughlin's headquarters. and dropped
and sluggish.
As The Kingbird sat at the levers, his rather thin it. with a curt note of défiance. Thereafter. he
and colorless face more pallid than ever in the shaped his course to meet the enemy winging across
guarded light from the gyro-control which, once the Atlantic.
Freebooter of the skies though lie was. The Kingset. held the plane automatically to its course, he
bird yet had a peculiar loyalty to the country which
redected that this might well be the last gamble of had outlawed him. His life, held cheaply enough,
the many he had taken with death. Perhaps this and the marvelously-swift machine he possessed,
was a good way to die. He smiled grimly at the were in that instant dedicated to the cause of his
thought that if die he did, he would have at least clan.
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Y ET his plane was unfitted for service as a
war-craft ; he possessed no vveapon save a flashpistol, which had the power to blind, harmlessly and
but temporarily, any human being at which it was
aimed. The enemy, he surmised, was coming
equipped with ail tbe death-dealing devices which
a super-civilization had evolved since the World
War early in the twentieth century. The army
planes of the American flight would doubtless give
a good account of themselves, but he and his tiny
machine could scarcely hope to be more than sacrificed.
He realized now that he had outdistanced the
American flight, and was now between the two opposing forces, virtually in No Man's Sky. Thereupon, he stilled the whirling propellers, and reversed
them, braking his machine to a stop. At the same
instant, the helicopters on the wings took up the
task of keeping the machine aloft.
Like the dauntless little feathered flyer for which
he was named, The Kingbird and his machine hung
motionless in the air—perhaps fourteen thousand
feet above the sea. This was his famous poise,
which he used while watching for prey passing along
the air-Ianes beneath him.
Save for the quiet purr of the motors operating
the helicopters, the night void now was a place of
vast silence. In the gloom ahead nothing could be
seen, nor in the rear ; the advance guard of the
American flight apparently having stopped at the
coast-line to await the enemy.
He twisted a small brass knob on the instrumentboard, and instantly, on the opaque glass screen of
the télévision box before him, a panorama of the
heavens in a wide arc was revealed. The tele-vision,
a device of harmonized radio and light-waves, had
the faculty of seeming to sift darkness from daylight ; it intensified the weak vibrations of lightwaves. making it possible to see in the dark. And
what The Kingbird did see, galvanized him into
action !
Across the sky ahead, like the wide-spread wings
of some gigantic bird, were moving, nebulous shapes.
The enemy! The watchful outposts on America's
eastern shore, by means of long-distance tele-vision,
had been right, then, when they suspected that the
cloud of planes, rising like the first smoke of a
threatened world conflagration over Europe, had a
sinister portent.
The Kingbird's hands moved swiftly here and
there among the controls, and he shot earthward,
for the penalty of his peek by tele-vision was that it
revealed him at the instant it had revealed the enemy.
As he went into a steep volplane, gliding only on
the résistance of air against the fin-wings, a beam
of light stabbed the spot in the heavens where he
had been but a moment before.
The beam swung back and forth, as though searching for him ; and to his ears came a slight, hissing
sound, as might be made by the swishing of a whip.
Pale blue was that light-beam, with a faint yellowish
tinge, like harmless, diffused moonlight; yet The
Kingbird knew it for the terrible death-ray, which
withered life and substance as though at the touch
of a white-hot flame.
Though his eyes widened a little at thought of
what would have happened to him if he had remained
poised up there a few seconds longer, nevertheless
rage burned in him at this exhibition of ruthlessness

by the enemy. The death-ray had long been banned
by international agreement as being too barbarous ;
yet the enemy was using it. No doubt the hostile
planes were equipped with other deadly devices
more horrible than this. His plane dropped more
swiftly.
Yet in that rapid descent there came to him the
glimmering of a plan. The foe had seen him, yet
it was doubtful if they would pause to destroy
him ; they were passing on to engage the American
planes waiting above the sea-coast. He would strike
first ; one glorious blow, and then he would have
joined the list of historic martyrs, which have marked
each successive génération since the dawn of mankind.
Therefore he checked abruptly his earthward drop,
and planed ahead on an even keel, the flight-motors
whining in a high, unaccustomed key. If luck was
with him, he had already passed out of the arc of
télévision by the enemy. A half-minute later he
knew that his guess was correct.
High over him in the heavens, somberly driving
toward the American shore, passed the dark fleet.
There were many thousands of planes, for the
blended drone of their motors came down to him like
the persistent diapason of a mighty pipe-organ.
He dared not use his télévision again, for it might
betray him to a scout plane winging along at a lower
altitude. Yet the enemy planes were not traveling
fast ; rather they seemed to keep their formation
in grenadier-fashion, until they met the shock-planes
which the Americans had thrown out ahead of the
main wall of the defense.
The Kingbird was going to the rear of the enemy,
yet now he went into a hreath-taking turn, doubling
back in a magnificent loop that left him flying upside
down, until he righted again, and began to climb.
Unknown to the foe which was now ahead, he had
become a pursuer; a swallow chasing a vast flock
of eagles. Up and still up he went, until he reached
the chill level along which the enemy moved.
Then he straightened again, and shot ahead. Gradually, the swelling volume of sound from the enemy
motors began to din painfully upon his ear-drums,
and he knew that he was overhauling the grim flight.
Far below him, the Atlantic tossed uneasily ; but he
had no thought of it. At last, on the chance that
the enemy would be looking ahead and not behind,
he flashed on his télévision for a brief glimpse.
What he saw, hefore he allowed darkness to envelop
him protectingly once more, was what seemed to be
the beaded girdle of a giant—a shape which appeared
to stretch from horizon to horizon—being flung
shoreward upon a well-massed but comparatively
small phalanx of American machines. He readjusted his controls, and his motors whined with a
new note, while the shell-like body of his machine
became astonishingly hot under the increased pressure of the air through which it cleaved.
Seconds clicked by, with The Kingbird praying
that the foe would not look back and observe him.
doser and doser he came, without slackening speed.
Then he saw something which crystallized décision.
It was an unusually large and broad-winged plane
well to the rear of the flight. If size counted for
anything, surely this was an important machine, kept
well back of the line to avoid that first shock of onslaught. For another instant he dared snap on his
télévision, and he observed that the great machine
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ahead rolled slightly as it struck an air-bump too
pronounced for its gyroscopic compensators. Likewise the télévision revealed in that momentary roll,
that the enemy monster was painted a grayish blue
on its belly, as a camouflage color to blend with
the neutral hue of the heavens, while its upper side
was mottled with vivid designs which would make
it practically invisible to any machine flying ahove it.
Darkness came as he snapped off the télévision,
but now the swiftly-moving bulk ahead was visible
to the unaided eye. Closer and doser his little
machine swept. Now he was directly above the foe,
and he slowed his speed to correspond with that of
the other.
Then, gently, his lighter craft began settling.
Without shock or jar it touched the sheathed upperdeck of the big plane. A faint sigh of escaping air
as rubber vacuum-cups fitted to the under side of
The Kingbird's plane, took hold of the bigger
machine, which continued to drive on through space,
ail unconscious of the fact that the small adversary,
like some parasitical insect, was riding with it. The
motors of The Kingbird's plane continued to revolve,
for he did not wish to l)etray himself just yet by
disturbing the equilibrium of the machine below.
Out of the control-cabin he climbed, and dropped
easily over the gunwale to the roof of the strange
craft. He moved silently, though with précision,
for now and then as he exposed himself to the
rushing air, it seemed that a fierce gale tore at him,
sought to wrench him loose. But in a moment he
was sheltered in the lee of a cabin on the enemy
machine, and his Angers groped for the knob of a
door just before him.
WHAT lay on the other side of the door permitted the wildest guess he could make. Men
were there, ready to slay him the instant he showed
himself, perhaps; yet he dared not falter.
As he turned the knob gently and felt the lock
disengage, he drew from beneath his coat the flashpistol, with its long, oversized barrel. This was the
relatively harmless weapon he always carried on his
aerial forays. The Kingbird was no killer; ail he
desired was to insure his own safety through intimidation of his victim. Slowly he opened the door an
inch ; then suddenly threw back the panel. And had
he conjured himself out of thin air in the center of
the cabin, his appearance could have been no more
startling.
There were a dozen men in the compartment;
officers in ail the gorgeousness of gold-braid and
showy epaulets, and they were seated about a carved
table secured to the deck. Or rather, they had been,
for now they were on their feet, staring at him in
open-mouthed amazement. Elderly men for the
most part, yet with hefe and there an évident young
fop. The cabin was perhaps thirty feet long and
twenty feet wide, and at the far end of it a pilot sat
at the controls, a watch-officer beside him. Ranger!
along its walls were mechanical devices which The
Kingbird could not at that moment classify, but
which suggested. in their business-like array, that
this was a war-craft.
Yet it was not these which claimed The Kingbird's attention. At the moment of his entrance.
the group at the table had been facing one who sat
apart from them: a youngish man, slender and dark.
and more brilliantly-attired than the others. Young
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he was, though at first glance he seemed middleaged ; his hair was wispy and thin on top, and his
rather staring eyes were marked with dark pouches
which told of long dissipation. He had been speaking when The Kingbird entered ; a jest, perhaps, for
his mouth was now frozen in a grimace that suggested humor. But now he was on his feet with the
rest of them, his full lips and weak chin trembling.
As for The Kingbird, he suddenly felt faint as
the astounding audacity of the thing he had donc
smote him. Hc had captured the plane of The
Heir—the Crozvn Prince!
Of ail that vast and sinister fleet bound on its
mission of destruction, fortune had decreed that he
should board the one most precious craft of ail, the
plane carrying the son of The Autocrat, that stern
and war-like old ruler whose grandest gesture of
défiance at peace-loving humanity was this flight of
death-laden craft!
MORE than that. Here, too, was the brains of
the flotilla. This weakling was in full command, although no more than the puppet of the
wise old councillors who surrounded him. A heavensent opportunity for any martyr ! In one instant,
The Kingbird could strike a blow that would break
the spirit of the old conqueror overseas. Without a
qualm, The Autocrat might see ten thousand of his
subjects perish in his behalf—yet the kingdom itself
was not too great a price to pay for the safety of
this shivering youth who was his son. World domination would not solace the warlord, if The Heir,
pampered wastrel, did not corne back alive.
No word was spoken ; none was needed, for these
high officers were of the intellectual class to which
The Kingbird himself belonged, and they scorned
speech when thought-transference was so much more
rapid in such a critical situation as this. A barrage
of hostile, challenging questions was hurled at the
interloper who had materialized from nothingness,
yet who was clearly master of the scene, as he stood
there, flash-pistol in hand.
Masking his own
thoughts so that they could read no more than he
chose to convey, he shot at them one command :
"Hands up!"
The group saw the weapon The Kingbird held,
and decided that it was that deadly and contraband
side-arm, the ray pistol. The Heir gasped, and
impulsively lifted his hands, the others hastily following suit.
For the moment. The Kingbird held trump cards.
Yet at any instant, the radiophone might give the
alarm to other hostile craft. It was an exigency
which he had considered in planning this coup,
relying upon the probability that the delicate microphone secured to the roof of the cabin would have
been switched off, so that idle conversation—thoughttransference being used only when speed was necessary—would not be broadeast through the ether. A
moment later The Kingbird knew that his guess had
been correct.
For he saw one of the pilot's hands reach for a
black knob on the wall—and The Kingbird surmised
that it controlled the switch to the radiophone. As
the man touched the switch. The Kingbird's flashpistol swung toward him ; there was an intense white
flare lasting not more than the thousandth part of
a second—and the pilot staggered back, hands
clapped to his eyes. One of the group of officers,
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furtively reaching with his foot for a push-button
beneath the table, gave a muffled cry, and dropped to
the floor, as tliat blinding llare of the flash-pistol
came once more.
"G-G-God !" stuttered The Heir in a horrified
whisper, his throat working convulsively. But he
kept his hands aloft.
Still The Kingbird held trumps. The plane was
now pilotless : but its automatic control kept it to
its course and speed. Nevertheless, the situation
callcd for svvift décision. The Kingbird's eyes roved
about the cabin. He savv the gun-carriage mechanism of the death-ray, but he was unfamijiar with
its opération. True, he might compel one of the
prisoners to turn the ray on the enemy ships, but
only a few of the craft could be thus destroyed
before the others would discover what was happening, and retaliate. Too clumsy.
There were, too, other implemcnts which he did
not recognize. Particularly was his attention drawn
to a row of pear-shaped métal containers stowed
in racks along the walls. He shot a thought-question at the nearest officer, compelling answer. What
he learned was startling.
Atomic bombs ? Outlawed by nations as the
death-ray had been were these fiendish contrivances,
yet apparently the butchers from abroad were overlooking no weapon, however horrible, in their détermination to conquer the world. Let but one of
the innocent-appearing, fragile things be broken, and
the object which it touched would vanish. A tall
building struck by one of these bombs would disintegrate into thin air. Held in leash beneath the thin,
metallic skins of these little bombs was a combination of mechanical and chemical principles which
achieved the goal so earnestly sought by scientists
even as far back as the early years of the twentieth
century—the destruction of atoms ; and in a moment
of black anger, The Kingbird knew the impulse to
crash one of the bombs to the deck, and wipe out
not only himself, but The Heir and the latter's
officers. Yet that impulse passed as quickly as it
had corne. A better plan occurred to him.
He would deliver one stupendous, magnificent
stroke at the enemy! He would send this huge
plane, laden with atomic bombs, into the midst of the
hostile war-craft, to wreak what havoc it could. His
mind formed the words of a command, but before
he could convey it, a voice spoke hollowly within
the cabin;
"Highucss!"
The Kingbird jumped involuntarily, as his tant
nerves twanged at the unexpectedness of it. The
voice seemed to corne from the roof of the cabin,
where a bell-shaped horn was secured. The pilot
had succeeded in Connecting the radiophone after
ail ! Someone on another of the enemy ships was
calling The Heir.
"Silence!" The Kingbird hurled the télépathie
command at the group. The Heir had opened his
mouth to reply to the call from the radiophone;
but he closed his lips again, resolutely. as the flashpistol's muzzle was fixed ominously upon him.
"Highness !"
AGAIN came the voice; conciliating, respectful,
yet with a rising inflection that indicated mild
puzzlement, if not worry. But The Kingbird was

already firing télépathie questions and orders at the
group in the cabin.
"You have an air-raft?" he queried them silently.
Before going into action, a war-craft usually discarded the double-pontoons of thin, toughened aluminum which, charged with a highly-buoyant gas, were
slung on the underside of a craft as large as this.
But they had kept their air-raft, it seemed, because
The Heir was on board this ship.
"Into it, then!" commanded The Kingbird. The
group hesitated, looking for confirmation from their
prince. "Quick !" was the télépathie order, as The
Kingbird leveled the flash-pistol. The Heir made
an inarticulate sound, and the officers sprang to
obey. In the hands of this desperate stranger, whose
eyes had the chill of ice and whose mental processes
leaped ahead of theirs, they had become as children.
One of them lifted a trap-door in the deck, and
then ail stood back respectfully for The Heir to
descend first. As the distraught prince sought to
do so, The Kingbird gripped his arm.
"You stay with me!"
His words showered the
group with a mental barrage. "His life dépends
upon your quick obedience," The Kingbird told
them. He could feel the arm of the royal captive
shaking. Still, one of the officers demurred ; but it was
significant that he did not utter his complaint aloud.
"We are above the sea," said his thoughts. "We
shall drown
"
"Highness!"
The voice again ! Suspicion, alarm was in it.
The Kingbird's features hardened. He faced the
hésitant officer.
"You dare not take such a chance?" he began.
"Very well, then
" The flash-pistol was turned
full on the face of the crown prince.
But the first of the group had dropped through
the trap-door, and his action broke the résistance
of the others. The Kingbird slammed down the
trapdoor, and an instant later the big plane jerked
upward slightly ; there was a muffled cry which ended
abruptly, and The Kingbird knew that he stood
alone with his royal captive.
The voice from the radiophone spoke no more,
but The Kingbird, peering through an observationport nearest him, saw that a change was taking place
in the enemy flect—the ships were slowing down.
massing to right and left of the royal plane.
With no fear of The Heir, the buccaneer jumped
for the controls. The big plane speeded up, overtook
the enemy ships, was at the forefront of the immensely long line. And when this happened, he
jammed the controls hard over.
Instantly the great machine banked sharply, swung
half around and, gathering speed quickly once more,
went charging at right angles at the nearest enemy
machine. The Heir was pawing at The Kingbird in
sudden terror, but the next moment the sky-pirate
was driving him aft, and out of the cabin. Ùp over
the gunwale of the small plane they scrambled, and
The Kingbird kicked at the lever controlling the
vacuum-cups which fastened his craft to the doomed
ship below.
A lurch, and the little plane was free. The Kingbird, brain and muscles working at top speed, sent
his machine into a volplane. Yet as they went down,
with the frantic prisoner literally hanging on for his
life. the buccaneer caught a glimpse of a dramatic
thing taking place in the air above.
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The enemy planes were striving desperately to
escape from the terrible fate about to overtake them.
There was no time to consider what had happened ;
it was merely apparent that the plane of The Heir
was beyond control and, laden with its atomic bombs,
was coming at them like an aroused démon. Like a
flock of birds startled by a swooping hawk, they
broke formation, darting this way and that.
So skilled were their aviators, that it seemed the
purpose would be accomplished ; but luck deserted
them at the last moment. One side-slipping plane
hooked a wing-tip into that of a neighbor ; and other
machines, driving close behind in the race with death,
were forced to change course. Within the space of
a second, they became a wildly disordered mass—
and the careening plane of The Heir struck full in
the center of them. The Kingbird saw an astonishing thing happen.
What seemed like a broken cloud obscured the
spot for a moment, and then the air was clear. But
where more than two score great enemy ships had
been milling an instant before, there was nothing but
space. There had been no flash, no sound of an
explosion ; nothing more than a single vaporous puff,
as the atomic bombs, jarred by the collision, had
been set off, consuming everything they had touched.
The Kingbird shuddered, suddenly sick at the pit
of his stomach.
And now consternation ran the length of the
mighty rank. Nearer and nearer, the flight was approaching the American defenders; but for the
moment the attackers were numbed by the thought
that The Heir was gone, and with him a number of
the finest war-craft. What would The Autocrat, the
royal father, say and do when he learned of it ? Not
an officer in that vast armada who did not blanch
at thought of it.
Y ET The Heir's death could be avenged ! With
his own radiophone switched on now, The Kingbird heard commands going from ship to ship, as
some ranking officer took charge. Only the sudden
confusion of the enemy, and his own swift drop
earthward had saved The Kingbird from discovery.
Down the long line of the flight. pale beams, like
ghostly fingers, crept forth, groping for victims.
He saw one of these death-rays touch an American
machine that was well out in front; saw it crumple,
and go down, glowing at white heat. It seemed that
his hopes went down with it, for surely there could
be no withstanding such a terrible force as this.
Now the two forces were fairly engaged. Flickering here and there among the American machines
went the hostile death-rays; but so close had the
opposing squadrons corne together that occasionally
the enemy's death-rays caught one of its own craft.
But the Americans were not escaping these deadly
shafts of light. Now and then the gloom of the
heavens would be lightened by the sudden glow of a
stricken plane : and the machine, with its crew dead
in a heat of more than seven thousand degrees Centigrade, would describe a curve earthward like a
gleaming cornet.
Yet of a sudden the odds of the battle clearly being
carried against the defenders up to this point, swung
back. As the American machines closed in, queer
things began happening to the enemy. The hostile
machines, driving ahead or hanging poised in air,
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would abruptly hurtle down, end over end, and then
crumple.
The Kingbird thrilled at sight of it. America had
given her military secrets to the world as rapidly as
her scientists had perfected them, yet she was not
utterly destitute of défensive tactics. The Kingbird
knew that he was witnessing a démonstration of the
new vacuum-grenades, as yet in an expérimental
stage, and not fully developed to a point where their
discovery would be made public. It was known that
when shot from magnetic guns at close range, they
created a perfect vacuum in a radius of several hundred feet from where they exploded. The sudden
change from normal air pressure to a perfect vacuum,
and the ensuing concussion when the air-envelope
collapsed again, would be fatal to any human being.
A plane, relieved suddenly of supporting air-pressure, would drop—to crumple when it again struck
the wall of air as though it had smashed on a rock.
Heavy détonations that came to The Kingbird's ears,
as the air rushed again into the vacuum, told him that
his guess was correct.
Yet there could not be many vacuum-grenades on
hand ; there had not been time to manufacture them
in quantities. Already, The Kingbird saw, the fury
of the defense was waning; once more the tide of
battle was going with the invaders. Yet both sides
were losing planes ; wrecked machines were fairly
raining out of the air, but the Americans were vastly
outnumbered.
These things he saw during that fearful plunge
toward earth ; but now he leveled out, with some
three thousand feet still to go, and swung well to
one side of the danger zone, which was immediately
below where the battle was going on. As he came
around in a wide loop, he sensed that the suprême
moment of the struggle had corne ; that in his hands
lay the balance of power in this sanguinary conflic-t,
and if he could use it, ail debts he might owe his
country would be repaid.
He shut off the flight-motors, and with helicopters going, holding the plane poised in air, he turned
to the royal captive who, apparently, was near the
point of collapse. But the grim intensity of The
Kingbird, as he faced the prince, was like a deluge
of cold water which shocked the captive back into
normality. With a sort of fascinated hcrror, The
Heir stared at the flash-pistol which the buccaneer
pointed toward him.
"I give you five seconds to décidé," said The Kingbird calmly. "Stop this battle, or
" and he fingered the flash-pistol suggestively. He had fallen
back upon actual speech, to make his demand more
emphatic, having snapped off the radiophone so that
he would not be overheard.
The Heir lifted terror-stricken eyes to his captor.
The prince understood what a ray-pistol did, and he
believed that it was such a weapon that was now
trained upon him. But—stop this battle? When his
royal father had planned for years for this very
thing? It was too much ! He'd die first.
"Then die you shall," said The Kingbird, reading
the other's thoughts. "Humanity will be the better
for it. And the spawn of your dynasty dies with
you." He raised the pistol until the thing pointed
directly at the prince's eyes.
"First, I blind you," said The Kingbird. meaning
every word of it, "and then we both die. We'll crash
with the plane when it goes down, and they'II find
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your body on the soil of the country you have sought
to destroy. Compose your thoughts now, for they
are to be your last !"
HIS own face had become strained, drawn, and
be saw a like expression reflected in the face
of The Heir. It was a contest between two wills—
and one was strong and the other weak. Yet the
prince fought against the thing; fought a fear that
was seemingly at that moment greater than fear of
death—the realization that he would have to face his
terrible old father, and confess.
What would The Autocrat say? How would he
choose between victory and his son's safety? If The
Heir died, the dynasty would end—would The Autocrat choose that rather than forego triumph at this
moment? Almost The Heir blubbered as he considered it.
His father loved him! Better than ail else in the
world. Besides, this war was not of The Heir's
choosing ; he had opposed it from the start. A flush
of indignation swept over him as he reflected that
this terrible prcdicament had been forced on him
against his will. If his father had not been so headstrong, this would never have occurred.
Life was sweet—and more precious than a kingdom. And this sky-pirate who confronted him was
determined. Ah, yes, The Heir must consider the
future of his people ; the dynasty must not end. Not
though he must pay such a humiliating price as this.
And so résistance went out of him ; and The Kingbird, reading his thoughts, snapped on the radiophone, indicating it with a gesture. Nervously, The
Heir faced the transmitter; and The Kingbird could
not help smiling grimly as this scion of décadent
royalty struck a pompons attitude.
"Marshals, attention!" he cried. "It is I, The
Heir!"
Silence in the cabin of the Httle plane, while to
the ears of both men came the intermittent thunders
from aloft which told of the awful conflict going
on. "Marshals !" cried The Heir louder, and stamped
his foot impatiently, "I will have you listen to me.
It is I, THE HEIR!"
The rumbling in the heavens lulled a little. The
Heir's language was The Kingbird's own ; thoughttransference had long ago made ail longues one, for
the mind speaks in universal terms. Then, suddenly,
a voice boomed in the cabin:
"Highncss?"
The same heavy intonations The Kingbird had
heard before.
"Aye, Herenye!" cried The Heir joyfully. "It
is your prince !"
"God !" came back instantly the reply, in awed
tones. "Yet we saw your plane go to destruction!"
The Heir smiled in superior fashion, as though he
could recount a clever exploit of his own.
"You saw the plane crash, Herenye, but I was not
on board. I shall tell you the story later.
"Attention, now! This is very important. It is
my wish that you cease fighting. Withdraw !"
"Highness!" Shocked surprise, disbelief were in
the voice. The Heir scowled, plainly irritated.
"Dumbhead!" he cried. "You heard my command! I mean it. sir!"
"Highness! We have the enemy beaten! They
are still fighting—stubborn dogs, they do not seem
to know when they are whipped !—but we are rapidly

wiping them out. The unexpectedness of our attack
has caught them napping. And soon we shall rain
fire on their cities. I cannot believe that Highness
would put aside victory when it is already within our
grasp !"
The Heir fairly quivered in his rage and anxiety.
"Stupid sheep! I have told you. Is not that
enough, son of a pig?
"My orders, Marshal Herenye! You shall obey.
God, man, I plead with you ! It means my life.
Cease fighting !" He screamed the last words.
Almost a sob came back from the old air commander.
"It shall be as you say, Highness. You are suprême in command here. But I beg of you to remember, when His Majesty, your august father,
holds me to account, that I obeyed promptly, although
against my will. It shall be as you say—and, thank
God, you are safe!"
Silence again, and The Heir leaned weakly against
a stanchion, head bowed. Then, from the receiver,
came a peculiar droning sound. It began on a low
note, and soared up the scale to a swelling, highpitched crescendo. To The Kingbird's fanciful mind
at that moment, it seemed like the enemy's wail of
despair.
"The recall," said The Heir quietly. "You have
won, sir!"
IT was chill in the upper air-lanes, and lonely, but
The Kingbird was content. As he hung poised
up there, he could observe the endless streams of
aircraft flowing beneath him—pleasure-craft, freight
and passenger-carriers, and occasionally a swift
police-plane in somber gray. He remarked to himself that so far he had observed no luxurious and
costly air-yacht which promised booty ; on such as
these he preyed, but the shock of the recent war,
even though the latter had lasted but twenty-four
hours, probably had yet to wear off before the overwealthy would résumé their normal ways.
Since morning he had been hanging up there in
the sky, so high that he could not be observed on
earth. Since sending The Heir to earth in a parachute, to be held as hostage until the final détails of
peace should be worked out, he had resumed his old
station ; there to remain, even though the radio newsservices ail day had been crying of his exploit,
hailing him as "The Man Who Won the War." The
Kingbird heard it with a grim smile, but gave little
heed to it. Probably this sudden adulation of him
as a hero was no more than a trick of McLaughlin's.
The chief of the flying police was doubtless playing a
game to get The Kingbird into his hands, to answer
for a long list of offenses against society. The aerial
news-service had asked that The Kingbird make himself known, to receive the homage of a grateful
nation; for The Heir himself had recounted the exploit and described his captor, and old McLaughlin
had supplied the identification. Neverthcless, the
aerial buccaneer continued to remain shyly aloft.
Now the radio told the latest news. "Full Amnesty Promised." The Kingbird straightened up as
he heard it. Even McLaughlin, with ail his tricks,
could scarcely go behind that offer. "Amnesty!"
That meant freedom to go and corne as he chose.
An end to this ceaseless game of Fox and Hounds.
The thought thrilled him.
At the controls once more, he went shooting earth-
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ward. It had been years since he had renounced bis
status in law-abiding society ; it would be good to
claim it once more, to be what the world called an
honest man. To look McLaughlin straight in the
eye, and smile. Amnesty! It was worth trying, and
he'd claim it.
But at that instant, he spied immediately belovv
him a large and rich-appearing plane, moving
leisurely through the air. Its refinements were such
that they fairly shouted wealth. Aboard it were
pleasure-seekers, doubtless, the nation's wealthy—
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easy prey for such a skilled freebooter of the skies
as The Kingbird. Money, jewels, valuable furnishings—there was no telling what booty the plane
might give up. At sight of it, The Kingbird quivered like a hunting-dog which strikes the hot scent
of game.
The next second his plane went shooting along in
pursuit of the other. After ail, he was a sky-pirate,
and could never be anything else, until the game was
played out. McLaughlin's amnesty would have to
wait.

THE END
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By Ray Cummings
(Concludcd)
The Sky Travelers on Earth Again
THEY landed, after a careful reconnoiter, within
a few hundred feet of where they had started.
As they stepped from the vehicle to that earth upon
which Ameena had never before set foot, Bill Hawkins' apple trees were in plain sight in the moonlight.
Instantly Tubby remembcred his wonderful gift
which had brought Sir Isaac's Inter-planetary vehicle
into material being. The thought of it had never
crossed his mind since the first few minutes after
their departure from Earth. How foolish ail their
perturbation over the Martian attack ! Why ail they
need have donc was corne home, and Tubby could
have wished that ail the Martians and Mercurians
would drop dead as fast as they landed !
Tubby explained ail this excitedly to his friends.
Sir Isaac frowned.
"1 thought of that," he said. "But I could not be
concerned in trickery like that. My public would not
stand for it. We had a scientific problem to solve,
and we solved it with science—quite reasonably and
properly."
Tubby nodded acquiescence ; but his eyes were
sparkling as he regarded Bill Hawkins' apple
orchard.
"Ail right, perfessor. But l'tn goin' to get revenge
on this guy Hawkins anyway. You do fhings your
way—I do them my way. Come on over an' let's see
them apples turn rotten."
Sir Isaac was greatly annoyed. "I beg of you not
to. It is childish. To engage in such foolishness,
after ail our scientific adventures
"
"You did that onc't," Tubby suddenly accused.
"An' when you wrote how you did it, you signed that
there Wells name. I read it."
Sir Isaac flushed. "Yes, I did," he admitted, with
some heat. "1 did descend once to such an unplausihle trick—and l've been sorry for it ever since.
l've been trying to live it down. I—Tubby. you'll
only bring disaster upon yourself—upon ail of us.
Forget that ability you have. Don't ever
"
"I ain't goin' to forget it," Tubby persisted

doggedly. "1 wish ail Bill Hawkins' apples was
rottin' on the trees. I wish
"
A diabolical memory of that similar situation Sir
Isaac had once conceived under his favorite "Herbert
George" name came to Tubby.
Tubby's Wishing Power Gets Him Into Trouble
UT WISH the earth was revolvin' twice as fast as
_/ usual, so Bill Hawkins' house would fly off in
the air," he intoned.
Ameena flung lier arms about his neck ; Sir Isaac
gave a cry of terror. A fearful gale of wind came
roaring down upon them. Stones, sticks, every
manner of flying missile, whistled by.
Sir Isaac, shouting something incohérent, flung
himself prone upon the ground. Tubby gripped a
tree-trunk to hold himself from blowing away;
Ameena clutched him in terror.
In the midst of the hurricane Bill Hawkins' house
was standing finn. Suddenly madness possessed
Tubby.
"I wish the Earth was revolvin' ten times as fast!
I wish
"
Sir Isaac's body left the ground, hurtling into the
air like a bullet. Tubby swung one arm around
Ameena, and one about the tree-trunk. He felt like
a balloon tugging at its leash. The wind was a
cyclone. A house went sailing through the air—Bill
Hawkins' house.
"Tubby ! Don't, Tubby !"
The girl's appealing cry frightened Tubby. A
flying billet of wood struck him viciously on the
shoulder. He tried desperately to think of something
to stop this horrible cataclysm.
"1 wish—" he murmured. "I wish I hadn't never
been able to wish nothin'. I wish l'd forget ail about
havin' donc this. I toish
"
The clink of the poker chips was incessant—
annoying. Tubby stared across the smoke-laden room
at the three men under the circle of light. He remembcred dimly that they had been arguing, and sat
up abruptly.
"As I was sayin', Jake," he announced. "1 got a
idea that this here Edge of Space
"

THE END
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Fleckner's magie rays swept this vast océan frora end to end, Rnally locating the vessel wrecked on a South Sea Island. ... In a rage.
Tom Priestley turned on the inventer and consigned his fortune to limbo. Holding his pistol at the inventor's head, he ordered him . . .
to hurl our images between the refugees and the bandits and told every one to shoot and brandish weapons.
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But up to six o'clock that evening the Priestley
fortune, one of the biggest individual estâtes left in
A Corner on Privacy
the country after nearly a century of heavy inheritance taxation, had been considered immune. The
ilROFESSOR FLECKNER'S f a m o u s lawyers of the estate had exhibited to the inquisitive
coup in which he secured a corner on the news-hounds a document of assent bearing the sigprivacy of the world is still a nightmare natures of every known descendant of old Priestley.
memory to most men past middle-age.
Then came rumor declaring the Priestley lawyers
It was in the opening year of the twenty- had just learned that a cousin of young Tom Priestfirst century and proved to be a véritable reign of ley, Maurice Fairweather, who had disappeared years
terror, a world-wide fear inspired by the evil genius before and had been reported dead. had as a matter
of one man.
of fact lived to marry and leave three children who
The world has never before known by what means were now adults and scattered over the face of the
the terror passed. One day the inventor capitulated globe. As it was manifestly too late to get the sigwithout apparent reason and without explanation. natures of these descendants of his grandfather, Tom
To-day the younger génération, using his great in- Priestley, if the rumor proved true, would enter the
vention as a matter-of-fact necessity of ordinary twenty-first century a pauper.
life, have almost forgotten that the great Fleckner
I was assigned to hunt up young Priestley. He
ever played a rôle other than that of one of the bene- was not at home and I was sent from pillar to post
factors of his race.
on his trail, shooting up and down town in the movI was a young newspaper man then. It was my ing subway sidewalks of Broadway and the Drive
rare privilège to peer behind the scenes and witness for over an hour before I located him in Professor
a secret draina that ultimately swept from the stage Fleckner's laboratory beyond Cîetty Square.
that sordid spectacle which was for a brief time enAt first I was refused admission. A vigilant
acted with an unwilling world as audience.
young woman, the old inventor's secretary, peered
I was admitted to the wings at the very opening at me sidewise from under a greçn eyeshade and
of this dual drama. Then it was that I first met declared positively that the professor was conducting
Thomas Priestley, the helpless partner in Fleckner's an experiment before a group of his friends and
plot, who. so unjustly shared for a time the oppro- must not be disturbed. I was a dashing youngster
brium heaped upon the inventor. The intimate then and prided myself on having a way with the
friendship between myself and Tom Priestley which ladies. But that eye-shade baffled me. I couldn't
began at that mémorable watch night party of tell whether the wearer was young or only fairly so,
December 31, 1999, was life-long. From his lips I pretty or otherwise, impressionable or not. I made
learned such part of this secret history as I did not no headway until I hinted that Mr. Priestley was in
personally witness. To him I pledged secrecy during danger. Then she showed sudden anxiety and an
his lifetime and that of his colleague.
agitation that struck me at the time as not entirely imBut Fleckner has been dead these thirty years. personal. Thus encouraged I grew more determined.
Now within the présent month, Tom Priestley has
The professor had a night-watch party on, and
followed him. It is perany gathering at the famitted me then. in my old
i
mous Fleckner laboratory
âge, to give this taie to the
was in itself a story of
rHERE is no dotibl thaï this story is one of Ihe sorts. For this inventor of
public in vindication of the
most absorbing scicnlifiction laies that has apfcared
memory of my dead in recent years. Suppose it veere possible lo conslruct a the deadly violet ray defriend.
sort of radio télévision apparat us by means of which y on, stroyer, which was then
Early that New Year's could spy upon every one. anywhere in the world. There fatuously considered a
Eve an exclusive tip had would be no more secrets. It would be praclically im- guarantee of universal
possible to carry on business, and Ihe world would
corne in to the city room speedily becotne disorganised and panic would reign. peace, had in the last year
of the New York Planet, This is the theme of "Treasures of Tanlalus," and Ihe achieved renewed public
where 1 was employed at welTknown and fanions author has mode Ihe most of the notice by perfecting the
the time. that the $20,000,- idea. Now that télévision has aclually been accomplishcd, first economical means of
author's idea, while of course not yet realised, is not
000 fortune of young Tom Ihe
so impossible as il ma y appcar. IV h u can tell that this taking power direct from
Priestley, left him by his very thing may not corne to pass in time lo corne? But the atmosphère, an invengrandfather's will a few outsidc of Ihe scicnli fie accomplishment of the story, y ou tion that has since elimimonths before was in will find it to be a thriller of the first magnitude. There nated the use of coal and
is hardi y a page that docs not brislle with excitemenl. water power. I didn't projeopardy.
The new Fédéral Inherpose, therefore, to be
itance Law went into effect
thwarted by a fcmale Certhat night at midnight. By its provisions, ail in- berus behind a ridiculous shield of celluloïd. Later
heritances reverted to the State unless previous to
1 was to view that green eye-shade with much more
that hour every descendant of the testator in each respect, but for the moment it merely annoyed me
case should sign an agreement to the ternis of the greatly. She yielded at length and sent in my carcl.
The fact that Priestley responded to the imporwill.
The law, whose purpose was to curb the concen- tunities of a mere reporter and left even for a matration of huge fortunes, was working many fantastic nient the epoch-making démonstration that was takand dramatic results. Newspaper offices had been ing place in the laboratory, made Tom Priestley solid
busy ever since the Président attached his signature with me from then on. Fnrther than that. he greeted
to the measure, combing over the titles to ail con- me with smiling good nature when he entered the
spicuous fortunes, and our columns had teemed for anteroom.
But this, as I learned later, was typical of Tom
weeks with sensational yarns.
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Priestley, always générons and courteous to a fault.
I was strongly attracted to him the moment I savv
him. He was about thirty years old at the time, and
his tall, well-knit body was in perfect condition from
constant athletic exercise at collège.
Now his face, under his faint smile of greeting,
showed distinct worried lines that convinced me of
the truth of the rumor I had corne to verify.
"Mr. Blair," he said, after studying me closely
when I had handed him my card and stated my errand. "I think I can trust you. l'm going to ask
your word that you will report nothing of this to
your editor until I give you permission."
I hesitated, balanced between zeal for my paper
and desire not to annoy this charming chap who very
evidently had trouble enough at présent. In the end
I acquiesced.
"Your report is substantially correct," he went on,
"but I have a bare hope of saving the day. If I
succeed, nothing must be published at présent."
He was silent for a moment as if debating with
himself.
"I think, in view of your promise," he decided finally, "I will ask Professer Fleckner to admit you to
the démonstration he is making inside. You will be
the only newspaper man présent and what you see
will be of great value to you later."
He excused himself and went to consult with the
professer. A moment later he returned with the
old inventer's consent, on condition that again I
pledge secrecy, to which I readily agreed.
What I saw that night gave me the greatest thrill
of my life up to that time, though to my présent
readers it would be the merest every day commonplace.
A few days before Professer Fleckner had reported in confidence to some of his wealthy friends
and hackers that he had ready for démonstration a
radio apparatus that not merely brought the human
voice or any other ordinary sound from the remotest quarter of the globe, but caught the scene and projected it on a screen in front of the operator of the
instrument. But a greater marvel still was the fact
that the instrument needed no transmitting station.
Professer Fleckner could direct the ether rays at any
distant point and immediately the image of a person
at that point appeared life-size on the screen in front
of the operator and his conversation could be overheard as though he stood in the room. Further still,
the image and voice of the operator could be projected out into space so that he seemed to appear in
person a thousand miles away by the mere manipulation of a set of knobs.
So this little group, ail pledged to secrecy, had
assembled on that New Year's Eve to view a démonstration of the first telephonoscope.
Well do I remember my intense amazement, when,
after being told to look out of the window to the
sidewalk some fifty stories below and note the silent
figures moving about there, I suddenly saw a section
of the sidewalk on the screen beside me as though
the room were on the street level and the conversation of passers-by was heard as distinctly as if we
were brushing elbows with them.
It was really no more marvelous than many other
inventions of the last hundred years. The first telegraph and the first téléphoné were as amazing in
their day. The phonograph and the motion picture
seemed like miracles. When men learned to télé-

phoné without wires early in the Twentieth Century
it seemed as though the climax had been reached.
The telephonoscope which carried both voice and
images and could range about at will was really only
a short step farther. The wonder is that it was delayed so long.
There were some amusing épisodes. I remember
that a gentleman from Chicago was présent and was
curions to know what was going on in his home in
that city from which he and his family had been
absent for a week.
On the instant room after room of the Chicago
house opened upon the Screen. Imagine the chagrin
of the Chicago man when he saw his servants holding
a grand hall with half the other servants in the
neighborhood as their guests. Prof essor Fleckner
broke up the party by throwing the image of the
irate householder into their midst.
But ail this is commonplace to my readers and I
will weary you with no more of it.
The climax and real drama of the evening came
when Tom Priestley, who had been watching the
démonstrations with nervous intentness, arose and
told Professer Fleckner that he would back his invention to the extent of his fortune and would in
addition give him personally a fee of one million
dollars if he would sweep the world with his telephonoscope ray and before the stroke of midnight
find and secure signatures from his three second
cousins, thus saving for him the fortune left him
by his grand father.
That the professer succeeded is well known. The
shadow form of Tom Priestley was hurled upon the
world that night with the speed of lightning. Two
of the three had been traced and, without suspecting
the ghostly nature of the image that appeared before
them affixed their signature to the shadow of a hastily
prepared release paper, the signature taking actual
form on this paper in Professer Fleckner's laboratory through the médium of a cunning photograph
lens.
But it was the search for the third man that
proved most baffling and incidentally shed a bright
light on the key-note of the characters of both Tom
Priestley and Professor Fleckner. This man had
sailed on a Pacific steamer some time before and the
vessel had been reported over-due.
Fleckner's magie rays swept this vast océan from
end to end, finally locating the vessel wrecked on a
South Sea Island inhabited by lawless Bolshevic
refugees from the rehabilitated Republic of Russia.
At the moment, the outlaws were about to fall on
the defenseless ship's company and destroy them.
Here Tom Priestley sprang into action. Fleckner
had been experimenting with some new types of firearms for hunting purposes. There were several in
a rack at the side of the laboratory—some loaded.
With these Priestley armed the company in the
laboratory and placed them before the screen. He
directed Fleckner to hurl our images between the
refugees and the bandits and told every one to shoot
and brandish weapons.
Here Fleckner balked. He pointed out that there
was time enough before midnight to hunt out Priestley's cousin from among the refugees and secure his
signature. There was no time to waste saving lives
when $20,000,000 that might be so useful to the
professor was at stake.
In a rage Tom Priestley turned on the inventor
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and consigned his fortune to limbo. Holding his
pistol at the inventor's head he ordered him to perform the rescue regardless of conséquences.
Not till the terrified bandits had been routed and
the survivors of the ship's company were safe did
Tom Priestley think again of his fortune. Then
the clock on the laboratory wall told us it was past
midnight and too late. And yet there was no sign
of regret in Priestley's face as he resigned himself
to the fact.
But then came his reward. Some one remembered suddenly that, owing to différence in time, it
was not yet midnight out there on that Pacific Island.
Again the telephonoscope searched it out and this
time the third and last cousin was found and the
final signature secured. Tom Priestley's fortune was
saved and Professer Fleckner got the financial support that launched his great invention but involved
his backer in such toils that he wished many times
afterward that he had let his wealth and its burden
go by the board.
Ail this, of course, came out afterwards when the
method of obtaining the signatures was tested in
the courts, as my older readers will remember. But
Priestley was upheld.
I well remember my répugnance for the old inventer, after his display of what seemed mere coldhearted avarice. I could hardly bring myself to
shake hands with him when the party broke up.
But I did, and in search of something original to
say by way of congratulation, my longue blundered
on these fatal words:
"Professer Fleckner, you have undoubtedly established a corner on the privacy of the world.
CHAPTER II
A Revolutionary Proposai
IN my petty vanity over an aptly coined phrase
I did not at the moment grasp its full significance. That it was not lost on the old inventer,
however, I realized later to my regret, when, in the
light of subséquent events, I recalled the crafty gleam
that suddenly flashed in his cold gray eyes and the
tightening of his thin slit of a mouth.
Nevertheless I felt distinctly uncomfortable as the
tall, stooping figure hung over me, his claw-like
fingers grasping mine feverishly. Then he dropped
my hand suddenly and rubbed the point of his sharp
chin with his palm for a moment while he looked off
reflectively, then wound up with a flourish of his
fingers through his gray, untrimmed hair.
Then he turned back to me with a grin that showed
a double row of perfect false teeth, making his sallow, smooth-shaven face look like a death's head.
Yet there was for a fleeting instant a faint twinkle
in the deep-set eyes under their shaggy brows. For
Professer Fleckner, along with his faults, possessed
the human grâce of a sense of humor.
"A corner on privacy !" he cackled. "That's pretty
good, young man ! Pretty good !"
As a conséquence, I cannot help feeling to
this day a certain sense of responsibility for the suggestion that struck into the yellow streak in Fleckner's genius and for a time perverted it to grave
mischief. I still believe, however, that he fully intended at that time to make only good use of his
great invention.
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On New Year's afternoon Tom Priestley rather
reluctantly kept an appointment with Fleckner in
his laboratory. They were to talk over the preliminaries of the formation of the company for the
manufacture and sale of the telephonoscope.
From the moment when the old inventor had
shown his willingness to abandon a group of his
fellow men to the murderous band on the island in
order to further his own financial interests, Priestley
regretted his hasty promise to put his fortune back
of a man of such character. He had never known
Fleckner before, but the man's noteworthy achievements and his général réputation had led him to feel
the highest respect for and confidence in the famous
inventor.
Indeed, I cannot discover that the man had ever
before displayed to any extent the greedy phase of
his disposition. It was evidently a latent quality suddenly brought out in its barren hideousness by the
prospect of undreamed-of wealth and vast power.
Priestley for the moment could not avoid a feeling
of aversion for the man. But he had pledged him
his support on impulse, and there was no backing out.
Professer Fleckner however, on account of the
same épisode of the rescue of the shipwrecked refugees, had gotten a vastly increased respect for the
young millionaire, whom before then he had considered merely a rich idler with the usual flabby character of members of that class. Now he recognized
in him a man of strong fiber, and générons and
human impulses. He also recognized a fighter whom
it would be much safer to lead than to oppose. He
trimmed his sails accordingly and so cleverly prepared the way for the proposai he had in mind that
the younger man's distrust weakened somewhat.
Fleckner was ail smiling cordiality when he greeted
his young colleague that afternoon.
"Before we get down to business," he said, "I
want to explain my actions of last evening which
you opposed with such crédit to yourself. l'm afraid
in the excitement of the moment, I appeared in a
rather unfavorable light. I want to say now, though,
that while we both acted on impulse, our impulses
were from différent angles aimed at the same end—
the good of humanity. l'm glad to know l've a
partner whose principles agree so thoroughly with
mine. You met the suprême test, young man, when
you impulsively threw away your fortune, or thought
you did, to save the lives of others."
"l'm afraid I don't quite follow your comparison,"
Priestley replied a little stiffly.
"1 mean, if I may say so, that being an older and
more philosophical man. my humanitarian viewpoint
was a little broader. You saw only the moment and
a little group of your fellow men whose lives were
in danger. I saw ail humanity for générations to
corne whose well-being and happiness were to be
promoted by this instrument of mine and to whom
your wealth was to make it available."
As he spoke his face glowed and his voice rang
with enthusiasm. In spite of himself, Tom Priestley
was moved. He felt his préjudice weakening still
further. Priestley's high-strung, emotional nature
had been played upon skilfully by the wily old man.
"Let me outlîne the plan I have in mind," he went
on. "If I had known beforehand that you would be
willing to back me to the extent of your fortune, I
wouldn't have invited the rest of the group who were
here last night to corne in on it. I prefer to dcal
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with you alone in view of our common purpose.
"But these other gentlemen are in on the thing,
and they should be given some considération in
return for their pledge of secrecy. So I propose this
—that we organize two companies, one to manufacture the instruments, in which you and I wil! be sole
owners, and one to sell and install them together with
other devices of mine, with these other men as stockholders, leaving the controlling interest in my hands.
"That will enable you and me to control absolutely the manufacture of the telephonoscopes giving
no one the right to interféré or ask embarrassing
questions if the instruments are not tumed out as
rapidly as expected."
"But can't we turn them out rapidly, once the
machinery is installed?" asked Priestley, a little bewildered.
"Yes, but we won't, until we have accomplished
certain benevolent missions, which I think you will
agree are more important than the mere making of
money."
"But I had an idea that the great benefit to mankind wau to follow from the practical wiping out
of distance, the abolition of travel for business
reasons, the doing away with our slow and cumbersome mail service and our inadéquate téléphoné and
telegraph System," Priestley demurred.
"Eventually, yes, but first we must educate the
public to its use. It means new demands on the selfrestraint of humanity. For do you realize, my boy,
that distance with its attendant restraints and inconveniences is not the only thing we have wiped out?
We have virtually abolished secrecy."
He paused to let that startling statement sink in.
Priestley gasped as its significance struck him for
the first time. The younger man had not overheard my casual remark to Fleckner the previous
evening. He had been so absorbed then and since
in other angles of the problem that this phase had
not occurred to him.
"Think of it," the inventer went on. "My telephonoscope rays pierce any wall, however thick, at
any distance, day or night, record any sight, hear the
slightest whisper. The darkness of night is no protection. Distance offers no immunity. A man's inmost chamber affords no guarantee that his most
vital secrets will not be searched out and spread
broadeast if he dares whisper them to another or
places them in writing."
The young man was listening eagerly now. His
alert mind was leaping far ahead of the professor's
argument.
"Have you ever stopped to think what a part
secrecy plays in this world of ours ?" Fleckner went
on, warming to his subject and pacing the floor excitedly. "If men could not have met and plotted
unseen, where would have been the secret diplomacy,
that breeder of international strife, which up to a
half century ago kept the world bathed in blood, and
now threatens again to invade the councils of our
League of Nations? Think of the corruption in our
internai politics, the plundering of our cities by
scheming politicians, by which little groups of rascals plotting in secret were able to reach their hands
into the pockets of the citizens and escape uncaught !
"Would the world ever have suffered from the
oppression of predatory business combinations, if it
had been impossible for secret agreements and conspiracies against business rivais to remain secret?

And think of the multitude of individual crimes,
premeditated murder, robbery, blackmail, and ail the
other illégal acts that still keep our courts busy.
Ninety per cent of these would be impossible if the
perpetrator's secret préparations were at any moment
likely to be laid open for ail and sundry to read."
"Quite true !" Priestley assented.
"We have thought at various times in the last
century we had finally curbed many of these evils,"
the inventer continued. "The League of Nations,
we said, had finally ended war, especially since my
violet-ray destroyer, the common property of ail
countries, has made it inévitable that another world
war would practically wipe out the race. But lately
there have been new bickerings among the nations.
A month ago a minority section of the World Council withdrew after heated debate and went into secret
session. A little later the council itself officially held
an executive session for the first time in fifty years
to consider the crisis, and refused to give out the
news of it afterward. Secrecy again.
"We allowed big business to go on and grow in
efficiency, but curbed its power by wise restraining
laws in the interest of the public which well-disposed business men accepted gladly. But the evilly
disposed found ways to get the best of these laws
by secret agreement again. Lately these conditions
have grown worse, until the labor question we
thought settled long ago is again threatening trouble.
We curbed the predatory politician only to find he
still continues to plot in secret. We think we have
solved the problem of humane and effective treatment of criminals, but secret crime still flourishes.
"In other words, secrecy is the root from which
these and many other evils spring. We hold in our
hands the instrument of its destruction. We can
keep our own secret for the présent in order that
we may strike a blow at evil secrecy. We'll hunt out
a number of notable examples and show them up to
the world at large.
"We'll punish some of these evil-doers who have
kept within the letter of the law, with that most
effective weapon, publicity. We'll teach the world
a dramatic object-lesson, and then when the lesson
is thoroughly driven home we'll give the public an
instrument for its continued enforcement. To release it sooner would be most dangerous. Do you
see ?"
Priestley was by now drinking in every word with
eager interest. His ïdealistic nature was thoroughly
aroused and his distrust of the scientist was lulled to
sleep.
"Of course I see !" he exclaimed eagerly, "We'll
pick out nest after nest of international troublemakers, political shysters, business crooks, and ordinary criminals. We'll spy on their plans, take pictures and phonograph records of their secret meetings, and publish the results where they'11 do the
most good. We'll put gang after gang out of business. What enormous good we can do, and what
sport !"
"You have the idea exactly," Fleckner assented.
"What a catastrophe it would be if this machine
were in the hands of an unscrupulous man !" Priestley went on, suddenly struck by a new thought.
"What a chance for a scoundrel to make a huge fortune by blackmail or by stock deals with inside information, or by political intrigue ! It's a dangerous
weapon in the wrong hands. It's ail very well for
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us, with benevolent purpose, to attack evil secrecy;
but secrecy is only one side of the shield.
"The other side is personal privacy, a thing as
legitimate and as dear to humanity as personal liberty.
Think of a Peeping Tom with a telephonoscope !
Imagine the state of mind of each of us when we
became aware that at no time day or night could
we be sure that we were not exposed to the gaze
of one or more strangers !"
"Yes, the world needs an object-Iesson in that
phase of it also," commented the inventor.
After further discussion they drew up tentative
articles of agreement and arranged to meet a lawyer
on the following day and make préparations for
Fédéral incorporation.
I saw Tom Priestley later that evening, and on a
sudden impulse he took me completely into his confidence. After reporting his conversation with Professer Fleckner, he added :
"1 want you to follow this closely. It will be the
chance of a lifetime for you. I trust you to keep
it ail to yourself until the time cornes to write it up.
When that time does corne it will make your réputation, and for us it will insure a correct and adéquate
report of what lias taken place."
But neither of us, as we parted that evening
dreamed of the tangled web into which we had been
drawn and how bitterly we would repent the part
we had pledged ourselves to play.
CHAPTER III
A War on Secrecy
IT was on January 2, 2000 A. D., that Professer
Fleckner's famous war on secrecy was begun.
It was a bitterly cold winter day, and the subway sidewalks were crowded with the throngs who
avoided the open air as much as possible. Since
the completion of our universal, double-decked subway System under ail New York's streets ten years
before, the city administration had stopped bothering to clear away snow, as the upper levels were
practically abandoned in winter. For several days
now they had been quite impassable.
Even the subways, however, were cold and drafty
for once, and as I started for the Fleckner Laboratories, ï remember a feeliag of comfortable superiority at the thought that in a few minutes I would be
enjoying the privilège of practically visiting any section of the city I wished, while actually still sitting
in a warm and comfortable room.
I had been summoned there by Tom Priestley in
a manner distinctly startling, in spite of my previous
introduction to the novel method.
I had been sleeping late as usual, as is a morning
newspaperman's custom. My rooms, on the inner
court of the sixty-first floor of the Riverdale Apartment Hôtel, were certainly inaccessible enough. I
had locked my door and transom with the usual caution. The window opening on the fire-escape still
remained securely fastened.
Yet I was suddenly awakened from a sound sleep
by a voice at my very bedside, calling my name
sharply. I sat boit upright, instantly wide awake
and staring about me in amazement. There was no
one in the room. Doors and windows were apparently undisturbed.
At once I decided that I had been having an
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unusually vivid dream, and lay down again in disgust after glancing at my wall clock and noting
that I was due for two hours more of solid slumber.
"Blair! Blair! Wake up !" came the voice again.
I sat up once more, rubbed my eyes, and pinched
myself to make sure I was really conscious. There
seemed to be no doubt of that. The room looked
perfectly natural, and I was absolutely alone.
Then I nearly jumped out of bed in amazement.
Tom Priestley suddenly stood by my side. grinning
down at me.
"You look surprised, old man," he laughed.
"Surprised !" I managed to stammer. "You nearly
scared me to death! How did you manage to get
in here, and where were you hiding yourself when
I first woke up?"
"l'm not in here at ail," was his reply. "Pm up
in Professer Fleckner's laboratory, about five miles
away. Fm merely giving you a little lesson in the
futility of privacy since the invention of the telephonoscope. I wanted you to see how it seems to
be on the other end of the instrument. I apologize
duly for the intrusion, but I wanted to ask you if
you could run up here in about an hour from now.
We're going to try our first experiment in our war
on secrecy, and we need your suggestions."
"I certainly will," I responded, jumping out of
bed and grahbing at my clothes.
In the same instant, Priestley's image vanished,
and I realized for the first time that I was trembling
from nervous shock.
"They'II have to be careful how they work that
stuff on people with weak hearts," I thought as I
threw on my clothes without stopping for my bath.
Professer Fleckner greeted me cordially when I
arrived. The old man was standing on a step-ladder
in the center of the octagonal room in which his complicated instrument was housed, tinkering industriously with the network of wires and coils that
were attached to the ceiling. Priestly sat on a high
stool near him, handing him instruments.
As the old fellow turned his huge dome of a head
toward me and peered at me out of his big glasses,
his long legs spread apart to keep his balance and
his long arms stretched to the ceiling, he reminded
me of a great spider with Priestley playing the
rôle of fly.
"Pm tightening things up a little," he explained, as
he climbed down from his perch a moment later
and tried the levers of the control-board that stood
opposite the screen. "We had a little trouble with it
New Year's Eve, you remember, and we can't afford
to have any break this time. The instrument isn't
fool-proof yet, by any means.
"We need your help, Mr. Blair," he went on.
"We're going to get after our elusive criminal éléments first, and Mr. Priestley tells me that as a
newspaperman you have made quite a study of criminology. What is the situation in New York to-day,
and where shall we start? We've had some pretty
serîous crimes lately, in spite of the boast of Professer Donald, our police commissioner, that ail the
known criminals in the country are confined on the
reform farms."
"Well," I said, "what I have to tell you is partly
from observation and reading and partly guesswork.
I hope, though, that your marvelous instrument
will give me a chance to turn my guesses into positive knowledge.
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"Professer Donald is doubtless right, or practically so. We've proved in the last hundred years
that the criminal is a man or woman with a defective
type of mind. We stopped the foolish practise of
punishing him by shutting him up in unhealthful
cells for long or short terms, according to his crime,
and have been separating him from normal society
on our reform farms, where he earns his own living
and lives as normally as possible. If he's cured, he's
released. If not, he stays there for life.
"The trouble is, though, that the test of normality
isn't infallible. There is a residuum of high-grade
defectives, so well educated and clever, that they
have not revealed their criminal bent. To that is
added a group pronounced cured, who tend to slip
back when under wrong influences.
"Now, the thing l've noticed for years, comparing
présent conditions with history, is that the thousand
and one minor crimes and many more serious ones
that were traced to single individuals formerly, have
almost entirely disappeared, along with the old-time
low-browed policeman and his club. The crimes
l've studied for the last ten years have been almost
entirely occasional big master-strokes, huge robberies, utterly mysterious murders, and the like. And
not onei?f them has ever been satisfactorily solved.
"Of course, we've donc away with the motives
and causes of most minor crimes. Our modem
économie System has largely wiped out poverty
among normal people and its tendency to promote
theft. The control of alcohol and drugs and the
establishment of universally healthful living conditions have checked crimes of violence, and so on.
But these modem crimes seem to be inspired by
individuals whose identity remains hidden, but who
have spécifie groups under their control.
"I believe that just as modem business is run
in huge combinations, though properly controlled
by the people through the state, modem crime has
become a highly specialized enterprise united in a
great trust, controlled by a little group of criminal
feniuses, with perhaps one super-criminal at its head.
believe if we break into the secrecy of this criminal
underworld, at any point, with- the telephonoscope
and trace out its ramifications, we'll unearth and
destory the whole system.
"Now, such a system must have headquarters and
various rendezvous, private houses, innocent-appearing business offices, restaurants, or other unsuspected
places. I don't doubt there are gambling-houses and
other disorderly places still, but not even a suspicion
has been lodged against any definite locality in ail
of twenty years. Find such a place, and we'd doubtless find it also a meeting-point for members of the
crime trust.
"This isn't ail guesswork. You remember the famous half confession of Roebling, the man convicted
of the North Side Trust Company robbery twelve
years ago. He insisted he had handed his loot intact
over to some one whose very name he did not know,
and that he was getting an annual salary and a small
percentage of his stealings for his regular work as a
safe-cracker. That's ail they ever got out of him,
as he died soon after conviction. Ever since, police
and newspapermen have been probing for the men
higher up. at whom he hinted.
"In the old days, seventy-five or even fifty years
ago, when we followed the ridiculous custom of
allowing well-known criminals to run at large after

one prison term had expired and no actual proof
of a new crime existed, it would have been easy
with your telephonoscope to run them down in their
haunts, listen to their conversations with their pals,
and in no time unearth a new plot and implicate the
whole bunch.
"Now the known criminals are ail shut up and
not a place in the city is under even the vaguest suspicion of being a haunt of the unknown men who
are occasionally pulling oflr these big jobs. So you
see, we're rather up against it in getting a start."
I had been thus tlfinking aloud, hoping that my
thoughts would lead to some practical suggestion,
but I reached the end of my little string of ideas,
no nearer an idea of real value than when I began.
We ail sat in thoughtful silence for a few minutes.
"You believe this criminal syndicale may be recruited by an occasional criminal pronounced cured
and released and who has since suffered a relapse?"
asked Priestley.
"Yes. I say that because Roebling, of the North
Side Trust Company robbery, was such a case. The
known cases have been very few in recent years, to
be sure, but several graduâtes from Ossining Farm
have been sent back, fortunately, before they had
committed any serious offense. The superintendent,
Dr. Zeigler, tends to be a little lax in passing on discharges. He's a little too sentimental for his job, in
my opinion."
"Why not pick out some graduâtes from there
and shadow them?" Priestley suggested.
"Fine!" I exclaimed. "That's the answer. We'll
make a start by running down recent Ossining Farm
releases. Can your instruments get at records such
as card-files and closed books, Professer Fleckner?"
"Certainly," he replied. "l've been experimenting
with that trick. It takes a nice adjustment of the
rays to separate out a single page of a book, but
l've become quite skilful at it."
"Let's turn it on the executive offices up at Ossining then, for some recent discharges."
Fleckner stepped to the control-board, switched
on the current, and presently the northern section of
Westchester Borough began flying in panorama
across the screen. The rows of towering apartments
with their roof-gardens and wide parkways gave way
to detached suburban homes, and in a moment ended
at a broad boulevard a little beyond where the historié town of Sing Sing once lay before ail that
région became a part of Greater New York City.
The other side of this boulevard, which ran inland
several miles from the Hudson River, was lined
with a high fence of steel wicker work, with sentry
towers at regular intervais. Beyond lay a broad
sweep of beautiful open country, parkland from
which peeped attractive cottages and intensively cultivated fields. Here and there in the center of a
garden lay a large building of simple, graceful architecture, one of the factories of Ossining Farms.
We were looking upon one of the most up-to-date
institutions of détention in the world, a striking contrast to the grim, gray prison that once marred the
landscape of the beautiful river valley near this
point.
A moment later, the interior of the file-room of
the executive offices lay on our screen, and while confidential clerks worked over the carefully guarded
pedigrees of the institution's inmates. ail unconscious
of our all-seeing eyes, we were throwing on the
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screen the contents of case after case until we found
the section we wanted, the one which contained the
folders with photographs and historiés of discharged
inniates. For two hours or more we pored over these
pitiful taies of broken and mended lives, now and
then making notes on cases that might be worth following up. Suddenly we came to the photograph of
a face that was strikingly familiar. I bent over to
note the name, and shouted aloud in amazement.
It was that of Judge Theron B. Tanner, one of
the leading and most highly respected members of
the bench in New York City.
CHAPTER IV
At the Riccadona
AFTER my first outburst of astonishment, my
second thought was that I had been misled
Jiy a coincidence in name and resemblance in
features. It could not be possible that one of the
most respected and popular men on the Suprême
Court bench could be a Farm Colony graduate. This
must be some black sheep of the judge's family who
bore his name and a strong family resemblance.
This record was in the spécial secret file of first
offenders who had pleaded guilty and waived public
trial. Such cases were never made public unless
they proved to be chronic. Where the cure was a
speedy one or the offense was shown to be a purely
sporadic outbreak of a normal character under unusual stress, the term of confinement was brief and
the case was glossed over to the public as a nervous
breakdown for which the patient had gone to a private sanatorium for a few months.
Judge Tanner "s case was recorded as one of this
sporadic type.
Five years previous to this, and two years before
his élection to the bench, while he was still in private
practise, he had misappropriated a client's funds.
His partner had discovered it and reported it to the
Tanner family. Confronted with his crime, he had
confessed and waived trial; the family made good
the loss without the client learning about it, the partnership was dissolved, and Tanner went to Ossining
Farm for a year. At the end of that time he was
declared free of chronic criminal impulse and released with his général réputation unimpaired.
I had bccome acquainted with the judge while following his campaign. Many a time I had interviewée! him at the popular old Riccadona Café, in the
Bronx, which long ago closed its doors before the
up-town mardi of business. In those days, however, it was still a popular place, though the center
of the city's night life was already far to the north
of it, and it was here the judge dined nearly every
evening and conferred with his supporters. I had
then formed the habit of dining there myself and
had run across the judge there only recently.
Priestley, Fleckner, and I commented briefly on
this strange bit of private history, but it did not
occur to us then that it would pay us to follow up the
judge further, so we continued on over the records.
Presently I stopped at another familiar photographie countenance. The name, John Hammersley,
meant nothing to me, and I could not recall where
Pd seen the face. This man had spent five years
at the colony, having developed a propensity for
blackmailing. Since his release he had apparently
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led a blameless life as an advertising specialist.
Still wondering where I had seen him, 1 scanned
a dozen more photographs and then came two hauntingly familiar physiognomies in succession. Again
1 was at a loss to place them. Strangely enough this
pair had been partners in the pawn-brokerage firm
of Hanson & Gormly and had been sent up for
swindling. On their release they had renewed business together. We were turning away from them
when it suddenly flashed on me where I had seen
them. They had occupied a table together at the
Riccadona the week before and at the time I had recalled seeing them there several times previously.
"By Jove!" I exclaimed with sudden inspiration.
"There may be nothing to it, but I suggest that we
hunt these four men, including the judge, and also
that we investigate the Riccadona. It may be only
coincidence; then again the old joint may be the
very hang-out we're looking for."
"Well, it gives us a tentative starting-point at
least," Professer Fleckner agreed, "and it won't take
long to run it down."
The telephonoscope had multiple foci so that it was
possible to throw on the screen several widely separatcd objects at once. Priestley and l'both took a
hand at the control-Ievers under Professor Fleckner's
direction and presently ail four of our suspected men
were thrown on the screen.
At the same moment we watched Judge Tanner
charging the jury in a suit for damages against the
Trans-Alaskan Monorail Company; Hammersley
trying to secure a contract for motion-picture advertising of the Quebec and Overland Company's summer excursions to the North Pôle ; Hanson waiting
on a seedy customer who was trying to pawn an oldfashioned pocket-heater for twice its value ; and
Gormly, at the other end of the shop, going over the
afternoon mail that had just shot out of the delivery
tube, and dictating replies to the clicking auto-writer
at his side.
AU the afternoon we watched this quartet at their
various monotonous employments, but saw and heard
nothing worthy of note. After court closed the
judge went to his chambers, dictated a few letters
which hJd nothing of significance, and then picked
un his téléphoné and punched a number. He got
Neil Dorgan, a corporation lawyer in One Hundred
and Twenty-Fifth Street.
"How about dinner to-night at the old place?" he
asked.
"Fine ! Be there at six thirty," was the reply.
Then he called Assistant District Attorney J. B.
Winter and made the same appointment.
About the same time Hammersley turned from
his desk, thrust his feet in his automatic shoe-polisher
and at the same time slipped a penny in his newspaper delivery slot, pressed the Evening Planet button
and a moment later that paper shot into his lap. He
scanned it rapidly as if in search of a particular item.
He found it presently and read it with great care.
It was a letter to the editor by Judge Tanner in answer to the paper's éditorial criticism of him the day
before for ordering the release from Ossining Farm
of one Alfred Vary, a violator of the antistock
gambling law, whose relatives had appealcd to the
courts against the Farm Colony committee's décision
to restrain him for another year. The letter. which
Priestley and I read over Hammersley's shoulder five
miles away, defended Vary's character warmly and
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declared he had been the victim of misrepresentation.
We agreed that here was a possible due to a connection between Hammersley and the judge.
The article finished, Hammersley closed bis office,
entered the subway and, ten minutes later, was seated
at a corner table in the Riccadona.
Meantime the pawnbrokers closed shop and a little
later they, too, were entering the eating-place on
which our suspicious interest now centered. They
passed close to Hammersley's table on the way to
their own, but if there was any sign of récognition
between them we failed to note it.
The partners sat down in silence, looked over the
menu and put in their orders in their table phones.
The Riccadona had been one of the last restaurants
in New York to abolish waiters in favor of the
modem mechanical service, and we old-time patrons
deplored the conséquent loss of picturesqueness. The
pair received their dinner presently on the little serving elevator up through the center of the table and
for some time ate in silence and watched the phonic
moving-picture cabaret.
"I wonder if this is to be another dull night?" retnarked Gormly at last.
"1 can tell you in just a second." replied Hanson,
who sat facing the door.
We followed his glance and saw Judge Tanner
and his party just coming in. The judge sometimes
occupied a table in the général dining-room and
sometimes in one of the private rooms on the second
floor. To-night he and his party headed for the
stairs.
"Yes," Hanson said as soon as he noted where the
judge was going. "To-night's one of the nights.
We'd better eat fast and get down."
And while he was speaking, Hammersley, who had
been likewise watching the judge's progress, hastily
swallowed his demi-tasse, dropped his dinner-check
and a ten-dollar bill in the pay-chute beside the service-elevator, and, as soon as his change was shot back,
arose and hurried ont. one of our sets of telephonoscope rays following him.
He left the café by the main exit, turned to the left
until he came to the next corner, then turned again to
the left, following the cross-street to the next corner,
on which stood a little cigar store. He entered this
leisurely, bought a package of cigarettes, lit one, and
then sauntered ont by the rear entrance, which
opened on tlîe side street, through a short, narrow
vestibule.
In this vestibule. Hammersley made his first suspicious move. The door from the store into the
vestibule and the door to the street were both solid
doors, without glass. The vestibule was lighted by
day from a transom over the street door and at night
by a dim ceiling light. Hammersley was for the
moment alone and hidden from ordinary sight.
He closed the store door behind him. then, instead
of opening the street door, stepped in the middle of
the vestibule and pressed a finger against the wainscoting. A narrow panel in the wall slid back revealing a flight of steps leading down a narrow passage between concrète walls. Hammersley disappeared down these steps, sliding the panel shut back
of him.
Fleckner. impelled by an inventor's curiosity, let
Hammersley go for a moment while he sent the prying ray of the telephonoscope searching under the

surface of the vestibule walls to discover its mechanism.
"Ah!" he exclaimed presently. "Very neat! The
panel is electrically connected with latches in the
other two doors. When the panel is open the doors
are locked. No one from the street or the store can
get into the vestibule while one of the gang is using
the passage through the panel. Perfectly safe and
fool-proof scheme."
His curiosity satisfied, he turned his ray down the
secret stairs and through a long passage, overtaking
Hammersley before a closed door at its end, evidently
far back under the block of buildings, in which stood
both the innocent-appearing little tobacco shop and
the Riccadona Café.
Hammersley stood with his hand on the doorknob, evidently waiting. Fleckner sent his rays beyond the door and revealed a small apartment in
which another man was adjusting a long black robe,
cowl and mask, completely concealing his person. In
a moment he finished arraying himself, went to a
door opposite the one at which Hammersley waited,
and gave a peculiar rap. A small panel opened and
another masked face peered out. The applicant gave
a password which we failed to catch and was promptly admitted to a room from which came the hum of
général conversation.
The moment the door closed a light glowed over
Hammersley's head and he, too, entered the dressingroom where we noticed a great number of robes and
masks hung on hooks about the walls.
"Clever arrangement !" Fleckner commented.
"The whole set of doors is so connected up with wiring along the flooring that each section of the passage is locked at both ends as long as there is any
pressure of feet on its floor. In that way only one
person or possibly a group belonging togethcr can
go through to the main room at a time. That's so
the members of the gang won't even see and identify
cach other. They can't get together any where along
the line till they are disguised."
"Well, Blair, your guess was a good one," declared
Priestley. "We've hit on a meeting-place of the
crime trust ail right and I think we're about to connect up your friend, Judge Tanner, with the outfit."
"We are about to test another part of my guess."
I added. For at that moment Hanson and Gormly,
whom we had kcpt in sight on their section of the
screen, paid their bill and departed.
Priestley had been dirccting the rays that recorded
the movements of this worthy pair, and as he followed them out we were not at ail surprised to see
them also arrive in the little tobacco shop, although
they took the précaution to approach it by going the
other way around the block. They, too. went out by
way of the trick vestibule and thence through the
secret panel into the passage from which presently
our rays followed them. cowled, masked. and robed,
into a big underground clubroom where there were
a hundred or more other human enigmas lotmging
about in Utile groups.
The big room was oak-paneled with low beamed
ceilings. In one end was a cheery fireplace. There
were padded leather chairs and lounges, readingtables and well-filled bookcases.
Through a broad arch at one side one caught a
glimpse of a pleasant café and bar. An opposite
arch led into a sériés of rooms in which ail kinds of
games of chance were in full swing. A group of
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well-appointed executive offices opened off the end
of the main room.
Altogether it was like peering into an elaborately
appointed gentleman's club, save for the grim,
funereal aspect of ils strange inmates.
But our attention was suddenly turned from this
remarkable scene by an exclamation from Priestley,
who having directed his particular telephonoscope
ray till he had seen the pair of pawnbrokers into their
underground clubroom, had turned his attention
again to the section of the screen on which I had
kcpt the image of Judge Tanner. Having seen the
judge closeted at a table with his cronies in the little
private dining-room and engaged in desultory and
inconsequential conversation, I had dropped my set
of control-levers and stood studying the more interesting spectacle in the underground clubroom.
"Listen to the judge!" Priestley exclaimed. "1
think he's going to give us a line on the général
scheme of things !"
CHAPTER V
The Crime Trust
IT would be hard to imagine a place of more complété privacy than the little dining-room in
which the judge and his two companions were
closeted. It was one of a row of similar ones that
opened off a corridor at the rear of the second floor
and its walls were sound-proof. Its only window,
blanketed with heavy draperies, opened out on an
inner court, around which pyramided hundred-story
buildings. Like the main room below and the numerous banquet-halls on this and other floors the
service was automatic and the private diners were
undisturbed by the coming and going of officious
waiters.
I had not yet become enough accustomed to the
prying rays of the telephonoscope to avoid a feeling
of distinct répugnance against fhus invading the
privacy of the august judge and his companions. I
still felt as though I must be standing in plain view
before them.
But the conversation to which we were listening
made me speedily forget my self-consciousness. We
could not have selected a more opportune evening for
initiation into the secrets of the crime trust. For I
knew, before I had listened five minutes to the conversation around the little table, that my hypothesis
had been correct.
It was a strange trio on which shone the soft radiance from the electro-luminous ceiling—the whitehaired, courtly judge, his large, well-preserved figure
groomed after the manner of wcll-hred, elderly
gentlemen who have not changed their style of dress
in twenty years; the grizzled lawycr, whose dark,
care-worn face just now bore a particularly anxious
expression, and the dapper, modish little assistant
district attorney who was studying the judge's face
and looking puzzled and astounded by turns. The
judge had evidently just completed a statement which
I had not caught.
"Do you mean to tell me that you, Judge Tanner,
are one of the leaders of a band of crooks?"
The judge smiled indulgently.
"T don't like that term. Tt's ton old-fashioned.
Instead of 'crooks' let us say men and woint-n of superior wits and unshackled minds who have learned
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to live above the ordinary laws of ordinary people
and to manipulate ordinary people for their own
purposes. Nor would I say 'a band' but rather 'The
Band,' for within the last ten years we have united
ail lesser bands into one big organization. Yes, I
am proud to say I have for some time been one of its
leaders, head of the National Secondary Council of
Three, to be exact."
"But, if you are in earnest, and your honor is not
given to frivolous joking, why are you telling this to
me, a member of the district attorney's office, sworn
to prosecute criminals? Are you putting me to a
test ?"
"A test that I am sure you will meet satisfactorily.
I am telling you this because this Council of Three
just now lacks a member and, after studying you and
your methods for some time, we feel sure that you
are eligible for that place and will gladly accept our
offer of appointment to it. For, on a certain notable
occasion shortly before you were selected for your
présent office, you betrayed a marked tendency, let
us not say criminal tendency—we don't use that expression in our circle—rather a commendable tendency to rise above the shackles of the law."
The young man tried to look indignant, but succeeded only to look alarmed. His face paled.
"You mean the Zornow case?" he faltered. "But
I was acquitted, completely exonerated. It was ail a
mistake. The money was found. Your honor
knows that. You presided at my trial and threw
the case out of court."
"Exactly," the judge nodded pleasantly. "You
ne ver knew yourself how that money was restored.
I did, because I arranged it and the détails were carried out by gentlemen unknown to me acting under
the direction of our friend here. We knew, of
course, that you were guilty. but we saw in you the
tnaking of a clever and useful associate. So we arranged to prove you innocent. We cultivated your
acquaintance after that and also had our spies watch
your daily movements. We arranged your appointment to the district attorney's office. We are satisfied at last and are ready to offer you a place that
means wealth and influence you can never get in the
ordinary channels today when humdrum people have
seen to it by increasingly rigid laws that the wealth
and power of their humdrum fellows shall be exceedingly limited."
The young man sat for a long time in silent, intense thought. So delicate was the phonic recorder
of our instrument that we could hear his heavy,
nervous breathing as though we sat at his elbow instead of being separated from him by miles of roaring city. Professer Fleckner, in a sudden whim,
shifted a lever a trifle and concentrated the rays till
we could plainly hear the tumultuous beating of his
heart.
"Can't hide much from the telephonoscope,"
chuckled the inventer boyishly.
"Suppose I refuse this—this honor?" asked the
young man at length.
"You are under no compulsion," the judge assured him blandly. "We neither coerce nor threaten.
We know our secret is perfectly safe with you. because you owe to us your liberty, and any exposure
of us would at once involve you. Moreover, the
facts of your career have been so recorded that any
treacherous move would automatically expose them
while you could not possibly prove anything against
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us and your statement would be taken by the public
merely as a fantastic lie inspired by grudge. I
merely tell you this, you understand, to explain our
confidence in you and in no way as a threat. You
are at liberty to refuse our offer and walk out unmolested if you choose. Only one man bas ever refused such an offer, however. I don't think he
would bave made any attempt to expose us either,
if he had lived. Unfortunately, he died on bis way
home after our meeting. It is believed he fcll off
the Yonkers bridge, as bis body was found later
in the Hudson. Very distressing !"
The oily hypocrite sighed sadly. The young man
stared at him in momentary horror, then pulled himself together with an effort.
"TU acccpt your strange offer," he said at length.
"Evidently there's nothing else to do. I don't know
that l'd refuse if I cuuld, anyhow. Your proposai
rathcr appeals to me, now that my first surprise is
over. 1 suppose I have some sort of oath or agreement to go through with."
"Nothing of the sort," the judge assured him. "An
oath could add nothing to the tie that holds you. I
will simply outline our organization briefly and then
put you in touch with your first duties.
"In the first place you will never know the name
or face of another member of this organization excepting me and my friend here, unless you should
some day succeed to my place as head of the committee. I know the personality of certain men who
work under me and a certain three of them know me
as their leader. Where they meet I don't know.
Who the man or men over me are I know no more
than do you."
"But you said it was a big organization!" Winter
exclaimed. "How can you keep it together?"
"It's simple. That téléphoné there does the trick.
It's a pcrfectly normal-looking instrument. It would
even bear expert inspection. It connects with the
regular wireless System of the city ordinarily. But
if you'11 notice, the métal ring at the base of the receiver is a little loose—looks as though it had accidentally worked loose with usage. That's intentional,
however. If you twist the ring a little to the right
you will find yourself on a secret wireless circuit.
You will be answered by a voice which represents
the organization highcr up. Whose the voice is I
haven't the faintest idea. May be a fellow judge or
the président of my bank or tbe humble-looking chap
who trinis my hair, or some one l've never seen in
my life. Nevertheless, I get ail the orders for our
nation-wide organization from that voice.
"Then I twist the ring to the left and am at once
in touch with a lieutenant under me who transmits
my orders to any section I may designate. Not much
chance of any one betraying any one, is there ?"
"But what is the object of it ail ? The amassing of
wealth for the organization members, I suppose,
through what, as a lawyer, I have always heretofore
called theft and fraud," said Winter.
"Wcll," the judge demurrcd, "it's not quite so
simple as that. We have, to be sure, a larceny section
whose members specialize in ail forms of forcible
or fraudulent removal of wealth from its so-called
légal owners, including bank robbery, forgery, a
variety of swindling games and so on ail the way
down the varions grades of défiance to law. We even
have shop-lifting and pickpocket divisions.
"Ail these operatives work on a salary and a per-

centage of winnings paid from above. They turn
over ail their plunder, through secret channels, to the
group above. Who is the keeper of this vast treasure
thus accumulated and where it is stored neither I nor
any other subordinate member of the organization
lias the remotest idea. We only know that this fund
forms the basis of our working capital. This fund,
aided by the manipulations of our secret agents who
have invaded every stratégie business circle in the
country, controls the économie affairs of America and
we hope shortly to make our power worldwide. We
control the price of commodities and labor. We run
the stock-markct up and down at will. So you see
our indirect gains both as an organization and as
individuals are much greater than the direct winnings
of our operatives.
"As a corollary to our business influence, we have
at last acquired secret but absolute control of publics
in America ancl after the Presidential élection this
coming fall, we expect, through the American délégation to the League of Nations, to hold suprême
power over international affairs."
"What ?" Winter demanded. "Do you mean to tell
me that your organization can control a national
élection ?"
"Absolutely. We will control the nomination for
Président by each of the three parties, and see to it
that the man and party we choose is electcd."
"But I don't understand," Winter objected. "You,
your honor, though aloof from politics, as a judge
should be, are known to be a stanch member of the
Conservative Party. Our friend here is an active
Centralist and I am a Radical, appointed as such by
my Radical chicf. How can we work together in a
common political cause ?"
"Ail the better for it," laughed the judge. "We
will continue as before, outwardly supporting our
varions parties, but secretly carrying out the orders
from above that will eventually elect the organization's choice."
"But which party lias been chosen and who is the
lucky candidate?"
"That I don't know yet," the judge replied. "I
expect, though, to know immediately. I am due to
call the Voice Higher Up at eight o'clock and get
the décision. It's just eight now."
He stepped to the wall phone, put the receiver to
his ear, and twisted the ring at its back.
"Did you reach a décision?" he asked without
preliminaries.
"Yes. It's 583," came the cryptic answer out
of the instrument in a hoarse, wheezy half-whisper.
That was ail. The judge hung up the receiver and
came back to the table, apparently satisfied.
"The answer is 583," he said.
The older lawyer nodded his satisfaction, but the
younger merely looked puzzled.
"Lct me explain," the judge went on. "You see,
we never mention names in connection with our
plots, even when we're in secret session. You will
recall our discussing the names and politics of a
number of prominent men last week in a purely
académie way. We finally arranged them in the order
of what we considered their importance in the nation
and discussed the idea till I think the list and its
order is fixed in your mind, is it not?"
Winter thought for a minute.
"Yes. I remember," he agreed.
"Well," the judge went on, "that was a key list.
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The number 583 means that No. 5 on that list has
been picked to head his party and win the élection.
The eighth and third will be chosen by their parties
to oppose him and thereby serve our purposes."
Winter looked his amazement.
"You don't mean to tell me that those men are
members of a crime trust ! Why, they are the most
substantial and trusted men in the country, particularly the one picked to win !"
"I don't mean to tell you anything of the sort,"
the judge retorted. 'T've told you I don't know who
my fcllow members are. They don't need to be
members to be manipulated by us. You were our tool
before you became a mcmber. Your worthy chief
is serving us right along and I don't believe he even
suspects that our organization exists, despite his
vague talk about men higher up.
"What I do mean to say is that the next Président
of the United States, whether he knows it or not,
will be the créature and agent of the greatest organization of lawbreakers the world has ever
known."
CHAPTER VI
The Voice Higher Up
PROFESSÇR FLECKNER turned from the
screen, his face alight with excitement.
"This is big !" he exclaimed. "Bigger than
we dreamed ! Instead of ferreting out and exposing
a lot of petty crimes we're on the trail of a Worldwide conspiracy. We must trace that Voice Higher
Up. When we find the man behind it we'll have
control of their treasure and ail their secrets. We'll
hold the crime trust in the hollow of our hand."
I noted again the crafty and avaricious gleam in
the old man's eyes and once more felt momentarily
uneasy. But the look escaped Priestley. lie was absorbée! in study of the parallel pictures on the screen
—Judge Tanner, Dorgan, and Winter up in the little
private dining-room; and the bizarre, black-robed
company in the secret clubrooms under the café's
subbasement.
"Something else is happening ! Watch it closely !"
Priestley exclaimed.
Judge Tanner had turned back to the wall téléphoné. "He twisted the ring in the opposite direction this time," Priestley explained. "He's getting
a subordinate on the line. I think it connects with
this underground clubroom. He asked for No. 49.
Can we find their téléphonés down there?"
Professor Flcckner shiftod the levers and the
varions sections of the underground rendezvous
slipped across the screen. In less than a minute we
located a small room just ofF the big lounge in which
there were a dozen wireless telephone-booths of the
modem, absolutely sound-proof type. A black-robed,
masked attendant had just taken a call. He turned
to the pageaphone beside his desk and announced,
"No. 49 wanted on the phone." His voice was repeated ail through the various rooms from the
numerous little announcer-disks set in the wainscoting.
"What did T tell you?" Priestley exulted. "We already know more about one of the meeting-places
of the organization than Judge Tanner himself."
One of the black-robed figures had detached itself
from a group in the far corner of the lounging-room
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and was coming toward the phones. In small white
numerals at the top of his somber mask was stamped
the number "49." Fleckner drove the rays of our
instrument under the mask and revealed the face of
Gormly.
He entered the booth, picked up the instrument,
and whispered : "This is 49."
"This is the Council," came the voice of the judge,
reduplicated in our ears, both from the little diningroom where he stood and out of the telephonetransmitter in the subbasement clubroom.
"Arrangements are complété. It's No. 583," he
said. "Are your directions ail transmitted and your
releases ready?"
"Ail ready, sir," Gormly replied. "Pli fill in the
numbers and get the radiograms out to-night."
"Very good. Now, I wish to speak to No. 25."
Gormly left the booth and ordered 25 paged, then
retired to a small writing-room next to the téléphoné
and sat down at a desk.
We got our third set of rays into opération again,
Fleckner watching Gormly; Priestley kceping the
judge and his companions on the screen, and I waiting for No. 25 to appear. I had learned how to control the instrument by now and when another darkrobed figure approached the waiting phone with the
numéral "25" marked on his mask, I peeped behind
that face-covering and revealed the features of Hammersley, the reformed blackmailer.
"Have you sized up the man I indicated?" asked
the judge when Hammersley took up the receiver.
"Yes," he replied. "l've got his whole story and
arranged for a meeting to-morrow night when I
think he'll be ready for a proposition. l've closed
with three other prospects this last week, too; ail
good men. I wish I could tell you the name of one
of them. It would surprise you."
"Never mind that. The less I have to know the
better. What's the news from the field?"
'T've just got in the last of the December report.
We added a thousand and twenty-nine exactly during the month, four hundred and sixty-nine of them
women."
"That's a good showing. Keep it up. We'll need
them ail for the plan we have on. No more small
stuff till after next Novembcr. The treasury is full
and we can concentrate on the main issue."
"That's the gang's général recruiting-agent," I
exclaimed. "We're certainly getting data fast."
"Yes," declared Fleckner, "and here's a long list
of the names of gang members."
He had been watching Gormly. On sitting down
at the desk in the writing-room the pawnbroker had
drawn a sheaf of radiogram blanks from his pocket.
Fleckner had switched the caméra attachment into
the ray he was controlling and the messages Gormly
had typewritten on the blanks before him were being
photographed on a cinéma film.
Each message was worded differcntly from the
rest, a harmless appearing business communication.
A blank space had been left in each, which Gormly
was rapidly filling in with the key number the judge
had given him, conveying to the initiated receiver
of the message the names of the three chosen
nominees for Président of the United States. These
messages were addressed to persons ail over the
country, who had evidently been previously informed
of the plan and the part they were to play in carrying it out. They were ail apparently obscure local
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men—members o£ the crime trust in their district
and acting as go-betweens for the central organization and the local leaders. I recognized no big names
in national politics.
it seemed to us then with this much laid bare that
we would bave little trouble in locating the whole
membership, including the man or men at the head,
and, what loomed largest in Fleckner's mind, the
vast treasure these plotters had stored away. But we
had entirely discounted the brains of this precious
outfit. It was as though they had divined beforehand,
in some uncanny fashion, the marvelous instrument
which, when they first laid yut their plot, had existed only in the wizard mind of Professer Fleckner.
So carefully had they guarded against ail possibility
of leakage of their plans that, spy on their secret
meetings as we might in the foliowing weeks, we
could gather from their cryptic methods of transferring orders and submitting reports nothing that
put us much farther along in unraveling the plot and
getting at their real purpose than we were after the
flying stavt made at this first session.
Nothing further of note happened that evening.
Judge Tanner's party broke up immediately after he
completed his secret telephoning. Gormly finished
filling in his messages and gave them to a messenger
to file at various wireless stations about the city.
The black-robed throng in the underground clubroom settled down for a night of apparently care-free
gaming.
So we gave up the quest for the time being. Priestley and I departed after engaging to meet again at
the laboratory early the next morning.
From that day on Judge Tanner, his two companions of that mémorable conférence, Winter and
Dorgan, and Hammersley, Gormly and Hanson were
never off our screens during their waking moments.
We also kept a ray concentrated on the underground
rendezvous of the gang. Still another ray was turned
on a roving assignment about the country keeping
tabs on the list of conspirators revealed by Gormly's
messages.
To do this it was necessary for Professer Fleckner
to increase the number of ray-senders on his apparatus and for each of us to learn to manipulate two
rays at once. Also Miss Stimson, Fleckner's secretary, the young woman of the green eye-shade
whom I had encountered on my first visit to the
laboratory, was enlisted as an operative. Fleckner
had the utmost confidence in her discrétion. Furthermore, we agreed to make no unnecessary explanations to her regarding the révélations we turned up.
She made an admirable assistant, silent and intelligent, apparently utterly devoid of the usual
féminine curiosity. She never ceased, however, to
pique that mental quality in me. The green eye-shade
continued to render her face utterly impersonal.
Aided by her severely plain dress and treatment of
lier brown haïr, it also lent that quality to her whole
being. And htr attitude toward us was in the main
as impersonal as lier appearance. Her momentary
show of interest in Priestley's péril when I first met
lier was a brief exception to her habituai bearing.
She paid little attention to Priestley and he seemed
unaware of her existence.
With our forces thus organized, we followed our
quest twenty-four hours a day. I secured a leave of
absence from my paper under an arrangement with
Fleckner and Priestley to pay my salary. At night

we three slept on cots in the laboratory and took
turns at watch.
But though we spied on numerous secret meetings
and téléphoné conférences in which members of the
crime trust figured, we were able to get no inkling as
to which of the three political parties they were supporting or what methods they were using. And so
the national conventions came on one after the other.
In other days America prided herself as now in
having pretty thoroughly eliminated vicious machine
politics from national affairs. National conventions
had long since ceased to put through cut-and-dried
programs. Delegates really reflected their constituents' wishes.
Now, despite our knowledge that a nation-wide
conspiracy was afoot to dictate the people's will, we
could discover no departure from the principle of
popular control. We found no point of contact with
the crime trust. Not one of the members we had
listed took any part in politics. Not one was a member of local, State, or national committees or conventions. Judge Tanner and the other two members
of the Central Council, Winter and Dorgan, held
no more meetings during the campaign. True, the
judge dined frequently at the Riccadona as before,
often in the private room with various groups of
friends. There was, however, never any conversation that hinted at these companions being in the
conspiracy. They discussed politics only in the most
casual fashion. Judge Tanner maintained his pose
of judicial aloofness from politics. He never used
the wall phone again in any one's presence. Several
times after a dinner-party broke up, however, he returned for a moment to the little dining-room on
some pretext or other and exchanged cryptic remarks
over the wall phone with the Voice Higher Up or
with one of his subordinates in the secret subbasement clubroom. We could make nothing of any of
these consultations.
As a matter of fact, the choice of national candidates seemed unusually obvious this season. During
the preliminary campaign, the usual number of Presidential possibilities loomed up in cach party, only
to boil down to one obvious choice of the people in
each case well before the time for formai sélection.
And the men selected were citizens of such high
standing, so far above reproach or suspicion that
we were more than ever in the dark as to which
could be the unconscious tool of the crime trust.
Furthermore, the hackers and counselors of each
were men of equally high character.
The Conservatives led off with Henderson Livermore, a statesman of the old mid-twentieth century
school, who had served with distinction as Congressman, Senator, and for three terms Governor of Oklahoma. The Conservatives had lost to the Radicals
for five successive terms now. During the last two
years, however, the tide had shown signs of turning
toward the Conservative camp. The sélection of a
candidate of Livermore's caliber added to the hopes
of his supporters.
Against Livermore, as the Radical candidate, was
pitted Merton Penrod, of the State of Alaska, whose
family had made a fortune in the gold-fields there.
A large part of the estate had corne to Penrod intact, thanks to his relatives, conforming to the new
inheritance law by signing the papers of consent.
Rut the heir had endeared himself to his followers
by devoting his fortune to public works and living
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most simply himself. He had served two terms
as American delegate to the League of Nations
council.
Incredible as it seemed that either of these men
could be manipulated by the supercraft of Judge
ïanner's organization, we felt certain that it was one
of these two who had the crime trust's backing. For
the third party, the Centralist, was as yet a joke in
national politics. It had sprung into being as a compromise movement between the two old extreme
wings sixteen years before and had never won a
national élection, though for the last six years it had
held the balance of power in Congress.
Their candidate,, Mortimer Chandler, was, however, one of the best known and most popular men in
America, though he had never been in politics before.
Ile had built up a huge farm corporation on a coopérative, profit-making basis and accumulated an
immense private fortune of his own. Two years before the passing of the inheritance law he had anticipated it by turning that fortune back into the
corporation, part to be divided among the holdings
of the other shareholders and part to improve général
rural conditions to the benefit of the country as a
whole. He had not sought the nomination, but
reluctantly accepted it on condition that he be required to take no strenuous part in the campaign.
He was frankly looked upon as an amiable dummy
to lead a forlorn hope.
Though we could get no positive evidence as to
which of the two other parties had the backing of
the crime trust, our reason told us it was the Conservative. That party had fought, step by step, the
législative restrictions on the accumulation of private
fortunes.
What we had overheard at Judge Tanner's conférence led us to believe that the crime trust, naturally, sympathized with that policy. The indications
of popular reaction against undue governmental interférence gave definite hope of a Conservative victory.
But early in the campaign signs developed that
political calculations had gone astray. The revolt
against the Radical platform, instead of swinging
over to the opposite wing, tended more and more to
take the middle ground of support for the Centralists. From a forlorn hope, their candidate's prospects presently became a lively possibility.
At this point our remaining doubt as to the leanings of Judge Tanner's secret organization was set
at rest by the judge himself coming out in the open
and taking the stump for the Conservatives on the
ground of patriotic necessity. But, meantime, as
it became évident that our effort to discover and
thwart the plot was in vain and that the plot seemed
doomed to failure, Professer Fleckner lost interest
in that phase of our crusade. He concentrated his
efforts more and more on an attempt to discover the
identity of the Voice Higher Up and the treasure
behind it.
Election night found him shut up in the workshop end of his laboratory at work on a new attachment to the telephonoscope. which he predicted would
solve the mystery. He paid not the slightest attention
to the élection returns.
Priestley, Miss Stimson, and I, however, watched
the results with intense interest. It was a close race,
but by nine o'clock Chandler and the Centralists had
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won by a narrow but safe margin. The crime trust,
apparently, had met with ''defeat in its great ambition.
Being naturally curious as to how Judge Tanner
would take this upsetting of his boastful prophesy,
we turned the telephonoscope ray on the little diningroom at the Riccadona where the judge and four
of his friends had been getting the returns. The
party was just breaking up.
At this moment Professer Fleckner burst in from
the workroom in great excitement.
"Fve got it!" he exclaimed excitedly. "We'll be
able to trace the direction of that secret téléphoné
wave now. We're about to see the man behind the
Voice Higher Up!"
The old inventor held in his hand a contraption
shaped like an overgrown hornet's nest made of
small, stiff wires crossing each othîr so as to form
inch squares. In its center was a small electric coil
attached to a dial at its base.
The professer set up his stepladder under the
center of the overhead webbing of telephonoscope
aerleons, climbed up and, with a pair of pliers, attached this contrivance to the junction point of the
aerleons. He then connected the dial at its base with
the telephonoscope control-board by means of an insulated wire.
"Thcre !" he exclaimed. "That's what I call a rayangulator. When the telephonoscope ray crosses the
wave-impulse of a radio téléphoné or telegraph, this
dial gives the angle at which the two sets of waves
cross, the direction of the téléphoné or telegraph
waves and the distance from their source to the point
of intersection with our ray. In other words, we'll
be able to plot two sides and the included angle of a
triangle and ail we'll have to do will be to send another ray from our telephonoscope across the third
side of the triangle to the source of the téléphoné
or télégraphie conversation.
"For instance, suppose our telephonoscope discovers Judge Tanner talking with the Voice Higher
Up. The dials here will show us at once which direction from the judge the man behind the voice is and
how far they are apart. We plot the triangle in a
couple of seconds, send a second ray off in the right
direction for the right distance and there you have
the head of the crime trust!"
"You've got your chance right now !" Priestley
broke in excitedly. "The judge's party just left the
dining-room. The judge turned back saying he'd
dropped a glove and bas just gone to the wall phone
and connected with the Big Voice."
With trembling hands, Fleckner switched on
the angulator after a glance at the screen which
revealed the picture Priestley had just described. He
read the figures to which the dial-needles pointed,
placed his compass and rules on the drawing-board,
and a moment later found the direction and
distance from us of the owner of the mysterious
voice.
Then he adjusted a second ray-sender of the telephonoscope to that direction and distance and, placing a hand on the control-lever, turned to us
dramatically.
"Préparé your minds now for anything that may
follow," he warned. "For when I press this lever
there will stand before us on the screen the head
of the crime trust."
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CHAPTER VII
Crime Enthroned

IKNOW I for one held my breath with suspense
and starcd like one hypnotized at Professer
Elcckner's bony hand, waiting for it to press the
lever that would reveal the object of our long quest.
But even as lie was about to move, he stopped, astonished as vvere the rest of us, by the scrap of
dialogue we caught at that instant front the surface
of the magie screen.
"My congratulations on our splendid victory !"
Judge Tanner was saying in a delighted tone.
"Thanks !" came the hoarse whisper from the other
end of the secret téléphoné circuit. "It was a great
triumph. We have reached the goal we've fought
toward for years. Tins damnable era of putty-souled
reform is about to corne to an end."
We starcd at each other in momentary bewilderment.
"Victory !" exclaimed Priestley incredulously.
"What kind of a bluff is that?" I demanded.
"Ils no bluff," Fleckner declared. "We've simply
been hoodwinked by the gang. Another proof of
their cleverness. They werc working for the Centralists ail the time, it seemed. What a joke on the
righteous RIortimcr Chandler! Imagine what he'd
say and do if he learned that he was a mere tool of
a criminal organization ! Pli take keen pleasure in
informing him of the fact at the proper time. Meanwhile we'll see now who's this superlative genius who
leads this world-wide conspiracy in crime."
He gave the lever a twist. Then he dropped it and
staggered back, his usually cold, well-controlled features preempted by a look of almost idiotie amazement. Nor were the rest of us any more self-possessed, as we starcd at the figure that suddenly
flashed on the screen beside Judge Tanner.
It was Mortimer Chandler, the newly elected président of our United States, and head of the crime
trust !
Some moments passed before we recovered sufficiently to heed further what was being said between
the judge and the President-elect. No wonder
Chandler had willingly surrendered the use of his
great private fortune when he was in control of the
enormous treasure accumulated from the plunder of
this world-wide robber-band! No wonder he could
afford to disdain ail the conventional methods of furthering his political ambitions which he had so artfully and cynically concealed, when he held in his
hands so masterfully the hidden reins of secret unofficial government that had made a hollow mockery
of popular rule!
But presently we were listening tensely again to
the words of that hoarse, disguised voice.
"I cannot commend you too highly for your
capable work," Chandler was saying to the judge.
"1 wish I might meet you in my proper person as
your chief and talk with you freely face to face, but,
as you know, it isn't wise. I can't even reward you
in any open way, but you will be repaid amply, nevertheless."
"1 am perfectly satisfied," replied Tanner humbly.
"PII have a program to outline in a few days.
Mcanwhile, good night," Chandler added.
The pair of master-crooks hung up, and Judge
Tanner hurried out to join his waiting party in the

café lobby. We turned our attention entirely to the
President-elect.
It was hard to believe that the gravely dignified
man who turned away from the téléphoné could be
a supercriminal bent on debauching the highest office
in the gift of his country. His lean, dark countenance suggested ascetic living and nobility of purpose. His rather irregular features were atoned for
by a high, well-molded brow. His brown eyes were
gentle but keen. He looked rather less than the
forty-nine years with which newspaper write-ups
credited him. His heavy black hair was as yet sprinkled only lightly with gray and his figure was
straight and well-tailored as that of a boy of twenty.
He was a man whom women adored at a distance,
but never trifled with; whom men followcd with
enthusiasm, but never slapped on the back ; a human
sepulcher, whited more successfully than any other
I have come in contact with in my long newspaper
career.
He was at présent in his New York home, a fine
old mansion down in the Riverdale section of the
city, which he had bought several years before and
in which he spent part of every winter. He had been
telephoning from a little soundproof booth off his
study over an innocent-looking téléphoné equipped
like the one on the wall at the Riccadona with a
secret ring switch. His secretary and his oldest son
sat conversing just outside the booth ail unconscious
that the employer and father of whom they were so
proud was directing a criminal conspiracy at their
very elbows.
Chandler spent the rest of the evening with his
family and his friends in his library listening to
radiograms of congratulation read by his secretary
and replying to numerous congratulatory téléphoné
calls from near-by friends. We noted nothing further of interest.
After the President-elect had retired for the night,
we gave ourselves over to excited discussion of this
marvelous révélation. Gradually our talk simmered
down to a more sober discussion and considération
of our next move.
Priestley was ail for immédiate and drastic action.
His one thought was that the conspiracy and its head
must be exposed at once. He chafed at the thought
of allowing even the rest of the night to pass with
a deluded nation in ignorance of the péril which he
believed we were now able to avert.
"This man must never be inaugurated," he exclaimed. "We must denounce him at once. We must
make a charge of criminal conspiracy first thing in
the morning. Pm in favor of giving a statement to
the Associated Press to-night so that ail the morning
papers will carry it and warn the public."
I agreed with him heartily in his purpose to prevent the inauguration, but I saw at once the péril of
acting too quickly. We would be in danger of defeating our purpose completely.
"We must move more carefully than that," I
warned. "Our evidence isn't complété enough yet.
Such a statement coming from a clear sky to-night
would appear to be nothing but a gigantic hoax. I
doubt if the papers would print it. We would simply serve notice to this uncannily clever group and
they'd cover their tracks completely before any investigation could be started."
"But," Priestley demurred, "we have cinéma
phonographic records of ail we've seen and heard.
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We can reproduce that first council meeting in which
Judge Tanner explained the crime trust to the new
members. We can lead the police to the underground
clubrooms. That's tangible evidence. We have the
names of a host of the conspirators. We could make
a lot of them turn State's evidence."
"You forget a few things, my enthusiastic young
friend," Fleckner broke in. I noted a touch of exaspération in his voice. The impetuous idealism of
Priestley, I could see, grated a little on Fleckner's
nerves. I think the problem of controlling his wholehearted partner worried the old invcntor even then.
"True," be went on, "we could have the underground clubrooms raidcd, but what would we find?
Nothing but an elaborate gambling-den that would
probably bc empty by the time the police reached it.
For tins clcver gang, you may dépend, has not
omitted any secret device for giving warning of a
raid and allowing the inmates to escape. But suppose one or more of them are caught, not one knows
the identity of a fellow member, excepting Hammcrsley, and the two pawnbrokers. There is little
chance for an informer to prove anything. Not one
of them, not even the judge, knows the identity of
the nian at the top. As for our records, any movingpicture man would testify that those could be faked.
Any statement we or any informer might make
would be branded as too grotesque for belief, a part
of a ridiculous plot.
"No, we must be patient and gather evidence bit
by bit until we can demonstrate our information absolutely, and we must demonstrate it to the général
public when we do. For another thing you have forgotten is that the machinery of law and justice is in
the hands of his gang. We wouldn't get far at
présent with court charges.
"Furthermore, the most important argument of
ail against undue haste is that we must locate their
treasure-chest before we betray our hand and give
them a chance to make away with it. When we can
produce the treasure, we have tangible proof and
hold them in our power.
"My plan is this. We must fight fire with lire.
For the time being we must become criminals ourselves. We must outplot the plotters; outblackmail
the blackmailers ; outrob the robbers. In other words
we must learn the secrets of the crime trust, insinuate ourselves into their councils, become the real
controllers of their great organization, and then convert its evil power to the public good."
Priestley and I both looked doubtfully at the
speaker, inspired for the moment by the same misgivings. Our thoughts must have been reflected in
our faces. Professer Fleckner lost his temper.
"You are not quite in accord with me, my young
friends," he snapped. "Let us understand each other
once for ail. I am glad of your counsel and your
assistance. But in the last analysis, I am in control
of this campaign. Remember the Priestley fortune
is tied up in this thing. Let any one contest the
legality of the method by which the Priestley heirs
signed it over to you, friend Thomas, and ail I have
to do is to fail to testify properly as to the part
my invention played in it. l've nothing to lose. I can
make more money holding up the crime trust, if I
choose, than by manufacturing telephonoscopes on a
large scale. So don't try to cross me unless you two
wish to be put in the îight of unpleasant conspirators."
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He glared at us for a moment and then his flash of
temper passed as quickly as it came.
"There, there !" he exclaimed in an altered tone.
"Don't take me too seriously. i'm a little crotchety
to-night. But don't let your shortsighted ideals interféré with my practical methods and we'll get along
ail right. Now you boys run along home and slecp.
I want to do some planning. Pli tell you the results
in the morning."
And so, a little dazed and decidedly uncomfortable,
we left him. It was évident to us at last that we
were for the time being in the power of the crafty
old inventer. We could only hope that, however
devious his methods, his results would in the end
justify our acquiescence.
CHAPTER VIII
The Crime Trust Préparés For Pay-Day
IN less than a week after we ran to cover the head
of the crime trust, it seemed that Professer
Fleckner's détermination to locate its hidden
treasure and gain control of its vast organization was
about to meet with success. We had, naturally, added
to our list of those whom we were keeping on our
screen in the Fleckner laboratory the dignified figure
of our President-elect, Chandler. Upon that criminal
statesman we concentrated our chief attention.
It was on the Wednesday evening following that
mémorable élection night. Chandler had returned in
the afternoon from Havana, where he had gone for
a few days récupération from the tension of the
campaign. He was dining quietly at home with his
family.
In the private dining-room at the Riccadona he
had met once more the Council of Three : Judge
Tanner, Dorgan, the lawyer, and Assistant District
Attorney Winter.
Again the three subordinate agents, Hanson and
Gormly, the pawnbrokers, and Hammersley, the advertising man and recruiting agent of the trust, were
présent in the main dining-room. They rctired to
their underground rendezvous on seeing Judge
Tanner pass through.
The session in the private dining-room opened with
a season of mutual congratulation. Each, it seemed,
had directed some important branch of the work that
had so successfully won Chandler the Presidency. In
what manner they had functioned we were still
ignorant. Their référencés to détails were as cryptic
as ever.
But it was évident, on the other hand, that they
were still in the dark as to the full significance of the
élection. They did not yet suspect the identity of
their chief.
A remark of Winter's first betrayed that.
"1 begin to understand a little," he said, "of how
our organization work is carried on, but I ccrtainly
am puzzled as to how we can expect to control for
our own purposes such a strong-minded, selfrighteous citizen as Chandler. He's too shrewd to
be hoodwinked easily and his record doesn't hold
much hope that he can be bought."
"You can rest assured nothing crude will be tried,"
the judge assured him. "I don't know much more
about the général plan in détail than you do. I have
my part assigned to me : you yours ; Dorgan his.
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Nobody knows the plan in :ts entirety, but the master
mind at the head who planned it ail."
"His certainly is a master mind !" Winter agreed.
"l'm very curions to know who lie is."
"Naturally we ail are." commented Dorgan dryly,
"but we'll never fmd ont."
"Also, it's most unwise lo let our curiosity get
active in that direction," addcd the judge. "We had
a young man in the organization two years ago who
couldn't altogether restrain his curiosity. The matter
was brought to my attention. No knowing what he
might not have learned, if he'd lived. He was a
pretty bright chap."
"He didn't live then?" Winter asked nervously. I
suppose he suddenly remembered, as I did. Tanner's
taie of the other man. who had refused appointment
to the council and had died on the way home.
"No. hc died quitc suddenly," the judge informed
him. "He was taken with acute appendicitis while
dining with me in tins very room the evening after
I learned of his indiscrétion. We rushed him to
Grantwood Hospital, but it was too late to operate.
He died early the next morning."
Winter shuddered.
"Why, they are a gang of damnable murderers!"
exclaimed Priestley, when this part of the conversation came from the screen. "We can't dally or compromise with this thing. We must smash this crime
trust before any more atrocities are committed.
We
"
"Attention, my boy !" Fleckner interrupted. "The
judge is saying something important. We want to
listen carefully."
"So to-night I expect to get in a complété report
of the élection expenses and transmit it to the Suprême Council." Tanner was saying. "They will set
the machinery in motion and in a few days it will be
pay-day."
By now we inferred that what the judge in his
ignorance called the "Suprême Council" was really
merely Chandler himself.
Judge Tanner turned now to the wall phone,
twisted the ring for the connection with the underground club and asked for No. 123. The section of
the screen with which we were covering that retreat
showcd presently a masked, black-robed figure approaching the phone-booth who answered to the
number demanded. Peering through the mask with
our ray revcaled the face of a pale, blond, middleaged man whose identity was unknown to us then.
We learned by trailing him later that he was a man
named Black, a minor accountant in the New York
county clerk's office.
His sole function in Chandler's organization
seemed to be to receive cryptic figures from the district leaders ail over the country, tabulate them and
report them to Judge Tanner. Apparently he performed this duty entirely in the dark as to the figures
he handled, who gave him his data and to whom he
reported the results. Such were the methods of the
crime trust.
"Is your report complété?" asked the judge when
No. 123 had taken up the receiver.
"Yes," was the reply. "It totals twenty million
four hundred and seventy-five thousand."
"Good !" commented the judge and twisted the
ring over, cutting off the accountant and switching
on the connection with Mortimer Chandler's study.
The chief was evidently expecting a call, for he had

just left the dinner-table and was entering the study
when the phone buzzed.
"1 have the report," announced the judge. "It's
twenty million four hundred and seventy-five thousand."
"1 will call you back in a few minutes," replied
Chandler abruptly and switched the connection.
Judge Tanner returned to his companions at the
table. Chandler, meantime, had another man on his
secret phone circuit.
"Good Lord!" I exclaimed. "If that figure means
dollars, it's a whopper of a slush fund, as the oldtime politicians called it."
Fleckner hastily switched in his direction finder
and in a moment had located the chief's call in an
upper apartment in a rooming-house in the Rockaway section of the city. This man, we learned later
also, was chief clerk in a bond house, a quiet young
fellow named Anderson, who likewise, we inferred,
performed in blind, routine fashion the duty of gathering and tabulating financial reports from around
the country, duplicating the work of Tanner's lieutenant Black.
"Have you your report ready?" Chandler asked.
"Yes, it's twenty million four hundred and seventy-five thousand," he responded and the chief immediately switched off with a brief word of approval
and signaled Tanner again.
"The total is correct," Chandler said. "Have your
man mail detailed report to No. 470."
Tanner passed these instructions back to Black,
who immediately drew a large envelope from his
robe, wrote on it: "Lock Box 470, General PostOffice, New York City" and dropped it in a mailchute.
"Do you get the idea?" Professer Fleckner
chuckled, turning to Priestley and me. "Our crafty
criminal chief doesn't trust his followers. He has
duplicate organizations working independently of
each other for checking up finances. Takes no
chances !"
Meantime, Chandler had switched the phone connection to a handsome apartment in the Yonkers section. "J. K. Zeebruck" was the name on the doorplate. I knew of Zeebruck as head of one of the
big cotton goods jobbing houses. To find him a
member of the crime trust was another of the sharp
surprises to which I was being treated. Zeebruck
himself answered Chandler's call.
"The report is ready." the chief announced. "It's
in No. 470. Push things along as fast as possible."
"Ali right, sir," was Zeebruck's only comment,
and Chandler disconnected.
"They don't waste any words over business,"
Priestley commented.
"They have learned that the human longue is a
dangerous organ," Fleckner remarked dryly.
It was not till the next forenoon that anything
else happened worth mentioning. And then things
began to move rapidly. We held our breaths from
moment to mçment, expecting each instant that the
next would reveal the treasure-trove we sought.
J. K. Zeebruck was stirring at an early hour the
morning after, getting his orders from Chandler.
The fact that he was taking and executing orders
from such a source would have caused considérable
amazement, amusement as well, in New York political circles. I don't doubt that it would have jarred
the phlegmatic and sardonic Mr. Zeebruck as well if
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he had known the identity of his chief. Zeebruck
was a life-long Conservative and had taken an active
interest in the campaign delivering speeches throughout the State. He had centered his attacks on the
personality of the Centralist candidate particularly
fter Chandler began to draw ahead of his rivais.
.eebruck made the butt of the bitterest ridicule the
tnan he was secretly and unknowingly serving.
The cotton man's house was a short five minutes
by moving sidewalk from the main New York postoffice in Getty Square. It was barely eight o'clock
when he unlocked Box No. 470 and took ont the big
envelope mailed there from the underground rendez vous of the crime trust the night before.
Thrusting the envelope into an inside pocket he
returned to the subway and fifteen minutes later was
closeted alone in his private office in the big warehouse just off Longacre Square.
Not till then did he open the envelope. It contained a dozen or so sheets of closely typed memoranda. While Zeebruck. in his supposed privacy, was
poring over these records, Professer Fleckner was
calmly making a photographie record of them for
our future study.
But we had expected to find a complété financial
statement of the crime trust's élection expenses, the
names of the récipients of the campaign funds and
possibly a due to the location of the central fund
from wliich these moneys were to be drawn. Instead,
we read, to our disappointment and bewilderment,
merely a tabulated set of orders for shipment of
cotton sheeting to retail dry-goods men ail over the
country. It had ail the appearance of a routine
mémorandum of a day's orders for a certain line of
cotton goods.
"Looks as though we were off the track," Priestley
exclaimed. "Is the trust going in for some sort of
a secret deal in cotton—violating the price-fixing law
or something like that, do you suppose?"
"More likely code stuff," Fleckner ventured. "1
still believe it has to do with the figures Chandler
got from his two tabulators and that certainly had to
do with campaign funds. Let's see what he does
next."
But we were not yet familiar with the crime trust's
wily methods. We were to learn later that this was
one of the most significant and important documents
ever transmitted through the organization's underground channels. Indirectly it had a far-reaching
ehect on the future of millions of people.
Zeebruck's next move was surprisingly matter of
fact. Having satisfied himself of the contents of the
document, the cotton man seemed to abandon ail
secrecy in the matter. He pushed a button and a
clerk appeared.
"Good morning, Mr. Zeebruck, Mr. Jeffries hasn't
corne in yet," said the young man. "Can I do anything for you ?"
"Good morning, Morse," Zeebruck answered, casually handing him the mémorandum. "You'll do ail
right. Here's a list of orders for that new spécial
grade K sheeting, just corne in from the up-town
office. See i f we have any of that in yet. My recollection is we haven't. If not, send a rush order to
the factory for the total amount of these orders.
Have it rushed here by motor-truck. Report the
matter to Mr. Jeffries and tell him to rush off these
consignments as soon as the stuff's in."
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He waved his hand in dismissal of the clerk and
subject as well and turned to other matters.
"Takes it rather casually for a matter as important as you thought," Priestley told Fleckner.
"Doesn't seem likely ail his clerks are members of the
crime trust. Yet that mysterious document is kicking about his office like any other order."
"Nevertheless, Pm going to watch it through."
Fleckner deelared stubbornly.
He was keeping the clerk with the order on the
screen. The young man was running the items of
the orders through an adding-machine to check up
the total.
"See that figure?" Fleckner exclaimed excitedly
as the clerk set down the total number of bolts of
sheeting ordered.
It was twenty thousand four hundred and seventyfive.
"The big number the judge and Chandler had so
much to say about was just one thousand times that.
Pm going to follow that order and examine those
bolts of sheeting. We are about to sec how they
deliver their plunder and where they keep it !"
The clerk turned to a dictagraph, slipped in a radiograph blank, and dictated the following order :
Massachusetts General Cotton Mills Company, Fall
River, Massachusetts. Ship motor-truck, at quoted price,
spécial grade K sheeting, 20,475 bolts, rush!
Zeebruck Company,
New York City.
A moment later the clerk drew ont the blank with
this order automatically typed on it, slipped it in an
envelope and dropped it in the radiograph deliverytube. He then dictated a mémorandum for his chief,
Jeffries, attached the list of orders to it, laid it on
Jeffries's desk, and then he, too, seemed to dismiss
the matter from his mind.
Fleckner had put another ray into opération and
the next instant had it concentrated on that humming
milling center, Fall River. A few minutes later he
had located the Massachusetts General Mills and had
found the shipping department.
The big order was received in the regular routine
by one of the clerks who transmitted it to a warehouse man in a routine way that indicated nothing
unusual. Still Fleckner doggcdly followed the order
until presently from a certain section of the warehouse we found bolts of cotton sheeting labeled
"Spécial grade K," being dumped aboard big express
trucks.
For a few moments we watched this very ordinary
scene. Then suddenly Fleckner's crafty face lighted
up with a new idea.
"1 think Pli look into one of those bolts of cloth,"
he commented, seizing a lever that controlled the
ray's intensity.
The last of the shipment was being bundled aboard
the last truck by the big automatic loading machine.
On one of the top bolts he concentrated the ray. The
rest of the picture was crowded off the screen by
the suddenly enlarged boit of cloth that now filled the
whole space.
Fleckner shifted the ray a little further and drove
it through the surface of the boit. The cloth seemed
suddenly to fade away. We gasped in unison.
We were looking at a big, tightly packed bundle of
bills of small dénominations, a section of the crime
trust's treasure.
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CHAPTER IX
Free Lance Currency

TE'VE got it!" Fleckner exclaimed. "The
treasure of the crime trust !"
* »
Swiftly he ran the ray through boit after
boit of the fabric in the big trucks that were now
speeding down the concrète highway toward New
York City. They were ail the same—a few wrappings of cloth in each case around a big roll of bills.
"But," I objected, "do you think tins mill is the
final hiding-place of the fund or just a way-station,
a sort of clearing-house through which it's put into
circulation section by section?"
"That I can't say just yet," the professer admitted.
"It's inimaterial. If this isn't the main supply we
can easily trace it from here. No hurry about that.
Meantime we'll follow this payment up and see what
we learn. It should certainly lead us to some other
important members of the trust. Trace this to its
destination and then back to its source and we'll
pretty well round out our knowledge of the crime
trust and be able to strike where it lives."
The long line of big cotton trucks was now making
ninety miles an hour, a part of the continuous stream
of road traffic over the great main highway a quarter
of a mile wide extending from Boston to New York
through the continuous city that had been built up
along the Atlantic coast in the last fifty years. In an
incredibly short time the trucks were bunched in
the underground delivery shed of the Zeebruck
Warehouse and lightning-like electric carriers were
stripping them of their cargoes.
The clerk, Jeffries, in charge of the shipment, had
been notified the moment the first truck began unloading. He was now directing a shipping gang who
were dividing and labeling consignments to the long
list of "customers" on the memorandum-sheet Zeebruck had sent him that morning.
But while the labels for these shipments were
being prepared, I made another interesting discovery.
Some of the names on this list I recalled as the same
as those to whom instructions had been radiographed
from the underground headquarters that January
night the winter before, when the décision as to
Presidential nominees was first announced.
I got the copy of the list we made at that time
and checked it up with this. They were identical.
The man in each district who acted as go-between
for the central and local organizations in giving instructions evidently acted as local paymaster as well.
He was apparently the only man in each district
known by name to any one in the central headquarters.
I recalled, too, that these men whom we had run
down and watched with our rays were ail small,
général storekeepers. What more natural, then, than
that they should be receiving shipments of cotton
sheeting ?
Before evening the out-of-town consignments were
ail under way by airplane express. The unpopular
anti-aircraft law that had been passed by a reactionary Congress in the early part of the outgoing administration had been repealed early in the spring as a
step toward winning favor in the coming campaign.
Air service had now been in full swing again for
over two months.
Incidentally tracing out a few of these consign-

ments to their destinations disappointed us in one
sense. We added nothing to our list of known members of the trust. We did, however, fill in more completely our picture of the organization détails. We
found that under the establishment of each of the
local storekeeper agents was an underground rendezvous, a duplicate on a smaller scale of the secret
clubroom under the Riccadona and run in the same
way. Hither in each case through a secret passage
from the store the money-laden cotton bolts found
their way, to be distributed by a black-robed and
masked figure to other similarly anonymous figures.
But the method of passing on the plunder to the
men higher up—to Judge Tanner and to Chandler—
interested us most. This we were able to observe
very satisfactorily by watching at the same time
those two men and ail the New York consignments
of cotton. It required some lively manipulation of
the rays and at that we succeeded only partially.
Both Chandler and Tanner had country homes,
the former up in northern New Jersey and the latter
out at the far end of Long Island. Both gentlemen
ran out to their country places that evening and
returned the next morning. Each carried a small
grip both ways, but though we kept those grips on
the screen and watched their owners minutely we
caught neither collecting any money.
Both men on returning to town in the morning
went directly to their offices, leaving their grips
checked at the station.
Meantime among the New York City shipments
of cotton bolts was a good-sized consignment to a
général storekeeper in the Hastings section. No
sooner had he received his instalment than he closeted
himself in his office, locking the door back of him.
Then he passed through a secret panel into the storeroom carrying with him two large grips. In the
storeroom, he opened a concealed trap in the floor,
dropped the grips down and then slid the moneyladen bolts of cloth down one by one after them.
Next he descended a ladder into a spacious basement room. In a few minutes he had unrolled the
false wrappings from the bolts, and packed the
money in the two grips, excepting a générons package, which he thrust in his pocket. He replaced the
grips in his office, then he turned to a pile of cottonbolts of the same texture as those he had broken up.
They lay in a pile in the end of the secret basement.
From this pile he took the same number as he had
removed from the storeroom and put them back on
the storeroom shelves, presumably to avoid suspicion
among the clerks. This donc he closed the trap and
returned to his office through the secret panel.
Presently he emerged with the two bags, remarking to his cashier as he left the store : "Fm going to
run down to the station and check these grips for a
friend of mine who left 'em here this morning. If
any one asks for me Fil be back in an hour."
He threw the grips in his car and ran down to the
Pennsylvania Station with one of them. He checked
it there and slipped the check in an envelope, sealed
it, and marked it with an "X." He did the same
thing with the other grip at the Lackawanna Station,
but this time he marked the envelope with a "Y."
Before leaving each station he stepped into a telephone-booth and callcd up his office ostensibly to see
if any one had called him. Our first thought was that
these were some more of the trick téléphonés and
that he was uhoning a code over a secret connection.
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But a test with the direction finder showed the call
apparently bona fide and answered both times by bis
cashier at the store.
We were so absorbed in studying what he said in
the phone-booths that we failed to observe ail his
movements there. It was not till just before he left
the booth at the Lackawanna Station that Priestley's
keen eyes detected his real reason for entering it.
As he hung up the instrument he pulled at the narrow
panel molding at the back of the booth and a section
of panel came out. He slipped the envelope marked
"Y" behind it and snapped the panel back in place.
"Planted it for some one !" Priestley exclaimed.
"Wonder if he left the other check in the phonebooth at the Pennsylvania ?"
"Of course," Fleckner exclaimed disgustedly.
"We've got to watch these sly dogs doser."
He swung a ray back to the other station, found
the booth in which the storekeeper talked and examined its back. Sure enough, there was a secret removable panel there also, and behind it was the "X"
envelope with the other satchel«check.
"We'll keep watch of those booths," the .professer
decided. "I suspect that Chandler and Tanner are
the boys who will call for them."
And within the next few hours his surmise proved
correct. As a conséquence, before dinner time that
evening the head of the crime trust and his first
lieutenant were each locked in his private office counting and stowing away their share of the plunder
gathered by their army of confédérales. And there
could be no better example of the masterful skill
with which this secret machinery was planned than
the fact that not a man of the whole organization
could have told how that money reached its destination or who received it.
Chandler locked ail of his plunder in a secret
wall-safe. Tanner put only half of his there. The
rest he packed compactly in two broad, thin bundles
and slipped them into two big hidden pockets on
the inside of his coat. Then he sent for his car again
and was driven to the Riccadona.
In the little private dining-room he found Dorgan
and Winter waiting for him with an air of unconcealed expectancy.
"Pay-day, at last," he announced jovially as he
shook hands.
He drew out his bundles of bills and handed one
to each.
"Better count them," he cautioned.
While his companions were following his advice he
attended to ordering the dinner. At length he looked
up quizzically at Winter, who was fingering over
the last of his share of bills with lingering enjoyment.
"Sure those bills are ail right ?" he asked.
"Suit me ail right," Winter grinned back. "Crime
pays better even than I thought."
"I hope you won't be disturbed when I tell you
they are counterfeit."
"Not at ail," Winter chuckled, complacently
smoothing out the last twenty-dollar note. "Fil take
ail of this kind of counterfeit money I can get."
"You may well say so," Tanner agreed. "They are
made of paper taken from the United States Bureau
of Engraving and Printing and printed with plates
stolen from it. So naturally they are perfect and
beyond any power of détection by an expert."
"Do you mean that?" Winter asked, impressed
now by the judge's solemnity.
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"Absolutely." Winter still looked incredulous.
"He is right," Dorgan corroborated. "That is generally understood by the members of the organization, though not one of us but the head of the organization, whoever that is, and the men who do the
work have any idea where the counterfeiting is donc
or who does it."
"But," Winter objected, "I should think wholesale
thefts of paper and plates from the Bureau would
make an awful public row."
"Not at ail," Tanner assured him. "The poor
dears in the Treasury Department don't even know
anything has been stolen. You see, certain very
expert gentlemen of our organization made some
clever imitations of the paper and plates used by the
government and from time to time as necessary they
break into the place and substitute the imitation for
the real. So as a matter of fact the authorized issues
of government paper of small dénominations are
phony and our outlaw stuff is real, as far as material
and print are concerned.
"Further than that, this money has genuine value
with us, for it is backed dollar for dollar by the
hidden plunder from our opérations. Where that
plunder is hidden only one man knows, but we have
current statements of the amount and of the amount
of paper issued against it. So within our circle this
currency, which is in a technical sense counterfeit,
is of as much value as authorized government paper.
Thus we avoid ail danger of passing around and disposing of identifiable articles such as marked or registered bills and bonds, jewelry and the like.
"In other words we have as complété and effective
an underground financial System as the United States
government itself."
"Clever !" Priestley exclaimed after we had grasped
the meaning of this explanation on which we had
spied. "Proof against any ordinary détection, too."
"Yes," grunted Fleckner in despair. "And it means
that just as we think we have succeeded in finding
the treasure it proves to be as far off as ever. We
are like Tantalus in Hades in water up to his chin
and suffering from excruciating thirst."
And,the expression of greed on the old professer's
face convinced me that physical thirst could be no
more torturing than the émotion from which he was
suffering.
"Treasures of Tantalus!" flashed into my mind
and clung there partly by the fascination of allitération and partly from its past application to the maddening search on which we were embarked.
CHAPTER X
The Larceny Section in Action
FROM now on we began gradually to find the
trust opérations less bewildering. By constant
study of the various guarded communications
between members and listening in at Judge Tanner's
council meetings, we came to catch the drift of the
organization's political plans and evcntually to understand the code they used when discussing particularly
delicate matters.
In the coming Congress, the members were divided
by the trust manipulators into those who could be
controlled already, those who could be relied on to
favor naturally the trust proposais, and those who
would oppose them from conviction and could be won
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only by argument or indirect methods. As it stood,
Chandler thus had a bare working majority, but
had elaborate plans for increasing bis margin before
the session was over.
No violently revolutionary measures were contemplated at the outset. They were to begin with slight
and apparently harmless revisions of the laws that
had hampered the predatory business interests in
recent years, inserting unsuspected jokers that would
make secret violations easier and conviction more
difficult. This was to be followed by a campaign of
insidious propaganda that would eventually make
the popular will lenient to a complété repealing of
those cramping laws.
In the more narrowly criminal direction they
aimed at liberalizing the laws governing the release
of inmates of détention farms. They also had
planned an elaborate campaign for gradually filling
the courts of every degree with judges under control
of the trust.
In short, the nation at large was under the complété rule of a criminal oligarchy which was about to
plunder it so artfully that the complacent public
would pay tribute without even realizing its exploitation. It was not till now that we realized fully the
extreme difficulty of the task of exposure.
Nevertheless we were in no way daunted. Priestley pursued the task with ail the zeal of a crusader of
old. I found his enthusiasm contagions. What émotions were at play behind the green eyeshade of the
taciturn Miss Stimson, Professer Fleckner's able and
conscientious secretary, I could only guess, but I
noted that she watched every move of Priestley with
her shy, sidewise glance, and was quick to second
any suggestion of his.
As for Fleckner himself, his demeanor became
colder and more impersonal as our investigation
proceeded. It was more and more évident to me at
this time that his interest in the whole aiïair began
and ended in his hope of finding the hiding place of
the Treasures of Tantalus. But for a time we made
no more progress in this direction.
Then, a little over a month after our last fiasco,
we ran again upon a warm trail.
During one of Judge Tanner's council meetings we
got the first hint that the larceny section of the crime
trust was about to go into action after a long period
of quiet. The judge had called up Chandler as usual
to give his report and receive instructions.
"And now," came the hoarse whisper of the Voice
Higher Up, "your boys below can indulge in a little
fun again. We need two. No publicity this time."
"Ail right," the judge agreed, "the section has been
working up some good prospects. I think they can
do it in one job."
Chandler hung up and Tanner twisted the ring
Connecting with the underground rendezvous.
"Give me 72," he directed. and presently lie was
talking with a short, thick-set fellow whose face
under the black mask might have been that of a
boss plumber.
"We want two this time," the judge directed.
"Can you do it in one job and no publicity?"
"1 can," the other answered promptly. "I have
a plant ail laid. Can finish it in about two weeks."
"Very good. go at it immediately."
The judge hung up and returned to his companions at the table.
^or your information," he said to Winter, "I will

explain that two million dollars is about to be added
to the organization's reserve fund out of the vaults
of one of our leading banks, and the deed will be
accomplished so that the chances are the officers of
the bank will never discover tlieir loss."
"But how? I don't understand!" Winter exclaimed.
"That's ail I can tell you, because that's ail I
know," the judge replied. "That's ail I want to
know. Remember what I said about curiosity.
If
by any chance 1 happened to learn more than that I
would be no more immune to deadly disease or a
sudden accident than were the two misguided gentlemen Fve told you about."
Meantime we were following the movements of
No. 72, whotn Tanner had just been instructing. He
walked swiftly through the crowd and singled out
two other black-robed, masked figures. Nos. 116 and
297, touching an elbow of each as he passed. He
went on into one of the little conference-rooms off
the main clubroom, and within a few minutes the
two he had signalled casually joined him and closed
the door.
"The big job is on," No. 72 announced. "Is the
fake stuff ready?"
"Pli have it in the warehouse on twelve hours*
notice," replied No. 116.
"Can you start the digging to-night?" No. 72
asked No. 297.
"Within two hours. Fve kept the van there with
tools and plenty of room for the dirt."
"AU right, go to it," No. 72 approved. "Give No.
116 the word when the job's within twelve hours of
finished."
"We can make it about Friday night," No. 297
decided as he went out.
We kept this digger gentleman on the screen and
immediately began watching interesting developments.
He strolled about the main room for a few
moments, now and then casually jogging an elbow of
one of the company, until he had thus served secret
notice on six of his fellow members. Each man
summoned, withdrew unostentatiously, and presently
ail six were out on the street in ordinary citizens'
clothes. They paid no attention to each other, but
apparently departed on their various ways bound for
home.
They were ail well-dressed, presentable-looking
young chaps, having the appearance of students or
young professional men. A little later they were
followed by No. 297, an older man who looked like
a prospérons contractor. He proceeded to the parking plaza in front of the Riccadona, got into a highpowered limousine and turned south.
A little way down the avenue he directed the
chauffeur suddenly to the curb and hailed a gentleman who was sauntering along in the same direction.
"Hello, John!" he called genially, swinging open
the car door, "let me give you a lift."
"Don't care if I do; thanks," replied the other,
looking up in apparent surprise and then seeming to
recognize a friend.
^
He was one of the six helpers who had left the
underground club after being nudged by No. 297.
The car turned at the next corner and swung
around a block, until the owner, peering out the
rear window, seemed assured that no one was following. Then they turned back into the avenue, and
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a block below picked up another of the six helpers.
This was repeated until the six were ail aboard.
About 1. A. M. they crossed 125th Street in Seventh Avenue on the upper street level, which as usual
was practically deserted at that time of night. On the
southwest corner stood in those days the huge pile
of the Great International Trust Company, and when
the limousine swung into 124th Street, back of this
building, we guessed at once that this was the robbers' objective point.
Across the street from the trust company building
was the dark pyramidal pile of a storage warehouse.
Next it was an old transient hôtel that still clung
to the down-town district. A one-story arcade automobile entrance thrust itself between the wall of
the warehouse and that story of the hôtel. Into this
the car turned and stoppée! in front of the hôtel
entrance.
One of No. 297's helpers descended from the the
car as a sleepy doorman emerged from the hôtel. Simultaneously the leader and his five assistants, unseen by the doorman, alighted on the other side of
the car and stood hidden by the car body. The man
who had got ont at the hôtel entrance handed his bag
to the doorman and turned to the chauffeur.
"Wait till I get some change at the desk," he said,
and went in with the doorman.
The moment the hôtel door closed the leader of
the digger gang reached into the car again, drew out
another suit-case, opened it, and revealed a small
high-power blow-flame apparatus. Over the flame
nozzle he placed a concealing hood of asbestos, and
then, keeping in the shadow of the automobile, went
over to a window of the storage warehouse that was
protected by heavy steel bars set deep into the concrète wall.
Against the concrète about the end of a bar he
directed the nozzle and turned on the flame. In a
moment the setting of the bar was as loose as any
sand. Repeating the process at the other end of
the bar, he was presently able to wrench it free. By
the time the man who had gone into the hôtel returned with his change, three bars had been removed,
the heavy window and iron shutters behind them
jimmied open, and five men had crept through into
the darkness beyond. No. 297 waited until the sixth
man had returned from the hôtel, then whistling a
soft signal to him, crept into the warehouse after
his men.
The outside man went around the car to the
breached window, put the bars back in place, plastered some new soft concrète back about their ends
with a trowel from the car's tool-box, smoothed it
down, hid the marks with a little paint from a patent
paint-tube, returned the tools, and after a whispered
word to the chauffeur, went back into the hôtel and
to the room he had engaged for the night. His part
of the job was cvidently over. He retired immediately and was snoring five minutes later.
Meantime No. 297, within the warehouse, taking a
new window lock from his tool-kit, replaced the one
he had broken and concealed the marks with a painttube. Then the six men tiptoed silently through the
great building until they heard a watchman coming
on his rounds.
Concealing his men down a side passage, No. 297
hid behind a pillar to which was attached one of the
automatic sentry-docks whose button the watchman
was due to punch once an hour. As the watchman
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approached the clock the hidden crook drew a small
spraying bulb from his pocket, held his breath, and
sprayed a fine invisible vapor in the watchman's face.
At first it seemed to have no effect. The man
punched the button and went on his rounds. But his
steps grew slower and heavier as he went. He
reached the little office where he sat between rounds,
threw himself in his chair, and a moment later was
sprawled over his desk fast asleep.
In less than fifteen minutes' time they had in this
way put out of commission for the night the watchmen on each floor. What these fellows thought on
awaking the next morning we had no means of
knowing and no time to speculate regarding it. As
one of the gang of crooks attended to punching the
time-clock so that there would be no interruption
from the district police station where the hourly reports registered. it is to be presumed that each watchman thought that he was the only derelict, and that a
friendly brother watchman had discovered his plight
and attended to his record. Naturally he dared ask
no questions.
At any rate the moment the last watchman was
asleep the diggers hurried to a big van stored with
others on the main floor, drove it on one of the
elevators, and descended to the sub-basement. They
backed the van out of the elevator and over to a
point near the front foundation wall of the building.
They worked now with the speed of careful rehearsal. No. 297 snatched from the van another
blow-flame apparatus similar to that used in entering
the building and burned a deep groove about a four
foot square of the concrète flooring. Then a small
electric crâne was extended from the rear of the
van and this block of flooring was lifted out and set
aside.
Next a rotary electric earth and rock drill with a
four-foot bore was hoisted down over this opening
and attached to the light cable. From it into the van
was stretched a jointed extension chute through
which the détritus from the drill was dumped into
the van.
When they stopped work just before daybreak
the big van was nearly full of earth and ground rock,
and a four-foot tunnel extended down under the
foundation wall and several feet under the street
toward the Trust Company building.
They stowed the apparatus out of sight in the
tunnel, sealed up the opening, ran the van back to
its place up-stairs, climbed in on top of the pile of
earth, and after eating sandwiches from a hamper
under the seat, calmly went to sleep.
About nine o'clock in the morning a driver presented himself at the warehouse office with proper
credentials and took the van away. An hour later the
contents were dumped in a lonely stream in the
Putnam County Forest Reserve.
In the afternoon another van came in and put
up for the night. As soon as the day force left.
No. 297 and his five helpers emerged from the van
and went to work again. To our surprise they paid
no attention to the watchman. We were puzzled until
we noted that the personnel of the watchmen had
entirely changed. The all-powerful trust had cvidently substituted its own men.
The work of boring the tunnel across the street
and up under the vault of the Trust Company was
completed in this way in less than the week set for
the job. The day before the night appointed for the
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grand coup, word was passed through the regular
channels, and, on order for a spécial grade of cotton,
a van-load of counterfeit gold and paper money
wrapped in cotton bolts, to the amount of two million
dollars, came down from the Fall River counterfeiting plant under the cotton mill, and was stored in
the 124th Street warehouse.
That night No. 116 and a group of helpers
emerged from hiding in this van, unsealed the tunnel,
carried the counterfeit millions through to the Trust
Company vault and substituted them for their équivalent in real money, which they brought back and
stored in the van.
The next day the trust company did business as
usual, its officers never dreaming that two million
dollars in worthless imitation money rested in its
vaults, and that some of this spurious specie passed
out of its windows to customers.
Meantime, late in the afternoon, the van with its
burden of real wealth rumbled across the northern
city line into the Putnam County hills, headed
toward the secret hiding-place of the Treasures of
Tantalus.
CHAPTER XI
A Trcasure Astray
MEANTIME we watched with acute interest
the forging of the link by which the treasure
was to pass from these outside workers,
who blindly obeyed orders, to Chandler, who alone
knew the final hiding-place of the trust's reserve
fund. And this must be accomplished without the
identity of the custodian becoming known to even the
most trusted of his henchmen.
The night before the getaway from the warehouse,
Judge Tanner dined in the little room at the Riccadona. He received word from No. 72 over the wall
phone that ail would be ready the following night,
and got back from Chandler the cryptic order:
"Eleven at point twenty."
Tanner passed this back to No. 72. This we took
to mean that the money would be transferred at
eleven o'clock at night at a point designated as No. 20
on the secret chart of the trust.
The following afternoon Chandler and his family
ran out to their country-place for the night. About
nine o'clock the president-elect bade them good night.
"Eve got a speech to préparé, and Pm going to
work it out on a midnight tramp," he remarked as
he left the room.
Mrs. Chandler laughed indulgently.
'T wonder if your father really thin'ks better while
he's tramping or only imagines it," she remarked to
her daughter.
*T don't know," the girl answered. "1 should
think he'd get ail fagged out. He didn't get back till
after three o'clock the last time he had one of his
tramp sessions. I was awake with a headache that
night and heard him corne in."
Meanwhile Chandler, protected from the crisp air
by heavy furs, was swinging rapidly along the narrow, lonely country road that skirtéd the high iron
fence around his estate. At a point in the woodland
about a mile from the entrance to the grounds, he
stopped and searched the fence for a little distance
with a flash-Hght. After a moment he reached down,
found a secret spring, pressed it, and swung open a

section of the fence a dozen feet wide. He etltered
and dived under the thick underbrush for a few
rods.
Reaching a little tree-enclosed clearing, he searched
the trunks of the trees about its margin with his
light and then pressed against a knot on one of
them. Immediately a little clump of huckleberry
bushes in the center of the clearing began to rise up
from the ground supported on four small steel
columns. We heard the hum of underground machinery. At the height of about six feet the platform of earth and shrubbery stopped, revealing the
opening into a cavern of considérable size, lined
with concrète.
"The hiding place of oufTreasures of Tantalus!"
Priestley exclaimed.
"Oh, it can't be ! It can't be !" Miss Stimson cried
out, and then shrank back, abashed at her sudden
vehemence.
Fleckner looked at her sharply.
"Why not?" he demanded.
"He would hardly run the risk of having it connected so closely with himself," I interposed, coming
to the embarrassed girl's rescue, but a little surprised
at her sudden forwardness.
"Possibly not." Fleckner conceded reluctantly,
"but l'm going to find out."
He ran the telephonoscope ray ail about the underground chamber, but discovered nothing except
three small collapsible airplanes. He pierced the
walls with the ray at ail points, but everywhere it
ran into solid earth.
He stopped, baffled, just as Chandler was dragging forth one ol the planes.
"It's simply a place to store machines for secret
flights," he decided. "He's on his way to meet the
treasure van."
With the machine outside, Chandler closed the
hidden hangar and dragged the plane out to the road,
shutting the secret gâte after him. In less than
twenty minutes after he left the house he was high
above the clouds, speeding at three hundred and fifty
miles an hour toward the Putnam County hills into
which, on another section of our screen, we were
watching the treasure van advance.
A few minutes later, nearly a hundred miles from
his starting point, he settled down in a country road
hidden by heavy woods, only about a half a mile
ahead of the oncoming van. He alighted, drew his
machine off the road, and then proceeded to make
a lightning change. He drew ofT his outer garments
and hid them in the machine's cockpit. Three minutes later he stood in an ordinary freight-van driver's
uniform, his complexion altered with a few touches
from a make-up outfit by the aid of his flash and a
small mirror, a heavy false mustache drooping over
the lower part of his face, and his cap well over hiseyes.
He had barely completed his transformation when
the van rumbled up to within a hundred yards of
where he stood. Then suddenly the engine went
dead. The driver manipulated its levers and the
machine back-fired sharply three times, and then
after a brief interval twice more and was silent.
This, it appeared. was a signal, for Chandler answered with a single, long-drawn-out cry of a wildcat. At that the van-driver went to the back of the
van and drew out a folded airplane similar to the
one in which Chandler had corne, unfolded it, and the
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next moment, with muffled motor and darkened
lamps, soared silently into the air and away. Chandler, trundling his own plane ahead of him, was approaching the van.
"Ah!" whispered Fleckner exultantly. "He is at
last about to lead us to the treasure-trove !"
I heard a sharp gasp behind me, and turning,
looked squarely, for the first time, I think, into the
eyes of Professer Fleckner's secretary. I remember being surprised to note that they were fine eyes,
of deep violet hue.
Her green shade was awry for once, but she had
forgotten it. She seemed unavvare that I was looking at her. She was staring in terror at the figure
of Chandler as he approached the van, and the moment when he would unwittingly become the instrument of his own undoing. She clasped and unclasped her hands convulsively.
I looked again at the screen. Chandler had reached
the van and was preparing to put his plane aboard.
Fleckner and Priestley stood with eyes glued on the
screen, hardly breathing. It was as though they
feared that the slightest sound in the laboratory half
a hundred miles away might frighten the head of the
crime trust from his purpose and break again the
thread that was leading us to his secret. Neither of
them, I am sure, had noted the girl's little byplay.
I heard a half-sob behind me. I turned toward
the girl again. She stood with tears running down
her face, her hands stretched out toward Fleckner
imploringly. She swayed as if faint, and clutched at
the control board near her for support.
"Oh, don't! Don't" she cried hysterically.
I heard a smothered exclamation from Fleckner
as he sprang for the control board. Then, for the
first time, I realized that Miss Stimson, when she
clutched the board, had hit and thrown over the projection-lever. I was right in the line of projection.
I whirled around just in time to see my own image
on the screen projected out there in the Putnam
County woods beside the head of the crime trust.
He, too, had seen me and heard the girl's warning
cry, for he was climbing aboard his airplane in a
panic. His back was toward me when I turned, and
I hoped he had not seen my face. He unfolded his
wings and threw on the power in the same instant.
The next instant the President-elect of these United
States fled, a panic-stricken criminal, leaving two
million dollars in stolen money out in that wintry
woodland.
Fleckner was beside himself with rage. He
stormed about the laboratory, hurling abuses on the
head of the girl, who had slipped to the floor in a
faint and was mercifully unable to hear. Priestley
and I carried her to a lounge, and he held a bottle
of restorative to her nostrils.
The moment she began to show signs of returning
consciousness, Fleckner stood over her and began
to redouble his abuse. Thereupon Priestley turned
upon him in a cold rage. He clenched his fists
threateningly.
"Not another word," he commanded. "If I hear
another bit of abuse from you, old a man as you are,
Fil knock you down. Tliis poor girl has been taken
with sudden illness. JDo you think she did it purposely?"
Fleckner stared at him, speechless with rage, for
an instant. Then he started to speak, but what he
.saw in the younger man's blazing eyes halted him.
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He turned back to the screen without another
word.
Miss Stimson opened her eyes and suddenly
realized that her eyeshade no longer sheltered them.
With a frightened little gesture she readjusted it.
Then, after a moment she got up, apologized for
making us trouble, and said she would better go
home as she felt ill.
Fleckner was intently studying the screen and
hardly noted her departure.
"Poor little thing!" Priestley exclaimed. "She's
been overworking here lately and is nervously exhausted."
"Humph!" the professer grunted. "She might
better have stayed away to-night. Fm afraid neither
Chandler nor any of his gang will dare recover
that treasure-van and go on. They'Il not take the
slightest risk of discovery. We've lost our chance
of tracing the treasure-trove for the présent. l'd
discharge that bungling girl for what she did if she
weren't so generally valuable."
Priestley glared at him, but said nothing.
Fur myself I was not lacking in sympathy for the
young woman's distress, particularly after my
glimpse into those disturbing violet eyes, but I also
had misgivings about her when I recalled her agitation just before the final catastrophe. I couldn't
help wondering whether the throwing on of the projection lever was altogether accidentai, but I kept
my suspicions to myself, and presently the events
that were being pictured on the screen drove them
out of my mind.
Chandler was plainly in a panic for fear of discovery. He rose straight into the air about three
miles after the sudden alarm, then shot off for fifty
miles or so in a direction opposite to his New Jersey
place, listening constantly in his wireless detector
to see if any other plane was pursuing. Finally,
apparently satisfied, he swung back in a wide circle,
and an hour later arrived at the secret hangar on his
estate, put up his plane, removed his disguise, and
a few minutes later rang the front doorbell at his
house. It was then only one o'clock.
"Sorry to trouble you," he said to the sleepy servant who admitted him. "1 fourni Fd left my keys
in my other clothes."
"Good Lord !" he added, looking at his watch.
"It's one o'clock !"
This we took to be for purposes of alibi.
In his room he began to pace the floor nervously.
He looked worn and haggard with worry. We could
imagine his predicament. He had no idea who could
be the strange man who interrupted him as he was
about to take possession of the treasure. He could
not guess how much that man knew. Perhaps he,
President-elect of the United States, was facing exposure on the morrow. He dared not go back to
the van or send any of his lieutenants there. No
knowing what ambush might await them.
Several times he paused in his nervous pacing
and looked speculatively at the téléphoné. But he
shook his head despairingly at last.
"Nobody I dare reach, and nothing they could
do if I did," he muttered.
Apparently in this unlooked for emergeUcy was
betrayed a weak spot in the trust System. He had
not dared let any one assist him in final disposai
of the treasure, and no one but he now knew of his
failure.
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fie stoppée! suddenly and stood with clenched
fists, a look of new rage on bis face.
"ïhere's a traitor in camp!" he exclaimed aloud.
Meantime the van stood silent and unmolested on
the deserted forest road. After we had watched
this lifeless spectacle, and the almost equally monotonous one of Chandler futilely pacing bis bedehamber for upwards of an hour, we grew weary of inaction. We were ail three of us tired and irritable
from excitement, disappointment and lack of sleep.
Ont of this situation grew a lively wrangle between Priestley and Professer Fleckner. Priestley
ventured the suggestion that we take steps to restore
the stolen money to the trust Company, now that the
chance of ils leading us to the main treasure had
passée!.
Fleckner sneered openly at this.
"How would you go about it without exposing
our method of getting it anel thus ending our hope
of destroying the system, as well as exposing ourselves to its punishment?" he asked aftér they had
disputed hotly over the ethics involved.
"This gives us pretty tangible evidence against the
crime trust, doesn't it?" Priestley demanded.
"Nothing that would trap Chandler or even Tanner," Fleckner insisted.
Priestley argued this point at some length, but
was fair enough to admit finally that Fleckner was
right in that particular.
"We can give warning anonymously, however,
through the telephonoscope," he insisted. "It's our
r'.uty to do so. Otherwise we become accessories to
the crime."
There was a stubborn light in his eye. It was
évident that the breach between the two men was
widening rapidly. Though I sympathized with
Priestley. I decided that it was unwise to take sides
openly at présent.
Fleckner started to speak, then hesitated and
studied the other's face thoughtfully. Apparently

he recalled previous expériences with his explosively
idealistic associate and decided to temporize.
"Well, we'll watch the situation a little, and if
there seems to be no chance bv morning of the trust
picking up the treasure again, we'll try to think up a
method of carrying out your idea. Meantime there's
no use of ail of us staying awake. This is my watch.
You boys both get some sleep. Fil call you, Priestley, at five, and Blair can relieve you at seven."
We agreed to that arrangement, and Priestley and
I retired to sleeping-rooms off the laboratory and
lay down half undressed.
I dozed fitfully at first, but presently found myself lying awake, puzzling over Miss Stimson's
strange attack of nerves, wondering if it could possibly be that she was up to anything treacherous.
Suddenly a concrète suggestion occurred to me.
Could it be possible that she had frightened off
Chandler purposely with the intention of making
away with the treasure herself with the aid of confédérales? Why not?
Full of new appréhension, I jumped out of bed,
and throwing on a bathrobe, went out into the laboratory.
Professer Fleckner sat in his chair by the control
board, where we had left him. But fatigue and
monotony had proven too much for him. His chin
rested on his chest. He was sound asleep.
I glanced nervously at the screen. One-half of it
still revealed Chandler pacing the floor of his bedchamber as before. On the other half was the same
stretch of lonely mountain forest road. I knew it
positively by the big boulder with a scrub oak growing out of its base beside which the van had halted.
But there was a différence. I rubbed my eyes and
looked again. Then I seized the control lever and
shifted it up and down the road and through the
forest for miles each way. In vain.
The van and its two million dollar treasure had
vanished utterly.

END OF PART T

What Do You

Know?

OEADERS of Amazing Stories have frequently commented upon the fact that there is more actual knowledge to be gained through reading its pages than from many a textbook. Moreover, most of the stories
are written in a popular vein, making it possible for any one to grasp important facts.
The questions which we give below are ail answered on the pages as listed at the end of the questions.
Please see if you can answer the questions first without looking for the answer, and see how well you check
un on your général knowledge.
1. Vhat might be a logical treatment of criminals,
so that they will cost society nothing for their
détention? (See page 682).
2. Psychologically, is the disposition to crime chronic
or sporadic? (See page 694).
3. Where is paper money printed by the government? (See page 695).
4. In what part of the world are the eggs and bones
of the huge extinct bird. /Epyornis found? (See
page 663).
5. What do you know of the Aîpyornis? (See page
665)
6. What would yçu use in a closed comparteijbi,
such as a submarine cabin, to absorb the carbonic
acid gas exhaled by the occupants? (See page
630).

7. How does Venus compare in mass with the Earth
and how does its period of révolution, determining the lengfh. of its day, compare with that of
the earth? ("See page 632).
8. Hqw does Mercury compare with the rest of the
thajor planets in size and distance from the sun?
(Sel"page 639).
9. How long is Mercury's year? Has it day and
night? (See page 639).
10. Is Mars larger or smaller than the earth? How
long is its year? (See page 644).
U. What is Jupiter's diameter and volume? How
long is its year? Its day? (See page 645).
12. Do you know the constitution of the rings of
Saturn? What is the size of the inner ring?
(See page 648).
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Sound the fire, we stood, gazing almost in stupor at the scene and at each other. The contours of the bip animal emerged more and more.
The ice grew thinner and whiter. "What the—is it not a mammoth?" cried Berg in his impulsive manner.
"December 29th, 1896. A Curions Discovery.
E were half a dozen good friends, enjoying a glass of beer at the village inn, and On the morning of Christmas Day, a trapper of Ruswe had just asked the sea captain for a sian nationality arrived at the little town of Popigaisk,
story.
near the mouth of the Chantanga in Chantanga Bay,
He put down his pipe and produced telling the people in town and asking to be believed,
tvvo sinall cuttings from his pocket-book. He cleared that he had seen, some miles north of the town,
fresh tracks of a large animal ; and he was quite sure
his throat and began :
Well, I should like to réfuté those strange hypo- that this animal was a mastodon. If the man was
thèses and statenients whic4i have been produced right in his supposition, this means an astonishing
bit of news. Our correfrom niany quarters respondent adds that a heavy
garding what occurred at
the bay of Chantanga east
T T ERE is an ahsorbing story that cornes to «s ail the snowfall has already blotof Cape Tscheljuskin in ±1 zmy from Norway. It is well known, of course, ted out the tracks of the
North Siberia, during the that many prchistoric inammoths have been found entircly animal."
in ice in northern counlries. Many of these
"January 9th, 1897. A
winter of 1896-'97.
It preserved
mammoths were so well preserved that the y provided Christmas Guest from the
happencd during the trip excellent muséum spécimens. Our new aulhor lias used
Primitive Ages? A week
along the coast of North this as the thème of the story and has mode a most fasAsia, which T tlien made cinai ing talc of it. It c on tain s excellent science and ago we published a short
article regarding a queer
with the Swedish whaler, Ihere is no question but that you will like the story.
discovery in unknown SiThe Whitc Bear, and the
beria. It seems now as if
story which I am going to
tell you will thus be the narrative of an eyc witness the discovery may be confirmed from another source.
to a queer occurrence in North Siberia on Christmas Many persons have certainly been looking for the
tracks of the mastodon without resuit, but if we
Eve in 1896.
For those among you who peradventure have not dared believe the Esquimau Amsalic, he has been
heard anything about the matter, I will read both close upon making a nearer acquaintance with the
strange animal. He, too, had been searching for
these cuttings.
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the tracks, until dusk began to fall and with it a fine,
thick snow, which made it impossible for him to
proceed any further. He was about to turn back,
when, in the darkness, he heard a loud cracking—
like that of ice breaking up in spring, he said. The
next instant heavy, clumsy feet resounded against
the frozen ground and a clumsy, gigantic body of
unusual shape rushed past by him so closely that he
felt the rush of air. The animal had undoubtedly
been frightened by something, perhaps by Amsalic
himself. Since this narrative has been made public,
several hunters have set out to hunt the mysterious
animal."
When these articles were printed, I was frozen in
with my ship and crew in the Polar Sea, but I have
been told that they aroused considérable interest in
certain quarters. Various ideas were debated ;
everyone had his own version of the matter. The
most fantastic comments were published. Nevertheless, the truth seems more fantastic still.
On August Ist I sailed from Hammerfest, as captain, with my vessel, the old splendid IVhite Bear,
which, in spring, 1899, collided with an iceberg and
sank off Archangel. The plan of the expédition was
the usual one : to proceed along the north coast of
Europe and Asia as long as possible, hunting for the
whales and seals which are getting scarcer year by
year. It was no new and untried enterprise. Already in the middle -of 1800 an attempt had been
made to create a regular whale traffic in those waters.
Such an expédition usually stayed away a year, but
proceeded in the summer as far as possible. In the
winter it lay frozen in by the ice and returned the
following spring with heavily-laden vessels.
We thus coasted along the shore of Kola and
Kanin south of Koljugow and up towards Karuporten, a voyage which is a little longer in reality than
in description. We were lucky. In three months we
were able to discharge a full cargo at the company's
station on Nova Semlja. Encouraged by our progress we continued eastwards, so that at the beginning of the winter we found ourselves at 114° eastern longitude in Nordenskiolds sea, after having followed about the same course as the Vega. Here, at
the mouth of the Chantanga, we ultimately became
icebound for the winter and had to préparé for an
arctic winter sojourn.
The vast ice desert which surrounded us would
have been irritating in its monotony if the eye had
not found a fixed point in the expanse of white.
Hardly fifty yards to our right was a little island,
also covered with ice, from which one had a view
of the narrow sound that separates the island from
the mainland. The island was a mass of rock, in
some parts unusually high over the water's edge,
while the mountain top in its centre had a height of
say three thousand feet. The island, which has no
name on the chart, was christened by the crew
"Hermit Island."
While the ship was being pushed out of the water
by the ice, we built ourselves a winter hut on the
island. Our new résidence was very comfortable.
The house was divided into one large and one small
room. In the former resided a part of the crew and
in the latter the mate, trapper Jenssen, the controller
of the company, a young man, named Berg, who was
much liked on board the steamer on account of his
friendly and pleasant manner, and lastly myself.

The rooms were lighted and warmed by a dynamo
which we had on board.
Under such circumstances it is not surprising that
life is likely to be lonely and sad. And it was worst
at Christmas time. We felt homesick, while we
were sitfing at a late breakfast, on the 24th of December on Hermit Island. Everyone of us was
taken up with his own thoughts, even the controller,
Berg, showed a gloomy face, and we expected no
pleasant Christmas.
But if we wanted a stimulating interruption, we
got it. We had not quite finished our meal when
the ship's cook threw open the door and rushed in,
followed by a sailor. I asked in astonishment what
was the matter, but the man was so bewildered that
he could not reply, and the sailor explained, instead.
"Well, captain, we have made a discovery!" he
said.
Their whole appearance was one of such helpless
astonishment that I followed the two men without
a word. My four comrades accompanied me, of
course, and our two guides led us to the foot of a
cliff, where the whole of the crew was standing staring at something. Not a little inquisitive, we made
our way to them through the snow. At the side of
the perpendicular stone wall a compact mass of ice
had been gathering through the âges. Its size and
color hinted a great âge. The secret which it was
hiding would, however, never have been revealed, if
the cook, who was a very smart fellow, had not made
a fire on exactly this" spot in order to get some fresh
water for the kitchen. The resuit was astonishing.
When the cook returned for more water, the fire had
melted a deep hollow in the ice at the side of the
cliff, and when, by chance, he cast a glance through
this ice window, what he saw was sufficient to make
him sit down in the snow, dumb with astonishment.
The sparkling fire continued its work, and when
we arrived, the hollow was over six feet deep, making
a cavity in the ice wall outside of which the fire was
burning. There was nothing unusual in ail this but
through the clear ice wall, the contours of a big
animal could be seen. Embedded in the blue ice, we
saw two curved tusks, each as long as a full-grown
man.
"Ohoy," exclaimed Berg, his jovial mind soon
mastering the astonishment. "More fuel! We are
going to melt out the poor thing!"
Wood was fetched and the fire crackled and blazed.
The fiâmes threw red reflections in among the ice
rocks, and the shadows were deep violet and farther
away blue. Above us the stars were sparkling and
bright northern lights fluttered over half the sky.
The intense heat caused the icy water to rush around
our feet, but, while the undermost layers of wood
hissed and sputtered and smoked in the snow-water,
the uppermost flamed briskly, fed with dry bushes,
which in more protected places had carried on a hopeless fight against the arctic cold. Round the fire ail
the crew of The White Bear were standing, gazing
almost in stupor, at the scene and at each other. The
contours of the big animal emerged more and more.
The ice grew thinner and whiter. Ail at once a little
black spot appeared. It grew bigger, and a browngrey, hairy hide was bared.
"What the—is it not a mammoth?" cried Berg in
his impulsive manner.
So it was. My men wished to eut out the animal
with their axes, but I forbade it, fearing to injure the
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body. The ice melted slowly away, and finally the
colossus stood free, under an arched roof of dripping
ice. The shapeless beast measured about eleven feet
in height and twelve feet in length—the trunk was
longer than the tallest man among the crew. The
second mate, who always boasted of his knowledge,
remarked that such discoveries had been made before
in several places in Siberia and that the ice hermetically sealed and preserved the dead body and saved it
from decay, as the cold hindered the activity of the
decaying organism. The flesh of the animal before
us was, therefore, as fresh as if it had lived yesterday and not several thousand years ago. In order to
confirm his word, the man inserted his knife in the
animal's side—and behold—some drops of blood
squirted ont of the eut ! At this sight, several of
the fellows paled and I, too, grew more than astonished. This blocfd, that I saw dripping before my
eyes, had been coursing through the veins of the
animal during the primeval âges !
The crew, however, had brought more wood and
the red fiâmes from the fire threw a weird shining
reflection on the thousand or more years old ice wall.
This scene in the darkness of the frozen expanses
of the Polar Sea at Christmas time was so like a saga,
that we hardly should have been astonished if the big
animal body had awakened to life and stepped out
among us. The hide was steaming, and the hairy
trunk shook. Berg was polishing his nose loudly—
would the mastodon lift its trunk in a thundering
answer ?
In eager curiosity the ship's mate was running
about the animal, fingering it, measuring it and ail
the while holding a short scientific lecture to us
others who were regarding the wonder in silence.
But this animal ? Did not the legs shake under it ?
Did it not slowly alter its position? What would
happen now ?
Frozen and hungry, but not less interested, we
waited breathlessly for the continuation of the adventure. And it came, though it took time.
When the lire had been fighting the thousand year
old ice for some hours the colossus from antiquity
began to stagger, and with a noise which shook the
ground, the gigantic animal fell heavily on one side,
extinguishing the fiâmes as if he had blown out a
candie. But simultaneously something else happened.
Just where the colossus had been standing beside the
wall of the cliff, we discovered a vault and within
this we saw . . .
Several years have now passed since this event
happened, but still I can hardly describe what we
heard and saw when the thousand year old ice-field
revealed its secret to us. During the whole of a long
winter we had only seen ice, ice in every conceivable
formation.
The monotony of the white and solitary ice-fields
that stretched to the horizon had almost killed us.
We had lost ail hope of a change. I do not know
whether you will understand me. but the mere prospect of an adventure of such unexpected proportions
as this quite bewildered us.
Before our eyes there opened a rocky passage,
covered with bleached skulls and skeletons, the bones
of animais. These were créatures from hoary antiquity, which had guarded the secret ! Above us
loomed the heavy rock formations of the mountain,
in their shadow hiding a world-startling mystery.
For already from without we could see that the pass-

age led into the depths of darkened caverns, into a
System of passages and caves.
"Forward boys—follow your leader!" cried Berg
and stormed into the darkness.
"Wait—a lantern !" I cried.
"Not necessary—it is already lighter here!" His
answer sounded hollow, as if it had corne from a
mine.
We stood bewildered, not believing our eyes or
ears. Finally four others and myself penetrated
into the passage. From a distance, Berg called to us.
The echoes changed each of his words to a rattling
volley of musketry.
It was a low irregular vault, half dark for about a
thousand yards ahead and filled by violently scattered rocks which in some places only gave space
enough to creep through. The cleft finally widened
into a high vauîted grotto, which lost itself in twilight
in ail directions—a silent and sinister place, whose
inhabitants had been dumb for générations. Everywhere these bones! Eloquent, even if dumb évidences of races that perished long ago ! A cold. dry
air of decay and death filled our nostrils, yet the place
was not uncanny or even sinister. The ground was
covered with gorgeously shaped plants, many of
which were luminous or strangely colored. There
were ferns of a height that seemed enormous to us—
unknown kinds of trees, flowers in subdued tints,
mostly pale red, some with white stripes. It was a
radiance of pale and clear colors that was delightful.
While we were devouring the scene with our eyes,
Berg joined us. Some yards farther on we were
stoppée! by a murmuring sound. A watercourse
slowly sought its way between the stones. And on
its margins we found big bleached human bones. I
took one of the grinning skulls in my hand. It
stared at me with its empty eye cavities as if it were
saying :
"Solve my secret, if you can !"
But where did this végétation corne from, this rich
verdure in the midst of the ice wilderness? After
having followed the watercourse for a while, we
found the explanation. It stopped suddenly at the
foot of a wall of rock, where a whirlpool was in
action. I dipped my hand in the water. It was
warm. A subterrannean spring then—and further
away—very, very high up—a faint light was visible.
There must be an opening.
The mate declared that we were standing on a
volcanic c rater bottom in what had been a fire-vomiting mountain, extinct long ago.
It was a paradise we had discovered. a paradise of
twilight and solitude, it is true, but a pleasure garden
compared with the cold expanses which outside
stretched in ail directions. We balanced ourselves
on the stones and crossed over the watercourse and
walked up the opposite shore, which sloped up from
the water. Arrived at the top we found before us
a large expanse, whose borders were lost in the darkness on ail sides. Here and there phosphoric fungus
growths spread a pale light over the bed rock. I
sniflred the air.
"Queer," I remarked. "It seems to me as if . . ."
"It smelt of stables, yes," Berg interrupted me
with a snort.
"And hundreds of them," added the mate emphatically.
Berg set up an hallooing. The echo replied with
a hollow roar that startled us.
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"What a mighty echo," remarked Berg, a trifle
pale. After it had died away, a sinister silence fell
over the cavern. We did not move.
"Down there, where the earth is softer . .
the
mate muttered in a perplexed voice.
"What?" I exclaimed.
He pointed along the shore.
"Do you not see the earth is full of footprints?"
"By Jove!" exclaimed Berg. "Footprints of the
mammoth !"
"Or of a still bigger animal," the mate continued.
"Some are old and dried up. Some were made later.
Some were made today!"
He spoke the last sentence in such bewilderment,
that we ail drew nearer. Ail at once it seemed
darker and uncannier about us than ever before.
"Hm," said Berg with a voice which he tried to
make steady. "For my part I am turning back."
"Yes, let us go back!" I repeated.
At the same instant the echo was heard before us
again, though we had only spoken in whisperings.
Out of the darkness came a roar, strong as the trump
of doom, and uttered at short intervais. It was
heard again and again, followed by a Sound as if a
sledgehammer were regularly being thrown against
the earth. My hair seemed to rise on my head and
I lifted my arms, for I thought that the mountain
was going to fall over me.
Something panted and stamped among the rocks,
something roared and rumbled. Without a sound
the mate held up his hand and pointed.
I followed his glance.
"Great Heaven !" I whispered.
There—between some gigantic ferns stood a comrade to the prehistoric animal we had just melted out
of the ice, but living and, it seemed, of quite a différent kind. The legs were those of an éléphant, the
body large and the throat thick and covered with long,
stra
Rg'ing. red bristles. The head was enormous and
finished almost abruptly with a large, broad mouth.
The tail, which was furiously whipping the leaves of
the giant ferns, was long, resembling that of a lizard.

The giant lizard, or whatever I am to.call the thing,
set up a hissing sound and approached us.
There was no mistake about it ; its eyes were staring at us ! It looked at us with a greediness which
unrolled a perspective of horrible views for our
inner sight.
For a moment we stared at each other, the animal
from antiquity and the men from the Swedish whaler,
The IVhite Bear. Then the mate set off at top speed
over stock and stone towards the entrance of the
passage, followed closely by the rest of us. One of
us cried out, but I do not think it was I.
We were running for life, and after us came a roll
like thunder, when four heavy feet stamped against
the bottom of the crater and the panting animal
voice rose and fell. I sent up a silent prayer to the
great Someone, that we might be permitted to get
outside ere those feet. . . .
The mate was running like a madman before me,
to my left Berg, behind us the others and lastly the
animal. In this order we entered the passage.
As it was very narrow and hardly would permit
an animal of such dimensions to pass through it, we
felt pretty safe here, but we didn't think of that.
We imagined that the beast was close on our heels
and on we ran. We used up the last remnant of air
in our lungs to reach the entrance. But the cold had
already begun to close it, and we had hard work to
break it open again. Without a snowstorm raged,
and it was a white death that confronted us. When
we had worked halfway out to the ship, a man with
a lighted but snowed-over lantern, met us. The
North wind had raised its mighty voice, and the ice
was already jamming The White Bear. For two
weeks we worked day and night to save the ship.
When we finally succeeded, we had drifted so far out
that we dared not risk another attempt to reach the
Hermit Island.
The ice wilderness up there still hides a sealed-up
paradise. But by ail top-lanterns and yard-arms, I
am in no hurry to penetrate into that hidden région a
second time.

THE END
"Discussions," Uns Month, Bcgins on Page 706)
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up bis men for promotion? Does he pass you by os
jusl a routine worker, or does he think of you a»
a man who is ambitions to get ahead? Won't you
be far more likely to get the promotion if he know»
you are studying at home and are really preparing
yourself to handTe bigger work?
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to mark and mail the coupon and find what the
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Discussions
In thi» department we s hall diacuss,
every month, topics of intereat to readers.
The editors invile correspondence on ail
subjects directly or indirectly related to the
stories appearing in this magazine. In case
a spécial personal answer is required. a
nominal fee of 25c to cover time and postage is required.
SUGGESTIONS FOR AUTHORS
Editor, Amazing Stories:
I am sending you a clipping from the Palo
Alto "Times" which I thought might interest you
because of its connection with the "Plattner
Story."
This is also an excellent opportunity to tell you
how much I havc enjoyed your magazine: I
have read every story in it since its inception and
liked most of them. The only thing which I
do not enjoy is the critical attitude of the majority
of the letters in your discussion department.
Why should anyone expect super-scicntific accuracy
from an author of fiction? No one is going to
use Amazing Stories as a text-book. Besides,
it is entertaining, after enjoying a story to go
over it, and see how many errors one can find.
I got twenty-two from "The Green Splotches"
and about that many from severa! others. At
that, you might be rendcring a service if, in each
issue, you included a short article on sonie scientific
subject by an expert on that subjcct. They
might treat with such tlnngs as h>))crspacc. the
penetrating radiation, possibihties and impossibilities
in inter-planetary travel, the principle of relativily,
and radio-activity. There are many other interesting
and fairly modem scientific developinents which
would serve as topics. This saine modem science
is moving faster than many peoplc suppose. For
example, in 1920 there were six undiscovered éléments, but now there is only one, and anyone
who wants to wrile a story with the discovery of
a new element in it had better hurry. It's a great
pity, too, for there is so much romance in the un;
knnwn. as in stories like the "Chemical Magnet"
and Stewart Edward Whitc's "The Mystery."
This last element is number eighty-seven in the
periodic table. Unless it furnishes an exception to
the System, its properties are something as follows:
It is radio-active, and is also the most active of
the alkali mêlais. Il has the largest atomic volume of any element, and since this means that its
component protons and électrons are farther apart
than those of the elements on each side of it, the
energy changes of radio-activity arc smaller in it
than in any other radio-active element. Now that
is truly unfortunate for the scientifiction writer,
who has the habit of making his new elements
more potent than anything hitberto known. Apropos
of récent scientific developinents, couldn't you
gcntly hint in an éditorial that the wave theory of
light has been discredilcd for a long time and
that it fails to explain three classes of phenomena?
None of your writers seem to have heard of this
yet. Thanking you for reading this, I ara
Allen Lucy,
Palo Alto, Calif.
[We have received so much favorable comment
that we are almost ashamed to publish more of
it, but this letter, while it is so friendly, really
gives some good suggestions to our authors. As
regards the wave theory of light, it would be well
to remember that Sir Isaac Newton held to the
old corpuscular theory and that the exponents
of the new theory were sometimes quitc irritatcd
in their discussions. The wars of the Plutonians
and Neptunians in the older days of Gcology
were almost furious. So we hope that some of our
writers will takc some suggestions from this iwteresting letter because the difficuity in giving stories
which our readers like often dépends upon the
plnt, which is not always easy to find. Below we
publish the clipping from the Palto Alto "Times" to
which our correspondent refers.—Editor]
CHILD'S INTERNAL ORGANS REVERSED. INQUEST REVEALS
An unusual case in which the organs of the
body were transposed. those belonging on the
right side being on the left and vice versa,
came to light last night when an inquest was
held into the death of Charles Grim Minor,
18 raonths' old Palo Alto baby, who died
suddenly several days ago.
The heart and storaach were on the right
side and the liver on the left.
Verdict of death from glandular disorders,
with heart conditions as a conlributing cause,
was returned.
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SAM LOYD'S
TRICKS and PUZZLES
SAM LOYD is the puzzle King. The
best of them ail. We're willing to
wager he can "stick" you.
Here's a new book of one hundred
and sixteen pages crowded to the full
with hundreds of the very choiccst of
Sam Loyd's own puzzles, tricks and
conundrums.
There are easy puzzles, hard puzzles,
full page puzzles, illustrated puazles
riddles, conundrums, charades, rebuses,
and a 26-page spécial section of scientific puzzlers for mechanics, engineers and scientific minds.
It beats most puzzle books by many
miles. Get your copy as soon as possible—Why not today?
50c AT ALL
NEWSSTANDS
or order direct
Expérimenter Pub. Co.
(INCORPORATED)
230 Fifth Ave. - - New York
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~ T. O'CONOR 8L0ANE,
A.B.. A.M.. LL.D.. Ph.O.
Nntcd Instruclor. X^cturer and
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Command

High

and you can make yourself indépendant for
life by unearthng one of chemistry's yel
undiscovered secrets.
Do you remember how the taies of pirate gold used to lire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer donc. But that
is a mistake. They are done—today and everyday—not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your ovvn country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works.
Mis work is difficult, but more adventurous than the bloodcurdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent dealh on some forgotten shore, he gathers
weallh and honor through his invaluable contributions to humanity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite—these
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have corne
through their chemical achievements.
Now Is the Time to Study Chemistry
Not only are these boundless opportunlties for amassinR
weulth In Ohemlstry, but the profession affords congenlal
employincnt at good salaries to hundreds of thousands who
- -v
raerely follow nul ils présent applieitions. These appllratlons are innumerable, touchlng Intimately every business and every produel In the world. The work of the
ohemtst can hardly he called work et ail. Il is the
keenesl and most enjoyable klnd of pleasure. The days
in m chemical laboralory are ttlled wllh Ihrlllinf ami
dellKhtful extierlnienlatlun. wlth the alluring prospect of
a discovery lliat may spoll Fortune always at hand to
spur your enthualasm.

Expérimental Equipment
Furnished to Every Student
We glve to evory student wllhout addltlonal charge this
chemical eciulpmenl. Indudlng forty-nine plecen of laboralory apparatus and supplies, and fortv différent chcmlcals
and reagentl. These comprise the apparatus and chcmlcals
used for the expérimental work of the course. The fltted
heavy wonden box serves nol only as a case for Ihc outnt
but also as a useful lahoratory accessory for performlng
countleas expérimenta.
CHEMICAL INST1TUTE
OF NEW YORK, Inc.
Home Extension Division 10
1&-A E. 30th Street.
NEW YORK CITY

Salaries

What Some of Our Students
Say of Thi» Course:
1 have nol wrltten slnce I reoeifed the hlg
set.
1 can stillSince
say 1 (hat
far studying
excecdedwith
my
anticipâticms.
have ilheen
your scIuh»! I have heen appolnlod chemisl for
the HciaïUon foui l'o. testlng ail the mal and
usli by proxiuiale analysls. The lessons are
helplng me wonderfully, and the Interesting way
in whlch Ihcv arc wrltten make* me «ail pallently fc.r cuch lesson.—MOUI.Als t'OrjSKNS.
1 wlsh lo express my appréciation uf your
prompt reply to my Idlcr and lo the recommendation lu the (Jcnvial Klcctrlc Co. 1 Inlend lo Mari Ihc sludenl engineering course at
the works. This U somcohui along electrloal
Unes, but Ihc facl thaï 1 had a rccominendallon fnun a rellable schintl no doubt had considerable Influence in hclptng me lo seeure (he
Job.—II. VAN HKNTlirYSF.N.
So far l'xe boen more lhan pleased wlth
your course and am siIII doing nlccly. 1 hope
to he your licuior graduale this year.—J. M.
NOUKIS. 1H.
I tlnd your course excellent and your Instrurtlon, trulhfully. Ihe dearest and beat assemblée! I bave ever laken, and yours Is Ihe tiflh
oi-e l've studied.—si A M KS .1. KKI-LY.
From ihe lime 1 was huvlng Chemistry It
has never liecn Ihus expiaincd to nie as il is
now. I am recomnicndlng you hlghly (o my
frienda. and urglng Ihem lo lieeome members
of such an organlzalion.—CIIARLKS BENJAMIN.
I -hall always remmmend your school to my
frlends and Ici Ihem know Ilow simple your lessons are.—C. .1. AMUAIIT..
I am more lhan pleased. You dlg right In
from Ihe sturl. I uni golng to gel somewhore
wlth ihis course. I am so glad that 1 found
you.—A. A. CAMKHON.
I use your lessons mnstanlly as I flncl il
more thorouch lhan most tcxl books I can
seeure.-—NVNI, 11. TIBHS.
Thaiiking you for your lessons. whlch I tlnd
not only dear and concise, but wonderfully
Inleresllng. I am—UOBT. H. TRAYLOR.
1 recelml omployiiient In the Consolidated
(«us Co. I apprcclale very much the good
ter vice of liia si-IkhiI wheu a remminendatloii
was usked for.—dOH. UKCKKR.

You Can Learn at Home
Tu Iiuallfv for IhU remarkakie calllng reciulrea elaborate 8poriallïe.l Iralnlng. Kntrocrly It waa
ncoossaiy
lo attend
unlversltyayilem
for «cveral
yaara to you
aoiiuirc
IralmtiB.
hichly norfwtcd
anda Ihnrough
of tnstrurllon,
can lhal
non slay
al home. IhanKs
Keep to
youroui
nosillon, and Ut ua edurato you In Chcmulrv during your snare lime, Kven niili only eomnion
aehooling you |lr.
ean lakc ourgives
enurscevery
and edUlpof yourself
for immédiate
n.uk In a iliemleal
his sludenla
the aamepraelieal
.J
lahoratory. «m. Sloane
.-.u...»
v.v-^ —one- —
,,rareful, •peisnnal
_ supervision thaï made hlra celebraled throughout his long career as a collège professor. \our
Instruction from the very beglnnlng Is made Interesting and pracllral. and wc aupply you /S CHEMICAI.
with apparatus and chemical s for performlng the fasdnaling analyses and expérimental / OF INSTITUTS
NEW YORK
work that plavs such a large pari in our melhod of leachlng. and you are awarded the
Instltute's officiai dlploma afler you have satisfaclorlly completed the course.
Home Extension
Easy Monthly Payments
S Division 10
16-A E. 30th St.
You tionT have lo bave even the smait pries of Ihe course to alart. You can
NEW YORK CITY
pay for it in small monthly aniounls.—so smali (bat you won I fecl Ihapr.
The coal of our course Is very low. and includcs evcrythlng. even Ihe
..,
, _ , „
chemistry onitlt—Ihcre are no extra» lo huy wlth our course, Our plan
/ ,vi.h™, 7nv ohilgSîon on my
of monthly payments places a chemical éducation wllhln Ihc rcach of
>
"' ôr
Ibmk ■•Ônpmtumoveryono. Write us and lot ua esplaln our plan in full—glve us Ihc
'
npportunity of showlng you how you can tiuaiify for a hlghly trained
S ,, | vbmil Ihc Kxncrlnipntal Bonlpiis'hnlcal position Wllhout even glvlng up your présent cunployment.
/ mênt Llvcn ÏTivery iSdmt! AI»^i«M
Irll s,,me
about your plan uf paymenl «nd
Spéciali on
30 r»»..
Uay nffoc
Utter
y
t,ci„| 30 day oftoi.
tlesldei fumlshlng Ihc student wllh his Kxperiraenlal
>
Knuipment. we are maklng an addltlonal spécial offer for
y
a short whlle only. You owe il to yourself lo tlnd eut
*
almut II. Write today for full Information and free
X Nd
book "OjipormnHles for Chemist»." Send the coupon
>
right now whlle it Is fresh In your mlnd. Or Ju»l
m
wTlte your name and address on a postal and mail
* kr»iYi>rcjc
il lo us. Rut whatever you do. act loday before f
this offer is wlthdrawn.
>
OON'T WAIT—MAIL COUPON NOW! ^ (,itt
BTATB.
> a. s. ocù.'iâsi
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I un rolns to rive awsy a Iruid new, Uteit medel Bulok Sedan to lomeone
who answers thia adr. We hâve already gtven away many autoa to advertiie our
buaineaa. Thia is the moat libéral offer ever made, It U your chance to wln thi»
idéal car for your very own. You can win it; why not tryl The Sedan is fully
eouipped and will be delivered to the winner by the neareet Buick Dealer. Or
wlnner may hâve the full value of the Buick in cash ($1,195.00)1
SOLVE
8END
THIS
2 21 311
22
14 ANSWER
PUZZLE
TODAY
Oan you make out the two worda spelled by the numbers in the squares abovel
The alphabet is numbered, A is 1, B is 2, etc. What are the two worda 1 Send
your answer today—not a cent of cost to you now or later.
$305.00 Cash Extra For Promptness
ï will also give away a Chevrolet Coach, Orthophonie Viotrola and many other
valuable Frizes—besides hundreds of dollars in Cash—and $305.00 Spécial Extra
Prize for Promptness. First Prize winner will receive $1,500.00 cash or Buick
Sedan and $305.00 cash. AU who answer oan share in cash and prizes. In case
of ties the prizes will be duplioated. EVERYBODY REWARDED. Someone fets
the new Buick Sedan! Why not youl Kow, get out your penoil and solve the
puzzle—send your answer today with name and address plalnly written.
WILLIAM LEROY, Dept. 1067. 315 So. Peoria St., Chicaoo, III.
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LEARN TO DRAW AT HOME

jT»r
Pay 10%
1 down — we
Uehipatonce.
B a 1 ance
w e e k I y,
a semi-month3 |y or monthly. as con1 venient.

Students say: "IT'S EASY"
Tratned arllsu carn from $50 to oror $250 a week.
W. R. Kent, one of our Rraduatoa In New Jersey wriles.
"1 bave sold a drawing, whieh look les* lhan u day to do.
for $100," Tremendous deinand rlchl now for good art
work. Magazines. neuspupers, adverllscrs, printing
bouses, elr.
Berome an artlst through wonderful. simple mothod rlghl
al home in spare lime as Kent and many others bave done.
Learn riluslrallng. Deslgning and Skefehlng. Artual fun
learnlng ibis way. Learn !«• Draw and Karn Blg Money.
Many of our students i«arn blg money whlle iearning.
Send for FREE BOOK
Just prlnled—« new book whlch descrlbes ihe ialcst developments and wonderful opporlunltles In Commercial Art.
and glvea full détails of tbls remarkable method of learnlng
to draw. Tells ail abolit students—thelr sun-esses—what
Ihey say—a.tual reproductions of thelr work—and how
many earned l»ig money eren wbllc Iearning. Write for
tbls FRKK BOOK and détails of ARTIST8 OT'TFIT
OIVEN WITH COrRSE, Write name plalnly. State âge
and
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230 FiftH Avenue, New York

A LETTER FROM THE ANTIPODES
Editer, Amazing Stobies:
I suppose that you will he surprised lo reçoive
a letter from this distant part of the world but
I can assure you, that your magazine is eagerly
awaited cach month.
I think that the paper fills a place long vacant
in current literaturc. 1 am afraiil that I cannot
offer much criticism as I think ail the stories are
excellent, but I would like lo say a few words
concerning "The Mqon Pool" by Mcrritt. In that
slory, after the disappearancc of Throckmartin,
Dr. Goodwin goes to Melbourne lo gel help lo
rescue him. Your author cvidcntly fnrgcls that
such a place as Sydney exists, yet that city is
500 miles doser lo Papua than Melbourne, and
is also much larger and modem, with a much
grealer population. Apart from that, however,
I think the story is splendid, something absolutcly
différent. It wiil be a far "tomorrow" however
before that story is "cold tact." I would like
you to impress upon the author of the "Visitation,"
Mr. Wates, that the capital of New South Wales
is Sydney, not Sidney. Apart from that very
important (?) point I think that the story was
excellent and embodied the very spirit of the compétition.
While thinking of the many "amazing" stories
I have read, 1 remembered one hy the laie English author. Sir Rider Haggard. This was entitled "Whcn the Eartli Shook," and was a genuine thriller, besides being scientific. It would be
a very suilable story for your paper.
Well I will not wastc any more of your valuable
time by asking you lo read any more of my views
and opinions, so I will close with best wishes for
the continued success of your paper.
John Cooke.
Qucenscliff Manly, N. S. W., Australia.
[This letter has a spécial inlerest coming Jrom
Australia. Whcn Colonel I.indbergh or some of
his friends start an Airplane mail line to Newj
South Wales, perhaps he will carry some Amaz
isg Stobies to our correspondents.
Seriously speaking. we have enjoyed this breezy
letter and we arc sure that Mr. Merritt will be
interested in the géographie notes on Australia
and lier rallier distant neighhors in the Southern
Pacific.—EDITOR.]
THE YOUNG MEN'S SCIENCE CLUB
Editer, Amazing Stobies:
1 am a young man 19 years old and deeply interested in science.
I have just finished rcading a letter in "Discussions," about forming a Young Men's Science Club,
and that ail men interested in science and who are
between 18 and 23 years old are invitcd to join,
provided they live in and around New Jersey. Not
so bad for them, but how about us who live across
the continent and elscwhere? Not so ^ood.
1 believe it would be a wiser thing if an Wriernational Science Club was formed and ail inietesled
in science, from 18 to 25 years of âge cnuld join.
(Yes, it would have to be correspondence.)
A président would be elecled and mcmhers could
communicate with each other and the président on
questions of science new and old. Also they could
exchange scientific notes on certain experiments
they have tried, etc., etc.
AH interested in forming the International
Science Club please communicate with me,' and if
enough are interested it will he possible to organise
such a club.
Your magazine (Amazing Stobies) is the best
on the stands, and ail the stories are interesting,
some more so than others. The only improvement»
that can be made is to enlarge it and add a department of Scientific Information.
Thanking you in advance, I romain—to the
growth of scientific knowledge,
Holgcr E. Lindgren.
Olympia, Wash.
[The suggestion contained in this letter is a
really meritorious one. and such an excellent
one from ail points of view, that the editors
should like to back it up with their fullest
power. Mr. Lindgren has started something, and now let's see il we can help him to
bring it to a realization. We would therefore
ask ail those of our readers who arc interested
in such a plan to address their lelters. with
suggestions, and comments. to the Young
Men's Science Club, in care of AMAZING
STORIES. 230 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
If a sufficient number of letters arc rcceived,
and the correspondents show their willingness
to become members o£ such a club for the considération of a small fee. AMAZING STORIES hereby pledges itself to become the officiai
organ of the new club. AMAZING STORIES
very likely could set apart a page every month
for the news of the Club, and would be instrumental in lending its support to this worthy
cause.
As we have noted elsewhere an English contemporary in a sense belongs to its contributors.
Now let's see what our readers can do. A
report of the findings will be prinlcd in the
earliest possible issue.—EDITOR.1
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"ANNUAL"
featuring "THE M ASTER MIND OF MARS*'
EDGAR RICE' BURROUGHS
the first printing of this new marvelous story
EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
has written many interesting
stories, but we believe, for downright originality and exciting interest, "The Master Mind of Mars"
is hard to equal. There ie hardly
a page that does not hold your
interest. Once the story gets
under way, hair-raising épisodes
sec m to tumble right ovcr each
other—they come so quickly.
Besides this, the science is excellent and no matter how strangely
the talc reads. it ahvays. somehow
or other. seems to have an element
of truth in it.
am'cztni
There has never been presented a
more claborate and thrill-provoking collection of scientific fiction.
Included among the famousauthors
are Edgar Rice Burroughs, autlior
of the famous Martian stories and
creator of the Tarzan sériés: A.
Merritt. author of the "Moon
Pool.'.' "The People of the Pit,"
etc.; Murray Leinster, well-known
author who necds no introduction
to Amazing Stories rcaders for the
création of his hero Burl of "The
1
Red Dust," and "The Mad
Planet;" H. G. Wells, a writer of
international famé, who possesses
the virtues of versatility in writing
m
on scientifiction.
Ail stories are complété —116
pages of them. with full page
illustrations. Size of Book 9 by
12 inches.
50c

THE COPY EVERYWHERÈ
If your dealer cannot supply you Write direct

EXPERIMENTER PUB. GO-, Inc.,
230 Fifth Ave., New York.
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WHAT A LIBRARÎAN TH1NKS
U dit or, Amazing Stories:
May 1, as a iibrarian of 30 yesrs' dealing with
books in both the Old World and the New, testify
how much I value the broad-mindcd attitude of
Amazing Stories management?
Nuthing is so refreshing as Mr. Gemsback'a
outlook upon the possibilities of the universc, as
expressed both in his sélection of stories to suit so
many classes of rcaders; and also in those very admirahle éditorials in which lie so determinedly hulds
the door of possibility open, in the face of ail the
dry-as^lust professors who decry the possibility of
life and intelligence on other worlds—those insufferably conceited folks who like to think that they
are the only intelligent beings in ail tiud's wide
universc.
That to my mind is the great big service to
humanity's progress which Amazing Stories is
rcndcring, a service Ihe value of which is simply
incalculable and will be more fully recognizcd and
appreciated in the future than it can be yet.
To me it is simply marvelous, the way clever
scientists who can make star oWrvalions to the
tiniest fraction of a degree, are yet actively hostile
to the ideas of the man who tries to rcason out
what those observations may mean. An observer,
brilliant in his sccuracy, yet décriés anothcr's work
and even sometimes throws douht upon the honesty
of his recordcd observations. And an astronomer
gazing through the obscure atmosphère of a smoky
day at Mars can't see any canals there, and throws
a slur uiion the work of anothcr observer who
looks at Mars through the crystal-clear air of Italy
or Arizona front a mountain top. This specially
applies to observations of planets.
i'urther: a good observcr's work is often best
inlerpreted by someone elsc, as when Lowcli's fine
observations of Venus were better interpreted by
Housden (an Kngtish astronomer of lesser faorfj
than Lowell could interpret them himxdttr Always
there is the methodical plodding observer, and the
man of vision. Rarely, the two are comhincd, as
in the case of the latc Kichard l'roctor, l'ercival
l.owell and W. H. Pickering, but oh, how rarely!
Five years ago, when delivering.a course of free
lectures on astronomy al a public library in England, of which I had charge, I becamc strongfy
impressed with the probability of life on Mercury,
and Venus as well as Mars, and also—following up
the suggestions of Richard Proctor—of life on the
great satellites of Jupiter, Satura, Uranus 3*1 ni
Neptune- Considering these planets and their physical condition it becamc more and more évident
that there is every likelihnod that their "moons,"
several of which are as big as Mercury, are. or
have heen. inhahited.
Any lingering religions préjudice in favor of Ihe
idea that this little earth is the hub of the universc
déniés this thrilling possibility, which is not even
wilhout some visible évidence, in the case of hoth
Mercury and Ganymcde. Of this more anon. /
Another class of your stories, those whief dral
with possible changea life conditions on Earth such
as Ihe "Red Dust," are very pregnant with rich
suggestion, and the free play of such spéculations
helps us a lot in correctly diagnosing the physical
conditions now obtaining on other planets.
William G. Haie,
Seattle, Washington.
[This letler coming frora a professional Iibrarian,
one familiar with the détails of his profession in
Europe and America, has a spécial technical value.
The writer evidently feels as the editor of Amazing
Stories has felt, that too many scientists make
their work as dry as dust, but lately such men as
Millikan, Mills and their co-workers have made
the elusive électron and ether waves as interesting
as any novcl.—EDITOR.1
"A FALL FROM GRACE"
Editor. Amazing Stories:
Howevcr much I may have wished to criticize
a story, or to expend praisc or censure on éditorial
practise and policy, 1 have, in the past, refrainad
from entering the "Discussion Department" of any
publication of any sort. Most persons who contribute to them seem to me plain morons. This
my first fall from grâce, is a "thank you letter"
to Amazing Stories.
I was first atlracted to your magazine by the
fantastic cover design showing the strange peopl^
of tlie story "In the Abyss." I purchased it
in fear and trembling lest some friend see me buying "cheap fiction." One issue convinced me of
my error. I saw at once that for the most part
the stories you use are by excellent, compétent,
even classic authors.
The remark of a friend to whom T introduced
the magazine prompts this leltcr. Ile said that
for him it was growing stalc, lie was surfeitcd
with intcrplanctary stories. 1 fecl that hc is
the one to be entieized. Naturally some stories
please us more than others, and if we read for
entertainment .-donc every tyuc of story will soon
bcconie dry. for after ail there are only a very
small numlier of possible plots, while tons of
paper and bottles of ink are used each ycar in
developing them.
For me Amazing Stories hrings once a monlh
an answer to the question "What shall I read
or study next?"
It has sent me to a surprising number of
places where knowledge is stored—to archeology
md ancienl religions, to geology. anthropology, and
embryology, to physics, to astronomy and optics,
to the Bible, and to Jules Verne in the original.
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AMAZING STORIES
For this priceless treasure-trove I thank the
authors and the editor of this unusual magazine.
1 notice that your readers are nomiuating
their favorites for publication. Since 1 am here
1 may as well propose two of my own. First
that gray headed granddaddy of scientifiction, one
of the world's greatest books and one written
primarily for popular scientihc instruction—Camille
Flammarion's "Urania," second a work of intense
fascination though nome of ils science is slightly
antiquated, "The Corning Race" by Lord Lytton.
In one thing only bas AkAZIno Stories failed
me. As soon as I nave a nice comfortable opinion
on the "Fourth Dimension" it comca along with a
sfory that seems perfectly foolish yet succeeds in
tossmg my poor httle opinion back into the Limbo
of Doubt.
It is not so much success I wish you as that
you may turn some truly brilliant and fertile
mind, as you have my humble one, into rivers
of knowledge that it niight otherwise never have
explorcd and thus assist in giving to the world a
geuius.
Catherine M. Moran.
Pittsburg, Penn.
[This title "a fall from grâce," we borrow from
Miss Moran's own letter. Our readers may not
realize that the Editors need encouragement. They
are addressing an immense audience, whose faces
they never see. Miss Moran seems to combine
a good criticism of our work along with her
appréciation which certainly is most gratifying.
The forming of a nice comfortable opinion of
the fourth dimension is no easy task. Théodore
Roosevelt's unknown river was in South America.
We fear our correspondent has found hers in our
Auazing Stories.—EDITOR.]
AMAZING STORIES AS A PUBLIC
EDUCATOR
Editor, Amazing Stories:
From the time Amazino Stories mad« its début,
J have bcen a rabid and enthusiastic reader of
your excellent magazine. As yet, I have never
missed an issue and only a physical incapability
could compei me to. The unlimited amount of
pleasure derived from its pages, are beyond compensation and the free-minded owe you a debt
of
educator.
4 ■ ev W gratitude
n r\ ■. . . . . V. as
l . . 1 a I public
A .
i 1. Your
. ] _ selec«.11
wishcs go to you for your remarkably fine work.
Continue along the lines you are now pursuing
and, 1 feel assured, your magazine will outrival
ail others in circulation, as it already does in literature.
Perhaps, I have been a trifle flowery but I also
have a_ criticism to make. Why do these skeptical
and scientifically disposed critics continue to waste
your valuable time, picking scientific flaws in the
various stories? Some of the amateur experts'
opinions rcally serve as a comic sequel after a
mght of interesting readîng. If they would only
stop to realize, that some of their most indisputable data is merely hypothesis, the criticisms might
be more lenient. E'specially in the cases of your
reprints. Unfortunately, the authors of the daya
gonei by did not possess the vastly superior knowledge of a few of your readers, but considering
the circumstances, they did fairly well.
I certainly was pleased to see H. G. Wells'
IFar of the World s." Having read it years ago,
it is an extreme pleasure to refresh my memory.
I would also enjoy seeing Sir Thomas More's
Utopia." Rider Haggard's "Shc," "The Wanderer"s Necklace" and others would meet with général
approval, I believe. You can't publish sufficient
reprints to satisfy me. Corelli's "Romance of Two
Worlds would be a fitting addition.
Of the new génération of writers, l'Il award the
laurels to E. R. Burroughs. Bcing a confirmed
revolutiomst, bis "Land That Time Foraot" capured my fancy. Although be does not follow the
stipulated evolutionary lines, tbe inj'ections of bis
Personal theory add zest to the story. It is a
far greater picce than the "Lvst World" which
attracted such attention. Ail of the contest stories wcrereally good and l'd like to hear from
a few of the prize winners again. There was
unlimited talent unearthed, so it's up to you to
develop it.
Well, I guess l've unburdeneol myself enough
lor one evemng. Giving you many thanks for
nours of enjoyablc pastime and wishing everlasting success to your illustrions magazine and
the personnel that •Jnade it possible.
C. P. Prcscott,
.
.
New York, N. Y.
lit is interesting to find our correspondent, in
pronouncing our magazine an educator, picking
flaws in fictional stories, which ma^y be regarded as
a waste of energy because they are fiction and
Imaginative. If considérable scope is not given to
the writer; if hc is held dowri to oases 01 actual
fact, not only would the pages beidry, but the clément of prophecy which appears when the imagination is properly used, would be missing. Imagination is a great aid to science. If we study the
wonderful work donc _by our American physicists,
we will find very évident, the part which imagination has played in the investigations. Science bas
two suies—the amusing and entertaining one which
directly stimulâtes the imagination, and the drier
and more^ matheniatical division which the average
reader is inclined to consider farbidding, but which
is not really so. But if our readers will take tbe
point of view that our desire fis to be scientific and
interesting at once they will realize what we want
fr,r Off mtrrn-r ivio —VnTTr*T» 1
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789.
Flying
Emerald.
By
Ethelreda
Our Prlee
$3.M
and charta.
Or. Morel. By Karcn Rrarnson. Lewis. 304 pages. Round In sllff doth.
Regular Prlce $8.00 216823.
610.
Volumetrie
Notes On.
pages.
Round
In
stllf
clolh,
8
by
6
8 by fi inchcs. An adventurous myxtery By J. R. RusscII andAnalysis,
Our Prlee
$4.37 Inches. The strange story of a man wliom story
A.
H.
Bell.
a green dlamond and of Northern pages. Bound In stlff doth. 8 by1046
ail uomen loved and no woinun nnderstood. reopleof among
A Scient 1 fie book of laboratory
Tensely urltten, and mueli psychuAMicul Southwest Africa.the gray sand dunes of Inches.
Instructions for students attcndlng colsubtlety.
Regular
Prlce
$2
00
BIOGRAPHY
lège
or
technical
schools.
Regular Prlce $2.00
Our Price
$1.49
Regular Prlce $ .90
Our Prlce
$1.09
Our Price
$ .59
686. Twenty Years on Broadway. Ry
791. There Is A Tlde. Ry J. C.
George M. Cnhan. 272 pages. Round In
771.
Lucky
Prlsoner,
The.
By
Counl
Snailh.
384
pages.
Bound
In
sllff
doth,
SPORTS
stlff doth, 9 by fi Inches. The great Gobineau. 29 6 pages. Bound In stitr 8 by 6 Inchcs. In a deft and sclnllllat"Rong and Dancc Man" tells ahout hls
8 by fi Inches. A taie of love and
comedy the author tells of Marne
794. Roughing It Smoothly. By Elun
Ilfe on the Whlte Way. und of the years duth.
flghtlng In the raost romani le perlod of lng
Durrance, from Cowharn, lowa, and hor Jessup. 256 pages. Bound In itlff
Il took lo gel there.
hlstory—told wlth ail tho dush advonturos
In
the
smartest
Knglish
Sodoth,
8 by fi Inchcs. An unusual book
Regular Prlce $3.00 ofKreneh
a Dumas novel.
Regular Prlce $2.00 for the vacation camper In whlch an edlOur Prlce
$1.97
Regular Prlce $2.00 ciety drcles.
Our
Price
$1.37
tor,
wi.se
from long expérience, slunvs the
Our Prlee
$1.49
caslest path to out-of-doors comforl. and
ways to avold dlscomforl lllustrated.
773.
Mr.
Bottleby
Does
Somethlng.
FICTION
734. Education of Saille May. By Ry E. Temple Thurston. 360 pages.
Regular Prlce $2.50
Fanny Kilbourne. 168 pages. Round In Round In stlff clolh. 8 by fi Inches.
Our Prlce
$1.29
doth, 8 by 6 Inches. A "hit" wllh Gentle. fumbllng, woman - hatlng Mr.
665. Cross-Country Skl-lng. By Ar780. Hllda Ware. Ry L. Allen Har- stltr
men. but unablc fo "gel by" wlth hor Bottleby flnds love In hls Ilfe, and the nold Lunn. 128 pages. Round In stlff
kcr. 328 pages. Round in slllf doth. own
sex. Saille May. a successful srreen rusuit 1s an entertaining, amusing and clolh. 7 by 5 Inches. A handbook for
8 by fi Inches. For a man lo fall In love arlress.
sots nul tn "gel cducaled"—wlth romantic bit of fiction.
the novice In skl-lng. wlth mm h of Inwlth hls secrelary Is nol uncominon, but unexpecled
terest for the cxperlcnced runner. by an
romantic résulta.
il is uncommon the way the resultlng
Regular Prlce $2.00 expert
In thls sport. Dlagrams nnd IllusRegular Prlce $1.50
situation is derelopcd In thls novel.
Our
Prlce
$1.37
Our Price
$ .89
trations.
Regular Prlce $2.00
Regular Prlce $2.00
Our Prlee
$1.03
Our Price
$1.49
787. Wounded Soûls. By Sir Philip
Alpine Ski-ing At Ail Heights
801. Veneerings, The. By Harry Glbbs. 328 pages. Round In stlff doth. And667.Seasons.
By Arnold Lunn. 120
8
by
6
inchcs.
A
trulh
tclling
novel
by
Johnston.
448
pages.
Round
In
sllff
Round In sllff cloth. 7 by 5
822. Return of the Prodigal. Ry May
8 by 6 Inches. A wldely known a distlnguished wrlter. A vision of the pages.
Inches. In thls Informitlvo and pracSinclair. 37 fi pages. Round In sllff rloth,
Kngllsh wrlter takes ui> the threads of the now order: the trlumph of the heart llcal
volume Ihe author seoks lo conclolh. H by 6 lâches. A prodlglous novel lives
and
splrlt
over
tho
brute
forces
of
of
Hamllton
Veneering
and
hls
chllvcrl mountalneers and pin In skl-runners
by a woman WTiter whose réputation Is dren, who Ilved In the pages of Dickens' malter.
Into skl-runners of Ihe mountalns. lllusworld wlde.
Regular Priée $2.r.0 "Our Mutual Frlend." and présents them
Regular Prlco $2.00 trated.
Regular Prlce $2.00
Our Price
$1.29 as rhlef aetors In a story of shady and
Our Prlee
$1.57
Our Prlee
$1.19
legltiroatu finance.
Regular
Prlce
$2.00
774.
Mr.
Moffatt.
By
Chesler
Fran-STÂÏÏ
E
AND
ACTINQ
807. Terrible Island. Ry Rcatrlce
Our Prlce
$1.37 cis Cobb. 320 pages. Round tn stlff
Orlmshaw. 29fi pages. Round In stllf
clolh, S by C Inchcs. An intensely huPractical Hlnts On Actlng For
doth, 8 by 0 Inches. I^»ve and romance
670. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. By man story of a humble man who 1s The628.Cinéma.
By Agnes Plaît. 160
In the glamorous South Sca Islands.
Robert
Louis
Stevenson.
90
pages.
Stlff
Ptruck
down
by
Fale—-and
hls
flght
to
pages.
Bound
In stlff clolh. 8 by 6
Regular Prlce $2.00 papor Imund. 7 by 5 Inchcs. Tho well llve.
Inches.
A
simple,
manual of
Our Prlce
$1.37 known Stevenson story of a man who led
Regular Prlce $2.50 vital value lo onyonehelpful
intends lo
a double Ilfe. In a popular édition.
Our Price
$1.65 lake up srreen work. AU who
Important
lieras
778. Prlnceii of Paradlse Island. By
Regular Prlco $ .25
are
Included.
Regular
Prlce
$2 00
Our Prlee
$ .19
Kenyon Gambler. 312 pages. Round In
800. Back Stage. By Roland Oliver.
Our
Prlce
$1.07
stlff doth. 8 by fi Inches. Char Ile Ronsal
29R pages. Round In stlff doth, 8 by 6
627. Practical Hlnts On Trainlng For
was blue and broke. Then hls uncle dled
803. Wednesday Wife. The. By Inches. The hopes. dlsappointments. loves The Stage. By Agnes Platt. 184 pages.
and left hiin owner of an island In the Julielto
Gordon
Smith.
232
pages.
Round
and
surprises
of
Ilfe
"back
stage"
are
Bound
in stlff doth. 8 by 6 Inches. A
Bahamas. But Chnrlle fuiind a l'rinccss In sllff doth. 8 by fi inchcs. A love In thls rupldly inoving novel of Peter stimulâtIng
and useful collection of Intlalso In possession—and from there on wo story
of
the
Eust.
of
harems,
and
Sultans,
Mlllnrd,
Ihe
playwrlght,
and
the
peuple
male
talks
on the art and business of
have an amazlng love story, myslery and and dancing women.
wllh
whom
he
worked
und
played.
becoming
an
aclor or acticss.
advenluro.
Regular Prlce $2.00
Regular Prlco $2.00
Regular
Price
$2.00
Regular Prlce $2.00
Our Price
$1.37
Our Prlce
$ .97
Our Price
$1.29
Our Price
$1.06
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Make$40to$100aweek
in Auto "Up-Keep"
Any man who will take tho trouble to expertly
learn tlio mechanieul and electrical end of
automotive "maintenance" is slttlng pretty
tbese daj-s. For up-keep lias become the JUCMONKY end of the great auto industry. They
only build 3 million new tara a year. but
tliere are 22 million autos, trucks. tractors,
taxis and buses TO SERVICE.
Cet attray front the greaae —
BE AN AUTO EXPERT!;
Garaeea. Service Slatiims. Kepair «nd Electrical shops areloekinK fur EXPERTS—men
who are worth $.r>(l to $ 1110 a week. Su I urga
you to alm for the joli IIHIIIKU l'I'. Ile foreiiiaii. manager or superinlendent. Or go mto
business for yourself. VOU CAN—if you're
only wDIinR to devote a part of your spa.ru
time to learnlng.
LEARN AT HOMEthe qulchf sure, easy tvayl
No studying, no memorizin»;, no trade courses
—no lesaons or examinutions. Uere is a boiter way. You don't Lave to keep a million farts
in your head—If you know whore to put your
flnger on them. Eleven noted auto engineers
liave prepared this material, 2301» paiees. over
2000 blue prints, wiriun diourama and illustrations. In 5 bit; volumes. «JlfTy-Indexed for
instant reference.
Start with the COUPON!
We'II loan you this AMERICAN AUTO ENGINEEKING LIIIUAUY so yen oun se.' for
yourself how other men Ji'ST 1,1KB YOD
bave jumped to better-paid auto lobs. By occasional readlng. l!y I.OOKINO DP the answer lo problems as they arise in the day's
work. By usine our "ynesllon and ansvver"
eervice. At a cost less than a fourth of the
price of trade courses.
AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY %■
Dof.it.A72S Drexol Ave. A BSth St., Chloagol
L0ANED FRGE!
■ American Tochnlcal Society,
.
I
J Dept. A72$Drcxel Ave. A B8lh 8t., Chicago, III.
■S Pie***
U.Hn
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for
16
day«.
free.
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LEARN CARTOONING
At Home -Simple Hethod
Just thlnk—$50 to over $250 a week pald to good
cartoonUts fur work that's fun! And YOl' ran learn cartooning al home—no raatter If you've never tourhed a
drawlng penrll. Send postrard for FUKK Rixik di-sirihlng
our almiilitU'il niethud and OlTVr lo New Students. WRITE
NAME rLAINLY. State ago and whether Mr.. Mrs,, or
Miss. (N» salcsman will call.)
WASHINGTON SCH00L 0F CARTOONING,
Boom 26I0E. 1113 I5th St.. N. W.. Washlnoton. D. C.
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WTXNER FOR AGENTS
SCIENTIFIC MARVEL LIGHTER. What
makea it llghl?
A démonstration means a
r
EU sale. Senti . »0c. ft»r samule. or $3 00 for
In tiisplay case. Money back If you
tTAnriNQ clozon
Ll CHTia are not satlsfled.
NEW METH0D MFG. C0.
Box A.S.-3
BRADF08D. fA.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE DISCUSSION
COLUMNS
Editor. Amazing Stories:
My June issue of Amazing Stories arrived late,
so 1 Lave just lînished reading "The Moon Pool.
This is the best slory 1 have ever read, bar none.
Mr. Merritt is certamly "the inaster of scicniiliction." He has an ingenious troatment of the
plot which is much like Edgar Rice Burroughs*.
And he evidcntly is a mythologist of no mean
ability. Bv ail means, keep his stories running
fore ver. 11. G. Wells is very good, but, sornehow
or other, you can'l gct entire enjoyment out of a
story, which is written with dates back in the
nincteenth century. And herc's a tip to présent
scientiticlion authors—date your stories far enough
ahead so they won't grow to have this Haw.
I read an interesting leller in your Discussions
for June, written by 1. J. D., of Cleveland, Ohiu.
In this he mentioned something to which 1 belicvc you should give serions considération. Ile
suggested that "Discussions" assume a pro and
con argument department. .1 wish to give this
idea my heartiest support. Of course, letters in
compliment of Amazing Stories and the stories
it contains would not Le cul off, but there is no
reason why Discussions can not boldly be a department for argument among the readers (friendly,
of course). And, because of the impossibility of
printing ail the arguments you receive, 1 see no
objection to publishing the full addresses of ail
correspondcnts so that they may carry on their
arguments outside of the magazine.
Besidcs giving real personal enjoyment to the
readers this should prove to be an advertising
scheme of no mean import. It would bind the
readers of Amazing Stories in doser lies, among
themselves, rather than cntirely through the magazine. And, with a friendly group of readers,
bound to each other, pcrsonally, what better advertisement can you wish?
One letter could lie published in Amazing
Stories' Discussions, in answer to one previously
sent in. Then, I believe, the tw<» debaters should
carry their arguments outside the magazine, and
address each other personally, leaving room in
Discussions for others. I believe that the original
letter of criticism and the first disagreement letter
would prove suflîcient to fill up the department
every month, for I am sure that peuple who appreciate scientifiction will like to argue—I do.
And now a few more détails of this idea.
Writers of disagreement letters should carefully
state just which letter they are answering, and
the Editor should head il—"Answer to
's in
the
issue." It might not be a bad idea to
number ail letters in each month's issue, for
certainly readers of Discussions would like to refer
back to the original of the argument.
Corne on now, readers—if you like this idea, tell
the Editor about it, and l'm sure he'll complyl
Earle B. Brown,
Newburyport, Mass.
[We would be very glad to have our readers take
up this idea which our correspondent has enunciated
in his letter. A very old time English magazine,
which is in active circulation at the présent day,
has exactly this feature, as perhaps the most important, and certainly. most interesting part of its
contents. We remember that the correspondcnts
sometimes alluded to the paper in their letters as
"Ours," feeling as if the magazine was really their
property. One of the great objects of these columns
of the Discussion Section is to bring our readers
doser to us and to be told by them whether our
work is good or bad, and if bad, to give us suggestions for improving it. If the ideas of our
correspondent could he successfully carried out, it
would be in line with the wishes of others of our
correspondcnts who have expressed practically the
same idea, in another way.—K'DITOR.]
THE SECOND PRIZE WINNER
Editor, Amazing Stories:
I have been reading Amazing Stories ever since
the first magazine was published and I have been
watching for the stories in this contest very impatiently, and I most sincerely believe that the
"Visitation" is worthy of the first prize but not
so with the second prize winner. There is a grave
Haw in it. The globe which lifts the ship, according to the writer, is supposed to be a miniature
world. On the contrary anyone could see that it
is something made by intelligent beings. Don't you
think that it would have been better for the writer
to have said that it was some kind of a flying
machine sent by the beautiful women of Mars to
bring back that shipload of men? But on the
wholc it is a very good story.
My friends ail say that they like the illustrations
as they are now. But in tl near future will you
not print some more of thuse stories heside prize
winners and those that received honorable mention?
1 am sure there are many fantastic taies there.
If you wonder why I did not use the coupon,
this is^ why; 1 am saving those bocks for peuple
who visit me to read. I often read them over
again. They are one of the finest collection of
Itooks I have in my possession. I do not wish to
spoil them by culting, as there is a story on the
back.
But as to my friends, they ail buy Amazing
Stories and here you have our hearty thanks.
We hope your book never fails; but we know it
won't.
Herbert 1. Pickrtt.
Brooklyn, N. V.
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The Sun Rises
off crin g a great new
Opportunity
T^HE big new field of Aviation is open
A to every ambitions young man. There
are 53 différent trades in the industry,
many ground jobs. The business is humming. Manufacturing of aircraft and
parts is growing by leaps and bounds.
There are now 4,000 air ports operating
in America—6,000pri val elyowned planes.
There is big money in this field of opportunity, thrills, adventure.
Wide awake men are needed as mai!
pilots, commercial llyers, instructors, inspectors, riggers, mechanics at flying
fields, besides the thousands of positions
in factories.
Training gets men
ahead in Aviation
At home, in your spare time, you can leam the
fundamentals of Aviation. Licut. Walter
Hinton, first Trans-Atlantic flyer, and his staff
of experts will guide your instruction from beginning to end. No interférence with your prêtent work—no expérience nccessary.
The Aviation Institute Course teaches you
everything you necd lo know, right up to the
point of actual fiighl instruction in the air. Ail
the principal ground work, so absolutcly nccessary to qualify, is securcd in a comparatively
short lime at home. When you graduate from
the Institute, you arc rcady to takc your place
in Aviation.
If you wish to become a pilot, final flying instructions arc given ol oi:r own flying field in
Washington or at other fields ir». ail parts of the
United States in coopération with the Institute.
Five to ten hours with an instructor and you
can fly alone. Freo flight to each graduate.
Gct ail the facts FREE
about the Insti^
y
tute course and This
LLl
the way it leads Boofc
to Opportunity. Tells
Do it now.
A/I
Aviation Institute
of U. S. A.
WallerHinton.Pres.
J
Aviation Institute of U. S. A., Suite 1810
1115 Connecticut Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
You may send me without obligation ■ Free
copy of" Aviation and You."
Name
Age (Not under 16)
Street
City
State
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AlTives'^nerica
FRENÇH HUMOR
Food for THou^Kt
COLONEL PASTORELLI, who became illostr»oui during tht lulianTurkish W»r, bdonged to Ihe guard oC
hooor. For -thit reaaon he worc aa cagle
in ht» cap.
One day he h ad a violent altercation
wilh a colonel ci the infantry about a
plan whkrh the former was claborating.
"7'he eagle which you weir on your head
ha» eaten your brain," exelaimed the exasperated colonel of the infantry.
Then, Colonel Pastorelli an»*ered very
cahnly :
tThat'» lucky for htm If the eagle were
on your head, he would hart starved to
death.->*Nothmg to Worry About
ONE day a learned doctor told m» patient thaï he had to «ubmit to a very
seriou» opération.
"1» il dangerous?" inquired the patient.
"Not for the patient, as we pot him to
sleep. But rt h a very painlul opération for
the doctor."
"How's thaï?'*
"We suffer from anxiety. Jmt think! Il
tocceeds only once oui ol a hundred timea.*

$

«

THE ONLY OBJECTION

*

THE BIQ SHOT
—£f le

V
■N

v

—J'oi Vue mh lièvre!
—Et tu ne fat tas tuèf
—//
étaitle trop
—Pour
luerfprHt.
—Nom pour le lomekerf
"1 saw a hare r
"And you didn't IciU hP
"It was loo snuU."
To kiU k?" .
"No, lo hit hP

y<mt

■s le

e'etl le mari am me ùHe.
"And what do you think of marn'age ? Do you like it ?"
"Of course, 1 think H's great I But it's the husbond that anitoyt
ISNT IT THE U ITP
When Modesty U Great
THE great. Italian composer. Verdi, was
cxtremely modest. He hated the indisgreet, and fled precipitously froen those wf«o •J
wishcd to interview him.
One day a reporter asked him what were
the nvMt important happenings in his life.
Verdi thought it over for a moœem. and
theu aoiwered gently:
The mort notorious event in my life was
my birth, ia 1811. Sincc then nothing bas
happened which deacnrcs to be callod importaU."
—Qu'etl-{f que Sf* que ee portroa de
! femme-làt
'-Cet! urne femme que foi commue owrr/oû.
—Âlort, c'est fa, tu me tromPaù déjà
Bravery
THE otd maîd—"Ohl That sras a s*»- de mu tomaUre!
derfol chant y baraar we had, and 1
had soda a good time. Can you imagine, the "Whai's this woman s pteture doing here~
Mayor gave me five dollars for ooe kissT That'» a girl I used to Idsow
The young «aaid—The Mayor is a very
ooorageooa mam. He doua everythmg foc "3o, tkfs it I You were untrue to me even
charily.before you met meP

FRANGE sends its matchless wit and humor to every American Home
FRANCE, the magie land of humor, wit, and keen, knifeedged "parlay," now offers humor-loving Americans its
choicest, finest humor through the new weekly magazine,
"FRENCH HUMOR."
Americans (who have never been in France) invariably hold
the opinion that anything French in humor or jokes must be
smut with a Capital S. This is, of course, ail tommyrot. The
average far-famed Gallic wit is no more smutty than the average Chicago citizen is a Gun-man.
This new magazine will show America what makes the
Frenchman laugh—also that humor is international. It will
WEEKLY
10' ON ALL NEWSSTANDS

foster a better understanding between Americans and Frenchmen as a whole. Illustrated jokes in "FRENCH HUMOR"
are printed first in French—and then in the English translation
—this will be of great interest and help to those who are studying or who have a smattering of this important world«language.
The first copy of "FRENCH HUMOR" will prove what we
say—it's the funniest, wittiest and most entertaining magazine
you have ever read.
Copies are sold on ail newsstands, large size magazines 9x12
inches, profusely illustrated with genuine French illustrations.
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.,
230 Fifth Ave.

New York

$25.00 Drawing Course for $2.98
flaren t you oflen whhed thât you could draw
rartoons. Illustrale «orne Idea. sketch some pretly
face, rte.? You can do ail of these thlngs.
One or America a most faraous Cartoonlsts ~
and illuatralora has developed a «reat,
Bluiple syslem for success in ail branches
of Commercial Art. Thia aystem bas
rcrolutionlzed the entlre theory of
drawing. Il means lhat drawing can
be as easy for you as wrltlng—
much simpler than learnlng «Imrihand. bookkeeplng or typewrlllng.ue are nuw placing thls original systMB for m
learnlng Drawing. Art and Cartoonlng. cooslstlng of .'M lessona wlth over 500 illustrations. wlthln reach of every one. If you
wlll dévots a few hours cach week to the
Course UE AHSOLITELT GUARANTEE
lhat you wlll luarn to draw and draw well
before you have half flnlshed the Course.
If we fall to make this daim good we wlll
refund every cent pald us. By ellmlnatlng
a large offlee force for answerlng correspondence. expensive calalogs. etc.. we are enabled
to make a prlce of $2.98, the cheapest prlce
ever known for a hlgh-grade hume
study course. Many have sent us
lelters slmllar to that of Rob't P.
l'avis of Détroit, who wrole: "I ean't see how you ask so
utile, «lien olhers wlth Inferlor Courses get from $20 to
$60 for thelrs, It ls more than I expecled." Learn to
draw. It ls a blg asset, no matter what fleld you are In
Send No Money jFREE:
Just order the Courie. >nd*<% nn a«t once we wlll include
on arrivai pay poEtmand /lOU
drawing oulfll,
plus a few cents pnstage L,
conslsllng of artlsl'a
payment In full for the entlre penclla, pens. paper,
l'ourse and Pree Drawing Outflt. etc..
araser»,
thumb yoù
Mcks,
enabllng
to
If not entlrely satlsfled, relurn
wllhln flve daya and we wlll HK- go to work wlthout
»ny
sddlllonal
oost.
PINI»
MONEY.
Address
LEDERER SCHOOL OF DRAwltJà, bept. «no.J
* " cash
Orders .from eutsldeChattanooga.
the U.s.A. Tenn.
are payable $3.28
wlth order.

9ïlPai/You
HoFDAY!
To Show My Myttery New
Cigarette Lightcr to Men
Qulck. easy proflt for you wlth thls
amazing Invention. Llghls clgaretles
and clears In sivongesl «1nd.
Dues work of evpcnslve llghlers
but sella for only BOo. GuaranNO WINDl
leed for 10 years.
CAN BLOWJ
Men Making Blg Money
IT OUT
Elmers sold 48 In one day. Only
one day's sales to dealers easily nels you $:t8. Enormous
ateady repeat business. No esperleme necessary. Work
full or spare tlme. Smokers and dealers buy on slght.
Send SOr and naine for spécial «ample and sure «ré selllng
plans. Satisfaction guaranteed. Masterlite Mfg. Co.,
Desk K-28, 110 East 23rd St.. New Yark City.
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«Tl The Best Pay Trades
Paperhanging - Decorating - Sign Painting - Show Card Writing - Craining &
Marbling - Auto Painting - Furniture
Decorating.
Learn in a few week» in the beat equipped
school in America.
CATALOG FREE
CHICAGO PAINTING SCHOOL
132 WEST AUSTIN AVENUE, CHICAGO
IPositivelyGuarantee
to Increaso your arms ono-half Inch
in slze. chest one full inch, strength
25%, health, 100% In one week's
lime, by followlng my inslnictlens
and using my exerciser 10 miaules
momtngs and at nlghl. Send 81 for
complété course and exerclsert. Satisfaction guaranteed or $1 refunded.
PROF. J. A. DRYER
Box 18S0-L
Chicago, IU.
Dlce. $5.00; Cards. $1.25; Xnks. $1.50;
Magic Fluld for Transparents. $3.00:
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Card». $1.25: Pactory Readers.
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CENTRAL NOVELTY COMPANY
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AMAZING STORIES
A DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION
Editer, Amazing Stories:
Now let me talk about my magazine! Mr.
Paul is a genius. Illustrations for the "War of
the Worlds" (which I have seen illustrated in a
French édition), "'Bcyond the Pôle," "Eggs of Lake
Tanganyika" and "The Crygtal Egg" were wonderful in détail and conception.
Great stories that made me jump were "The Man
who saved the Earlh." "The Infinité Vision."
In "The Runaway Skyscrapcr" J did not quile
understand a building disappearing in "Time"
through a physical flaw of the earlh.
Murray Leinster's "Mad Planet" and its Sequei
are a wonderful description of Inscct life and
dawn of Intelligence in the Human Brain. The
"I.and that Time Forgot" was very good.
As for H. G. Wells X like his plots and scientific
ideas but ail is overwhelmed hy unnecessary détails
that delay the action. But for me as a No. 1
author is A. Merritt. "The Moon Pool" is simply
stupendous. Please give us the Métal Monstcr.
Ray Cummings will he welcomed hy me.
As 1 have heen reading this type of stories
for 15 years it takes a good story to interest me
and let me say that since the beginning, 1 have
no complaints to make except about "The Island
of Doctor Moreau" which, "although good" was
out_ of place in your magazine,
Could X suggest that you print the following:
1. "Les Hommes Frénétiques" hy Henri Perochon.
„
2. "Le Monde de L'Abine," by Cmdt. de Wailly.
3_. "Le Grand Cataclysme," hy H. d'Allorge.
No. 1 deals with World History a couple of
thousand years from now, and what a story it is.
No. 2 is of about the saine type as "The Moon
Pool" but a différent plot and différent science
which is also new.
No. 3 is in the same style as No. 1 only giving
différent science and whofly possible also.
May I suggest also a new department in which
you would give us the cold truth about certain
scientific théories such as fourth dimension, atomic
laws, etc. ?
At last I will finish my letter hy telling you
that if you drop this magazine you will certainly
deprive lots crf people of much of tiieir inteiiectuai
comfort. I am sure though you'll never do it.
Next month l'il write again, (but shorlcr), I
want to knock some of the critics that babhle in
your discussions (before they knock me).
Hector Gratton,
Montréal, Que.
[We are very glad that you appreciate the ingenuily and onginality of Mr. Paul. He seems
to have estahlished himself as our readers" favorite,
in the illustration of our stories. You mention
Murray Leinster's "The Mad Planet," with its
sequei, "The Red Dust." These two stories have
produced a great impression upon us and we hope
to have more. The "unnecessary détail" which
plays so prorainent a part .in Mr. Wells' depictions, add an aspect of truth, which makes his
fiction the more impressive. He is aecepted as
one of the modem classics and il would seem
a great pity for any change to develop in his
style of writing. We Haye the French stories.
which you suggest on our list, but il may he some
time before we reach them. The new department
which you suggest hardly cornes within the scope
of a fiction magazine. Our part is to make our
readers get Ihcir imaginations to work. for imagination as we have slated from time to time, is
a very important element in scientific development
and work. In our other magazines, such as
Science & Invention, our readers will find
science, as such, treatcd and illustrated with a
view to giving a popular présentation of the lalest
developments. We may venture to say that we
appreciate your desire to knock some of our more
appreciate your desire to knock some critics.—
EDITOR]
THE "TWICE A MONTH" IDEA
Editer. Amazing Stories:
__ _
I wish to offer a few words of général crilicism.
I enjoy Amazing Stories very much and I have
read every copy eagerly. In fact, I have kept ail
the back copies and often look them over. The
only Ihing I didn't like about the first number was
that there were two stories reprinted from Science
and Invention. Now I believe that the majority
of those who subscrihed to Amazing Stories when
it first came out were, at the time, suhscribers to
Science and Invention also, since it was in this
magazine that Amazing Stories was advertised.
Undoubtedly they, like myself, had read those
stories before. I wish to make the same criticism
now. I noticed in the August number of Amazing Stories that you were going to puhlish Ray
Cummings' "Around the Universe." Some time
ago this was run in Science and Invention.
Probahly at this time there are many of your suhscribers who have not read that story, but nevertheless I think it is a mislake to puhlish stories in
Amazing Stories which have appeared in a sister
magazine (such as Science and Invention is).
Although I have liked some stories better than
others, I will not say which ones, for I think il is
a matter of one's Personal likes and dislikes. Anyway, "Variety is the spice of life."
About the "twice-a-month" idea, I really think it
isn't a good idea for the reason that the inévitable
price of five dollars a year is too much to pay for
a magazine, however fine. Many of your readers
are, I have no douht, rather young and five dollars
is a lot of money to them. Even in the average
home, five dollars a year for a magazine is a lot.
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Size: 30* high; 32" long; 10" wide
Another great victory has been
won by Old Ironsides and she
will be saved for posterity
While the Prigatc Constitution is in drydock undergoing réhabilitation the World's
Largest Manufacturer of Ship Models has
produced ai-model of the historié ship in
knock-down form. The parts are cut-to-fit
and ready-to-assemble. So simple is the
plan that
You can put these models
together in a few hours of
pleasant pastime
You need not know anythmg about ship
building to assemble one of these models.
As a matter of fact if you have never seen
a ship you can put the model of the Constitution together in a few hours by following
our diagrams and instruction sheet, which
is so written that a school boy can understand it. AU you need is a small hammer.
The parts are numbered on the diagram to
make the process even more simple. As
long as you can understand such instructions as these (actually taken from assembling chart that is meluded with every
model of the Constitution) you cannot fail:
"Take No. 57, place il in front end of No.
56 and tap lightly with hammer. Next take
No. 58 and,place it up against No. 57 and
tap with hammer to bring it into place."
Easy? Nothing simpler. The instructions
arc just like that from beginning to end. Do
this and that—and before you realize it a
beautiful model has grown
Town bef<
before your eyes.
The model of the Constitution is exact in
every détail. The hull, masts. spars, cannons, anchors and rigging correspond to
those on the original ship in every way.
After you have completed building one of
our models from the $6.98 kit you will be
so well satisfied that you would not take
$50.00 or even $100.00 for the model.
Besides the model of the Constitution we
manufacture parts» for other historié ships.
The Santa Mpria and the Mayflower have
been the most popular ship models ever
built. We have sold these models to people
in every part of the world and are shipping
a large quantity of them daily to various
parts of the United States, Europe, South
America and even to Africa.
Send for our beautifully illustrated catalog which contains information and photographs of ail our models. Fill in the coupon below today and send it to us and we
will act upon it immediately.
Miniature Ship Model», Inc.
3818-20-22-24 Baring Street
Philadelphie, Pa.
CANADIAN BRANCHt
l46Sm Bleury St.
Montréal, Canada
MINIATURE SHIP MODELS. DEPT. M
3818-20-22-24 Baring St.. Phila.. Pa.
Please send me the complété parts, eut to
fit, and ready to assemble for the model
Constitution. I will pay postman $6.98 plus
postage (a few cents).
PLEASE PRINT NAMK AND ADDRESS
PLAINLY
N a me
Street or R. F. D
City
State
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FINGERPRTNTS arc used throughout the
world as a means of apprehending criminals
—but fingerprints are but a small portion of the
secrets of vour character that your fingers, your
palm, evcn your handshake reveals.
Every inch of your hand has been charted by
the experts of this highly developed science,
and so simply and accurately that anyone can
learn the telltale signs by heart.
Here is a brand new book with ail the latest information—written in such a way that you can
quickly master "Palmistry."
96 Pages

::

9 x 12 inches

HUNDREDS OF ILLUSTRATIONS
SOLD ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
♦
or you can order direct
Expérimenter Pub. Co., Inc., 230 5th Ave., N. Y.
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FRENCH HUMOR!
SEE PAGE 714

VVhen I saw the suggestion in the "Discussions*
column that in onc issue of the senii-inonthly magazine tbere should bc printed a complété novcl while
in the other short storics only shuuld bc printcd
the thought occurred tu me that you might likewise
split up the subscription. For instance, "Subscription Plan A" wuultl send one ail the shortstory numbers. coming out on the firsl of the
month, say; while "Subscription Plan H" wuuld
send onc ail the complctc-nuvel numbers, coming
out on the I5th of the month. and "SubscriptionPlan C" would send one buth numbers each month.
In this way, if soineonc could not alïord the tive
dollars a year, he might give up either the novels
or the short stories and pay the saine subscription
price as at présent.
Anothcr suggestion—onc, though, that has been
voiced beforc: I think it would make your magazine very much nicer if it were printed on better
paper—something likc Science and Invention.
Of course, il would be much thinner but I have
an idea the circulation of the magazine would increase because of its l»eltcr appearuncc. X'ow it
resembles somewhat the cheapcr tin quality, I
mean) magazines onc sees on the newsstands. If
the quality of paper were ehanged. could not the
magazine be bound as the J.ihrary Digcst is now?
Perhups the saving in jk.stage w»uld help defray
the expense.
And by the way, I like the illustrations very
much. They are very line and make the stories
a greal deal clcarcr.
These several suggestions are the resuit of a
year-and-a-half's reading of Amazino Stories. I
give them in the best spirit possible and 1 hope
that the magazine will continue for many years to
give enjoyment to its readers.
And now if our honorable ami mueh-esteemed
editor has perused this thrilling narrative as far
as this, 1 hid him an alTectioiiate good-by and I
thank him for bis time; olhetwise I solenmly
command and enjoin the janitor to deposit this
literary masterpiece caretully and with due revertnce in Ve Royal Furnacc.
Raymond Jaureguy.
Tacoina, Wash.
P. S.: I get as much "kick" ont of the "Discussions" pages as 1 do oui of the stories themselves.
R. J.
[Some of the suggestions of our correspondent
are quite ingenious, but the trouble with them, as
with many similar ones. is that they are not practical. Out of a gross circulation ol I5O.U00 copies
of Amazing Stories, there are only about 5,J5U
subscribers. Amazing Stories, then, is primarily a
newsstand publication. Il every one of our présent
newsstand readers could bc indneed to subsenbe for
one year in advance, many of the magazine's
troubles would Ik.* solved. But wc know this is
manifeslly impossible, because iiukI peuple, tomehow, feel that they would rallur huy the ina^irtoe
as it cornes out on the newssland than pay $^.5U a
year in advance.
Another dilliculty of the plan is that it is impossible to foretcll how many |>ossihie readers
there would lie for the complété novel issue, and
how many fnr the magazine in its présent shajje.
Wc should likc to have some comment on this from
our readers.
As lo printing the magazine on better paper, we
ultimalely will do this as soon as the magazine has
been placed on a paying basis, and enjoys a larger
advertising revenue. Our readers will have noticed,
however, by tins tirne, that the pajicr of Amazing
Stories has kept on getting better. —EDITOR. 1
OUR QUESTIONNAIRE '
Editor, Amazing Stories:
In your August édition of Amazing Stories. I
came upon a questionnaire wliieh almost immedialely gave me an idea : that of keeping a notebo..k of scicntific notes from Amazing StoriesThis questionnaire made the sebetimi of iioF^s
\cry easy, as it contained the most valuahle questions. Of course, the "answerings" of the questions are not quite suflicient for a note-hook. bût
if you will follow up the paragraph «ir paragraphe1
with whieh the question is connccted, it gives you
a very valuahle source of information. l'rom
now on, and from my old éditions of Amazing
Stories. 1 intend to make a note-hook. 1 hope
to sec the questionnaire in ail following éditions
as il is not nceessary to break your train of
thoughts on a partieular story to jot down your
notes. The paragraphs on atoms and colloids in
the story "The Shadow on the Spark," were particularly valuahle.
As a whule. Amazing Stories is a very valuahle
form of reading. 1 favor more illustrations and
I also think that if your magazine was "explained"
more fully in advertisements. your sales would be
greater. Many pcoplc seem to think that Amazing Stories is a magazine of blood-curdling stories
such as those of which nightmares are made.
I would like to see more Burroughs and Jules
Verne storics in A. S. The "Moon Pool"
was full of action and color. It was a very
worthy story. and more stories like it will bc, I
am sure, welcomed by most A. S. readers.
Iloping for more illustrations and a semi-monthly
pr'titing.
P. A. Simrow,
I.os Angeles, C'alif.
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AMAZING STORIES
LUCKY READERS
Editer, Amaztng Stories:
I have heen much interested in the idea of îssuing Amazing Stories twicc a month. It bas been
suRgested as a possihility almost ever since the
magazine first came eut. It is now a ycar ami a
half since the first issue, and slill it is merely
a possihility. The "Différent S tory" éditorial
in the August Issue, surely was a surprise to me.
It told why it was not a semi-monthly publication.
Now the rcaders of Amazing Stories ought to
wake up to the fact lhat they are lucky that it is
published even once a month.
Wc readers of Amazing Stories should gct
down to business if wc want it publishc<l twicc a
month. Instead of talking of its fossibility, Ict's
do what will make it a scmi-monthly publication.
I-ct cach reader gct one more friend to buy
Amazing Stories at the news stands or subscribe
with the company. If cach one did thaï, I wager
we will have it within four months as a semimonthly book. We would then have about 250.000
readers. That would take carc of the circulation
part of it. Then the increased circulation would
naturally attract advertisers. If this was carricd
ont, Amazing Stories would soon# bc a flourishing
magazine. And it would be nothîng for the individual, but of great help to the magazine. We
ail want Amazing Stories "twice a month, so
IxTs Go!!!
I hope you will give thîs lettcr space in your
wondcrful magazine, becausc if it fulfills its purî>ose. it might serve as an impetus to make Amazing Stories a semi-monthly.
Yours for a bigger, better. and scmi-monthly
Amazing Stories.
John T. Kelly, Ir.,
St. Paul, Minn.
[The point of view of our correspondent is that
our readers are lucky because Amazing Stories
is published once a month. It is a good way to
put a pleasant comment and we are glad to fcel
that you are in the ranks of those who wish the
two issues every month. The principal trouble is
the increased cost which will be incurred by our
readers. if we make this change. This difficulty
bas already been notcd as will hc fourni through
the corrcspondence column. A lettcr published elsewhcrc contains a good suggestion.—K'DITOR.l
A YOUNG AND FRIENDLY CRITIC
Editer, Amazing Stories:
The fact that I am only fifteen years old does
not prevent me from praising your interesting
and instructive magazine, Amazing Stories, to
which I subscribe.
One of my most important subjects at High
School last ycar was Science, which seemed hard
to most of my classmates, but came easy to me
because I subscribcd to Amazing Stories!
Vcs, I have surpriscd my science tcachcr dozens
of times with statements which seemed to him
imi>(>ssible to corne from one so young as mysclf
and esi>ecially so because this was my first ycar of
Science! Tho explanation may be ohlaincd by
pointing to Amazing Stories.
I welconie the Questionnaire heartily, bccausc
it will bc another great aid to my Science studios.
The most interesting stories in your magazine,
to me, are interplanetary stories and chemical
stories. Astronomy holds a pcculiar fascination
for me and stories of such in "our magazine"
1 always read, knowing more clearly about the
détails of the subject than before I rcad them.
"The War of the Worlds" was a very good
story, and the "Rctrcat to Mars" was excellent.
1 have absolutely no criticism to make against
Amazing Stories, cxccpt that it is not a SemiMonthly.
Frederick W, Wcihe,
Leesburg, Fia.
[Our critic falls within the class to whom our
éditorial is devoted. Wc arc interested especially
in his comments on the questionnaire. Tliis is a
bit of spccialization in which the editor bas taken
the greatest interest. And while it seems not a
very extensive alTair, it bas ccrtaînly required
some thought to carry it nut. Although the direct
answer to some of the questions may not be found
in the text of the stories, at least the core of the
matter is therc and our readers can carry ont the
inquiry to its full responsiveness.—EDITOR.]
THE FIFTH DAY OF THE MONTH
Editor, Amazing Stories:
1 have been a some what diligent reader of
Amazing Stories ever sincc the second copy, and
the only way I can express my appréciation is
by saying that you have one of the most instructive and interesting magazines on the ncwsstands.
Around the fifth of the month I am cxtremcly
anxious to delve into your magazine's most interesting mysteries.
Although I am onlv thirteen years old Amazing
Stories bas inspired me with an unqucnchablc
thirst for science. Procccd with your good work
and ho sure and publish some of Ray Cumming's
most interesting books.
Ever the Amazing Stories' most ardent admirer.
Howard M. Blake,
Wollaston, Mass.
[Another young reader writes himself down as an
ardent admirer of Amazing Stories. There is no
more merciless critic than a young one, so that
praise from the young is of spécial value in our
cyes. We hope we shall continue to plcasc our
younger readers.—EDITOR.J
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Learn
atHome
toMake ClcVcr

A profitable Business of Your Own (or
full or spare time. Earn $25 or more
a week in spare time. Double your full
time pay. This practical method of home
instruction bas simplifiée! everything.
Why work for low pay? Clever "salesincreasing" display material is always needed
by progressive business enterprises of every
description. $10 to $20 is often paid for a
single attractive show card. Skilled Show
Card Writcrs command high salaries—right
from the slart.
Préparé now. No spécial ahility needed. Learn
at home in spare time through this most complété,
practical method. Student R. A. Hart writes: "I
make not less than $2.00 an hour makinç show
cards in spare time." Ray Underwood (while still
a student) wrote: "Am with a large sign company.
Pcople ask me to do work after regular hours and
I clcar $25 to $35 a day." Hundrcds have learned
Show Card Writing this quick easy way So Can
You.
Take advantage of the money-making onportunitics open in the Show Card field. Make Show
Cards for your présent employer or for sevcral
merchants at one time. Have a profitable business
of your own. Earn up to $100 a week—more if
you'rc ambitious.
Send for FREE Book
Get busy. Boost your pay. Don't delay another
hour. Send coupon now for big. Free Tllustrated
Book and full information. Mail coupon now. (No
salesman will call.)
Washington Show Card School, Dept. 2610-E
1117-15th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Washington Show Card School. Dept. 2610-E
1117-15th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Plcase send me FREE and without obligation, a
copy of the new 32-r)age book, "Quick Success in
Show Card Making.'
Name
(Write name plalnly ami mie whelher Mr., Mrs., or Misa)
Address
City
State
Age

( ) Rallway Mali Clerk ( ) Meat Inapeetor
( ) P. O. Clerk
( ) Spécial ARcnt
( ) Fnrest Ranger
(Investlgator)
( ) File ricrk
(
) StcnoRrapher-Tyniat
( ) Matron
( ) Ininilgranl Insp'or
( ) (•encrai Clerk
Mail Carrier
( ) Chaunour-Carrler (( )) Clly
l'.S. Border Patrol
( ) SkIIIcd Laborcr ( ) Typlat
( ) Watrhman
( ) Seamstresa
( ) Postmaslcr
( ) S fenn-Sécréta ry
( ) RFD Carrier
Audllor
Mr. Ozment, Dept, 141.( )St.
Louis. Mo.
Send me partlculara alfout poaltlons marked
"X"—salarlcb, locstloni, opporlunlties. etc.
ADDRESS
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SALESMAN SEIX1NG TO MEN ,
Women Représentatives Wanted. New
Dollars a Dav Extra Easyl
We have slde Une lor you that wllll
Invention preventsshoulderstrapsalipplna. No SellTwcnty
Molortex, the new all-wool, tailored.
Makc More Money!
sell along wlth any Une you may now|
more dlscoDi fort. Women adore It. Write for servlceable. dreasy, showerprool ana Bpotproof
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AMAZING STORIES
PICTURES IN COLOR
E dit or, Amazing Stosies:
I ara alarmed to find that Amazing Stobies is
not yet on a paying basis. I feel that this magazine
fills a rcal need. I believe tbat it will increase the
public mterest in scienlific topics, develop our
country's scientific imagination, and increase the
well-known American power of invention.
I bave just read " The War of the ll orlds," in
the Aagust issue. It is truly an amazing story—
it is amazing that au account so interesting and
life-like snould not be literal truth. But 1 found
"The Ultra-Elixir of Life" ridiculously impossible.
Few of my friends will read Amazing Stories.
They say that they do not want to be amazed—
that it is a cheap magazine—that such intcltcctua)
acrobaties are unhealthy—that the stories arc too
fanlastic. While 1 admit that there is some justification. it is mostly hlind préjudice. They look
upon the stories as mere sensational thrillers, not
as Imaginative scarchlights penetrating into the
black void of the unknown that surrounds our narrow sphère of Knowledge.
It would improve the magazine, from ray point
of view, if you would introduce a frontispiece of
coated paper, hearing on eaeh side an illustration
lithographed in color. Eaeh of the two stories illustrated would hegiu on the page opposite its
respective picture, the first onc being continued to
the back of the book. The increased cost could be
met by reducing the other illustrations. It requires considérable effort to visualize a new machine or a strange créature front words alone, and
a good picture vastly increases the clcarness of
the mental perceptions of such a thing, so it would
still be désirable to have at Icast a half-page illustration for stories involving such. This suggestion
may be worthless, but 1 think most of your readers
would approve it.
May Amazing Stories live long and flourishl
John S. Williamson,
Elida, New Mexico.
[Onc of our critics prouounced ''The li a' of
the IVortds" "rotlen," not a very élégant term,
but certainly expressive. One of our correspondents,
it will he seen, bas taken issue with this criticism,
which leller is published in anotber column. Here
we have another critic who -considers il an Amazing Story, feeling that it reads like literal truth.
Evidently, an autnor canuot pleasc everyhody. And
this very admirer of "The War of the IVorlds"
ht-ils "The Ultra-lilixir of Life" ridiculously impossible. Il is évident that it is al! we can do to
strike a good average and the results of our work
certainly show that we are doing this.
A colored frontispiece on coated paper, would
increase the total cost of the magazine soinc 25
per cent, which would really be a treniendous expense, whereas the cost of the présent illustrations
is nominal.—EDITOK.I
HUMOR IN AMAZING STORIES, CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
EdUor, Amazing Stories:
Judging from the éditorial commonts appended
to the letters appearing in the "Diseussions" department, constructive criticism is always welcome.
Therefore, I feel that I am not unduly presumptuous in oftering my opinion of a certain type of
fiction which bas recently appeared in Amazing
Stories.
I refer to the so-called "humorous" effusions of
E. D. Skinncr and II. H. Simmons. Mr. Skinner,
as yet, has offendrd but once; and so we will dismiss him from considération with a gentlc admonition to "go and sin no more." But Mr. Simmons's
case is différent. Were the concoction of allegedly
humorous scientifiction punishable hy law, I am
sure that this author would he sent up for life,
while you, Mr. Editer, would no doubt be sentenced to ten ycars at hard labor as a wilful accomplice to the crime.
In ail seriousness, though, I would advîse you,
in hehalf of mysclf ami a numhcr of friends who
are steady readers of Amazing Stories, to omit
in the future ali stories even remoteW similar to
the hrand turtied out hy Messrs. Skinner and
Sithmons. They simply do not belong in a magazine like Amazing Stories.
Mind you, ! am not against rcal humor—such
as appears at limes in "The Master Mind of
Mars" hy Edgar Rice Burrougli», when the author
pokes fun at the Martian religion and incidentally
takes a good-natured "dig" at terrestrial thenlogy
That kind of humor I can apprecialc; and since
it is entirely suhordinated to the plot of the story,
it makes very acceptable reading. But to base a
whole séries of stories on the antics of a barebrained inventor, is a little too much for the discriminating reader.
In conclusion, I wish tn add that with the
exception of the ahove-mentioned fault T consider
Amazing Stories my idéal magazine, It is the
outstanding periodical of its Kind, and it should
find little difiicully in maintaining ils snpremacy
while there are intelligent, thoughtfnl readers who
desire real literature with the Ihrill of science.
Earl G. Sarason.
New York. N. Y.
[Many readers have greatly admired and enjoyed the particular stories which you ohject to
and we are inclined to take the view that your
criticism is not really constructive, as you term
it. So will not our indulgent correspondent take
the point of view that what phases one reader.
will not pîease another? And these comical stories
to which he nldects, have been a great treat to
many.—EDlTOR.]
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OPPORTUNITY

AD-LETS

This column will appear monthly
in Amazing Stories
Rate—six cents a word. 10% discount for 6 issues and 20% for 12
issues. Cash should accompany ail advertisements unless placed hy an
accredited advertising agency. Advertisements for less than 10 words
not accepted.
Expérimenter Publishing Co.
230 Fifth Avenue
New York City
AGENTS WANTED
AKVKO POL1SHING CLOTHS sell everywhere for 25c. New and improved. Absolnteiy
safe for hands and ail kinds ot tnetals. Exclusive
territories open to first class agents. Write for
our unusual proposition. Arvco Industries, Box
H7-A. Grosse lie, Mlchigan,
YOU ARE WANTED TO RESILVER MIRROKS AT HOME. Immense profits plating autoparts. tablcware, etc. Write for information.
SPRINKLE, Plater, 815, Marion, Indiapa.
Sell suhscription to magazines known the world
over. Steady monthly income with absolutely no
investment required. Hundrcds of selling arguments every month. Start now. Kull information
sent free, no obligation. Agency Division, Experimenter Publishing Co,, 220 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
BOOKS
"MYSTKRY BOOKS" containing secrets of
Vcnlriloquism, Sleight of Hand, Magic Mind
Reading. Crystal Gazing, Aslrology, Tncks, Puzzles, Handcuff Escapes, etc. CataTog 10c. Box 76,
Wasliinglon Bridge Station, New York City.
Scientific Romances and fantastic taies for sale.
"The Invisible Man"—Wells, $1.50; "Ralph
124C41"—Gernshack, $2.00 ; "Poison Bclt"—Doyie,
$1.00; Flatland—Square, $1.60; "War in the Air,"
—Wells, $2.00; "The Moon Maid"—Burroughs,
85c; "The Absolute at Large"—Copek (romance
of atomic engines of the future). $2.50. Our new
catalogue is out. Freano Book Shop, 1944 Tuohimm- Slreet, l'resno, California.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Daily profit opportunilies presented trading with
stock privilèges; small capital sufficient. Write
Paul Kaye, 149 Broadway. N. Y.
67 ways to increase income. 96 page book
"Sparetime Money Handbook" contains 67 practical and complété plans to operate Sparetime
business. For everyone who wants more money.
Price only 50c. Consrad Company, Inc., 230
Fiflh Ave.. N, Y.
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
Used Correspondence School courses sold on repurchase hasis. Also renled and exchanged. Moneyhack guarantee. Catalog free. (Courses boughl).
Lee Mountain. Pisgah, Alahama,
HOME STUDY COURSE. Lightline variation
Pitmanic Shorthand. easy, legible. rapid. Complété
course $10.00, printed, particulars free. Ellîott
Shorthand School, 4426 Carrolltown Ave., New
Orléans, La.
DETECTIVES
DETECTIVES Earn Big Money. Travcl. Make
secret investigations. l-.xperience unnecessary.
Particulars free. Write, American Dctective System, 2190 Broadway, N. V.
FOR INVENTORS
I A M in touch with hundreds of moneyed mon
and raanufacturcrs who wish to huy good inventions. Ilarllcy, 38 Court St., Bangor, Maine.
Telcvîsîon offers Opporlunities. I.earn ail ahout
Télévision. It is now in the first stages of practical dcvelopmenl. Inventors must improve apparalus. Complété hislory of Télévision and ail
plans for building expérimental apparatus in 116
page book. Price 50c. Expermenter Pub. Co.,
230 Fiflh Ave.. N. Y.
CAMES & TOYS
Boys! Boys! Look! Big illustratcd catalogue
of trieks. puzzles. Novcllies, Jcwelry. Send 10o
for your copy today. Sincère Studio, 24 E. 21st
St., New York. Dept. 18.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opporttinity.
Work home or travel. Expérience unnecessary.
Particulars free. Write, George Wagner, 2190
Broadway, N. Y.
Men wanting outdoor work, qualify for forest
ranger position. Start $125 month; cabin and
vacation; patrol the forests. protect the game: give
tourists information. Write Mokane, Dept. M-30,
Denver, Col.
National Puhlisher, needs agents, boys and
shops to help sell great national magazines. No
investment requiied, Big profils. Sparetime work
very successiul. Write, Agency Division, Experimenter Publishing Co.. Inc., 230 Fifth Ave,, N. V.
INSTRUCTION
Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor
Sloane, noted educator and scientific authority will
teach you. Our home sludy correspondence
course fils you lo lake a position as ehemist. S^e
our full page ad on page 707 of this issue. Chemical Institute of New York, 66R-W. Broadway.
New York City.
MISCELLANEOUS
Country représentative for crédit bureau. Libéral
drawing account, commission. Western Crédit
Index, M207. Lankcrshim Bldg,, Los Angeles, Cal.
FORMS to cast Lcad Soldiers, Indians, Marines,
Trappers, Animais, 151 kinds. Send 10c for
illustratcd catalogue. H. C, Schierckc, 1034 72d
St., Brooklyn, N. V.
WOULD YOU spend twenty-five cents to be
ahle to play ail chords on the piano al sight? If
so send for your copy of "Bannon's Chord Chart
for Piano." The easiest system known. B & L
Music Specialties Co., 123 Flowers Ave., Pittsburgh, l'a,
Save Money at home. You can build many
home ncccssities yoursclf such as furniture, kitchen
utensils, décorative malcrial etc. thus saving many
dollars. AH construction information on hundreds
of things given in 116 l'âge hook "Ilow lo Make
It." Price 50c. Expérimenter Publishing Co.,
Inc., 230 Fifth Ave.. N'en- Voik,
GIRLS ! Somclhing new. A solid piece laid
among your clothes keeps Ihem always deiightfully
perfumed. Send 25c for llcarl of Lavcndcr or
Heart of Rose. Paraffume Products Co., 1715
Madison Avenue, New York City.
PRINTING OUTFITS AND SUPPLIES
PRINT YOUR OWN cards, stationery,_ circuiars, paper, etc. Complète oulfils. $8.85 ; Job
Presses, $11. $29; Rotary, $149. Print for others,
hig profit. AH easy. raies sent. Write for catalog
presses, type, paper, etc. Kclsey Company, F-67,
Mcriden. Comi.
RADIO
Fifty or More Radio Books, want lo know
anything aboul Radio sels, coiislruclional. or llicorelieal data, hroadcasling or Amateur information
—wrile for Free catalogue of books. Expérimenter
Pnl. Co,. 230 Kifth Av.-,, N.
SONG POEMS
(FREE) "Song Writers* Guide." D24-I239
Eim, Green Bay, Wis,
Song Poem Writers write Hihhclor, 1)165, 2104
N. Keyslone Av.. Chicago.
STAMPS AND COINS
$10 for 25c! A choicc assorlment of 500 ail
différent stamps guaranleed lo catalog over $10.00
offered to approval applicants for only 25c.
F.DGEWOOD STAMP CO., Dept. C, Milford,
Conn.
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F YOU arc now earnihg less than ^40 a week, if you're short of schooling, you'll have
to face these questions, sooner or later:
What are your chances in your présent line of work? How much more will your job
!
pay you next year? Can you overcome the handicaps of neglected éducation? Will you
get "fired" when limes get bad?
You may not Hke your own answers to these questions. And if you don't, tny advice is. Cet into a
différent field—where there arc plenty jobs, big salaries and rcal opportunities for advancement.
ELECTRICITY—the wonder-industry—-offers you such unlimited opportunities. IMl prove that to you here.
And l'il tell you how you can SWITCH TO ELECTRICITY withouc losing a day's time or a dollar's pay.
World's greatest industry offers

xu
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OtANl
POWER
PLANTS
do notrun thomsplves. Ittakes
MEN—trainerl,
expert
men—lo
superinteml
thuni.
71

/WILL HELP
ITom Cet One K—!
of TheseWeU- |jjj| 01^'"T1
PaidJOBS .... Irtij
You don't need to be a
high-school or collège graduate to succeed in elcctricity. I
have placed hundrcds of men
with limited éducation in wellK'«
< \ 'I g.'
Eaid electrical jobs, and I will
e glad to tell you how I
can help YOU do the same.
Mail coupon and I will show
you the QUICK way to raise your own pay as an Electrical Expert, at a cost and on terms y ou can easily afford.
CONFIDENTIAL
SURPRISE

you amazing Opportunities!
Even Electricians and Electrical Mechanics are earning $10 to
$20 a day in the larger cities. Of course, the EXPERTS are
getting MORE than that. And the demand for men who
know elcctricity is bigger than the supply—bccause electricaLçan-struction, installations and maintenance are moving ahead so
rapidly, therc's no kecping up with them. Yet Edison, Marconi, Insull and other leaders say elcctricity is still in its
infancy, and that men who enter the ficld today have a
bigger chance even, than the pioneers of 30 years ago.
JOBS

ixa,ooo
Mlles ot
Electric Trnnk Lines
The flKiirca abolit the Eleot rirai
Industry read likc a fairy sloryl
Today wc are usinff over a billion Kilowatts a year. 10 million
horse power gonerafed eleetrically. This is the Electrical âge.
It will pay you to go along with 1t.

$

60 to *125
a Week!
Therc's a way forV OU to becomc an electrical EXPERT.
Positions as CH.-f Elctfsician, Su péri n -ndcnt of
Power Plant Construction or Ii ."dation, or
Productioi, Superintendent p p WITHIN
YOUHK :ACH! Mail
coupon irr the /nost
rema kahle offcr
ever «ade to ambiti. -o men

>*
w

OFFER

to men now eairning
less thatt$40aweek
I am prepared to enter into a written contract
with any ambitions man who seeks a fine, wellpaid Electrical job. To help him get ready and 29 Noted
TO HELP HIM GET PLACED.
Engineers
We are now bound by similar agrccmcnts to dcliver — men frora Westingthis PAY - RAISING JOB SERVICE to over 15.000 housc, Allis-Chai mers.
men. Backed by our entire rcsources of a million and a Western Electric, Commonwealth Edison, Genhalf dollars.
Electric and other
I will show you how YOU can break into the giant eral
corporations, and
Electrical industry, how to qualify for and GET a won- preat
Icading Universitics of
derful position, paying at least 50% more than you the U. S.— helped us
earn today. And offering opportunities for further ad- develop this remarkable
vancement that are simply dazzling. And ail wilhout a service for preparing
and placing ambitious
penny's risk to you, I promise you that.
in fine Elcctical PoEhis offer is open to any ambitious man. Lack of men
sitions. It will pay you
schooling will not bar you. Lack of ready money will to get ail the facts of
not bar you. Just send me the coupon, and Fil give this startling service —
you the big chance to cash in, too.
the Coupon btings them.
Chief Engineer Dunlap, Electrical Division
Mail
^icricarif^diool
Depf E-726Drexel Ave. & 58th St., Chicago

-a

Railroads
Arc turninir frora
stoam to elcctricity. The Steel Industry is 86 nor
cent electrifleif.
lien» are r»7 to
90 per cent electrilled.

--

Chief Engineer Dunlap
Electrical Division
THE AMERICAN SCHOOE
,
Dept.E-726 Drexel Ave. & 58th St.. Chicago
I may want to SWITCH to Elertricity.
I I am ambitious. Send Confidentiel Surprise
Offer to
Coupon
I
Now!
Address..
I Age

Occupation..

(P^FREE TRIAL
Single Control
7-Tiibe
s
$

RETA1L PRICE
Completely Assemblcd

B1GGEST DISCOUNTS to
AGENTS and DEALERS
WORK either full or part time and
make big money. T remendous ad vertising campaign helps you sell. Regardless of whether you have ever sold before,
be sure to get our proposition. The Rando'ph sells on first démonstration. Men
and women both can make money this
easy way. Get your démonstration set
for thirty days FREE TRIAL.

Ranilolnh
POWERFUL seven-tube radio at factory price. Test it without spending a cent. We claim the Randolph Seven will
out-perform any radio and we want you to satisfy yourself
that it will. To do this, we will send you this powerful radio to try for 30
days. Test it for distance, clearness, ease of opération, tone and every
other way you can. Unless it more than satisfies you, retum it to us. Every
Randolph set must make good beîore it is sold.
tunery A.LL ELECTRIC OPERATION

Hilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

The Randolph Seven !■ »oId for use with batteries or connected for
opération direct to electrlc light socKet—absolutely batteryless—no charKers or batteries—just plug in socket and tune la. 100% efficient either way. Its construction and
performance bave been tested and approved by leading radio engineers and authoritics and
leading radio and scientific publications.
Single Control—Ulumlnated Drum
One drum dial operated by one simple vernier control tunes in ail stations with easy selectivity to tremendous volume. No overlapping of stations. Illuminated drum pcrmits opération in the dark. Volume control for finer volume modulation. This is a 7-tube tuned radio
frequency receiver with power transformera and power amplification. Space wound solenoid
coils Full and completely shielded. A real receiver of the highest quality. Tremendous
distance, wonderf ul tone quality. simple to operate.
The Randolph cabinets are in themselves beautiful pièces of furniturc made of carefuliy
selected solid buri walnut. Bas-relief bronze escutcheon plates are mounted on the dial panel. ïn
design and appearance it is a cabinet worlhy of the
high-quality radio it contains. Solid walnut beautifully shaped surrounds the soft verdi-green panel.
Notbîng bas been sparedto make the RandolpbSeven
the leading radio receiver. We are so sure that it will
surpass even your best hopes that we know how safe
we are in making the 30 «lay f rec trial offer.
Read What Owners Say
I have iogged more than 50 stations from coast to
coast.—Lloyd Davenport, Littlefield, Texas.
I have Iogged 52 stations from Cuba to Seattle—-the
set is a world beater.—J. Tampkinson. Détroit, Mich.
Your set is a révélation—has ail others tied to the
post for distance and selectivity.—Waldo Powers,
Vergennes. Vermont.
On strength of its performance sold two more
|
sets this week. T. Scanlow. Orlando. Florida.
1
Beautiful Ampliphonic
{
Console Set
I
Made of the finest carefuliy selected solid walnut. •
Two-tone shaded finish. Has built-in cone loud- |I
speaker that compares with any on the market and I
accurateiyreproduceshigh and low notes. Send for
thefoiderlodaythatshows this beautiful console in
fullolorsandgivescompletedetails. Compares |
with most table sets in prlce. Forbattery ■
or all-electrlc opération ready to plug in
and tune in. Write for complété descriptions.
|
Randolph Radio Corporation
711 W. Lake St. Dept. 126, Chicago, Ul.

Ihe
Randolph
Now
you
cnn have aradto.
new modem,
gmgtocontrol.
six-tube
Do
not aeta
comparo
thi.
net
with
old
style
2-dial
6-tubo
aellin*
for
aboutSixthoh«>«aama
price.
The Randolph
1928
Senior
«Ihoradio
beenenRinoera.
tci-ted
and approved
by
the
leudinR
Corner,
in a beautiful
aolldSinRle
walnutcontrol.
cabinet
ol
hand-rubbcd
Illuminated
Drum linitth
wilh and
apaceveryloraolective.
loRgin».
Absolutely
dependable
Sen»
Days Free Trial. You test It
beforeforyou30buy.
Mail Coupon Now
RadioofCorporation
arrpioneere
inandtheRandolph
manufacture
raolos.
AU
ils vaat
Retail Prlce The
unlimited
reaources
have
beenof u'cd
makinR
and
perfectinR
of
the
Randolph
Re-in
cclvera.
Becauae
of
tiur
lonR
and
•ucceeaful
SINGLE
experience
in
the
radio
buainesa,
we
are
perconfident
inWeaendinR
oui aItRandolph
^CONTROl^ foctly
Radio
on
trial.coupon
know what
will do.
Mail
radiouaoffertheovcr
made.now for the Rrealeat
-Tube

USE THIS COUPON TODAY!
Randolph Radio Corporation,
711 West Lake Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Send me full particulars about the RANDOLPH Six and
Seven-Tube Table and Console Sets with détails of your
30 Day FREE Trial Offer.
Name..

Address
I City
State
—
Mark here ( ) if interested in Agent's proposition.
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Secrets
Baffiing secrets of the world's greatest magicians—mysteries never before divulged—supernatural effects of
the Orient — massive stage illusions—the most priceless.
most treasured Secrets of the Magic Profession now—
Jor the first lime—disclosed to YOU in the great Tar

Ton

Old

of

Magic

bell Course in Magic. Learn to perform like a real
magician in a short time—in your spare time—at home.
Be the life of every party—the center of every crowd,
whereveryougo. Business and social success are YOURS
whenyouknowMagic. It'seasywith theTarbellSystem!

Astonlsh Your
Frlends
Study the first lesson and your friends will be amazed
supernatural, psychic power. YOU possess this talent
at your wonderful Magical powers. You wili have that
now! Surprisingly easy to bring it out. Send the
Magnetic power that gives you instant popularity in
coupon below now — and find out how easiiy you
any crowd. Everyone will marvel at your apparently
can do it.

Earn $250 to $1000 a Month
From Impromptu Tricks through Sleight of Hand to
and they pay $25 to $100 for perhaps half an hour's
Great Stage Illusions—EVERYTHING is taught to you
program. Keep your job and make a lot of EXTRA
so that you can go right out and MAKE B1G MONEY
MONEY on the side. Just master a few easy tricks.
WITH MAGIC. There is a tremendous demand for
Salesmen—businessmen—professional men—-ail can
Magic Entertainment. Clubs, churches, schools, conuse Magic to gain popularity and profits. Easy for YOU
ventions, theaters are on the lookout for Magicians—
•o make $250 to $1000 a month!
Tarbell System, Inc., Studio 11-97
1926 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send me your big FREE illustrated and colored
booklet giving full information on the Tarbell System
of Magic. No obligation on my part whatever.
Name

Tarbell System^ Inc., studio 11-97
1926 Sunnyside Avenue. Chicago, IU.

Address..
City and State..

Mail Coupon!
You can now get this great course, endorsed by the
world's greatest magicians, at a spécial low price. But
you have to act quickly to get in on this offer. Write
today SURE!

-Age.

